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(54) ROLLING FRICTION OR SUSPENSION FRICTION IMPACT MINING METHOD AND WEAR-
RESISTANT IMPACT MINING MACHINE USING SAID METHOD

(57) A rolling friction or suspension friction impact
mining method and a wear-resistant impact mining ma-
chine using said method. The mining machine comprises
a reciprocating impact part (3). The reciprocating impact
part comprises an impact drive device (4), a rolling re-
ciprocating device, and an impact head (6). The rolling
reciprocating device comprises a rubbing body (38), a
rubbing body support (39), an impact guiding element

(5.1), and a position-limiting mechanism. The rubbing
body (5.3) are disposed between the robbing body sup-
port (39) and the impact guiding element (5.1), and inside
of the position-limiting mechanism to form rolling guiding.
The impact drive device is disposed with a damage-pre-
vention mechanism, a rotary power buffer device, and a
structural buffer device, such that the impact head recip-
rocatingly move and have rolling or suspending friction
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under the support of the impact guiding element, thereby
preventing the damage-prevention force to damage a
power drive device and a rolling channel guiding device,
and preventing the impact vibration caused by the recip-

rocating impact part to affect the machine body and other
parts. The overall stability is therefore enhanced, and the
service life is extended
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Description

Technical field of the invention

[0001] The present invention belongs to the mechan-
ical field, and is especially applicable to a rolling friction
or suspension friction impact mining method in the mining
field and a wear-resistant impact mining machine using
said method.

Background of the invention

[0002] Tunneling machines and coal mining machines
are mainly applied to excavation of railways, bridges and
culverts of roads and tunnels and mechanical mining of
ore materials. Most mining machines broadly applied at
present are drilling and milling cutting-type tunneling ma-
chines and rolling milling cutting-type mining machines
and the working principle is to drill and cut or mill and cut
in a rolling manner a coalbed or a rockbed through picks
arranged on the outer surface at a front part of a cutting
head. Since a relatively large rotating damage force is
generated by the cutting head during drilling and milling
or rolling milling and cutting, a relatively large twisting
force will be generated to a rotating shaft, thus causing
heavy damage to the rotating shaft and shortening the
equipment service life. The crushing efficiency of a drill-
ing milling or milling cutting mining method is relatively
high with extremely high energy consumption, and low
production efficiency and lumpiness especially when tun-
neling crushing and ore material mining are performed
at a pressure stress. During the mining process, a large
amount of dust will be further generated, which results
in a poor mining environment and potential risks. In order
to overcome various disadvantages of the drilling milling
or milling cutting mining method, reciprocating impact
mining machines have emerged in the mining field.
[0003] In order to improve the mining efficiency, a cut-
ting head of an existing reciprocating impact mining ma-
chine is made as large as possible. When a material is
impacted and fallen, since the cutting head of the mining
machine is heavy in weight and large in volume, a head
handle of the cutting head is seriously damaged from an
impact guiding mechanism, thus leading to damage on
a drive system and a machine body, massive mainte-
nance of the whole machine and a short service life. How-
ever, if the cutting head is narrow and small, the produc-
tion efficiency will be largely reduced. Therefore, it is in
urgent need of an energy-saving and environment-
friendly impact mining machine which is high in produc-
tion efficiency and capable of preventing a cutting head
from damaging an impact guiding mechanism with little
wear to the impact guiding mechanism, and little damage
caused by an impact reactive force on a drive system
and a machine body.
[0004] Invention Patent Numbered 201010238402.7
discloses a crushing mechanism for a coal mining device.
The equipment is composed of a main body, a power

component, a working component and a connecting arm
etc. The power component drives the working component
to reciprocate and impact linearly to perform coal falling.
The power component applies a hydraulic cylinder. There
is sliding friction between a piston in the hydraulic cylinder
and the cylinder body with large friction resistance, thus
causing serious wear to a sealing plug and increasing a
gap between the piston and the cylinder body to increas-
ing leakage while increasing energy consumption and
affecting the operational performance of the equipment.
In the present invention, the hydraulic cylinder is applied
to driving the working component to impact at a low speed
with a low impact frequency, thus failing to realize a high
frequency impact effect of a mechanical transmission
mechanism, e.g. a crank mechanism. The working com-
ponent is installed at an end of the hydraulic cylinder.
When the hydraulic cylinder drives the working compo-
nent to extend out or retract along an axial direction of
the hydraulic cylinder, problems including swinging and
oscillation etc. of the working component are further
caused to affect the impact effect. Since a hydraulic cyl-
inder rod is not provided with an auxiliary guiding device,
the working component is seriously damaged from the
hydraulic cylinder by a powerful impact reactive force
generated during mining. Thus, a sliding frictional force
is focused on the hydraulic cylinder to cause partial wear,
which results in heavy damage on the hydraulic cylinder
and affects normal operation of the equipment.

Summary of the invention

[0005] To solve the problem above, the present inven-
tion provides a rolling friction or suspension friction im-
pact mining method in the mining field and a wear-resist-
ant impact mining machine using said method. The meth-
od is realized through the following technical solution:

A rolling friction or suspension friction impact mining
method, the method is realized by the following
steps:

an impact drive device, a guiding device and an
impact head etc. are provided; the impact drive
device, the guiding device and the impact head
etc. are formed into a reciprocating impact part;
a power support etc. is provided on the impact
drive device; a guiding support etc. is provided
on the guiding device; the power support and
the guiding support are separated, connected in
a separated manner or integrated; a rubbing
body support etc. is provided on the power sup-
port and/or the guiding support; the rubbing body
support and the power support are separated,
or connected in a separated manner or integrat-
ed, or the rubbing body support and the guiding
support are separated, or connected in a sepa-
rated manner or integrated; a roller support or a
suspender support etc. is provided on the rub-
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bing body support; the roller support and the
suspender support are separated, connected in
a separated manner or separated; a guiding roll-
er support and/or a power roller support etc.
are/is provided on the roller support; the guiding
roller support and the power roller support are
separated, connected in a separated manner or
integrated; a guiding suspender support and/or
a power suspender support etc. are/is provided
on the suspender support; the guiding suspend-
er support and the power suspender support are
separated, connected in a separated manner or
integrated; an impact guiding element, a rubbing
body and the rubbing body support etc. are pro-
vided on the guiding device; the rubbing body is
provided as a roller or a suspender etc.; the roller
is provided as a guiding roller and/or a power
roller etc.; the guiding roller and the power roller
are separated, connected in a separated man-
ner or integrated; the suspender is provided as
a guiding suspender and/or a power suspender
etc.; the guiding suspender and the power sus-
pender are separated, connected in a separated
manner or integrated;
the impact drive device is provided as a crank
impact drive device, or a hydraulic impact drive
device or a pneumatic impact drive device or a
solid flowing impact drive device etc.; a power
impact element and the power support etc. is
provided on the crank impact drive device, or
the hydraulic impact drive device or the pneu-
matic impact drive device or the solid flowing
impact drive device; a cylinder etc. is provided
on the hydraulic impact drive device or the pneu-
matic impact drive device or the solid flowing
impact drive device; the cylinder and the power
support or the guiding support are separated,
connected in a separated manner or integrated;
the impact guiding element and the power im-
pact element are separated, connected in a sep-
arated manner or integrated;
the impact guiding element and the impact head
are connected in a separated manner or inte-
grated; the power impact element and the im-
pact head are connected moveably, connected
separately or integrated; the rubbing body is pro-
vided between the guiding support and the im-
pact guiding element, or between the cylinder
and the impact guiding element, or between the
power support and the power impact element
etc.; the rubbing body support etc. is provided
on the guiding support, or the cylinder or the
power support; the power impact element drives
the impact guiding element or the impact head
to reciprocate; the rubbing body, the rubbing
body support and the impact guiding element
etc. are matched closely to support an impact
of the impact head through rolling friction or sus-

pension friction;
a frame etc. is provided; the frame thereon is
provided or is not provided with a jacking device;
the reciprocating impact part is provided on the
frame or provided on the jacking device etc.; the
frame is provided in a machine body or the frame
and the jacking device are combined and pro-
vided in the machine body;
the machine body supports the impact head to
impact in a reciprocating manner to fall a mate-
rial;
a travelling part etc. is provided; the travelling
part is provided at a lower portion of the machine
body; the travelling part drives the machine body
to travel.

[0006] A rolling friction or suspension friction impact
mining method according to the Method 1 includes the
following steps:

the rubbing body, the rubbing body support and the
impact guiding element etc. are matched closely to
support an impact of the impact head through rolling
friction or suspension friction and centralize an im-
pact direction of the impact head; the impact drive
device is protected by the guiding device from being
damaged by damage, thus improving impact effi-
ciency.

[0007] A rolling friction or suspension friction impact
mining method according to the Method 1 includes the
following steps:

one or two ends of the power impact element is pro-
vided with a damage-prevention mechanism etc.;
the damage-prevention mechanism is provided as a
rotating structure or a split structure etc.; the rotating
structure or the split structure etc. of the damage-
prevention mechanism is used in a matched manner
with the guiding device; the rotating structure is
stressed to rotate or the split structure isolates an
impact reactive damage force in a split manner.

[0008] A rolling friction or suspension friction impact
mining method according to the Method 1 includes the
following steps:

the guiding support etc. is provided on two or more
ends of the power support to form two or more guid-
ing support points; the two or more ends comprises
spatial positions comprising two or more ends of a
guiding support main body or two or more end spatial
positions out of the guiding support main body; the
two or more guiding support points both support the
gravity of the impact head; the rubbing body, the im-
pact guiding element and the rubbing body support
etc. are matched closely to form a multi-point support
impact head structure; the multi-point support impact
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head structure supports the impact head through
multiple points to centralize an impact direction of
the impact head, thus maximally increasing a cen-
tralizing width to the impact head, strengthening cen-
tralizing on the impact head, maximally controlling
the impact direction of the impact head, preventing
the impact drive device from being damaged by an
impact damage force and a reactive force, and ex-
tending the service life of the device.

[0009] A rolling friction or suspension friction impact
mining method according to the Method 1 includes the
following steps: two or more rows of rubbing bodies etc.
are provided around one impact guiding element; the two
or more rows of rubbing bodies bear a gravitational load
of the impact head and/or the impact guiding element; at
least one or more rubbing bodies of one row of rubbing
bodies support the impact head to impact in a recipro-
cating manner, thus preventing centralized damage on
the rubbing body caused by a gravitational load of the
impact head and/or the impact guiding element etc. on
only one row of rubbing bodies.
[0010] A rolling friction or suspension friction impact
mining method according to the Method 1 includes the
following steps:

the impact guiding element etc. is provided on the
rubbing body support; a liquid suspender or a gas
suspender etc. is provided on the impact guiding el-
ement or the rubbing body support; or a liquid sus-
pender or a gas suspender etc. is provided on the
power impact element or the power support, or a
magnetic suspender etc. is provided on the impact
guiding element or the rubbing body support, or a
magnetic suspender etc. is provided on the power
impact element and the power support; the magnetic
suspender is provided as an electromagnetic or a
permanent magnetic suspender etc.; suspension
friction is formed between the impact guiding ele-
ment and the rubbing body support or between the
power impact element and the power support etc.
by a suspender; a frictional resistance and frictional
damage between the impact guiding element and
the rubbing body support or between the power im-
pact element and the power support are reduced by
the suspension friction, thus improving the service
life of the impact drive device or the guiding device.

[0011] A rolling friction or suspension friction impact
mining method according to the Method 6 includes the
following steps:

an N pole permanent magnet is provided on the im-
pact guiding element or the guiding support; or an S
pole permanent magnet is provided on the impact
guiding element or the guiding support; N pole per-
manent magnets repel each other and S pole per-
manent magnets repel each other to form a magnetic

suspender; the power impact element drives the im-
pact guiding element to reciprocate; the magnetic
suspender supports the impact guiding element and
the guiding support to reciprocate oppositely with
suspension friction; or an N pole permanent magnet
is provided on the power impact element and the
power support; or an S pole permanent magnet is
provided on the power impact element and the power
support; an N pole permanent magnet and an N pole
permanent repel each other and an S pole perma-
nent magnet and an S pole permanent magnet repel
each other to form a magnetic suspender; the mag-
netic suspender supports the power impact element
and the power support to reciprocate oppositely with
suspension friction.

[0012] A rolling friction or suspension friction impact
mining method according to the Method 6 includes the
following steps:

a cathode electromagnet is provided on the impact
guiding element and the guiding support, or an an-
ode electromagnetic is provided on the impact guid-
ing element and the guiding support; cathode elec-
tromagnets repel each other and anode electromag-
nets repel each other to form a magnetic suspender;
the power impact element drives the impact guiding
element to reciprocate; the magnetic suspender sup-
ports the impact guiding element and the guiding
support to reciprocate oppositely with suspension
friction; or a cathode electromagnet is provided on
the power impact element and the power support; or
an anode electromagnet is provided on the power
impact element and the power support; cathode
electromagnets repel each other and anode electro-
magnets repel each other to form a magnetic sus-
pender; the magnetic suspender supports the power
impact element and the power support to reciprocate
oppositely with suspension friction.

[0013] A rolling friction or suspension friction impact
mining method according to the Method 6 includes the
following steps:

a gas source, a control valve, a transmission pipeline
and a gas cavity etc. are provided; the gas cavity is
provided on the guiding device; a gas suspender is
formed between the guiding support and the impact
guiding element; the gas suspender supports the im-
pact guiding element to reciprocate with suspension
friction; or the gas cavity is provided on the impact
drive device; a gas suspender is formed between
the power support and the power impact element;
the gas suspender supports the power impact ele-
ment to reciprocate with suspension friction.

[0014] A rolling friction or suspension friction impact
mining method according to the Method 6 includes the
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following steps:

a liquid medium source, a control valve, a transmis-
sion pipeline and a liquid cavity etc. are provided;
the liquid cavity is provided on the guiding device; a
liquid suspender is formed between the guiding sup-
port and the impact guiding element; the liquid sus-
pender supports the impact guiding element to re-
ciprocate with suspension friction; or the liquid cavity
is provided on the impact drive device; a liquid sus-
pender is formed between the power support and
the power impact element; the liquid suspender sup-
ports the power impact element to reciprocate with
suspension friction.

[0015] A rolling friction or suspension friction impact
mining method according to the Method 1 includes the
following steps:

a position-limiting structure etc. is provided on the
reciprocating impact part; the position-limiting struc-
ture is provided as a guiding position-limiting struc-
ture or a power position-limiting structure etc.;
the guiding position-limiting structure and the rub-
bing body support are connected, separated or inte-
grated; or the guiding position-limiting structure and
the impact guiding element are connected, separat-
ed or integrated; or the guiding position-limiting
structure and the guiding rollers are connected, sep-
arated or integrated; or the power position-limiting
structure and the power support are connected, sep-
arated or integrated; or the power position-limiting
structure and the power impact element are connect-
ed, separated or integrated; or the power position-
limiting structure and the power rollers are connect-
ed, separated or integrated;
guiding rubbing body etc. is provided in the guiding
position-limiting structure; the guiding rubbing body
supports the impact guiding element to reciprocate
along the rubbing body support in the guiding posi-
tion-limiting structure; the guiding position-limiting
structure limits a motion space and a position of the
guiding rubbing body and/or the guiding support etc.;
power rubbing body etc. is provided in the power
position-limiting structure; the power rubbing body
supports the power impact element to reciprocate
along the power support in the power position-limit-
ing structure; the power position-limiting structure
limits a motion space and a position of the power
rubbing body and/or the power impact element etc.;
the rubbing body supports the impact guiding ele-
ment and/or the power impact element etc. to recip-
rocate.

[0016] A rolling friction or suspension friction impact
mining method according to the Method 1 includes the
following steps:

a guiding circulating raceway etc. is provided on the
impact guiding element or the roller support; the
guiding circulating raceway and the impact guiding
element or the roller support are connected in a sep-
arated manner or integrated; the impact guiding el-
ement etc. is provided in the roller support; the guid-
ing rollers etc. are provided in the guiding circulating
raceway; one part of the guiding roller exposed out
of the guiding circulating raceway is in contact with
the surface of the roller support or the surface of the
impact guiding element; an impact guiding element
main body is not in contact with the surface of the
roller support; the guiding rollers support the impact
guiding element and the roller support to reciprocate
oppositely with rolling friction; or a power circulating
raceway etc. is provided on the power impact ele-
ment or the power support; the power circulating
raceway and the power impact element or the power
support are connected in a separated manner or in-
tegrated; the power impact element etc. is provided
in the power support; the power rollers etc. are pro-
vided in the power circulating raceway; power rollers
exposed out of the power circulating raceway are in
contact with the surfaces of the power rollers or the
surface of the power support etc.; a power impact
element main body is in not contact with the surface
of the power support; the power rollers support the
power impact element and the power support etc. to
reciprocate oppositely with rolling friction.

[0017] A rolling friction or suspension friction impact
mining method according to the Method 12 includes the
following steps:

the rollers roll in a circulating manner, in a recipro-
cating manner or in situ etc. in the circulating raceway
to support the impact guiding element and the rub-
bing body support or to support the power impact
element and the power support etc. to reciprocate
oppositely.

[0018] A rolling friction or suspension friction impact
mining method according to the Method 1 includes the
following steps:

a reciprocating stroke section is provided on the roll-
er support, the impact guiding element, the power
support or the power impact element etc.; the rollers
are provided between the roller support and the im-
pact guiding element, or between the power support
and the power impact element and are provided in
the reciprocating stroke section; the reciprocating
stoke section limits a rolling space and the positions
of the rollers; the rollers and the impact guiding ele-
ment have rolling friction with the roller support etc.
or the rollers and the power impact element etc. have
rolling friction with the power support etc. while mov-
ing.
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[0019] A rolling friction or suspension friction impact
mining method according to the Method 14 includes the
following steps:

the width of the reciprocating stroke section is not
larger than or equal to or close to the width of the
rollers in a roller rolling direction; the length of the
reciprocating stroke section is equal to or close to
the sum of 1/2 of the stroke of the impact guiding
element or the power impact element and the roller
diameter; the rollers are provided between the roller
support and the impact guiding element, or provided
between the power support and the power impact
element and provided in the reciprocating stroke sec-
tion; the reciprocating stroke section limits the rolling
space and the positions of the rollers; the recipro-
cating stroke section ensures that the rollers and the
impact guiding element have rolling friction with the
roller support or the rollers and the power impact
element have rolling friction with the power support
etc. while moving.

[0020] A rolling friction or suspension friction impact
mining method according to the Method 1 includes the
following steps:

the rubbing body support and the impact guiding el-
ement etc. are provided on the guiding device; two
ends of the impact guiding element are provided with
impact heads or one end is provided with an impact
head, or one end is provided with an impact head
and the other end is provided with a counterweight
element;
a guiding section etc. is provided on the impact guid-
ing element; the guiding section is provided at an
impact guiding element with one end provided with
an impact head and the other end provided with a
counterweight element, or an impact guiding ele-
ment with two ends provided with impact heads etc.;
the setting method is that two ends of the guiding
section are equal or substantially equal in weight be-
sides an overlapped section with the impact guiding
element;
the guiding section etc. is provided in the rubbing
body support; the guiding section is matched with
the rubbing body support so that the guiding section
is always located on the rubbing body support when
moving, thus maintaining gravitational equilibrium of
the impact guiding element in a static state or in a
moving state;
the rubbing body support, the rubbing body and the
impact guiding element etc. are matched closely to
support the impact guiding element to reciprocate;
the power impact element and the impact guiding
element are separated, connected or integrated; the
impact head is supported by the impact guiding el-
ement to reciprocate; the impact head impacts a coal
wall or a rock wall to fall a material.

[0021] A rolling friction or suspension friction impact
mining method according to the Method 1 includes the
following steps:

a rolling wheel etc. is provided between the power
support and the power impact element or a rolling
wheel is provided between the guiding support and
the impact guiding element;
when an axis of the rolling wheel is fixed to the power
impact element, the rolling wheel rolls against the
power support; or when the axis of the rolling wheel
is fixed to the power support, the rolling wheel rolls
against the power impact element; or when the axis
of the rolling wheel is fixed to the roller support, the
rolling wheel rolls against the impact guiding ele-
ment; or when the axis of the rolling wheel is fixed
to the impact guiding element, the rolling wheel rolls
against the roller support, thus preventing fitting slid-
ing friction of the power impact element and the pow-
er support, or preventing fitting sliding friction of the
roller support and the impact guiding element, and
reducing wear of the guiding device and/or wear of
the impact drive device; the power impact element
and the impact guiding element are separated, con-
nected in a separated manner or integrated; the pow-
er support and the roller support are separated, con-
nected in a separated manner or integrated.

[0022] A rolling friction or suspension friction impact
mining method according to the Method 17 includes the
following steps:

the surface of the rolling wheel is manufactured into
a convex, a recess, a V groove or a curve etc.; the
shape of the roller support or the shape of a contact
surface between the impact guiding element and the
rolling wheel is locked with the shape of the surface
of the rolling wheel; or the shape the power support
or the shaped of a contact surface between the pow-
er impact element and the rolling wheel is locked
with the shape of the surface of the rolling wheel; the
rolling wheel, the roller support and the impact guid-
ing element etc. are matched closely or the rolling
wheel, the power support and the power impact el-
ement etc. are matched closely to control a motion
of the impact guiding element and/or the power im-
pact element etc. to be a straight line reciprocating
motion through rolling friction.

[0023] A rolling friction or suspension friction impact
mining method according to the Method 1 includes the
following steps:

when the rubbing body support is provided as an
external sleeve, the impact guiding element is pro-
vided as an internal body; when the rubbing body
support is provided as an internal body, the impact
guiding element is provided as an external sleeve;

9 10 
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the rubbing body etc. is provided between the exter-
nal sleeve and the internal body; the external sleeve,
the internal body and the rubbing body etc. are
matched closely so that the external sleeve or the
internal body reciprocates oppositely through rolling
friction or suspension friction;
the impact head is supported by the reciprocating
external sleeve or internal body to reciprocate with
rolling friction or suspension friction.

[0024] A rolling friction or suspension friction impact
mining method according to the Method 1 includes the
following steps:

a raceway guiding device, or a recess guiding de-
vice, or a guiding device with a bracket, or a circu-
lating raceway guiding device or a reciprocating
stroke section guiding device, or a position-limiting
guiding device, or a cylindrical guiding device, or a
U-shaped guiding device, or a frame-shaped guiding
device, or an irregular guiding device etc. is provided;
the rubbing body support, the rubbing body and the
impact guiding element etc. are matched closely to
enable the impact guiding element to reciprocate
through rolling friction or suspension friction; a reac-
tive damage force generated by an impact of the
impact head on a coal wall or a rock wall is applied
to the guiding device, thus preventing the crank im-
pact drive device, or the hydraulic impact drive de-
vice or the pneumatic impact drive device etc. from
being damaged by the impact reactive damage
force; the guiding device centralizes an impact di-
rection of the impact head and ensures that the next
impact of the impact head is applied to an object to
be mined; the travelling part drives the machine body
to travel to realize reciprocating impact and contin-
uous mining.

[0025] A rolling friction or suspension friction impact
mining method according to the Method 1 includes the
following steps:

the guiding device is combined with a crank compo-
nent of the crank impact drive device, or the guiding
device is combined with the hydraulic impact drive
device, or the guiding device is combined with the
pneumatic impact drive device etc. and provided in
a supporting box; the supporting box and the power
support are separated, connected in a separated
manner or integrated; the power support includes a
crank support or a cylinder etc.; the supporting box
and the guiding support are separated, connected
in a separated manner or integrated;
two ends of the impact guiding element provided in
the supporting box are provided with impact heads,
or one end of the impact guiding element is provided
with an impact head and the other end is provided
with a counterweight element, or one end of the im-

pact guiding element is provided with an impact head
etc.; an end of the power impact element extending
out of the support box is connected or integrated with
the impact head;
the supporting box supports the power impact ele-
ment and the impact guiding element etc. to recip-
rocate, thus protecting components in the box from
being polluted and corroded by dust, etchant gases
and waste water.

[0026] A rolling friction or suspension friction impact
mining method according to the Method 1 includes the
following steps:

a fixing support and a buffering support etc. are pro-
vided on the jacking device, the reciprocating impact
part or the frame; or when the fixing support is pro-
vided on the jacking device, the buffering support
etc. is provided on the reciprocating impact part; or
when the fixing support is provided on the frame, the
buffering support etc. is provided on the jacking de-
vice;
a buffering element and a buffering guiding element
etc. are provided; the buffering element is provided
between the fixing support and the buffering support,
or provided between the jacking device and the
frame, or is provided between the jacking device and
the reciprocating impact part etc.; the buffering guid-
ing element is separated, connected in a separated
manner or integrated with the fixing support or the
buffering support or the jacking device or the frame
or the reciprocating impact part etc.;
the power impact element drives the impact head or
the impact guiding element etc. to impact so that an
impact reactive force is applied on the buffering sup-
port and the fixing support, or is applied on the jack-
ing device and the frame, or is applied on the jacking
device and the reciprocating impact part; the buffer-
ing element is damaged to absorb the impact reac-
tive force; the buffering guiding element controls a
buffering direction so that buffering is reciprocating
straight line buffering, thus preventing the impact
head from oscillating non-directionally during buffer-
ing.

[0027] A rolling friction or suspension friction impact
mining method according to the Method 22 includes the
following steps:

when the fixing support is provided as a buffering
guiding element, the buffering support is provided
as a buffering guiding sleeve; or when the buffering
support is provided as a buffering guiding element,
the fixing support is provided as a buffering guiding
sleeve;
the buffering guiding element is locked glidingly with
the buffering guiding sleeve; when a guiding lug boss
or a guiding groove is provided on the buffering guid-
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ing element, a guiding groove or a guiding lug boss
etc. is correspondingly provided on the buffering
guiding sleeve; two sides of a convex portion of the
guiding lug boss are provided with buffering ele-
ments etc.; the buffering guiding sleeve is locked on
the buffering guiding element; the buffering guiding
element, the buffering elements and the buffering
guiding sleeve etc. are matched to form a bi-direc-
tional guiding buffering structure to have a bi-direc-
tional buffering function;
the buffering guiding element supports the buffering
guiding sleeve to slide in a reciprocating manner in
a straight line along the buffering guiding element,
or the buffering guiding sleeve supports the buffering
guiding element to slide in a reciprocating manner
in a straight line along the buffering guiding sleeve
to form bi-directional guiding buffering;
the power impact element drives the impact head or
the impact guiding element etc. to impact; an impact
reactive damage force is applied on a bi-directional
guiding buffering mechanism; the bi-directional guid-
ing buffering mechanism absorbs the impact reac-
tive force;
the bi-directional guiding buffering mechanism is
provided on the frame, or is provided on the jacking
device, or is provided on the reciprocating impact
part, or is provided on the jacking device and the
frame, or is provided on the jacking device and the
reciprocating part etc.;
the power impact element drives the impact head or
the impact guiding element etc. to reciprocate; a buff-
ering element at a front portion of the guiding lug
boss and a buffering element etc. at a back portion
of the guiding lug boss absorbs an impact reactive
force of the impact head; the buffering guiding sleeve
and the buffering guiding element slide oppositely in
a straight line; the buffering guiding element, the buff-
ering guiding sleeve and the buffering elements etc.
are matched to absorb the impact reactive force of
the impact head and control a buffering direction to
be reciprocating straight line buffering, thus prevent-
ing the impact drive device and the guiding device
from oscillating non-directionally and stabilizing an
impact direction of the impact head.

[0028] A rolling friction or suspension friction impact
mining method according to the Method 23 or 24 includes
the following steps:

a retaining structure etc. is provided on the fixing
support and the buffering support, or a retaining
structure etc. is provided on the buffering guiding
element or the buffering guiding sleeve; a retaining
element etc. is provided on the retaining structure;
the retaining element is separated, or connected in
a separated manner or integrated with the fixing sup-
port, the buffering support, the buffering guiding el-
ement or the buffering guiding sleeve etc.;

the retaining element prevents the fixing support and
the buffering support from being detached during re-
ciprocating sliding, or the retaining element prevents
the buffering guiding element and the buffering guid-
ing sleeve from being detached during opposite re-
ciprocating sliding.

[0029] A rolling friction or suspension friction impact
mining method according to the Method 1 includes the
following steps:

a fixing support and a buffering support etc. are pro-
vided on the jacking device, the reciprocating impact
part or the frame; or when the fixing support is pro-
vided on the jacking device, the buffering support is
correspondingly provided on the reciprocating im-
pact part; or when the fixing support is provided on
the frame, the buffering support is correspondingly
provided on the jacking device; or when the fixing
support is provided on the frame, the buffering sup-
port is provided on the reciprocating impact part;
a spline shaft and a spline housing etc. are provided;
a sliding reciprocating stroke section etc. is provided
between the spline shaft and the spline housing;
when impacted, the sliding reciprocating stroke sec-
tion slides in a reciprocating manner to absorb an
impact reactive force to form a sliding stroke spline
shaft housing buffering mechanism; or a driving pul-
ley is fixed on the fixing support and the driving pulley
is connected with a drive shaft of an electric machine,
a hydraulic motor or a pneumatic motor etc.; a driven
pulley is provided on the buffering support; a belt is
provided on the driving pulley and the driven pulley;
the driven pulley moves as the buffering support is
impacted; the belt absorbs an impact reactive force
to form a belt buffering mechanism; the sliding stroke
spline shaft housing buffering mechanism or the belt
buffering mechanism etc. forms a rotation power
buffering mechanism;
an electric machine or a hydraulic motor or a pneu-
matic motor etc. of a rotation power source element
of the reciprocating impact part is provided on the
jacking device, or is provided on the frame, or is pro-
vided on the reciprocating impact part, or is provided
on the jacking device, or is provided on the jacking
device and the frame, or is provided on the recipro-
cating impact part and the jacking device etc.;
a rotation power buffering mechanism is provided on
the rotation power source element and a rotation im-
pact transmission element, or is provided on the ro-
tation impact transmission element or is provided on
the jacking device and the reciprocating impact part,
or is provided on the jacking device and the frame,
or is provided on the fixing support and the buffering
support, or is provided on the frame and the recip-
rocating impact part etc.; the rotation power buffering
mechanism prevents the electric machine, the hy-
draulic motor or the pneumatic motor etc. from being
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damaged by an impact reactive force;
a buffering element etc. is provided between the
frame and the reciprocating impact part, or is provid-
ed between the fixing support and the buffering sup-
port, or is provided between the jacking device and
the reciprocating impact part etc.; the buffering guid-
ing element is provided on the frame and the recip-
rocating impact part, or the buffering guiding element
is provided on the fixing support and the buffering
support, or the buffering guiding element is provided
on the jacking device and the reciprocating impact
part etc. to form a structural buffering mechanism;
the structural buffering mechanism absorbs an im-
pact reactive force through the buffering element
while controlling a buffering direction with the buff-
ering guiding element;
the rotation power buffering mechanism and the
structural buffering mechanism are used independ-
ently or used in combination;
the rotation power buffering mechanism and/or the
structural buffering mechanism etc. are/is provided
on the frame and the jacking device, or is provided
on the fixing support and the buffering support, or is
provided on the jacking device and the reciprocating
impact part, or provided on the frame and the recip-
rocating impact part etc.; the structural buffering
mechanism is matched with the sliding stroke spline
shaft housing buffering mechanism and the belt buff-
ering mechanism etc. to absorb and buffer an impact
reactive force of the impact head and guide a buff-
ering direction, thus preventing the rotation power
source element or the jacking device or the frame
etc. from being damaged by the impact reactive force
and ensuring that an impact direction of the impact
head faces an object to be mined.

[0030] A rolling friction or suspension friction impact
mining method according to the Method 1 includes the
following steps:

the jacking device is provided as a rocker arm lifting
mechanism etc.; the rocker arm lifting mechanism is
provided with a rocker arm etc.; the rocker arm is
provided as a parallelogram rocker arm or a single
rocker arm etc.; the parallelogram rocker arm is pro-
vided with a main rocker arm and a secondary rocker
arm etc.;
a supporting box or a supporting frame etc. is pro-
vided the reciprocating impact part; one end of the
main rocker arm is hinged with the machine body
and the other end is hinged with the supporting box
or the supporting frame etc.; one end of the second-
ary rocker arm is hinged with the machine body and
the other end is hinged with the supporting box or
the supporting frame etc.;
the reciprocating impact part is supported by the
main rocker arm and/or the secondary rocker arm;
the main rocker arm and the secondary rocker arm

are matched to adjust a mining direction or position
of the impact head, thus ensuring that the next impact
of the impact head is applied to an object to be mined.

[0031] A rolling friction or suspension friction impact
mining method according to the Method 1 includes the
following steps:

a power concentric shaft section, connecting han-
dles and eccentric shafts etc. are provided to form a
multi-throw crank; the multi-throw crank and con-
necting rods etc. form a multi-throw crank multi-rod
impact head;
one end of the power concentric shaft section of the
multi-throw crank is connected with a power output
component of the crank impact drive device;
the other end of the power concentric shaft section
is provided with two or more connecting handles and
eccentric shafts etc.;
the power concentric shaft section of the multi-throw
crank is installed on a supporting box or a supporting
frame etc.;
an eccentric shaft of the multi-throw crank is hinged
with one end of a connecting rod and the other end
of the connecting rod is connected, separated or in-
tegrated etc. with the connecting rod; one eccentric
shaft drives one or more connecting rods to impact
in a reciprocating manner to form a multi-throw crank
impact drive device, thus improving mining efficien-
cy.

[0032] A rolling friction or suspension friction impact
mining method according to the Method 1 includes the
following steps:

impact external layer material teeth and impact in-
ternal layer material teeth etc. are provided; the im-
pact external layer material teeth are shaped and
arranged so that a material fallen by the impact in-
ternal layer material teeth can flow out from gaps
between the impact external layer material teeth;
the impact internal layer material teeth are shaped
or arranged so that an internal layer material of a
coal wall or a rock wall to be mined can be fallen;
the impact external layer material teeth and impact
internal layer material teeth etc. are arranged in par-
allel to form a multi-layer impact head; multiple layers
of mechanisms are matched with each other to fall
and discharge a material; the mining width and min-
ing efficiency are improved by multi-layer impact
teeth.

[0033] A rolling friction or suspension friction impact
mining method according to the Method 1 includes the
following steps:

impact teeth etc. are provided; tooth heads etc. are
provided on the impact teeth; the distances between
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tooth heads of two adjacent layers of impact teeth
are different; the impact teeth are provided as multi-
layer impact teeth to impact a coal wall or a rock wall
to be mined into steps; two or more opposite free
surfaces are formed on each step of the step-shaped
coal wall or rock wall; the pressure stress and struc-
tural strength of the step-shaped coal wall or rock
wall are greatly reduced compared with the original
planar coal wall or rock wall; the tooth heads and
impact teeth are connected in a separated manner
or integrated etc.;
after the coal wall or the rock wall is impacted into
steps, a material is fallen by using the two opposite
free surfaces of the step-shaped coal wall or rock
wall when impact teeth of each layer perform mining
again, thus greatly reducing impact resistance,
avoiding oversize lumps of the material fallen by the
impact head, reducing power consumption, reducing
an impact reactive force, and improving impact effi-
ciency.

[0034] A rolling friction or suspension friction impact
mining method according to the Method 1 includes the
following steps:

an impact external layer material tooth frame etc. is
provided; the impact external layer material tooth
frame is provided with a discharge hole etc.;
impact external layer material teeth etc. are provided
on the impact external layer material tooth frame;
the impact external layer material teeth are provided
on the impact external layer material tooth frame and
face a to-be-mined surface; the impact external layer
material teeth and the impact external layer material
tooth frame are connected in a separated manner or
integrated etc.; the impact external layer material
teeth are shaped or arranged to fall an external layer
material of a layer to be mined;
an impact internal layer material tooth frame and im-
pact internal layer material teeth etc. are provided;
the impact internal layer material teeth and the an
impact internal layer material tooth frame are con-
nected in a separated manner or integrated etc.; the
impact internal layer material teeth are shaped or
arranged to fall an internal layer material of the layer
to be mined;
the discharge hole enables a material fallen by the
impact internal layer material teeth to flow out.

[0035] A rolling friction or suspension friction impact
mining method according to the Method 1 includes the
following steps:

the jacking device is provided as a vertical lifting
mechanism etc.; the vertical lifting mechanism is pro-
vided with a lifting platform and a lifting platform sup-
port etc.;
the lifting platform is driven by a rope and rope coiler,

a gear and rack, a screw pole, a shaft coupling, a
chain wheel and chain, a hydraulic element or a
pneumatic element etc. to ascend and descend ver-
tically;
the lifting platform is located and locked by a bolt, a
lock tongue, a cushion block, a pull rope, a hydraulic
cylinder, or a pneumatic cylinder etc.;
the vertical lifting mechanism drives the reciprocat-
ing impact part to move up and down vertically.

[0036] A rolling friction or suspension friction impact
mining method according to the Method 1 includes the
following steps:

wherein the hydraulic impact drive device, the pneu-
matic impact drive device or the solid flowing impact
drive device are provided with a piston, the power
rollers, and a cylinder etc.; the power rollers are pro-
vided around the piston, or the power rollers are pro-
vided at one side of the piston, or the power rollers
are provided at two or more sides etc. of the piston;
the piston and the power rollers etc. are provided in
the cylinder;
supported by the power rollers, the piston and the
cylinder reciprocate oppositely with rolling friction to
form a rolling piston hydraulic impact drive device or
a rolling piston pneumatic impact drive device etc.;
the power impact element is provided as a cylinder
rod and a piston etc.; one end of the cylinder rod is
connected, separated or integrated with the piston;
a control element etc. is provided; the control ele-
ment controls a liquid, a gas or a solid to flow; the
piston is pushed by a flowing pressure of the liquid,
the gas or the solid so that the piston and the cylinder
reciprocate with rolling friction.

[0037] A rolling friction or suspension friction impact
mining method according to the Method 1 includes the
following steps:

the power impact element, a cylinder and a control
element etc. are provided; a piston and a cylinder
rod etc. are provided on the power impact element;
the piston is provided in the cylinder; the cylinder rod
is provided inside or outside the cylinder; the piston
and the cylinder rod are separated, connected in a
separated manner or integrated etc.; the guiding roll-
er support etc. is provided; the guiding roller support
and the cylinder are separated, connected in a sep-
arated manner or integrated etc.; the guiding roller
support is provided inside or outside the cylinder; the
guiding roller is provided between the guiding roller
support and the cylinder; the guiding rollers, the cyl-
inder rod and the guiding roller support are matched
closely to form a centralizer; the control element con-
trols a liquid, a gas or a solid to flow; the piston moves
under a pressure of the liquid, the gas or the solid;
the piston drives the cylinder rod to reciprocate; the
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guiding rollers rotate against the guiding roller sup-
port and the cylinder rod etc.; a moving direction of
the cylinder rod is controlled by rolling friction.

[0038] A rolling friction or suspension friction impact
mining method according to the Method 1 includes the
following steps:

the roller support is integrated with the guiding sup-
port, the impact guiding element, the cylinder, the
piston, the power support, or the power impact ele-
ment etc., thus reducing a space occupied by the
roller support; the roller support is integrated with the
guiding support, the impact guiding element, the cyl-
inder, the piston, the power support or the power
impact element etc. to realize high structural strength
and high space utilization; a limited space is used
for increasing the volumes of the rollers, thus improv-
ing the bearing capacity of the rollers, increasing the
contact area of the rollers with the guiding support,
the impact guiding element, the cylinder, the piston,
the power support or the power impact element etc.,
and avoiding an overlarge partial pressure and over-
large damage to the guiding support, the impact
guiding element, the cylinder, the piston, the power
support or the power impact element etc. due to un-
dersize rollers.

[0039] A rolling friction or suspension friction impact
mining method according to the Method 3, 11 or 22 in-
cludes the following steps:

the guiding position-limiting structure etc. is provided
on the rubbing body support, the rubbing body and/or
the impact guiding elements; the rubbing body is pro-
vided between the rubbing body support and the im-
pact guiding element and are provided in the guiding
position-limiting structure; the guiding position-limit-
ing structure limits a moving space and position of
the rubbing body; or the power position-limiting struc-
ture etc. is provided on the power support, the rub-
bing body and/or the power impact element; the rub-
bing body is provided in the power position-limiting
structure; the e power position-limiting structure lim-
its a moving space and position of the rubbing body;
one end or two ends of the power impact element
are provided with a damage-prevention mechanism
etc.; the damage-prevention mechanism is matched
with the guiding device; an reactive damage force
generated by an impact of the impact head on a coal
wall or a rock wall is applied to the damage-preven-
tion mechanism; the damage-prevention mecha-
nism isolates the reactive damage force through ro-
tation or split isolation etc. so that the reactive dam-
age force is applied to the guiding device, thus pre-
venting the impact drive device from being damaged
by the impact reactive damage force; the guiding de-
vice centralizes an impact direction of the impact

head;
the buffering element etc. is provided between the
frame and the jacking device, or is provided between
the jacking device fixing support and the jacking de-
vice buffering support, or is provided on the jacking
device and the reciprocating impact part or is pro-
vided on the frame and the reciprocating impact part;
the buffering guiding element is arranged on the
frame and the jacking device, or the buffering guiding
element is arranged on the jacking device fixing sup-
port and the jacking device buffering support, or the
buffering guiding element is arranged on the frame
and the reciprocating impact part etc. to form a struc-
tural buffering mechanism; the structural buffering
mechanism buffers an impact reactive force through
the buffering element while controlling a buffering
direction through the buffering guiding element.

[0040] A wear-resistant impact mining machine using
the rolling friction or suspension friction impact mining
method, wherein the invention is implemented by the fol-
lowing technical solution:

it comprises a machine body, a travelling part, and
a reciprocating impact part etc.; the reciprocating im-
pact part comprises a guiding device, an impact drive
device and an impact head etc.; the guiding device
and the impact drive device are separated, connect-
ed in a separated manner or integrated; the impact
drive device comprises a power support etc.; the
guiding device comprises a guiding support etc.; the
power support and the guiding support are separat-
ed, connected in a separated manner or integrated;
the power support and/or the guiding support com-
prise/comprises a rubbing body support etc.; the rub-
bing body support and the power support or the rub-
bing body support and the guiding support are sep-
arated, connected in a separated manner or integrat-
ed; the rubbing body support comprises a roller sup-
port or a suspender support etc.; the roller support
and the suspender support are separated, connect-
ed in a separated manner or integrated; the roller
support comprises a guiding roller support and/or a
power roller support etc.; the guiding roller support
and the power roller support are separated, connect-
ed in a separated manner or integrated; the suspend-
er support comprises a guiding suspender support
and/or a power suspender support etc.; the guiding
suspender support and the power suspender sup-
port are separated, connected in a separated man-
ner or integrated; the guiding device comprises an
impact guiding element, a rubbing body and a rub-
bing body support etc.; the rubbing body comprises
rollers and suspenders etc.; the rollers comprise a
guiding roller and/or a power roller etc.; the guiding
roller and the power roller are separated, connected
in a separated manner or integrated; the suspender
comprises a guiding suspender and/or a power sus-
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pender etc.; the guiding suspender and the power
suspender are separated, connected in a separated
manner or integrated;
the impact drive device comprises a power impact
element and a power support etc.; the impact guiding
element and the power impact element are separat-
ed, connected in a separated manner or integrated;
the impact guiding element and the impact head are
connected in a separated manner or integrated; the
power impact element and the impact head are
moveably connected, separated or integrated; the
rubbing body is provided between the guiding sup-
port and the impact guiding element, or provided be-
tween the power support and the power impact ele-
ment; the guiding support or the power support com-
prises the rubbing body support etc.; the power im-
pact element drives the impact guiding element or
the impact head to reciprocate; the rubbing body,
the rubbing body support and the impact guiding el-
ement etc. are matched closely to support the impact
head to impact through rolling friction or suspension
friction;
the machine body comprises a frame etc.; the frame
thereon is provided or is not provided with a jacking
device; the reciprocating impact part is provided on
the frame or provided on the jacking device etc.; the
frame is provided in the machine body or the frame
is provided in the machine body combined with the
jacking device;
the machine body supports the impact head to im-
pact in a reciprocating manner to fall a material;
the travelling part is provided at a lower portion of
the machine body; the travelling part drives the ma-
chine body to travel.

[0041] The rubbing body support, the impact guiding
element and the rubbing body etc. are matched closely
to support an impact of the impact head through rolling
friction or suspension friction and centralize an impact
direction of the impact head; the impact drive device is
protected by the guiding device from being damaged by
damage, thus improving impact efficiency.
[0042] The impact drive device comprises a crank im-
pact drive device, or a hydraulic impact drive device, or
a pneumatic impact drive device or a solid flowing impact
drive device etc.; the crank impact drive device, or the
hydraulic impact drive device or the pneumatic impact
drive device or the solid flowing impact drive device com-
prises the power impact element and the power support
etc.; the hydraulic impact drive device or the pneumatic
impact drive device or the solid flowing impact drive de-
vice comprises a cylinder etc.; the cylinder is separated,
connected in a separated manner or integrated with the
power support or the guiding support; the impact guiding
element and the power impart element are separated,
connected in a separated manner or integrated.
[0043] The impact drive device comprises a crank im-
pact drive device, or a hydraulic impact drive device, or

a pneumatic impact drive device or a solid flowing impact
drive device; the crank impact drive device etc., or the
hydraulic impact drive device or the pneumatic impact
drive device or the solid flowing impact drive device com-
prises the power impact element and the power support
etc.; the hydraulic impact drive device or the pneumatic
impact drive device or the solid flowing impact drive de-
vice comprises a cylinder etc.; the cylinder is separated,
connected in a separated manner or integrated with the
power support or the guiding support.
[0044] The reciprocating impact part further comprises
a supporting box etc.; the guiding device and the impact
drive device are combined and provided in the supporting
box; two ends of the impact guiding element provided in
the supporting box are provided with impact heads, or
one end of the impact guiding element is provided with
an impact head and the other end is provided with a coun-
terweight element etc. for preventing the impact head
from damaging the guiding device, the impact drive de-
vice and/or the machine body due to gravity unbalance
or one end of the impact guiding element is provided with
an impact head; an end of the power impact element is
connected or separated with the impact head; the power
support and the supporting box are separated, integrated
or connected; the supporting box protects components
in the box from being polluted and corroded by dust, etch-
ant gases and waste water.
[0045] The reciprocating impact part further comprises
a supporting frame etc.; the impact drive device or the
guiding device is provided on the supporting frame.
[0046] A position-limiting structure etc. is provided on
the reciprocating impact part; the position-limiting struc-
ture is provided as a guiding position-limiting structure or
a power position-limiting structure etc.; the guiding posi-
tion-limiting structure and the power position-limiting
structure are separated, connected in a separated man-
ner or integrated;
the guiding position-limiting structure and the rubbing
body support are connected, separated or integrated; or
the guiding position-limiting structure and the impact
guiding element are connected, separated or integrated;
or the guiding position-limiting structure and the guiding
roller are connected, separated or integrated; or the pow-
er position-limiting structure and the power support are
connected, separated or integrated; or the power posi-
tion-limiting structure and the power impact element are
connected, separated or integrated; or the power posi-
tion-limiting structure and the power roller are connected,
separated or integrated;
the guiding roller or the guiding suspender etc. is provided
in the guiding position-limiting structure; the guiding roller
or the guiding suspender supports the impact guiding
element to reciprocate along the rubbing body support
in the guiding position-limiting structure; the guiding po-
sition-limiting structure limits a moving space and posi-
tion of the guiding roller, or the guiding suspender or the
impact guiding element etc.; the power roller or the power
suspender etc. is provided in the power position-limiting
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structure; the power roller or the power suspender etc.
supports the power impact element to reciprocate along
the power support in the power position-limiting structure;
the power position-limiting structure limits a moving
space and position of the power roller, the power sus-
pender and the power impact element etc.; the rubbing
body support the impact guiding element or the power
impact element to reciprocate.
[0047] The position-limiting structure comprises a
raceway, or a circulating raceway, or a cylindrical chan-
nel, or a pit, or a reciprocating stroke section, or a retainer,
or a position-limiting plate, or a position-limiting ring, or
a position-limiting sleeve, or a position-limiting platform,
or a position-limiting rod, or a position-limiting shaft, or a
position-limiting groove, or a spherical bump, or a lug
boss, or a bearing, or an internal body matched with an
external sleeve, or an oval, or a dumbbell, or a circular
column, or a zone, or a circular ring, or a rolling wheel,
or a platform-shaped column, or a platform-shaped ball,
or a platform-shaped drum, or a groove-shaped column,
or a groove-shaped ball, or a groove-shaped rolling
wheel, or a groove-shaped oval, or a square, or a U
shape, or a frame, or an I shape, or a spline, or an arc,
or an V shape, or a reversed V shape, or a circular shape,
or a plate, or a polygonal, or a cylinder, or a spline housing
or a multi-rhombus key etc.
[0048] The retainer comprises a cylindrical retainer, or
a plate-type retainer, or a U-shaped retainer, or a V-
shaped retainer, or a polygonal retainer, or an irregular
retainer, or a triangular retainer, or a square retainer or
a chain link retainer etc.
[0049] The raceway comprises a reciprocating stroke
section, or a circulating raceway, or a spiral raceway, or
a wave-shaped raceway, or an annular raceway, or a
straight line raceway or an irregular raceway etc.
[0050] The circulating raceway comprises an annular
circulating raceway, or a spiral circulating raceway, or a
wave-shaped circulating raceway, or an irregular circu-
lating raceway etc.
[0051] Through rolling in a circulating raceway, or roll-
ing in a reciprocating manner, or rolling in situ, or rolling
in a pit, or rolling in a raceway, or rolling in a retainer etc.,
the roller supports the impact guiding element and the
guiding roller support to reciprocate oppositely.
[0052] A roller or multiple rollers are arranged longitu-
dinally in a reciprocating direction, or a roller or multiple
rollers are arranged transversely in a reciprocating direc-
tion.
[0053] The guiding roller or the power roller etc. fills a
raceway space besides an effective stroke, or fill a race-
way space along a raceway.
[0054] The guiding roller or the power roller etc. is ar-
ranged in parallel or in a staggered manner along a re-
ciprocating impact direction.
[0055] The impact drive device comprises the power
support and the power impact element etc.; the guiding
device comprises the guiding rollers, the guiding support
and the impact guiding element etc.; the guiding roller

comprises a rolling wheel etc.; the rolling wheel is pro-
vided between the power support and the power impact
element, or is provided between the guiding support and
the impact guiding element; the rolling wheel comprises
an axis etc. of the rolling wheel; the rolling wheel is sep-
arated, connected in a separated manner or integrated
with the axis of the rolling wheel; when the axis of the
rolling wheel is fixed to the power impact element, the
rolling wheel rolls against the power support; when the
axis of the rolling wheel is fixed to the power support, the
rolling wheel rolls against the power impact element, thus
preventing fitting sliding friction of the power impact ele-
ment and the power support; or when the axis of the
rolling wheel is fixed to the guiding support, the rolling
wheel rolls against the impact guiding element; when the
axis of the rolling wheel is fixed to the impact guiding
element, the rolling wheel rolls against the guiding sup-
port, thus preventing fitting sliding friction of the guiding
support and the impact guiding element and reducing
wear of the impact drive device.
[0056] The impact drive device comprises the power
support and the power impact element etc.; the guiding
device comprises the guiding roller, the guiding support,
and the impact guiding element etc.; the guiding roller
comprises a rolling wheel etc.; the surface of the rolling
wheel is manufactured into a convex, a recess, a V
groove or a curve etc.; the shape of the roller support or
the shape of a contact surface between the impact guid-
ing element and the rolling wheel is locked with the shape
of the surface of the rolling wheel; or the shape the power
support or the shape of a contact surface between the
power support and the rolling wheel is locked with the
shape of the surface of the rolling wheel; a motion of the
impact guiding element or the power impact element is
controlled to be a straight line reciprocating motion
through rolling friction, thus reducing wear of the impact
drive device.
[0057] The guiding support or the power support, or
the impact guiding element, or the power impact element
comprises a reciprocating stroke section etc.; the width
of the reciprocating stroke section is not larger than or
equal to or close to the width of rubbing body in a rolling
direction; the length of the reciprocating stroke section
is equal to or close to the sum of 1/2 of the stroke of the
impact guiding element or the power impact element and
the roller diameter; the rollers are provided between the
roller support and the impact guiding element, or provid-
ed between the power support and the power impact el-
ement and provided in the reciprocating stroke section;
the reciprocating stroke section limits a rolling space and
position of the rollers; the reciprocating stroke section
ensures that the rollers have rolling friction with the guid-
ing support, or the power support, or the impact guiding
element, or the power impact element etc. while moving.
[0058] The rubbing body support comprises a pit, or
the impact guiding element comprises a pit, or the power
support comprises a pit or the power impact element
comprises a pit etc.; the rubbing body is provided be-
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tween the rubbing body support and the impact guiding
element and are provided in the pit; or the rubbing body
is provided between the power support and the power
impact element and provided in the pit; the pit limits a
rolling space and position of the rubbing body.
[0059] The rubbing body support comprises a race-
way, or the impact guiding element comprises a raceway,
or the rubbing body support and the impact guiding ele-
ment comprises a raceway etc.; the rubbing body sup-
port, the impact guiding element and the rubbing body
rolling in the raceway etc. are locked closely to enable
the impact guiding element to reciprocate through rolling
friction of the rubbing body; the raceway limits a rolling
space and position of the rubbing body.
[0060] The guiding device comprises the roller sup-
port, the impact guiding element, a retainer, and the guid-
ing roller etc.; the retainer etc. is provided between the
roller support and the impact guiding element; the guiding
roller is provided in the retainer; the thickness of the re-
tainer is smaller than the diameter of the guiding roller;
two parts of the guiding roller higher than the retainer are
respectively provided in the roller support and the impact
guiding element; the retainer is provided independently,
or is fixed to the roller support, or is fixed to the impact
guiding element etc.; the roller support and the impact
guiding element are matched closely with the guiding roll-
ers etc. in the retainer so that the impact guiding element
reciprocates through rolling friction; the retainer limits a
rolling space and position of the guiding rollers.
[0061] The guiding device further comprises a guiding
section etc.; the guiding section is provided in the impact
guiding element etc.; two ends of the guiding section be-
sides an overlapped section with the impact guiding el-
ement are equal or substantially equal in weight; the guid-
ing section and the impact guiding element are connect-
ed in a separated manner, or integrated; the guiding sec-
tion is provided in the rubbing body support; the guiding
section is always located on the rubbing body support
when moving, thus maintaining gravitational equilibrium
at two ends of the impact guiding element in a static state
or in a moving state; the rubbing body support, the rub-
bing body and the impact guiding element etc. are
matched closely to support the impact guiding element
to reciprocate with rolling friction or suspension friction;
the power impact element drives the impact head or the
impact guiding element to reciprocate.
[0062] The impact drive device comprises a crank im-
pact drive device, or a hydraulic impact drive device or
a pneumatic impact drive device or a solid flowing impact
drive device etc.; when the rubbing body support com-
prises an external sleeve, the impact guiding element
comprises an internal body; or when the rubbing body
support comprises an internal body, the impact guiding
element comprises an external body; the rubbing body
is provided between the external sleeve and the internal
body; the external sleeve, the internal body and the rub-
bing body etc. are matched closely to reciprocate oppo-
sitely through rolling friction or suspension friction; the

impact head is supported by the reciprocating external
sleeve or internal body to reciprocate with rolling friction;
the power impact element drives the impact head to im-
pact.
[0063] The guiding device comprises a guiding rubbing
body support and/or a guiding impact guiding element
and/or guiding rubbing body etc.; the guiding impact guid-
ing element, the guiding rubbing body and the guiding
rubbing body support are matched closely to ensure that
the impact head impacts in a reciprocating manner in a
straight line and/or prevent the impact head from rotating;
the guiding rubbing body support and the guiding support
are separated, connected in a separated manner or in-
tegrated; the guiding impact guiding element and the im-
pact guiding element are separated, connected in a sep-
arated manner or integrated; or the impact drive device
comprises a guiding power support and/or a guiding pow-
er impact element and/or guiding rubbing body etc.; the
guiding power impact element, the guiding rubbing body
and the guiding power support etc. are matched closely
to ensure that the power impact element reciprocates in
a straight line and/or prevent the power impact element
from rotating; the guiding power support and the power
support are separated, connected in a separated manner
or integrated; the guiding power impact element and the
power impact element are separated, connected in a sep-
arated manner or integrated.
[0064] The guiding rubbing body support comprises a
quadrangular rubbing body support, or a U-shaped rub-
bing body support, or a frame-shaped rubbing body sup-
port, or a box rubbing body support, or a triangular rub-
bing body support, or an oval rubbing body support, or a
polygonal rubbing body support, or an irregular rubbing
body support, or a raceway rubbing body support, or a
pit rubbing body support, or a reciprocating stroke section
rubbing body support, or a retainer rubbing body support,
or a circulating raceway rubbing body support, or a
groove-shaped rubbing body support, or an I-shaped rub-
bing body support, or a spline housing rubbing body sup-
port, or an arc-shaped rubbing body support, or a V-
shaped rubbing body support, or a reversed V-shaped
rubbing body support, or a plate-shaped rubbing body
support, or a cylindrical rubbing body support, or a multi-
rhombus key rubbing body support etc.; the guiding rub-
bing body support is separated, connected in a separated
manner or integrated with the power support, or the guid-
ing rubbing body support is separated, connected in a
separated manner or integrated with the guiding support.
[0065] The guiding impact guiding element comprises
a quadrangular impact guiding element, or a U-shaped
impact guiding element, or a frame-shaped impact guid-
ing element, or a V-shaped impact guiding element, or a
triangular impact guiding element, or an oval impact guid-
ing element, or a polygonal impact guiding element, or
an irregular impact guiding element, or a raceway impact
guiding element, or a pit impact guiding element, or a
reciprocating stroke section impact guiding element, or
a retainer impact guiding element, or a circulating race-
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way impact guiding element, or a groove-shaped impact
guiding element, or an I-shaped impact guiding element,
or a spline housing impact guiding element, or an arc-
shaped impact guiding element, or a V-shaped impact
guiding element, or a reversed V-shaped impact guiding
element, or a plate-shaped impact guiding element, or a
cylindrical impact guiding element, or a multi-rhombus
key impact guiding element etc.; the guiding impact guid-
ing element is separated, connected in a separated man-
ner or integrated with the impact guiding element, or the
guiding impact guiding element is separated, connected
in a separated manner or integrated with the power im-
pact element.
[0066] The rollers comprise a spherical roller, or an
oval roller, or a dumbbell-shaped roller, or a circular col-
umn roller, or a conical roller, or a circular ring-shaped
roller, or a rolling wheel roller, or a platform-shaped col-
umn roller, or a platform-shaped ball roller, or a platform-
shaped drum roller, or a groove-shaped drum roller, or
a groove-shaped column roller, or a groove-shaped ball
roller, or a groove-shaped rolling wheel roller, or a
groove-shaped oval roller, or a roller with an axe, or a
roller with a hole, or a multi-rhombus key roller, a multi-
rhombus sleeve roller, or a rolling drum-shaped roller, or
a rolling bear roller, or a rolling needle roller or a rolling
barrel roller, or a linear bearing etc.; the roller and the
guiding roller are separated, connected in a separated
manner or integrated.
[0067] The shapes/shape of the impact guiding ele-
ment and/or the rubbing body support are/is locked close-
ly with the shape of the rubbing body to form a guiding
position-limiting structure; or the shape of the power im-
pact element or the power support is locked closely with
the shape of the rubbing body to form a power position-
limiting structure; the position-limiting structure controls
a moving direction of the impact guiding element or the
power impact element etc., and/or prevents the impact
guiding element or the power impact element etc. from
rotating; the guiding position-limiting structure and the
power position-limiting structure are separated, connect-
ed in a separated manner or integrated.
[0068] The power support comprises a cylinder etc.;
the power impact element comprises a piston etc.; the
cylinder comprises a square cylinder, or a spline housing
cylinder, or an arc-shaped cylinder, or an oval cylinder,
or a circular cylinder or a polygonal cylinder or a cylindri-
cal cylinder etc.; the shapes/shape of the piston and/or
the power rollers are/is locked closely with the shape of
the cylinder to form a power position-limiting structure; a
moving direction of the piston is controlled through rolling
friction or suspension friction.
[0069] The power support comprises a cylinder etc.;
the power impact element comprises a piston etc.; the
piston comprises a square piston, or a U-shaped piston,
or a frame-shaped piston, or a groove-shaped piston, or
a spline-shaped piston, or an arc-shaped piston, or a V-
shaped piston, or an oval piston, or a circular piston, or
a plate-shaped piston, or a polygonal piston, or a multi-

rhombus key piston, or an E-shaped piston etc.; the
shapes/shape of the cylinder and/or the power rollers are
locked closely with the shape of the piston to form a power
position-limiting structure; a moving direction of the pis-
ton is controlled through rolling friction or suspension fric-
tion.
[0070] The impact guiding element comprises a race-
way impact guiding element, or a pit impact guiding ele-
ment, or an impact guiding element with a bracket, or a
circulating raceway impact guiding element, or a stroke
section impact guiding element, or a position-limiting im-
pact guiding element, or a cylindrical impact guiding el-
ement, or a U-shaped impact guiding element, or a V-
shaped impact guiding element, or a polygonal impact
guiding element, or a frame-shaped impact guiding ele-
ment, or an irregular impact guiding element, or an E-
shaped impact guiding element etc.
[0071] The rubbing body support comprises a raceway
rubbing body support, or a pit rubbing body support, or
a rubbing body support with a bracket, or a circulating
raceway rubbing body support, or a stroke section rub-
bing body support, or a position-limiting rubbing body
support, or a cylindrical rubbing body support, or a U-
shaped rubbing body support, or a V-shaped rubbing
body support, or a polygonal rubbing body support, or a
frame-shaped rubbing body support, or a box-shaped
rubbing body support, or an irregular rubbing body sup-
port etc.
[0072] The power impact element comprises a race-
way power impact element, or a pit power impact ele-
ment, or a power impact element with a bracket, or a
circulating raceway power impact element, or a stroke
section power impact element, or a position-limiting pow-
er impact element, or a cylindrical power impact element,
or a U-shaped power impact element, or a frame-shaped
power impact element, or an irregular power impact el-
ement, or an E-shaped power impact element, or a po-
lygonal power impact element etc.
[0073] The power support comprises a raceway power
support, or a pit power support, or a power support with
a bracket, or a circulating raceway power support, or a
stroke section power support, or a position-limiting power
support, or a cylindrical power support, or a U-shaped
power support, or a E-shaped power support, or a polyg-
onal power support, or a box-shaped power support, or
a frame-shaped power support, or an irregular power
support etc.
[0074] The rubbing body are provided around the im-
pact guiding element, or provided at one side of the im-
pact guiding element, or provided at two or more sides
etc. of the impact guiding element; or the rubbing body
are provided around the power impact element, or pro-
vided at one side of the power impact element, or pro-
vided at two or more sides etc. of the power impact ele-
ment; the power impact element comprises a piston, a
cylinder, a piston rod or a guiding rod etc.
[0075] A circulating raceway etc. is provided on the
impact guiding element or the guiding roller support; the
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circulating raceway is connected in a separated manner,
or integrated with the impact guiding element or the guid-
ing roller support; the impact guiding element is provided
in the guiding roller support or is provided outside the
guiding roller support; the guiding roller is provided in the
circulating raceway; one part of the guiding roller ex-
posed out of the circulating raceway is in contact with the
surface of the guiding roller support or the surface of the
impact guiding element; an impact guiding element main
body is not in contact with the surface of the guiding roller
support; the guiding rollers support the impact guiding
element and the guiding roller support etc. to reciprocate
oppositely through rolling friction.
[0076] The circulating raceway comprises an annular
circulating raceway etc.; an annular plane of the annular
circulating raceway is arranged along a reciprocating di-
rection; the annular circulating raceway is arranged
around the impact guiding element, or is arranged indi-
vidually on the impact guiding element or is arranged
symmetrically on the impact guiding element etc.; the
guiding rollers roll in a reciprocating and circulating man-
ner in the annular circulating raceway.
[0077] The circulating raceway comprises a spiral cir-
culating raceway or a wave-shaped circulating raceway
etc.; the spiral circulating raceway or the wave-shaped
circulating raceway is provided on the impact guiding el-
ement or the guiding roller support etc.; the guiding roller
rolls in a circulating manner in the spiral circulating race-
way or the wave-shaped circulating raceway; position of
the guiding roller bearing a pressure between the impact
guiding element and the guiding roller support changes
in a circulating manner, thus reducing the probability that
the guiding roller always partially rolls on the impact guid-
ing element and the guiding roller support to bear a over-
large pressure and to be damaged.
[0078] A circulating supporting section and a circulat-
ing section etc. of the circulating raceway are arranged
along the surface of the impact guiding element or the
guiding roller support; the guiding roller in the circulating
supporting section supports the guiding roller support to
have rolling friction with the impact guiding element; the
guiding roller in the circulating sections does not support
the impact guiding element to have rolling friction with
the guiding roller support.
[0079] The retainer is provided in the circulating race-
way; the guiding roller is provided in the retainer and the
circulating raceway; the thickness of the retainer is small-
er than the guiding roller diameter; two parts of the guid-
ing roller higher than the retainer are respectively provid-
ed in the circulating raceway and the impact guiding el-
ement or the guiding roller support, thus preventing re-
verse friction between the guiding roller.
[0080] The circulating raceway is connected or inte-
grated with the guiding support, or the impact guiding
element, or the power support, or the power impact ele-
ment etc.
[0081] A circulating raceway etc. is provided on the
power impact element or the power support; the circulat-

ing raceway is connected in a separated manner or in-
tegrated with the power impact element or the power sup-
port; the power impact element is provided in the power
support or is provided out of the power support; the power
roller is provided in the circulating raceway; the power
roller exposed out of the circulating raceway is in contact
with the surface of the power support or the surface of
the power impact element etc.; a power impact element
main body is not in contact with the surface of the power
support; the power roller supports the power impact el-
ement and the power support to reciprocate oppositely
with rolling friction.
[0082] The circulating raceway comprises an annular
circulating raceway etc.; an annular plane of the annular
circulating raceway is arranged along a reciprocating di-
rection; the annular circulating raceway is arranged
around the power impact element, or is arranged individ-
ually on the power impact element or is arranged sym-
metrically etc. on the power impact element; the power
roller rolls in a reciprocating and circulating manner in
the annular circulating raceway.
[0083] The circulating raceway comprises a spiral cir-
culating raceway or a wave-shaped circulating raceway
etc.; the spiral circulating raceway or the wave-shaped
circulating raceway is provided on the power impact el-
ement or the power support etc.; the power roller rolls in
a circulating manner in the spiral circulating raceway or
the wave-shaped circulating raceway; position of the
power roller bearing a pressure between the power im-
pact element and the power support changes in a circu-
lating manner, thus reducing the probability that the pow-
er roller always partially rolls on the power impact element
and the power support to bear a overlarge pressure and
to be damaged.
[0084] A plane of the circulating raceway is arranged
vertical to the surface of the guiding roller support or the
impact guiding element or the power impact element or
the cylinder or the power roller support etc.; or the plane
of the circulating raceway is arranged approximately in
parallel with the surface of the guiding roller support or
the impact guiding element or the power impact element
or the cylinder or the power roller support etc.; the circu-
lating raceway comprises a circulating supporting section
and a circulating section etc.; the roller in the circulating
supporting section supports rolling friction of the impact
guiding element and the guiding roller support, or rolling
friction of the power impact element an the cylinder, or
rolling friction of the power impact element and the power
roller support, while the roller in the circulating section
does not support rolling friction of the guiding roller sup-
port, the impact guiding element, the power impact ele-
ment, the cylinder, and the power roller support etc.
[0085] The roller is arranged densely in the circulating
raceway; the length of the circulating raceway enables
the roller to support rolling friction of the guiding roller
support and the impact guiding element or enables the
roller to support rolling friction of the piston and the cyl-
inder, or enables the roller to support rolling friction of
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the power impact element and the power roller support
etc., thus preventing partial sliding friction or collision of
the guiding roller support and the impact guiding element,
or the piston and the cylinder, or the power impact ele-
ment and the power roller support etc.
[0086] A retainer is provided in the circulating raceway;
the retainer comprises a flexible retainer and a chain link
retainer; the power roller is provided in the retainer and
is provided in the circulating raceway; the thickness of
the retainer is smaller than the power roller diameter; two
parts of the power roller higher than the retainer are re-
spectively provided in the circulating raceway and the
power impact element or the power support etc., thus
preventing reverse friction between the power rollers.
[0087] The circulating raceway comprises a pressure-
bearing circulating raceway and a pressure-free circulat-
ing raceway etc.; the pressure-free circulating raceway
is provided in a separated manner with the power sup-
port, or the power impact element, or the guiding roller
support, or the impact guiding element etc.; the pressure-
free circulating raceway is detachable, thus facilitating
observation, maintenance and replacement of the power
roller.
[0088] A pressure-bearing section of the circulating
raceway is provided with a wear-resistant material or a
high strength material etc., thus improving the wear re-
sistance of the circulating raceway, improving resistance
of the circulating raceway on a pressure generated by
the guiding support and the impact guiding element on
the circulating raceway through the guiding rollers, or im-
proving the resistance of the circulating raceway on a
pressure generated by the power support and the power
impact element on the circulating raceway through the
power roller etc., reducing massive use of the wear-re-
sistant material and the high strength material by the im-
pact guiding element, or the guiding support, or the power
impact element, or the power support etc., and lowering
the requirement on the integral wear resistance or
strength of the guiding support, or the impact guiding
element, or the power support, or the power impact ele-
ment etc.
[0089] The impact guiding element, or the guiding sup-
port, or the power impact element or the power support
etc. is a lightweight material; the lightweight material
comprises an aluminum alloy, high strength plastic, ce-
ramics, a titanium alloy, carbon fiber, light steel or a com-
posite material etc.
[0090] The hydraulic impact drive device, or the pneu-
matic impact drive device, or the solid flowing impact
drive device comprises a sealing element etc.; the seal-
ing element is provided between the power impact ele-
ment and the power support, thus preventing a liquid or
a gas or a solid from entering from one side of the power
impact element to the other side.
[0091] The sealing element is provided on the power
impact element; the sealing element is located at one
side or two sides of the roller or located between a front
roller and a back roller etc., thus preventing a liquid, a

gas, or a solid from entering from one side of the power
impact element to the other side.
[0092] The power impact element thereon is provided
with a sealing element etc.; the sealing element is pro-
vided at one side or two sides of the circulating raceway,
or is provided between a front circulating raceway and a
back raceway etc.; the sealing piece does no reciprocate
on the rollers, thus preventing a liquid, a gas or a solid
from entering from one side of the power impact element
into the other side; the rollers support the power impact
element or the impact guiding element etc. to reciprocate
through rolling friction, thus reducing a running resistance
of the power impact element or the impact guiding ele-
ment and improving a moving speed of the power impact
element or the impact guiding element; the sealing ele-
ment is used for sealing.
[0093] The hydraulic impact drive device, or the pneu-
matic impact drive device, or the solid flowing impact
drive device comprises a piston, the rubbing body, a cyl-
inder, and the rubbing body support etc.; the rubbing body
is provided around the piston or is provided at one side
or are provided at two or more sides of the piston etc.;
the piston and the rubbing body are provided in the cyl-
inder; the rubbing body supports the piston and the cyl-
inder to reciprocate with rolling friction or suspension fric-
tion; the piston comprises a piston rod etc.; the piston
and the piston rod are separated, connected in a sepa-
rated manner or integrated; the rubbing body support and
the cylinder are separated, connected in a separated
manner or integrated; or the rubbing body support and
the piston are separated, connected or integrated; the
rubbing body support comprises the roller support and/or
the suspender support etc.; the roller support comprises
the guiding roller support and/or a piston roller support
etc.; the suspender support comprises the guiding sus-
pender support and/or a piston suspender support etc.;
the guiding roller support and the piston roller support
are separated, connected in a separated manner or in-
tegrated; the guiding suspender support and the piston
suspender support are separated, connected in a sepa-
rated manner, or integrated; the roller support and the
suspender support are separated, connected in a sepa-
rated manner or integrated.
[0094] The rubbing body and the piston are integrated;
the piston is a spherical piston etc.; the cylinder is a cy-
lindrical cylinder etc. matched with the diameter of the
spherical piston; the spherical piston and the cylindrical
cylinder form sealing; the spherical piston does not use
a sealing element to isolate a cavity into a pressure relief
area and a pressure charging area.
[0095] The hydraulic impact drive device or the pneu-
matic impact drive device or the solid flowing impact drive
device comprises the power impact element, a cylinder
and a control element etc.; the power impact element
comprises a piston and a cylinder rod etc.; the piston is
provided in the cylinder; the cylinder rod is provided inside
or outside the cylinder; the cylinder rod is the power im-
pact element and the impact guiding element etc.; the
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piston and the cylinder rod are separated, connected in
a separated manner or integrated; the guiding roller sup-
port etc. is provided; the guiding roller support and the
cylinder are separated, connected in a separated manner
or integrated; the guiding roller support is provided inside
or outside the cylinder; the guiding roller is provided be-
tween the guiding roller support and the cylinder rod; the
guiding roller, the cylinder rod and the guiding roller sup-
port etc. are matched closely to form a centralizer; the
control element controls flowing of a liquid, a gas or a
solid etc.; the piston moves under a pressure of the liquid,
the gas or the solid; the piston drives the cylinder rod to
reciprocate; the guiding rollers rotate against the guiding
roller support and the cylinder rod; a moving direction of
the cylinder rod is controlled by the control element.
[0096] The rubbing body support is integrated with the
guiding support, or the impact guiding element, or a cyl-
inder, or a piston, or the power support, or the power
impact element etc., thus reducing a space occupied by
the rubbing body support; the rubbing body support is
integrated with the guiding support, or the impact guiding
element, or the cylinder, or the piston, or the power sup-
port or the power impact element etc., thus realizing high
structural strength and high space utilization; a limited
space is used for increasing the volumes of the rubbing
body, thus improving the bearing capacity of the rubbing
body, increasing the contact area of the rubbing body
and the guiding support or the impact guiding element,
or the cylinder, or the piston, or the power support or the
power impact element etc., and avoiding an overlarge
partial pressure and overlarge damage to the guiding
support or the impact guiding element, or the cylinder, or
the piston, or the power support or the power impact el-
ement etc. due to undersize rubbing body.
[0097] The guiding support is provided at two or more
ends of the power support to form two or more guiding
support points; the two or more ends comprise two or
more ends of a guiding support main body or spatial po-
sitions comprising two or more ends out of the guiding
support main body etc.; the two or more guiding support
points all support the gravity of the impact head; the rub-
bing body, the impact guiding element and the rubbing
body support etc. are matched closely to form a multi-
point support impact head structure; the multi-point sup-
port impact head structure supports the impact head
through multiple points to centralize an impact direction
of the impact head, thus maximally increasing a central-
izing width to the impact head, strengthening centralizing
on the impact head, maximally controlling the impact di-
rection of the impact head, preventing the impact drive
device from being damaged by an impact damage force
and a reactive force, and extending the service life of the
device.
[0098] Two or more rows of rubbing bodies etc. are
provided around the impact guiding element or the power
impact element; the two or more rows of rubbing bodies
bear a gravitational load of the impact guiding element
and/or the power impact element; at least one or more

rubbing bodies of one row of rubbing bodies support the
impact guiding element or the power impact element etc.
to impact in a reciprocating manner, thus preventing cen-
tralized damage on the rubbing body or the rubbing body
support caused by a gravitational load of the impact guid-
ing element or the power impact element on only one
row of rubbing bodies.
[0099] The guiding device comprises the impact guid-
ing element etc.; the impact guiding element comprises
an upper impact guiding element and a lower impact guid-
ing element or a left impact guiding element and a right
impact guiding element etc.; the impact drive device com-
prises the crank impact drive device, or the hydraulic im-
pact drive device or the pneumatic impact drive device
or the solid flowing impact drive device etc.; the hydraulic
impact drive device or the pneumatic impact drive device
or the solid flowing impact drive device comprises the
power impact element etc.; the power impact element is
provided between the upper impact guiding element or
the lower impact guiding element, or is provided between
the left impact guiding element or the right impact guiding
element; the upper impact guiding element or the lower
impact guiding element or the left impact guiding element
or the right impact guiding element etc. forms a multi-
point support impact head structure.
[0100] The rubbing body are closely locked with the
rubbing body support and/or the impact guiding element
etc. through a contact surface; the contact surfaces of
the rubbing body with the rubbing body support and/or
the impact guiding element etc. are as large as possible;
or the contact surfaces of the rubbing body and a cylinder
and/or a piston etc. are closely locked; the contact sur-
faces of the rubbing body and the cylinder and/or the
piston etc. are as large as possible, thus preventing an
overlarge partial stress on the rubbing body, reducing
partial friction of the rubbing body on the rubbing body
support and/or the impact guiding element, or reducing
partial friction of the rubbing body on the cylinder and/or
the piston, and strengthening centralizing on the impact
guiding element or the piston etc.; the rubbing body sup-
port and/or the impact guiding element etc. are/is closely
locked with the rubbing body through the contact surfac-
es to limit a moving space and position of the rubbing
body; or the cylinder and/or the piston etc. are/is closely
locked with the rubbing body through the contact surfac-
es to limit a moving space and position of the rubbing
body.
[0101] The rubbing body are provided between the
guiding support and the impact guiding element, or is
provided between a cylinder and the impact guiding el-
ement, or is provided between the power support and
the power impact element etc.; the rubbing body, the im-
pact guiding element and the rubbing body support etc.
are matched closely to support the impact head at mul-
tiple points through rolling friction or suspension friction
to impact; the impact guiding element is actually an ex-
tension and damage of the power impact element;
through the extension and damage of the impact guiding
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element, a centralizing width on the impact head is in-
creased maximally, centralizing on the impact head is
strengthened, and the impact head is controlled maxi-
mally to prevent the crank impact drive device, or the
hydraulic impact drive device or the pneumatic impact
drive device or the solid flowing impact drive device from
being damaged by an impact damage force and a reac-
tive force.
[0102] The impact guiding element is provided on the
rubbing body support; the impact guiding element or the
rubbing body support comprises a liquid suspender or a
gas suspender etc.; or the power impact element or the
power support comprises a liquid suspender or a gas
suspender etc.; or the impact guiding element and the
rubbing body support comprise a magnetic suspender
etc.; or the power impact element and the power support
comprises a magnetic suspender etc.; the magnetic sus-
pender comprises an electromagnetic suspender, or a
permanent magnet suspender etc.; the suspender ena-
bles the impact guiding element and the rubbing body
support or the power impact element and the power sup-
port etc. to form suspension friction; the suspension fric-
tion reduces a frictional resistance or friction damage be-
tween the impact guiding element and the rubbing body
support or between the power impact element and the
power support, thus improving the service life of the im-
pact drive device or the guiding device.
[0103] The suspender comprises a gas source, a con-
trol valve, a transmission pipeline, and a gas cavity etc.;
the gas cavity is provided on the guiding device or the
impact drive device etc.; a gas suspender is formed be-
tween the guiding support and the impact guiding ele-
ment; or a gas suspender is formed between the power
support and the power impact element; the gas suspend-
er supports the impact guiding element to reciprocate
with suspension friction; or the gas suspender supports
the power impact element to reciprocate with suspension
friction.
[0104] The liquid suspender comprises a liquid medi-
um source, a control valve, a transmission pipeline and
a liquid cavity etc.; the liquid cavity is provided on the
guiding device or the impact drive device etc.; a liquid
suspender is formed between the guiding support and
the impact guiding element; or a liquid suspender is
formed between the power support and the power impact
element; the liquid suspender supports the impact guid-
ing element to reciprocate with suspension friction or the
liquid suspender supports the power impact element to
reciprocate with suspension friction.
[0105] The magnetic suspender comprises an electro-
magnetic suspender, or a permanent magnet suspender
etc.; the electromagnetic suspender comprises an elec-
tromagnet etc.; the permanent magnet suspender com-
prises a permanent magnet etc.; the electromagnet or
the permanent magnet is provided on the impact guiding
element and the guiding support or is provided on the
power impact element and the power support etc.
[0106] The impact guiding element and the guiding

support or the power impact element and the power sup-
port comprise an N pole permanent magnet etc.; or the
impact guiding element and the guiding support or the
power impact element and the power support comprise
an S pole permanent magnet etc.; N pole permanent
magnets repel each other and S pole permanent mag-
nets repel each other to form a magnetic suspender; the
power impact element drives the impact guiding element
to reciprocate; the magnetic suspender supports the im-
pact guiding element and the guiding support to recipro-
cate oppositely with suspension friction; or the magnetic
suspender supports the power impact element and the
power support to reciprocate oppositely with suspension
friction.
[0107] The impact guiding element and the guiding
support or the power impact element or the power support
comprise a cathode electromagnet etc.; or the impact
guiding element and the guiding support or the power
impact element or the power support comprise an anode
electromagnet etc.; cathode electromagnets repel each
other and anode electromagnets repel each other to form
a magnetic suspender; the power impact element drives
the impact guiding element to reciprocate; the magnetic
suspender supports the impact guiding element and the
guiding support to reciprocate oppositely with suspen-
sion friction; or the magnetic suspender supports the
power impact element or the power support to recipro-
cate oppositely with suspension friction.
[0108] One end or two ends of the power impact ele-
ment are provided with a damage-prevention mechanism
etc.; the damage-prevention mechanism is provided as
a rotating structure or a split structure etc.; the rotating
structure of the damage-prevention mechanism is pro-
vided as a joint bearing, or a turning joint, a ball cage
universal joint, a cross universal joint, a ball-end catching
groove type, or an arc-shaped catching groove type etc.;
the rotating structure of the damage-prevention mecha-
nism is stressed to rotate or the split structure isolates
an impact reactive force in a split manner.
[0109] The damage-prevention mechanism comprises
an arc-shaped catching groove type or a rotating joint
etc.; the arc-shaped catching groove type comprises an
arc-shaped raised head and a groove etc. moveably
locked with the arc-shaped raised head; the groove and
the power impact element are connected in a separated
manner or integrated; the arc-shaped raised head move-
ably locked with the groove and the impact head are con-
nected in a separated manner or integrated; the rotating
joint comprises a flexible universal joint rotating joint or
a universal bearing rotating joint, or a platform-type ro-
tating joint with multiple degrees of freedom or a universal
coupling rotating joint etc.; the flexible universal joint ro-
tating joint comprises an elastic element and a universal
joint etc.; when the universal joint is stressed, an relative
motion of the universal joint is adjusted by the elastic
body; the universal joint bearing rotating joint comprises
a universal joint base, and a rotating joint etc.; the rotating
joint is fixed on the universal joint base; when the univer-
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sal joint bearing is stressed, a relative motion is adjusted
by the universal joint base; the platform-type rotating joint
with multiple degrees of freedom is composed of a mov-
ing cylinder, an upper universal hinge, a lower universal
hinge, an upper platform and a lower platform etc.; when
the upper platform and the lower platform are stressed,
the upper platform moves in multiple degrees of freedom
in a space through a telescopic movement of the moving
cylinder; the universal coupling rotating joint is a cross
shaft rotating joint etc.; the cross shaft rotating joint com-
prises a cross shaft and a cross universal joint fork etc.;
the cross universal joint fork moves relatively through
connection of the cross shaft.
[0110] The damage-prevention mechanism comprises
a rotating structure etc.; the rotating structure comprises
a ball-end catching groove type etc.; the ball-end catch-
ing groove type comprises a ball end and a ball end
groove etc. moveably locked with the ball end; the ball
end and the power impact element are connected in a
separated manner or integrated; the ball end groove
moveably locked with the ball end and the impact head
are connected in a separated manner or integrated; the
power impact element and the impact head are connect-
ed or separated; the power impact element drives the
impact head to impact; an impact damage force is applied
on the damage-prevention mechanism; the rotating
structure of the damage-prevention mechanism is
stressed to rotate.
[0111] A buffering mechanism is provided between the
jacking device or the reciprocating impact part or the ma-
chine body or the jacking device and the reciprocating
impact part, or between the jacking device and the ma-
chine body etc.
[0112] The buffering mechanism comprises a structur-
al buffering mechanism or a power buffering mechanism
etc.
[0113] The structural buffering mechanism comprises
a fixing support, a buffering support and a buffering ele-
ment etc.
[0114] The power buffering mechanism comprises a
sliding stroke spline shaft housing buffering mechanism
and a belt buffering mechanism etc.
[0115] The jacking device or the reciprocating impact
part or the frame comprises a structural buffering mech-
anism etc.; the structural buffering mechanism compris-
es a fixing support and a buffering support etc.; when the
fixing support is provided on the jacking device, the buff-
ering support is correspondingly provided on the recip-
rocating impact part; or when the fixing support is pro-
vided on the frame, the buffering support is correspond-
ingly provided on the jacking device; or when the buffer-
ing support is provided on the frame, the fixing support
is provided on the reciprocating impact part; a buffering
element is provided between the fixing support and the
buffering support, or is provided between the jacking de-
vice and the frame, or is provided between the jacking
device and the reciprocating impact part, or is provided
between the frame and the reciprocating impact part etc.;

a buffering guiding element is provided on the fixing sup-
port and the buffering support, or is provided on the jack-
ing device and the frame, or is provided on the jacking
device and the reciprocating part, or is provided on the
frame and the reciprocating impact part etc.; the power
impact element drives the impact head to impact; when
an impact reactive force is applied on the buffering sup-
port and the fixing support, or is applied on the jacking
device and the frame, or is applied on the jacking device
and the reciprocating impact part, or is applied on the
frame and the reciprocating impact part, the buffering
element is damaged to absorb the impact reactive force
and the buffering guiding element controls a buffering
direction to be reciprocating straight line buffering, thus
preventing the impact head from oscillating non-direc-
tionally during buffering.
[0116] The jacking device or the reciprocating impact
part or the frame comprises a structural buffering mech-
anism etc.; the structural buffering mechanism compris-
es a fixing support and a buffering support etc.; or when
the fixing support is provided on the jacking device, the
buffering support is correspondingly provided on the re-
ciprocating impact part; or when the fixing support is pro-
vided on the machine body, the buffering support is cor-
respondingly provided on the jacking device; or when the
fixing support is provided on the frame, the buffering sup-
port is provided on the reciprocating impact part; when
the fixing support comprises a buffering guiding element,
the buffering support comprises a buffering guiding
sleeve etc.; or when the buffering support comprises a
buffering guiding element, the fixing support comprises
a buffering guiding sleeve etc.; when a guiding lug boss
or a guiding groove is provided on the buffering guiding
element, a guiding groove or a guiding lug boss locked
with the guiding lug boss and the guiding groove is pro-
vided on the buffering guiding sleeve; two sides of a con-
vex part of the guiding lug boss are provided with a buff-
ering element etc.; the buffering guiding element sup-
ports the buffering guiding sleeve to slide in a reciprocat-
ing manner in a straight line along the buffering guiding
sleeve or the buffering guiding sleeve supports the buff-
ering guiding element to slide in a reciprocating manner
in a straight line along the buffering guiding sleeve; the
buffering guiding element, the buffering element and the
buffering guiding sleeve etc. form a bi-directional buffer-
ing mechanism; the power impact element drives the im-
pact head to impact; an impact reactive damage force is
applied on the bi-directional buffering mechanism; the bi-
directional buffering mechanism absorbs the impact re-
active force; the power impact element drives the impact
head to reciprocate; the buffering elements of the front
part of the guiding lug boss and the back part of the guid-
ing lug boss absorb an impact reactive force of the impact
head; the buffering guiding element, the buffering guiding
sleeve and the buffering elements etc. are matched with
each other to absorb the impact reactive force of the im-
pact head and control a buffering direction to be recipro-
cating straight line buffering; the buffering guiding sleeve
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slides oppositely in a straight line against the buffering
guiding element, thus preventing the jacking device, the
impact drive device and the guiding device etc. from os-
cillating non-directionally and stabilizing an impact direc-
tion of the impact head.
[0117] The fixing support and the buffering support
comprise a retaining structure etc. or the buffering guid-
ing element and the buffering guiding sleeve comprise a
retaining structure etc.; the retaining structure comprises
a retaining element etc.; the retaining element prevents
the fixing support and the buffering support from being
detached during opposite reciprocating sliding or the re-
taining element prevents the buffering guiding element
and the buffering guiding sleeve from being detached
during opposite reciprocating sliding; the retaining ele-
ment and the fixing support are provided separately, or
connected or integrated; or the retaining element and the
buffering support are provided separately, or connected
or integrated; or the retaining element and the buffering
guiding element are provided separately or connected or
integrated; or the retaining element and the buffering
guiding sleeve are provided separately or connected or
integrated.
[0118] The reciprocating impact part or the jacking de-
vice or the frame comprises a rotation power source el-
ement and a rotation impact transmission element etc.;
or when the frame comprises the rotation power source
element, the jacking device comprises the rotation impact
transmission element etc.; or when the jacking device
comprises the rotation power source element, the recip-
rocating impact part comprises the rotation impact trans-
mission element etc.; or when the frame comprises the
rotation power source element, the reciprocating impact
part comprises the rotation impact transmission element
etc.; the rotation power source element comprises an
electric machine, or a hydraulic motor, or a pneumatic
motor etc.; the jacking device or the reciprocating impact
part or the frame comprises a structural buffering mech-
anism etc.; the structure buffering mechanism comprises
a fixing support and a buffering support etc.; or when the
fixing support is provided on the jacking device, the buff-
ering support is correspondingly provided on the recip-
rocating impact part; or when the fixing support is pro-
vided on the frame, the buffering support is correspond-
ingly provided on the jacking device; or when the fixing
support is provided on the frame, the buffering support
is correspondingly provided on the reciprocating impact
part; a buffering element is provided between the frame
and the jacking device, or is provided between the fixing
support and the buffering support, or is provided between
the jacking device and the reciprocating impact part, or
is provided between the frame and the reciprocating im-
pact part etc.; a power buffering mechanism is provided
between the rotation power source element and the ro-
tation impact transmission element, or is provided on the
rotation impact transmission element etc.; the power buff-
ering mechanism comprises a sliding stroke spline shaft
housing buffering mechanism or a belt buffering mech-

anism etc.; the sliding stroke spline shaft housing buff-
ering mechanism comprises a spline shaft and a spline
housing etc.; a sliding reciprocating stroke section etc.
is provided between the spline shaft and the spline hous-
ing; when impacted, the sliding reciprocating stroke sec-
tion slides in a reciprocating manner to absorb an impact
reactive force; the belt buffering mechanism comprises
a driving pulley, a driven pulley and a belt etc.; the driving
pulley is fixed on the fixing support; the driving pulley is
connected with a drive shaft of the electric machine, the
hydraulic motor, or the pneumatic motor etc.; the driven
pulley is provided on the buffering support; the belt is
provided on the driving pulley and the driven pulley; the
driven pulley moves as the buffering support is impacted;
the belt absorbs an impact reactive force; the belt buff-
ering device prevents the electric machine, the hydraulic
motor or the pneumatic motor etc. from being damaged;
the structural buffering mechanism further comprises a
buffering guiding element etc.; the buffering element is
provided between the frame and the reciprocating impact
part, or is provided between the fixing support and the
buffering support, or is provided between the jacking de-
vice and the reciprocating impact part, or is provided be-
tween the frame and the jacking device etc.; the buffering
guiding element is provided on the frame and the recip-
rocating impact part, or is provided on the fixing support
and the buffering support, or is provided on the jacking
device and the reciprocating impact part, or is provided
on the frame and the jacking device etc.; the structural
buffering mechanism absorbs an impact reactive force
through the buffering element while controlling a buffer-
ing direction through the buffering guiding element; the
structural buffering mechanism and is matched with the
sliding stroke spline shaft housing buffering mechanism
or the belt buffering mechanism etc. to absorb and buffer
an impact reactive force of the impact head and guide a
buffering direction, thus preventing the rotation power
source element or the jacking device or the frame etc.
from being damaged by buffering non-directional oscil-
lation, and ensuring that an impact direction of the impact
head faces an objected to be mined.
[0119] The reciprocating impact part comprises a buff-
ering device etc.; the buffering device comprises a rota-
tion power buffering mechanism etc.; the rotation power
buffering mechanism comprises a sliding stroke spline
shaft housing buffering mechanism etc.; the sliding
stroke spline shaft housing buffering mechanism com-
prises a spline shaft and a spline housing etc.; a sliding
reciprocating stroke section etc. is provided between the
spline shaft and the spline housing; when impacted, the
sliding reciprocating stroke section slides in a reciprocat-
ing manner to absorb an impact reactive force; the spline
shaft and the spline housing are connected glidingly with
reciprocating buffering; the impact drive device compris-
es a rotation power source element and a rotation impact
transmission element etc.; the rotation power source el-
ement comprises an electric machine, or a hydraulic mo-
tor or a pneumatic motor etc.; the electronic machine, or
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the hydraulic motor or the pneumatic motor comprises a
drive shaft etc.; the spline housing or the spline shaft is
connected or integrated with the drive shaft; the spline
shaft or the spline housing is connected or integrate with
the rotation impact transmission element.
[0120] The reciprocating impact part comprises a buff-
ering device etc.; the buffering device comprises a rota-
tion power buffering mechanism etc.; the rotation power
buffering mechanism comprises a belt buffering mecha-
nism etc.; the jacking device comprises a rocker arm etc.;
the rocker arm comprises a rocker arm buffering element
and a rocker arm fixing element etc.; the buffering device
further comprises a buffering element etc.; the buffering
element is provided between the rocker arm buffering
element and the rocker arm fixing element; the belt buff-
ering mechanism comprises a driving pulley, a belt and
a driven pulley etc.; the driving pulley is fixed on the rocker
arm fixing element; the driving pulley is connected with
a drive shaft of an electric machine, or a hydraulic motor
or a pneumatic motor etc.; the driven pulley is provided
on the rocker arm buffering element; the belt is provided
on the driving pulley and the driven pulley; the driven
pulley buffers as the rocker arm buffering element is im-
pacted; the belt absorbs an impact reactive force to pre-
vent the electric machine, or the hydraulic motor or the
pneumatic motor etc. from being damaged; the belt buff-
ering device comprises a tensioner etc.
[0121] The tensioner is provided at an inner side or an
outer side of the belt; the tensioner comprises a tension-
ing wheel, a tensioning wheel bracket, a tensioning
spring, a tensioning adjusting rod, and a tensioner base
etc.; the tensioning wheel is provided on the tensioning
wheel bracket; a guiding hole etc. is provided on the ten-
sioning wheel bracket; one end of the tensioning adjust-
ing rod is a polished rod and the other end is a screw rod
and the middle is provided with a shoulder; the tensioning
wheel bracket is matched with the polished rod end of
the tensioning adjusting rod through the guiding hole; the
screw rod end of the tensioning adjusting rod is in thread-
ed connection etc. with the tensioning base; the tension-
ing spring is provided between the tensioning wheel
bracket and the shoulder; the tensioning wheel tightly
presses the belt with an elastic force of the spring; a ten-
sioning force is adjusted with a screwing length of the
screw rod and the tensioning base.
[0122] The belt buffering device comprises the ten-
sioner etc.; the tensioner comprises a sliding base and
a tensioning spring etc.; the driving pulley and the electric
machine, or the hydraulic motor or the pneumatic motor
etc. are installed on the sliding base; the sliding base is
matched glidingly with the rocker arm fixing element; one
end of the tensioning spring is connected with the sliding
base and the other end is connected with the rocker arm
fixing element; a certain acting force is applied on the
sliding base by the spring to tension the belt.
[0123] The jacking device comprises a rocker arm lift-
ing mechanism or a vertical lifting mechanism etc.
[0124] The rocker arm lifting mechanism is a parallel-

ogram rocker arm or a single rocker arm etc.; the paral-
lelogram rocker arm comprises a main rocker arm and a
secondary rocker arm etc.; the reciprocating impact part
comprises a supporting box or a supporting frame etc.;
one end of the main rocker arm is hinged with the machine
body and the other end is hinged with the supporting box
or the supporting frame etc.; one end of the secondary
rocker arm is hinged with the machine body and the other
end is hinged with the supporting box or the supporting
frame; the main rocker arm and/or the secondary rocker
arm support/supports the reciprocating impact part; the
main rocker arm and the secondary rocker arm are
matched with each other to adjust a mining direction or
position of the impact head and ensure that the next im-
pact of the impact head is applied on an object to be
mined; the travelling part drives the machine body to trav-
el to realize reciprocating impact and continuous mining.
[0125] The vertical lifting mechanism drives the recip-
rocating impact part to move up and down vertically; the
vertical lifting mechanism comprises a lifting platform, a
lifting platform support and a vertical lifting driver etc.;
the vertical lifting driver comprises a rope and rope coiler,
or a gear and rack, or a screw pole, or a shaft coupling,
or a chain wheel and chain, or a hydraulic element or a
pneumatic element etc.; the vertical lifting driver drives
the vertical lifting platform to ascend and descend verti-
cally; the vertical lifting mechanism further comprises a
locating locker etc.; the locating locker comprises a bolt,
a lock tongue, a cushion block, a pull rope, a hydraulic
cylinder, or a pneumatic cylinder etc.; the locating locker
locks the lifting platform.
[0126] The jacking device comprises a rocker arm etc.;
the machine body comprises a rotating disc etc.; the rock-
er arm is provided on the rotating disc; the rotating disc
drives the rocker arm to rotate at a front part of the ma-
chine body.
[0127] The jacking device comprises a rocker arm etc.;
the machine body comprises a rotating disc etc.; the jack-
ing device comprises a rocker arm lifting cylinder etc.;
one end of the rocker arm lifting cylinder is fixed on the
rotating disc and the other end is hinged with the rocker
arm; the rocker arm lifting cylinder drives the rocker arm
to move up and down.
[0128] The jacking device comprises a rocker arm etc.;
the machine body comprises a rotating disc etc.; the jack-
ing device comprises a rocker arm lifting cylinder etc.;
the rocker arm lifting cylinder drives the rocker arm to
move up and down; the rotating disc drives the rocker
arm to move left and right; the rotating disc and the rocker
arm lifting cylinder are matched to adjust the to impact a
material impact head on multiple positions in multiple di-
rections.
[0129] The jacking device comprises a translation lift-
ing mechanism etc.; the translation lifting mechanism is
provided at a front part of the machine body; the trans-
lation lifting mechanism enables translation of the recip-
rocating impact part relative to the machine body.
[0130] The reciprocating impact part comprises a sup-
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porting box or a supporting frame etc.; the impact drive
device comprises a crank impact drive device etc.; the
crank impact drive device comprises a multi-throw crank
multi-rod impact mechanism, and a power output com-
ponent etc.; the multi-throw crank multi-rod impact mech-
anism comprises a multi-throw crank and connecting
rods etc.; the multi-throw crank comprises power con-
centric shaft sections, connecting handles and eccentric
shafts etc.; the power concentric shaft section, the con-
necting handles and the eccentric shafts are separated,
connected or integrated; one end of the power concentric
shaft section of the multi-throw crank is connected with
the power output component of the crank impact drive
device; the other end of the power concentric shaft sec-
tion is provided with two or more connecting handles and
eccentric shafts etc.; the power concentric shaft section
of the multi-throw crank is installed on the supporting box
or the supporting frame; an eccentric shaft of the multi-
throw crank is connected with one end of the connecting
rod and the other end of the connecting rod is connected
or separated with the impact head; one eccentric shaft
drives one or more connecting rods to impact in a recip-
rocating manner.
[0131] The eccentric shafts are one or two or more
eccentric shafts; two or more eccentric shafts are ar-
ranged radially at intervals along the power concentric
shaft section to form angular difference; the impact drive
device comprises a power output component etc.; the
power concentric shaft section of the multi-throw crank
and the power output component are separated, con-
nected or integrated.
[0132] The multi-throw crank is provided with a liquid
channel etc.; the liquid channel is provided on the power
concentric shaft section, the connecting handle and/or
the eccentric shafts etc.
[0133] The impact drive device is the crank impact
drive device etc.; the crank impact drive device compris-
es a power source element, a cam shaft and a cam etc.;
the cam shaft and the cam are connected in a separated
manner or integrated; the power source element drives
the cam shaft to rotate; the cam installed on the cam
shaft drives the impact head to impact.
[0134] The crank impact drive device comprises a
crank impact drive mechanism etc.; the crank impact
drive mechanism comprises a power source element, an
eccentric shaft and the power impact element etc.; the
eccentric shaft is hinged with one end of the power impact
element; the power source element drives the eccentric
shaft to rotate; the eccentric shaft drives the power impact
element to impact in a reciprocating manner.
[0135] The crank impact drive device comprises a
crank slider impact drive mechanism etc.; the crank slider
impact drive mechanism comprises a power source ele-
ment, a crank, a slider, an oscillating bar, a connecting
rod and the power impact element etc.; one end of the
crank is connected with the power source element and
the other end is hinged with the slider; the slider is con-
nected with the oscillating bar and capable of sliding on

the oscillating bar; the oscillating bar is hinged with the
connecting rod; the connecting rod is hinged with one
end of the power impact element; the connecting rod and
the power impact element are separated, connected in
a separated manner or integrated; the power source el-
ement drives the crank to rotate; the crank drives the
slider to enable the oscillating bar to oscillate; through
the connecting rod, the oscillating bar drives the power
impact element to move.
[0136] The crank impact drive device comprises a
crank oscillating bar impact drive mechanism etc.; the
crank oscillating bar impact drive mechanism comprises
a rotating part, a slider, an oscillating bar and a straight-
ening connecting rod etc.; the rotating part comprises a
rotating handle or a rotating wheel etc.; an end of the
rotating handle or the rotating wheel is installed with the
slider etc.; the slider is connected glidingly with the os-
cillating bar; one end of the oscillating bar is hinged and
fixed; through the slider, the rotating handle or the rotating
wheel drives the other end of the oscillating bar to oscil-
late in a reciprocating manner; one end of the straight-
ening connecting rod is connected with the oscillating
end of the oscillating bar and the other end is hinged with
the power impact element or the impact guiding element;
the straightening connecting rod and the power impact
element are separated, or connected in a separated man-
ner, or integrated; the straightening connecting rod and
the impact guiding element are separated, or connected
in a separated manner, or integrated; the oscillating bar
oscillates to drive the straightening connecting rod to os-
cillate; the straightening connecting rod drives the impact
guiding element or the power impact element to impact
in a reciprocating manner.
[0137] The reciprocating impact part comprises the im-
pact head etc.; the impact guiding element is provided
with setting teeth etc.; the impact drive device comprises
a transmission device etc.; the transmission device is a
gear transmission device etc.; the gear transmission de-
vice comprises a power wheel and a transmission wheel
etc.; the transmission wheel is provided with setting teeth
etc.; the power wheel drives the transmission wheel; the
setting teeth on the transmission wheel are meshed with
the setting teeth on the impact guiding element; when
the setting teeth on the transmission wheel are rotated
to be meshed with the setting teeth on the impact guiding
element, the impact guiding element is driven to impact
a coal wall or a rock wall; when the setting teeth on the
impact guiding element correspond to a toothless portion
of the setting teeth on the transmission wheel, the impact
guiding element is separated from the transmission
wheel; at the moment, the impact head is held back by
the coal wall or the rock wall when the machine body
travels; the impact head draws back the impact guiding
element; when the setting teeth on the transmission
wheel are rotated to be meshed with setting teeth of the
impact guiding element again, the impact guiding ele-
ment is driven again to impact the coal wall or the rock
wall.
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[0138] The impact drive device comprises the crank
impact drive device, or the hydraulic impact drive device
or the pneumatic impact drive device or the solid flowing
impact drive device etc.; the crank impact drive device,
or the hydraulic impact drive device or the pneumatic
impact drive device or the solid flowing impact drive de-
vice comprises two or more power impact elements etc.;
two or more power impact elements and the impact head
are connected, separated or integrated.
[0139] The reciprocating impact part comprises a sup-
porting box etc.; the impact drive device comprises a ro-
tation power source element etc.; the rotation power
source element comprises a transmission component
etc.; the transmission component comprises a variable
transmission component etc.; the variable transmission
component is a gear transmission component etc.; when
there are multiple gear transmission components, a part
of the gear transmission components are provided in the
supporting box while the other part of the gear transmis-
sion components are provided inside the supporting box
or outside the supporting box.
[0140] The reciprocating impact part comprises a sup-
porting box etc.; the impact drive device comprises a ro-
tation power source element etc.; the rotation power
source element comprises a transmission component
etc.; the transmission component comprises a variable
transmission component etc.; the variable transmission
component comprises a gear transmission component
or a combination of a gear transmission component and
a belt transmission component etc.
[0141] The reciprocating impact part comprises one or
more guiding devices etc.
[0142] The guiding device is composed of two or more
guiding devices etc.; the impact drive device drives two
or more power impact elements and two or more guiding
devices to match with each other; two or more power
impact elements drive two or more impact heads.
[0143] The guiding device is composed of two or more
guiding devices etc.; the impact drive device drives one
power impact element and two or more guiding devices
to be matched with each other.
[0144] The impact guiding element is provided at one
side, a front part, two or more sides or the periphery etc.
of the impact drive device.
[0145] The impact head comprises impact external lay-
er material teeth and impact internal layer material teeth
etc.; the impact internal layer material teeth are shaped
or arranged so as to fall an internal layer material of a
coal wall or a rock wall to be mined; the impact external
layer material teeth are shaped and arranged so that a
material fallen by the impact internal layer material teeth
can flow out from gaps between the impact external layer
material teeth; the impact external layer material teeth
and impact internal layer material teeth etc. are arranged
in parallel to form a multi-layer impact head; the mining
width and mining efficiency are improved by multi-layer
impact teeth.
[0146] The impact head comprises a step tooth impact

cutting mechanism etc.; the step tooth impact cutting
mechanism comprises impact teeth etc.; the impact teeth
are multi-layer impact teeth etc.; tooth heads etc. are
provided on the impact teeth; the tooth heads and the
impact teeth are connected in a separated manner or
integrated; the distances between tooth heads of two ad-
jacent layers of impact teeth are different; a coal wall or
a rock wall to be mined is impacted into steps; two or
more opposite free surfaces are formed on each step of
the step-shaped coal wall or rock wall; the pressure stress
and structural strength of the step-shaped coal wall or
rock wall are greatly reduced compared with the original
planar coal wall or rock wall; after the coal wall or the
rock wall is impacted into steps, a material is fallen by
reasonably using the two opposite free surfaces of the
step-shaped coal wall or rock wall when impact teeth of
each layer perform mining again, thus greatly reducing
impact resistance, avoiding oversize lumps of the mate-
rial fallen by the impact head, reducing power consump-
tion and improving impact efficiency.
[0147] The impact head comprises an impact external
layer material tooth frame and impact external layer ma-
terial teeth etc.; the impact external layer material tooth
frame is provided with a discharge hole etc.; the impact
external layer material teeth are provided on the impact
external layer material tooth frame and face a to-be-
mined surface; the impact external layer material teeth
are shaped or arranged to fall an external layer material
of a layer to be mined; the impact head comprises an
impact internal layer material tooth frame and impact in-
ternal layer material teeth etc.; the impact internal layer
material teeth and the impact internal layer material tooth
frame are connected in a separated manner or integrat-
ed; the impact internal layer material teeth are shaped
or arranged to fall an internal layer material of the layer
to be mined; the discharge hole enables the material fall-
en by the impact internal layer material teeth to flow out;
multiple layers of impact mechanisms are matched with
each other to fall and discharge a material simultaneous-
ly.
[0148] The reciprocating impact part comprises the im-
pact head etc.; the impact head comprises an impact
tooth frame and impact teeth etc.; impact guiding ele-
ments are arranged on the impact tooth frame symmet-
rically or asymmetrically; the impact teeth and the impact
tooth frame connected in a separated manner or inte-
grated.
[0149] The reciprocating impact part comprises an im-
pact head etc.; the impact head comprises an impact
tooth frame and impact teeth etc.; the impact teeth are
multi-layer impact teeth etc.; tooth heads etc. are provid-
ed on the impact teeth; the impact teeth and the tooth
heads are connected in a separated manner or integrat-
ed; the tooth heads are arranged into spherical impact
heads, or conical impact heads, or hemispherical impact
heads, or shovel-shaped impact heads, or trapezoidal
impact heads, or triangular impact heads, or step-shaped
impact heads etc.
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[0150] The impact tooth frame comprises an arc-
shaped plate, or a trapezoidal bracket, or a semicircular
bracket, or a triangular bracket, or a conical bracket, or
a flat plane bracket, or a frame-shaped bracket or a V-
shaped bracket etc.
[0151] The impact head comprises the impact teeth
etc.; the impact teeth comprise top surface cleaning
teeth, bottom surface cleaning teeth or side cleaning
teeth etc.
[0152] The impact head comprises the impact tooth
frame and the impact teeth etc.; top surface cleaning
teeth, bottom surface cleaning teeth and side cleaning
teeth etc. are provided on the same impact tooth frame.
[0153] The reciprocating impact part comprises the im-
pact head etc.; the impact head comprises shovel teeth
etc.; the impact head is composed of one or more shovel
teeth; the shovel teeth comprise long shovel teeth or short
shovel teeth etc.; the sides of the shovel teeth are pro-
vided with or not provided with cutting edges.
[0154] The reciprocating impact part comprises the im-
pact head etc.; the impact head comprises shovel teeth
etc.; the shovel teeth comprise conical teeth, wedged
teeth, axe teeth, cutter teeth or chisel teeth etc.
[0155] The reciprocating impact part comprises the im-
pact head etc.; the impact head comprises shovel teeth
and fixing components; the shovel teeth and the fixing
components are integrated or moveably connected; the
moveable connection comprises a splicing type, a catch-
ing groove type, a step type, a spherical surface type, a
pin tooth type, or a bolt fixing type.
[0156] The impact head completes coal falling and sur-
face cleaning or coal impacting and falling at the same
time by a reciprocating impact.
[0157] The impact guiding element is provided at two
sides of the impact drive device; one end of the impact
guiding element is provided with an impact head and the
other end is provided with the same or different impact
heads; different impact heads comprise impact heads
with different shapes or different weights etc.
[0158] The reciprocating impact part comprises the im-
pact head etc.; the impact head is installed at a front part
of the machine body, or at one side or two or more sides
etc. of the machine body.
[0159] The reciprocating impact part comprises the im-
pact head etc.; the jacking device comprises a rocker
arm etc.; an angle adjuster etc. is provided between the
impact head and the rocker arm or between the impact
head and the machine body; the angle adjuster adjusts
an impact direction of the impact head.
[0160] The reciprocating impact part comprises a sup-
porting box or a supporting frame etc.; the supporting
box or the supporting frame comprises a lubricating sys-
tem etc.
[0161] The reciprocating impact part comprises a sup-
porting box or a supporting frame etc.; the supporting
box is fully sealed or partly sealed etc.; the supporting
box or the supporting frame comprises a sealing element
etc.; the sealing element is provided on a moveable junc-

tion of the impact drive device or the guiding device and
the supporting box; or the sealing element is provided on
a moveable junction of the impact drive device or the
guiding device and the supporting frame.
[0162] The guiding device comprises the impact guid-
ing element etc.; the reciprocating impact part comprises
a supporting box etc.; the junction of the power impact
element and the impact head is provided with an impact
element hood etc.; or the junction of the impact guiding
element and the impact head is provided with a guiding
element hood etc.; the power impact element and the
impact head are connected or separated; the impact
guiding element and the impact head are connected or
integrated; a sealing element is provided between the
impact element hood or the guiding element hood and
the supporting box.
[0163] The guiding device comprises the impact guid-
ing element and the rubbing body support etc.; the impact
drive device comprises the power impact element and
the power support etc.; a sealing element is provided
between the impact guiding element and the rubbing
body support, or is provided between the power impact
element and the power support etc.
[0164] The sealing element comprises a sealing cavity,
a sealing fin, a sealing plug, a sealing ring or a sealing
gasket.
[0165] The sealing element is made of a rubber mate-
rial, a polyurethane material, a nylon material, a plastic
material, a metal material or a mixed material etc.
[0166] The guiding device comprises the impact guid-
ing element etc.; the junction of the power impact element
and the impact head is provided with an impact element
hood etc.; or the junction of the impact guiding element
and the impact head is provided with a guiding element
hood etc.; the power impact element and the impact head
are connected or separated; the impact guiding element
and the impact head are connected, separated or inte-
grated; the impact guiding element and the impact head
are connected or integrated.
[0167] The guiding device comprises the impact guid-
ing element etc.; the impact guiding element and the pow-
er impact element are separated; the power impact ele-
ment and the impact head are separated; the power im-
pact element drives the impact head to impact; the impact
head is provided on the impact guiding element; the ma-
chine body is provided on the traveling part; the traveling
part drives the machine body to travel; the machine body
travels to hold back the impact head by a coal wall or a
rock wall.
[0168] The guiding device comprises the rubbing body
support and the impact guiding element etc.; the impact
guiding element is provided on the rubbing body support;
the rubbing body support is provided on the frame or is
provided on the jacking device; the power impact element
comprises a power impact cylinder etc.; the impact guid-
ing element is separated with the power impact cylinder;
the power impact cylinder and the impact head are sep-
arated; the impact head are provided on the impact guid-
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ing element; the machine body is provided on the trav-
elling part; the traveling part drives the machine body to
travel; the machine body travels to hold back the impact
head by a coal wall or a rock wall; the power impact cyl-
inder drives the impact head to impact.
[0169] The guiding rollers, or the rubbing body support,
or the impact guiding element or the power impact ele-
ment or the retainer etc. is of a high strength wear-resist-
ant material; the high strength wear-resistant material is
a hard alloy, wear-resistant plastic, wear-resistant steel,
wear-resistant rubber, wear-resistant ceramics, a self-
lubricating wear-resistant material or a mixed wear-re-
sistant material etc.
[0170] The machine body comprises a control device,
a dragging cable device, an atomizing device, a water
spraying device or a cooling device etc.
[0171] The frame or the jacking device comprises a
crushing device or a material guiding device etc.
[0172] The machine body comprises a shovel plate etc.
[0173] The shovel plate comprises a star wheel setting
claw or a crab claw setting claw or a rolling rake etc.
[0174] The machine body comprises a conveyor etc.
[0175] The conveyor is provided on the machine body
to convey a material mined by the reciprocating impact
part to a back part of the machine body; the conveyor
comprises a scraper conveyor, a belt conveyor or an ar-
mored belt conveyor etc.
[0176] The guiding device comprises the guiding roller,
the guiding roller support and the impact guiding element
etc.; a circulating raceway etc. is provided on the impact
guiding element or the guiding roller support; the circu-
lating raceway comprises an annular circulating race-
way, or a spiral circulating raceway, or a wave-shaped
circulating raceway, or an irregular circulating raceway
etc.; the circulating raceway and the impact guiding ele-
ment or the guiding roller support are connected in a sep-
arated manner or integrated; the impact guiding element
is provided in the guiding roller support; the guiding roller
support is provided in the circulating raceway; the guiding
roller exposed out of the circulating raceway is in contact
with the surface of the guiding roller support or the surface
of the impact guiding element; an impact guiding element
main body is not in contact with the surface of the guiding
roller support; the guiding rollers support the impact guid-
ing element and the guiding roller support to reciprocate
oppositely through rolling friction; the guiding device and
the crank impact drive device etc. are combined and pro-
vided in the jacking device or the frame; one end or two
ends of the power impact element are provided with a
damage-prevention mechanism etc.; the damage-pre-
vention mechanism comprises a rotating structure or a
split structure etc.; the rotating structure of the damage-
prevention mechanism is provided as a joint bearing, or
a turning joint, a ball cage universal joint, a cross univer-
sal joint, a ball-end catching groove type, or an arc-
shaped catching groove type etc.; the rotating structure
or the split structure etc. of the damage-prevention mech-
anism is matched with the guiding device; the power im-

pact element drives the impact head to impact; an impact
reactive force of the impact head on a coal wall or a rock
wall is applied to the rotating structure or the split struc-
ture; the rotating structure is stressed to rotate or the split
structure isolates a reactive damage force in a split man-
ner, thus preventing the crank impact drive device from
being damaged by the impact reactive damage force; the
reciprocating impact part, or the jacking device or the
frame comprises a rotation power source element and a
rotation impact transmission element etc.; or when the
frame comprises the rotation power source element, the
jacking device comprises the rotation impact transmis-
sion element etc.; or when the jacking device comprises
the rotation power source element, the reciprocating im-
pact part comprises the rotation impact transmission el-
ement etc.; or when the frame comprises the rotation
power source element, the reciprocating impact part
comprises the rotation impact transmission element etc.;
the rotation power source element comprises an electric
machine, or a hydraulic motor, or a pneumatic motor etc.;
the jacking device or the reciprocating impact part or the
frame comprises a fixing support and a buffering support
etc.; or when the frame comprises the fixing support, the
jacking device comprises the buffering support etc.; or
when the jacking device comprises the fixing support,
the reciprocating impact part comprises the buffering
support etc.; or when the frame comprises the fixing sup-
port, the buffering support etc. is correspondingly provid-
ed on the reciprocating impact part; a buffering device
etc. is provided between the frame and the jacking de-
vice, or is provided between the fixing support and the
buffering support, or is provided between the jacking de-
vice and the reciprocating impact part, or is provided be-
tween the frame and the reciprocating impact part; the
buffering device comprises a rotation power buffering de-
vice and a structure guiding buffering device etc.; the
rotation power buffering device is provided between the
rotation power source element and the rotation impact
transmission element or is provided in the rotation impact
transmission element etc.; the rotation power buffering
device comprises a sliding stroke spline shaft housing
buffering device or a belt buffering device etc.; the sliding
stroke spline shaft housing buffering device comprises a
spline shaft and a spline housing etc.; a sliding recipro-
cating stroke section etc. is provided between the spline
shaft and the spline housing; when impacted, the sliding
reciprocating stroke section slides in a reciprocating
manner to absorb an impact reactive force; the belt buff-
ering device comprises a driving pulley, a driven pulley
and a belt etc.; the driving pulley is fixed on the fixing
support; the driving pulley is connected with a drive shaft
of the electric machine, the hydraulic motor, or the pneu-
matic motor etc.; the driven pulley is provided on the buff-
ering support; the belt is provided on the driving pulley
and the driven pulley; the driving pulley moves as the
buffering support is impacted; the belt absorbs an impact
reactive force; the belt buffering device prevents the elec-
tric machine, the hydraulic motor, or the pneumatic motor
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etc. from being damaged; the structure guiding buffering
device comprises a buffering element and a buffering
guiding element etc.; the buffering element is provided
between the frame and the reciprocating impact part, or
is provided between the fixing support and the buffering
support, or is provided between the jacking device and
the reciprocating impact part, or is provided between the
frame and the jacking device etc.; the buffering guiding
element is provided on the frame and the reciprocating
impact part, or is provided on the fixing support and the
buffering support, or is provided on the jacking device
and the reciprocating impact part, or is provided on the
frame and the jacking device etc.; the structure guiding
buffering device absorbs an impact reactive force
through the buffering element while controlling a buffer-
ing direction through the buffering guiding element; the
structure guiding buffering device is matched with the
sliding stroke spline shaft housing buffering device or the
belt buffering device etc. to absorb and buffer an impact
reactive force of the reciprocating impact part and guide
a buffering direction, thus preventing the rotation power
source element or the jacking device or the frame from
being damaged by oscillating non-directionally during
buffering and ensuring that an impact direction of the
impact head faces an object to be mined.
[0177] The guiding device comprises the guiding roll-
ers, the guiding roller support and the guiding impact el-
ement etc.; the guiding roller is provided between the
guiding roller support and the impact guiding element;
the guiding device comprises an external sleeve and an
internal body etc.; a raceway etc. is provided on the ex-
ternal sleeve or the internal body; the guiding roller is
provided in the raceway and between the external sleeve
and the internal body; the external sleeve, the internal
body and the guiding rollers etc. are matched closely so
that the external sleeve or the internal body reciprocates
oppositely through rolling friction of the guiding rollers;
the rolling friction controls an impact direction of the ex-
ternal sleeve or the internal body; the impact head and
the reciprocating external sleeve or internal body are in-
tegrated or connected.
[0178] The guiding device comprises an external
sleeve and an internal body etc.; a retainer etc. is pro-
vided between the external sleeve and the internal body;
the guiding roller is provided in the retainer and provided
between the external sleeve and the internal body; when
the guiding roller support is the external sleeve, the im-
pact guiding element is the internal body; the external
sleeve supports the guiding rollers and the internal body;
when the guiding roller support is the internal body, the
impact guiding element is the external sleeve; the internal
body supports the guiding rollers and the external sleeve;
the external sleeve, the internal body and the guiding
rollers etc. are matched closely so that the external
sleeve or the internal body reciprocates oppositely
through rolling friction of the guiding rollers; an impact
direction of the external sleeve or the internal body is
controlled by rolling friction.

[0179] The guiding device and the crank impact drive
device etc. are combined and provided in the jacking de-
vice or the frame; one end or two ends of the power impact
element are provided with an damage-prevention mech-
anism etc.; the damage-prevention mechanism compris-
es a rotating structure or a split structure etc.; the rotating
structure of the damage-prevention mechanism is pro-
vided as a joint bearing, or a turning joint, a ball cage
universal joint, a cross universal joint, a ball-end catching
groove type, or an arc-shaped catching groove type etc.;
the rotating structure or the split structure etc. of the dam-
age-prevention mechanism is matched with the guiding
device; the power impact element drives the impact head
to impact; an impact reactive damage force of the impact
head on a coal wall or a rock wall is applied to the rotating
structure or the split structure; the rotating structure is
stressed to rotate or the split structure isolates a reactive
damage force in a split manner, thus preventing the crank
impact drive device from being damaged by the impact
reactive damage force; the reciprocating impact part, or
the jacking device or the frame comprises a rotation pow-
er source element and a rotation impact transmission
element etc.; or when the frame comprises the rotation
power source element, the jacking device comprises the
rotation impact transmission element etc.; or when the
jacking device comprises the rotation power source ele-
ment, the reciprocating impact part comprises the rota-
tion impact transmission element etc.; or when the frame
comprises the rotation power source element, the recip-
rocating impact part comprises the rotation impact trans-
mission element etc.; the rotation power source element
comprises an electric machine, or a hydraulic motor, or
a pneumatic motor etc.; the jacking device or the recip-
rocating impact part or the frame comprises a fixing sup-
port and a buffering support etc.; or when the frame com-
prises the fixing support, the jacking device comprises
the buffering support etc.; or when the jacking device
comprises the fixing support, the reciprocating impact
part comprises the buffering support etc.; or when the
frame comprises the fixing support, the buffering support
etc. is correspondingly provided on the reciprocating im-
pact part; a buffering device etc. is provided between the
frame and the jacking device, or is provided between the
fixing support and the buffering support, or is provided
between the jacking device and the reciprocating impact
part, or is provided between the frame and the recipro-
cating impact part; the buffering device comprises a ro-
tation power buffering device and a structure guiding buff-
ering device etc.; the rotation power buffering device is
provided between the rotation power source element and
the rotation impact transmission element or is provided
in the rotation impact transmission element; the rotation
power buffering device comprises a sliding stroke spline
shaft housing buffering device or a belt buffering device
etc.; the sliding stroke spline shaft housing buffering de-
vice comprises a spline shaft and a spline housing etc.;
a sliding reciprocating stroke section etc. is provided be-
tween the spline shaft and the spline housing; when im-
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pacted, the sliding reciprocating stroke section slides in
a reciprocating manner to absorb an impact reactive
force; the belt buffering device comprises a driving pulley,
a driven pulley and a belt etc.; the driving pulley is fixed
on the fixing support; the driving pulley is connected with
a drive shaft of the electric machine, the hydraulic motor,
or the pneumatic motor etc.; the driven pulley is provided
on the buffering support; the belt is provided on the driving
pulley and the driven pulley; the driving pulley moves as
the buffering support is impacted; the belt absorbs an
impact reactive force; the belt buffering device prevents
the electric machine, the hydraulic motor, or the pneu-
matic motor etc. from being damaged; the structure guid-
ing buffering device comprises a buffering element and
a buffering guiding element etc.; the buffering element is
provided between the frame and the reciprocating impact
part, or is provided between the fixing support and the
buffering support, or is provided between the jacking de-
vice and the reciprocating impact part, or is provided be-
tween the frame and the jacking device etc.; the buffering
guiding element is provided on the frame and the recip-
rocating impact part, or is provided on the fixing support
and the buffering support, or is provided on the jacking
device and the reciprocating impact part, or is provided
on the frame and the jacking device etc.; the structure
guiding buffering device absorbs an impact reactive force
through the buffering element while controlling a buffer-
ing direction through the buffering guiding element; the
structure guiding buffering device is matched with the
sliding stroke spline shaft housing buffering device or the
belt buffering device to absorb and buffer an impact re-
active force of the reciprocating impact part and guide a
buffering direction, thus preventing the rotation power
source element or the jacking device or the frame from
being damaged by oscillating non-directionally during
buffering and ensuring that an impact direction of the
impact head faces an object to be mined.
[0180] The guiding device comprises the guiding roll-
ers, the guiding roller support and the impact guiding el-
ement etc.; the guiding roller is provided between the
guiding roller support and the impact guiding element;
the guiding device further comprises a retainer etc.; the
guiding rollers comprise rolling shafts etc.; the retainer
is provided between the guiding roller support and the
impact guiding element etc.; the rolling shafts are provid-
ed in the retainer; the thickness of the retainer is smaller
than the guiding roller diameter; two parts of the guiding
rollers higher than the retainer are respectively provided
in the guiding roller support and the impact guiding ele-
ment; a raceway etc. is provided on the guiding roller
support or the impact guiding element; the guiding roller
is provided in the retainer and the raceway; the retainer
and the raceway limit a rolling space of the guiding rollers;
the guiding rollers roll against the raceway; the guiding
roller support, the impact guiding element and the guiding
rollers in the retainer and the raceway etc. are matched
closely to enable the impact guiding element to recipro-
cate with rolling friction; an impact direction of the impact

guiding element is controlled by rolling friction; the impact
guiding element and the impact head are connected, or
integrated or separated; one end or two ends of the power
impact element are provided with an damage-prevention
mechanism etc.; the damage-prevention mechanism
comprises a rotating structure or a split structure etc.; the
rotating structure of the damage-prevention mechanism
is provided as a joint bearing, or a turning joint, a ball
cage universal joint, a cross universal joint, a ball-end
catching groove type, or an arc-shaped catching groove
type etc.; the rotating structure or the split structure etc.
of the damage-prevention mechanism is matched with
the guiding device; the power impact element drives the
impact head to impact; an impact reactive damage force
of the impact head on a coal wall or a rock wall is applied
to the rotating structure or the split structure etc.; the ro-
tating structure is stressed to rotate, or the split structure
isolates the reactive damage force in a split manner; a
structure guiding buffering device etc. is provided on the
jacking device, or is provided between the jacking device
and the frame, or is provided between the jacking device
and the reciprocating impact part, or is provided between
the frame and the reciprocating impact part; the structure
guiding buffering device absorbs and buffers the impact
reactive damage force generated by the impact head.
[0181] The hydraulic impact drive device or the pneu-
matic impact drive device comprises a cylinder, a piston,
and the power rollers etc.; the cylinder, the piston and/or
the power rollers comprise/comprises a power position-
limiting structure etc.; the power rollers are provided in
the piston and in the cylinder; the power rollers support
rolling fiction of the piston and the cylinder in the power
position-limiting structure; the power position-limiting
structure limits a moving space and position of the power
rollers and/or the piston etc.; the guiding device compris-
es the impact guiding element, the roller support and the
guiding rollers etc.; the impact guiding element, the rub-
bing body support and/or the guiding rollers comprise a
guiding position-limiting structure etc.; the guiding rollers
support the impact guiding element to reciprocate along
the rubbing body support in the guiding position-limiting
structure; the guiding position-limiting structure limits a
rolling space and position of the guiding rollers; the power
position-limiting structure and the cylinder are connect-
ed, or separated, or integrated; or the power position-
limiting structure and the piston are connected, or sepa-
rated or integrated; or the power position-limiting struc-
ture and the power rollers are connected, or separated
or integrated; or the guiding position-limiting structure
and the rubbing body support are connected, or separat-
ed or integrated; or the guiding position-limiting structure
and the impact guiding element are connected, or sep-
arated or integrated; or the guiding position-limiting struc-
ture and the guiding rollers are connected, or separated
or integrated.
[0182] The reciprocating impact part comprises the
guiding device and the impact drive device etc.; the im-
pact drive device comprises the crank impact drive de-
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vice, or the hydraulic impact drive device or the pneu-
matic impact drive device etc.; the reciprocating impact
part further comprises a supporting box or a supporting
frame etc.; the supporting box or the supporting frame
supports the guiding device; the impact drive device com-
prises a crank multi-throw eccentric shaft mechanism
and a power output component etc.; the crank multi-throw
eccentric shaft mechanism comprises a multi-throw
crank and the power impact element etc.; the multi-throw
crank comprises a power concentric shaft section, con-
necting handles and eccentric shafts etc.; the power con-
centric shaft section, the connecting handles and the ec-
centric shafts etc. are combined in a separated manner
or integrated; one end of the power concentric shaft sec-
tion of the multi-throw crank is connected with the power
output component and the other end is provided with two
or more connecting handles and eccentric shafts etc.;
two or more eccentric shafts are arranged radially at in-
tervals along the power concentric shaft section to form
angular difference; the power concentric shaft section of
the multi-throw crank is installed on the supporting box
or the supporting frame; two or more eccentric shafts of
the multi-throw crank are connected with one end of two
or more power impact elements; the other end of the
power impact element is provided with an impact head
etc.; a damage-prevention mechanism is provided be-
tween the power impact element and the impact head;
the damage-prevention mechanism is a split structure or
a rotating structure etc.; the guiding device comprises an
external sleeve, an internal body and the guiding rollers
etc.; the internal body comprises an internal body upper
element and an internal body lower element etc.; the ex-
ternal sleeve is a frame-shaped external sleeve etc.; the
frame-shaped external sleeve comprises a frame-
shaped external sleeve upper element and a frame-
shaped external sleeve lower element etc.; the frame-
shaped external sleeve upper element and the frame-
shaped external sleeve lower element comprise a recip-
rocating stroke section or a raceway etc.; the guiding
roller is provided between the internal body upper ele-
ment and the frame-shaped external sleeve upper ele-
ment and is provided between the internal body lower
element and the frame-shaped external sleeve lower el-
ement; the frame-shaped external sleeve, the internal
body and the guiding rollers provided in the reciprocating
stroke section or in the raceway etc. are matched closely
so that the guiding rollers support the frame-shaped ex-
ternal sleeve to reciprocate with rolling friction and pre-
vent the frame-shaped external sleeve from rotating; the
external sleeve and the impact head are connected or
integrated; two or more power impact elements alterna-
tively drive the impact head to impact; the rotating struc-
ture of the damage-prevention mechanism is stressed to
rotate, or the split structure isolates an impact reactive
damage force in a split manner; the external sleeve, the
internal body and the guiding rollers etc. are matched
closely to centralize an impact direction of the impact
head; the power impact element does not guide the im-

pact head and is not damaged by the damage force.
[0183] The impact drive device comprises a rolling pis-
ton hydraulic impact drive device or a rolling piston pneu-
matic impact drive device etc.; the rolling piston hydraulic
impact drive device or the rolling piston pneumatic impact
drive device comprises a cylinder, a piston, piston rollers,
a control element and the power impact element etc.; the
piston rollers are provided in the piston to form a rolling
piston; the rolling piston is provided in the cylinder; the
rolling piston and the cylinder are supported by the piston
rollers to have rolling friction; the control element controls
a liquid or a gas to flow; the rolling piston is pushed by
the liquid or the gas to reciprocate; one end of the power
impact element is separated, connected or integrated
with the piston; the other end of the power impact element
is connected or separated with the impact head; one end
or two ends of the power impact element are provided
with a damage-prevention mechanism etc.; the damage-
prevention mechanism is provided as a rotating structure
or a split structure etc.; the rotating structure of the dam-
age-prevention mechanism is provided as a joint bearing,
or a turning joint, a ball cage universal joint, a cross uni-
versal joint, a ball-end catching groove type, or an arc-
shaped catching groove type etc.; the rotating structure
or the split structure etc. of the damage-prevention mech-
anism is matched with the guiding device; the rotating
structure is stressed to rotate or the split structure isolates
an impact reactive damage force in a split manner; the
power impact element drives the impact head to impact;
an impact reactive damage force of the impact head on
a coal wall or a rock wall is applied to the guiding device;
the reciprocating impact part, or the jacking device or the
frame comprises a rotation power source element and a
rotation impact transmission element etc.; or when the
frame comprises the rotation power source element, the
jacking device comprises the rotation impact transmis-
sion element etc.; or when the jacking device comprises
the rotation power source element, the reciprocating im-
pact part comprises the rotation impact transmission el-
ement etc.; or when the frame comprises the rotation
power source element, the reciprocating impact part
comprises the rotation impact transmission element etc.;
the rotation power source element comprises an electric
machine, or a hydraulic motor, or a pneumatic motor etc.;
the jacking device or the reciprocating impact part or the
frame comprises a fixing support and a buffering support
etc.; or when the frame comprises the fixing support, the
jacking device comprises the buffering support etc.; or
when the jacking device comprises the fixing support,
the reciprocating impact part comprises the buffering
support etc.; or when the frame comprises the fixing sup-
port, the reciprocating impact part comprises the buffer-
ing support etc.; a buffering device etc. is provided be-
tween the frame and the jacking device, or is provided
between the fixing support and the buffering support, or
is provided between the jacking device and the recipro-
cating impact part, or is provided between the frame and
the reciprocating impact part; the buffering device com-
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prises a structure guiding buffering device etc.; the struc-
ture guiding buffering device comprises a buffering ele-
ment and a buffering guiding element etc.; the buffering
element is provided between the frame and the recipro-
cating impact part, or is provided between the fixing sup-
port and the buffering support, or is provided between
the jacking device and the reciprocating impact part, or
is provided between the frame and the jacking device
etc.; the buffering guiding element is provided on the
frame and the reciprocating impact part, or is provided
on the fixing support and the buffering support, or is pro-
vided on the jacking device and the reciprocating impact
part, or is provided on the frame and the jacking device
etc.; the structure guiding buffering device absorbs an
impact reactive force through the buffering element while
controlling a buffering direction through the buffering
guiding element; the structure guiding buffering device
absorbs and buffers an impact reactive force of the im-
pact head while guiding a buffering direction, thus pre-
venting the rotation power source element or the jacking
device or the frame etc. from being damaged by oscillat-
ing non-directionally during buffering and ensuring that
an impact direction of the impact head faces an object
to be mined.
[0184] The guiding device is combined with the crank
impact drive device, or the hydraulic impact drive device
or the pneumatic impact drive device etc. to form two or
more reciprocating impact parts; one end or two ends of
the power impact element are provided with a damage-
prevention mechanism etc.; the damage-prevention
mechanism comprises a rotating structure or a split struc-
ture etc.; the rotating structure of the damage-prevention
mechanism is provided as a joint bearing, or a turning
joint, a ball cage universal joint, a cross universal joint,
a ball-end catching groove type, or an arc-shaped catch-
ing groove type etc.; the rotating structure or the split
structure etc. of the damage-prevention mechanism is
matched with the guiding device; the power impact ele-
ment drives the impact head to impact; an impact reactive
damage force of the impact head on a coal wall or a rock
wall is applied to the rotating structure or the split struc-
ture etc.; the rotating structure is stressed to rotate or the
split structure isolates the impact reactive damage force
in a split manner; the power impact element drives the
impact head to impact; the impact reactive damage force
of the impact head on the coal wall or the rock wall is
applied to the guiding device, thus preventing the crank
impact drive device, or the hydraulic impact drive device
or the pneumatic impact drive device etc. from being
damaged by the impact reactive damage force; the guid-
ing device centralizes an impact direction of the impact
head, thus ensuring that the next impact of the impact
head is applied to an objected to be mined; the recipro-
cating impact part, or the jacking device or the frame
comprises a rotation power source element and a rotation
impact transmission element etc.; or when the frame
comprises the rotation power source element, the jacking
device comprises the rotation impact transmission ele-

ment etc.; or when the jacking device comprises the ro-
tation power source element, the reciprocating impact
part comprises the rotation impact transmission element
etc.; or when the frame comprises the rotation power
source element, the reciprocating impact part comprises
the rotation impact transmission element etc.; the rotation
power source element comprises an electric machine, or
a hydraulic motor, or a pneumatic motor etc.; the jacking
device or the reciprocating impact part or the frame com-
prises a fixing support and a buffering support etc.; or
when the frame comprises the fixing support, the jacking
device comprises the buffering support etc.; or when the
jacking device comprises the fixing support, the recipro-
cating impact part comprises the buffering support etc.;
or when the frame comprises the fixing support, the re-
ciprocating impact part comprises the buffering support
etc.; a buffering device is provided between the frame
and the jacking device, or is provided between the fixing
support and the buffering support, or is provided between
the jacking device and the reciprocating impact part, or
is provided between the frame and the reciprocating im-
pact part etc.; the buffering device comprises a rotation
power buffering device and a structure guiding buffering
device etc.; the rotation power buffering device is provid-
ed between the rotation power source element and the
rotation impact transmission element or is provided in
the rotation impact transmission element etc.; the rotation
power buffering device comprises a sliding stroke spline
shaft housing buffering device or a belt buffering device
etc.; the sliding stroke spline shaft housing buffering de-
vice comprises a spline shaft and a spline housing etc.;
a sliding reciprocating stroke section etc. is provided be-
tween the spline shaft and the spline housing; when im-
pacted, the sliding reciprocating stroke section slides in
a reciprocating manner to absorb an impact reactive
force; the belt buffering device comprises a driving pulley,
a driven pulley and a belt etc.; the driving pulley is fixed
on the fixing support; the driving pulley is connected with
a drive shaft of the electric machine, the hydraulic motor,
or the pneumatic motor etc.; the driven pulley is provided
on the buffering support; the belt is provided on the driving
pulley and the driven pulley; the driving pulley moves as
the buffering support is impacted; the belt absorbs an
impact reactive force; the belt buffering device prevents
the electric machine, the hydraulic motor, or the pneu-
matic motor etc. from being damaged; the structure guid-
ing buffering device comprises a buffering element and
a buffering guiding element etc.; the buffering element is
provided between the frame and the reciprocating impact
part, or is provided between the fixing support and the
buffering support, or is provided between the jacking de-
vice and the reciprocating impact part, or is provided be-
tween the frame and the jacking device etc.; the buffering
guiding element is provided on the frame and the recip-
rocating impact part, or is provided on the fixing support
and the buffering support, or is provided on the jacking
device and the reciprocating impact part, or is provided
on the frame and the jacking device etc.; the structure
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guiding buffering device absorbs an impact reactive force
through the buffering element while controlling a buffer-
ing direction through the buffering guiding element; the
structure guiding buffering device is matched with the
sliding stroke spline shaft housing buffering device or the
belt buffering device etc. to absorb and buffer an impact
reactive force of the impact head and guide a buffering
direction, thus preventing the rotation power source ele-
ment or the jacking device or the frame etc. from being
damaged by oscillating non-directionally during buffering
and ensuring that an impact direction of the impact head
faces an object to be mined.
[0185] The impact drive device comprises a crank im-
pact drive device etc.; the crank impact drive device com-
prises the power impact element etc.; the guiding device
and the crank impact drive device etc. are combined into
two or more reciprocating impact parts; two or more re-
ciprocating impact parts are provided at a front part of
the jacking device or the frame; the guiding device com-
prises the guiding rollers, the guiding roller support and
the impact guiding element etc.; the guiding roller is pro-
vided between the guiding roller support and the impact
guiding element; the reciprocating impact part comprises
a supporting box etc.; the crank impact driving device
comprises a crank component etc.; the crank component
drives the power impact element; the guiding device and
the crank component are combined and provided in the
supporting box; two ends of the impact guiding element
extending out of the supporting box are provided with
impact heads; or one end of the impact guiding element
is provided with an impact head and the other end is
provided with a counterweight element for preventing the
impact head from being damaged with the guiding de-
vice, the impact drive device and/or the machine body
etc. due to gravity unbalance or one end of the impact
guiding element is provided with an impact head; an end
of two or more power impact elements extending out of
the supporting box is connected or separated with the
impact head; the supporting box supports a crank com-
ponent, the guiding device and the impact head etc.; the
supporting box is provided at a front part of the jacking
device or the frame; a guiding roller position-limiting
structure etc. is provided on the guiding roller support or
the impact guiding element; the guiding roller position-
limiting structure limits a rolling space of the guiding roll-
ers; the guiding rollers, the guiding roller support and the
impact guiding element etc. are matched closely so that
the guiding rollers provided in the guiding roller position-
limiting structure support through rolling friction the im-
pact guiding element to reciprocate and control an impact
direction of the impact guiding element; one end or two
ends of the power impact element are provided with a
damage-prevention mechanism etc.; the damage-pre-
vention mechanism comprises a rotating structure or a
split structure etc.; the rotating structure of the damage-
prevention mechanism comprises a joint bearing, or a
turning joint, a ball cage universal joint, a cross universal
joint, a ball-end catching groove type, or an arc-shaped

catching groove type etc.; the rotating structure or the
split structure of the damage-prevention mechanism is
matched with the guiding device; the power impact ele-
ment drives the impact head to impact; an impact reactive
damage force of the impact head on a coal wall or a rock
wall is applied to the rotating structure or the split struc-
ture etc.; the rotating structure is stressed to rotate or the
split structure isolates the reactive damage force in a split
manner; the guiding device centralizes an impact direc-
tion of the impact head; the power impact element drives
the impact head; the impact reactive damage force of the
impact head on the coal wall or the rock wall is applied
to the guiding device, thus preventing the impact drive
device from being damaged by the impact reactive dam-
age force; the reciprocating impact part, or the jacking
device or the frame comprises a rotation power source
element and a rotation impact transmission element etc.;
or when the frame comprises the rotation power source
element, the jacking device comprises the rotation impact
transmission element etc.; or when the jacking device
comprises the rotation power source element, the recip-
rocating impact part comprises the rotation impact trans-
mission element etc.; or when the frame comprises the
rotation power source element, the reciprocating impact
part comprises the rotation impact transmission element
etc.; the rotation power source element comprises an
electric machine, or a hydraulic motor, or a pneumatic
motor etc.; the jacking device or the reciprocating impact
part or the frame comprises a fixing support and a buff-
ering support etc.; or when the frame comprises the fixing
support, the jacking device comprises the buffering sup-
port etc.; or when the jacking device comprises the fixing
support, the reciprocating impact part comprises the buff-
ering support etc.; or when the frame comprises the fixing
support, the reciprocating impact part comprises the buff-
ering support etc.; a buffering device is provided between
the frame and the jacking device, or is provided between
the fixing support and the buffering support, or is provided
between the jacking device and the reciprocating impact
part, or is provided between the frame and the recipro-
cating impact part etc.; the buffering device comprises a
rotation power buffering device and a structure guiding
buffering device etc.; the rotation power buffering device
is provided between the rotation power source element
and the rotation impact transmission element or is pro-
vided in the rotation impact transmission element; the
rotation power buffering device comprises a sliding
stroke spline shaft housing buffering device or a belt buff-
ering device etc.; the sliding stroke spline shaft housing
buffering device comprises a spline shaft and a spline
housing etc.; a sliding reciprocating stroke section etc.
is provided between the spline shaft and the spline hous-
ing; when impacted, the sliding reciprocating stroke sec-
tion slides in a reciprocating manner to absorb an impact
reactive force; the belt buffering device comprises a driv-
ing pulley, a driven pulley and a belt etc.; the driving pulley
is fixed on the fixing support; the driving pulley is con-
nected with a drive shaft of the electric machine, the hy-
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draulic motor, or the pneumatic motor etc.; the driven
pulley is provided on the buffering support; the belt is
provided on the driving pulley and the driven pulley; the
driving pulley moves as the buffering support is impacted;
the belt absorbs an impact reactive force; the belt buff-
ering device prevents the electric machine, the hydraulic
motor, or the pneumatic motor etc. from being damaged;
the structure guiding buffering device comprises a buff-
ering element and a buffering guiding element etc.; the
buffering element is provided between the frame and the
reciprocating impact part, or is provided between the fix-
ing support and the buffering support, or is provided be-
tween the jacking device and the reciprocating impact
part, or is provided between the frame and the jacking
device etc.; the buffering guiding element is provided on
the frame and the reciprocating impact part, or is provided
on the fixing support and the buffering support, or is pro-
vided on the jacking device and the reciprocating impact
part, or is provided on the frame and the jacking device
etc.; the structure guiding buffering device absorbs an
impact reactive force through the buffering element while
controlling a buffering direction through the buffering
guiding element; the structure guiding buffering device
is matched with the sliding stroke spline shaft housing
buffering device or the belt buffering device etc. to absorb
and buffer an impact reactive force of the impact head
and guide a buffering direction, thus preventing the rota-
tion power source element or the jacking device or the
frame etc. from being damaged by oscillating non-direc-
tionally during buffering and ensuring that an impact di-
rection of the impact head faces an object to be mined.
[0186] The reciprocating impact part comprises the
guiding device, the impact drive device, the supporting
box, and the impact head etc.; the supporting box sup-
ports the guiding device; the impact drive device com-
prises the crank impact drive device, the hydraulic impact
drive device or the pneumatic impact drive device etc.;
the crank impact drive device, the hydraulic impact drive
device or the pneumatic impact drive device etc. com-
prises the power impact element; the power impact ele-
ment is provided in the supporting box; the power impact
element and the impact head are connected, separated
or integrated; a damage-prevention mechanism is pro-
vided at one end or two ends of the power impact element;
the damage-prevention mechanism comprises a rotating
structure and a split structure etc.; the guiding device
comprises the guiding roller support, the guiding rollers,
and the impact guiding element etc.; the guiding roller
support comprises a raceway etc.; the impact guiding
element comprises a raceway etc.; the guiding rollers
include rollers etc.; the rollers roll against the raceway;
the impact guiding element is supported by the rollers to
roll; the power impact element drives the impact head to
impact; the rotating structure the damage-prevention
mechanism is stressed to rotate or the split structure iso-
lates a reactive damage force in a split manner; the guid-
ing roller support, the impact guiding element and the
rollers provided in the raceway etc. are matched closely

to centralize an impact direction of the impact head and
prevent the impact head from rotating; the power impact
element does not guide the impact head and is not dam-
aged by the damage force.
[0187] The reciprocating impact part comprises the
guiding device and the impact drive device etc.; the im-
pact drive device comprises the crank impact drive de-
vice, the hydraulic impact drive device or the pneumatic
impact drive device etc.; the crank impact drive device,
the hydraulic impact drive device or the pneumatic impact
drive device comprises the power impact element etc.;
a damage-prevention mechanism etc. is provided at one
end or two ends of the power impact element; the dam-
age-prevention mechanism comprises a rotating struc-
ture and a split structure etc.; the guiding device com-
prises the guiding roller support, and the impact guiding
element etc.; the guiding roller support comprises a guid-
ing roller support upper element, and a guiding roller sup-
port lower element etc.; the impact guiding element is a
U-shaped impact guiding element etc.; the U-shaped im-
pact guiding element comprises an impact guiding ele-
ment upper element and a impact guiding element lower
element etc.; a raceway etc. is provided in the guiding
roller support upper element, and the guiding roller sup-
port lower element; or a raceway etc. is provided in the
impact guiding element upper element and the impact
guiding element lower element; or a raceway etc. is pro-
vided in the guiding roller support upper element, the
guiding roller support lower element, the impact guiding
element upper element and the impact guiding element
lower element; the guiding roller is provided between the
guiding roller support upper element and the impact guid-
ing element upper element, and is provided between the
guiding roller support lower element and the impact guid-
ing element lower element and is provided in the race-
way; the guiding rollers provided in the raceway, the U-
shaped impact guiding element and the guiding roller
support etc. are matched closely so that the guiding roll-
ers support the U-shaped impact guiding element to re-
ciprocate with rolling friction and control a reciprocating
direction of the U-shaped impact guiding element and
centralize an impact direction of the impact head; the U-
shaped impact guiding element and the impact head are
connected, separated or integrated; the power impact
element and the impact head are connected or separat-
ed; the power impact element drives the impact head to
impact; the rotating structure of the damage-prevention
mechanism is stressed to rotate or the split structure iso-
lates an impact reactive damage force in a split manner;
the power impact element does not guide the impact head
and is not damaged by the damage force.
[0188] The reciprocating impact part comprises the
guiding device and the impact drive device etc.; the im-
pact drive device comprises the crank impact drive de-
vice, the hydraulic impact drive device or the pneumatic
impact drive device etc.; the crank impact drive device,
the hydraulic impact drive device or the pneumatic impact
drive device comprises the power impact element etc.;
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a damage-prevention mechanism is provided at one end
or two ends of the power impact element; the damage-
prevention mechanism comprises a rotating structure
and a split structure etc.; the guiding device comprises
an external sleeve, an internal body and the guiding roll-
ers etc.; the internal body comprises an internal body
upper element and an internal body lower element etc.;
the external sleeve is a frame-shaped external sleeve
etc.; the frame-shaped external sleeve comprises a
frame-shaped external sleeve upper element and a
frame-shaped external sleeve lower element etc.; the
guiding roller is provided between the internal body upper
element and the frame-shaped external sleeve upper el-
ement and is provided between the internal body lower
element and the frame-shaped external sleeve lower el-
ement; the frame-shaped external sleeve, the internal
body and the guiding rollers etc. are matched closely so
that the guiding roller support supports the frame-shaped
external sleeve to reciprocate with rolling friction and con-
trol a reciprocating direction of the frame-shaped external
sleeve and centralizes an impact direction of the impact
head; the frame-shaped external sleeve and the impact
head are connected, separated or integrated; the power
impact element and the impact head are connected or
separated; the power impact element drives the impact
head to impact; the rotating structure of the damage-pre-
vention mechanism is stressed to rotate or the split struc-
ture isolates an impact reactive damage force in a split
manner; the power impact element does not guide the
impact head and is not damaged by the damage force.
[0189] The reciprocating impact part comprises the
guiding device, the impact drive device, a supporting box,
and the impact head etc.; the supporting box supports
the guiding device; the impact drive device comprises
the crank impact drive device, the hydraulic impact drive
device or the pneumatic impact drive device etc.; the
crank impact drive device, the hydraulic impact drive de-
vice or the pneumatic impact drive device comprises the
power impact element etc.; the power impact element is
provided in the supporting box; a damage-prevention
mechanism is provided at one end or two ends of the
power impact element; the damage-prevention mecha-
nism comprises a rotating structure and a split structure
etc.; the guiding device comprises a wear-resistant
traveling wheel etc.; the wear-resistant traveling wheel
comprises a rolling wheel, the guiding roller support and
the impact guiding element etc.; the rolling wheel is pro-
vided on the guiding roller support; the power impact el-
ement and the impact guiding element are connected,
separated or integrated; the power impact element is pro-
vided with a bump, a recess, a V groove or a curve etc.
locked with the rolling wheel; the rolling wheel is provided
at one side of the power impact element or is provided
in the power impact element; the rolling wheel supports
the power impact element to impact in a reciprocating
manner with rolling friction while having a rolling guiding
function; the power impact element drives the impact
head to impact; the rotating structure of the damage-pre-

vention mechanism is stressed to rotate or the split struc-
ture isolates an impact reactive damage force in a split
manner; the impact guiding element, the guiding roller
support and the rolling wheel etc. are matched closely to
centralize an impact direction of the impact head; the
power impact element does not guide the impact head
and is not damaged by the damage force.
[0190] The impact drive device comprises a crank im-
pact drive device, a hydraulic impact drive device or a
pneumatic impact drive device etc.; the crank impact
drive device, the hydraulic impact drive device or the
pneumatic impact drive device comprises a power impact
element etc.; a damage-prevention mechanism is pro-
vided at one end or two ends of the power impact element;
the damage-prevention mechanism comprises a rotating
structure and a split structure etc.; the guiding device
comprises a linear bearing etc. on which an impact guid-
ing element is arranged; the power impact element and
the impact head are connected, separated or integrated;
the power impact element drives the impact head to re-
ciprocate; the rotating structure of the damage-preven-
tion mechanism is stressed to rotate or the split structure
isolates an impact reactive damage force in a split man-
ner; the power impact element does not guide the impact
head and is not damaged by the damage force.
[0191] The box, the guiding device, the impact drive
device and the impact head etc. are included; the box
supports the guiding device; the guiding device compris-
es the impact guiding element, the rubbing body, and the
rubbing body support etc.; the rubbing body comprises
the roller and the suspender etc.; the roller comprises
the guiding roller and/or the power roller etc.; the sus-
pender comprises the guiding suspender and/or the pow-
er suspender etc.; the suspender comprises magnetic
suspender, liquid suspender or gas suspender etc.; the
guiding support comprises the guiding roller support or
the guiding suspender support etc.; the box and the rub-
bing body support are separated, connected in a sepa-
rated manner or integrated; an end of the impact guiding
element extending out of the box is connected with the
impact head; one end of the impact guiding element is
provided with an impact head or two ends are provided
with impact heads or one end is provided with an impact
head while the other end is provided with a counterweight
element; the impact guiding element and the impact head
are connected or integrated; the impact drive device com-
prises the crank impact drive device, the hydraulic impact
drive device or the pneumatic impact drive device or the
solid flowing impact drive device etc.; the crank impact
drive device, the hydraulic impact drive device or the
pneumatic impact drive device or the solid flowing impact
drive device comprises the power impact element and
the power support etc.; the box and the power support
are connected in a separated manner or integrated; the
power support and the guiding support are separated,
connected in a separated manner or integrated; the pow-
er support comprises the power roller support or the pow-
er suspender support etc.; the impact guiding element
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and the power impact element are separated, connected
in a split manner or integrated; the power impact element
is provided in the box; the power impact element and the
impact head are moveably connected or separated; a
damage-prevention mechanism is provided at one end
or two ends of the power impact element; the damage-
prevention mechanism comprises a rotating structure
and a split structure etc.; the power impact element drives
the impact head to impact; an impact damage force is
applied on the damage-prevention mechanism; the ro-
tating structure of the damage-prevention mechanism is
stressed to rotate or the split structure isolates the impact
reactive damage force in a split manner; the rubbing body
are provided between the guiding support and the impact
guiding element to form the guiding device; the rubbing
body, the rubbing body support and the impact guiding
element etc. are matched closely to support impact head
to impact through rolling friction or suspension friction;
the guiding device centralizes an impact direction of the
impact head, thus preventing the impact drive device
from being damaged by a damage force and an impact
reactive force.
[0192] The jacking device comprises a rocker arm lift-
ing mechanism etc.; a front part of the rocker arm lifting
mechanism is provided with a supporting box etc.; the
crank impact drive device comprises a transmission gear
etc.; two sides of the transmission gear are provided with
crank connecting rods etc.; a crank connecting rod at one
side at least drives one impact head to impact; the crank
connecting rods at two sides of the transmission gear
impact simultaneously or impact alternatively; two or
more ends of the supporting box are provided with the
guiding support, the impact guiding element and the rub-
bing body etc.; the rubbing body etc. are provided be-
tween the guiding support and the impact guiding ele-
ment to form a multi-point support impact head structure;
the supporting box and the guiding support are connect-
ed in a separated manner or integrated; two or more im-
pact guiding elements extend out of the box to connect
the impact head; a connecting rod is connected, sepa-
rated or integrated with the impact head; a damage-pre-
vention mechanism etc. is provided at one end or two
ends of the connecting rod; the connecting rod drives the
impact head to reciprocate; two or more impact guiding
elements centralize an impact direction of the impact
head.
[0193] The present invention has the following benefi-
cial effect:

1. the device is compact and simple in integral struc-
ture and convenient to use and operate; a material
is fallen by an impact instead of being fallen by drilling
milling and milling cutting, thus substantially elimi-
nating damage caused by a lateral force on the re-
ciprocating impact part, greatly reducing damage to
components, improving production efficiency, and
reducing material consumption; frictional loss is
greatly reduced by rolling friction or suspension fric-

tion, thus saving power energy;
2. compared with an existing mining machine, the
device does not completely crush a material, thus
resulting in large lumpiness, low power consump-
tion, less dust and a good working environment to
improve the use value and economic value of the
material;
3. the impact heads are provided at two sides of a
front part of the jacking part to impact in a recipro-
cating manner so that a reactive force generated by
an impact of the impact head at one side can be
converted into impact power of the impact head at
the other side; the impact power and the impact re-
active force are applied reasonably, thus greatly re-
ducing consumption of kinetic energy;
4. the working mode of the impact head is recipro-
cating straight line impacting, thus greatly reducing
damage of the impact teeth compared with a drilling
milling mode and a milling cutting mode, greatly pro-
longing the service life of the impact teeth, reducing
the replacement frequency of the impact teeth, re-
ducing consumption of easily-damaged parts of the
device and improving working efficiency;
5. the guiding structure with high structural strength
is especially capable of bearing and absorbing a
powerful impact reactive force and twisting force,
thus greatly improving the resistance of the mining
machine on the impact reactive force and twisting
force;
6. the guiding rollers are used in the device to support
the rolling impact guiding element, thus greatly re-
ducing damage on the impact guiding element
caused by reciprocating impact and friction, and re-
ducing consumption of kinetic energy; the guiding
rubbing body support, the rolling impact guiding el-
ement and the guiding rollers are matched to ensure
rolling guiding to the rolling impact guiding element,
thus changing a structure that the guiding rollers only
have a rolling friction function, but not have a guiding
function, greatly reducing energy loss caused by slid-
ing friction of the impact guiding element that needs
to be centralized and reducing damage to the device;
7. the guiding device is provided with the guiding
roller position-limiting structure, thus improving safe
reliability of the device;
8. the guiding roller is provided in the retainer, or the
raceway, or the pit or are provided between the ex-
ternal sleeve and the internal sleeve to enable the
device to reciprocate with rolling friction; the guiding
rollers have a rolling friction function, thus reducing
frictional resistance during operation of the recipro-
cating impact part supported by sliding friction; the
guiding rollers greatly increase absorption on an im-
pact reactive force, thus realizing good running ef-
fect, simple structure, less easily-damaged parts,
low production cost and stable performance;
9. the guiding roller is provided in the retainer, or the
raceway, or the pit or are provided between the ex-
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ternal sleeve and the internal sleeve, thus enabling
the device to reciprocate with rolling friction while
having a guiding function; the guiding rollers have a
rolling friction function while having a guiding func-
tion, thus reducing frictional resistance during oper-
ation of the reciprocating impact part supported by
sliding friction; the guiding rollers greatly increase
absorption on an impact reactive force and have
good guiding effect;
10. pits or retainers are provided in a rolling and re-
ciprocating manner; the guiding roller is provided in
the pits or the retainers; the pits or the retainers en-
able the guiding rollers to be provided at intervals so
that the guiding rollers will not be extruded during
operation and will not generate mutual reverse fric-
tion, thus greatly reducing energy loss, improving
service life and reducing maintenance;
11. when the retainer is fixed to the rolling guiding
device, the guiding roller is provided in the retainer
and the raceway of the guiding rubbing body support;
through rolling friction, the guiding rollers support the
rolling impact guiding element to reciprocate, thus
avoiding the problem of a failure in continuous work-
ing due to rotation of the guiding device, preventing
the impact guiding element from deforming the guid-
ing rubbing body support and reducing damage on
the impact drive device;
12. the rolling wheel is provided between the guiding
rubbing body support and the rolling impact guiding
element in the device; the rolling wheel enables the
rolling impact guiding element to have rolling friction,
thus reducing wear of the guiding device and pro-
longing the service life, and realizing a low failure
rate and less maintenance; the reciprocating speed
is high with high efficiency because of rolling friction;
at the same time, the rolling wheel is cleaner and
more environment-friendly and harmful substances
or poisonous gases etc. will not be generated by too
much sliding friction, thus improving the quality of
the working environment;
13. the damage-prevention mechanism is provided
between the power impact element and the impact
head of the impact drive device; the rotating structure
of the damage-prevention mechanism is stressed to
rotate or the split structure isolates a reactive dam-
age force in a split manner, thus reducing damage
of an impact reactive force on the power impact el-
ement and preventing the impact drive device from
being damaged;
14. the supporting box is simple, rational, delicate
and compact in structure, small in volume and light
in weight with less wear, perfect function and strong
resistance to a damage force and an impact reactive
force;
15. the sealing element is provided at the moveable
junction of the guiding device and the impact drive
device with the supporting box so that that supporting
box is a sealed structure, thus effectively preventing

dust and material chips from entering the impact
drive device and the guiding device, ensuring the
purity of a lubricating liquid, reducing a frictional re-
sistance, and avoiding corrosion of a material on the
impact drive device and the guiding device; the lu-
bricating system lubricates and cools the impact
guiding device and the impact drive device, thus fur-
ther reducing friction and prolonging the service life
of the device;
16. the rubbing body, the impact guiding element
and the rubbing body support in the device are
matched closely to form a multi-point support guiding
device; the impact guiding element in the device
maximally increases a centralizing width to the im-
pact head, strengthens centralizing on the impact
head and maximally controls an impact direction of
the impact head, which not only increases the length
of an arm of force for damage prevention of the im-
pact guiding element, but also reduces damage of
the impact head to the impact guiding element, pre-
vents the impact drive device from being damaged
by a damage force and a reactive force and improves
the service life of the device;
17. the U-shaped, frame-shaped, or cylindrical im-
pact guiding element of the multi-point support guid-
ing device is connected with the impact head so that
the impact head and the rolling impact guiding ele-
ment are connected at multiple points in a wide
range, thus centralizing a reciprocating direction of
the impact head and preventing the impact head
from rotating;
18. the impact guiding element of the multi-point sup-
port guiding device is provided out of the cylinder,
i.e. a connection width of the piston and the impact
head is increased by extension and damage of the
piston rod, thus the device meets various onsite re-
quirements comprising high power strength, large
twisting force and high drive frequency;
19. the buffering device is provided between the ma-
chine body and the reciprocating impact part or is
provided between the jacking part and the recipro-
cating impact part of the device; when the recipro-
cating impact part works, an impact to a connecting
element can be reduced effectively, thus preventing
the connecting element from being loosened, avoid-
ing fatigue damage on the connecting element, re-
ducing an impact reactive force to the machine body,
stabilizing traveling of the machine body and oper-
ation of the electric machine or the motor and im-
proving the service life of the device;
20. the buffering element of the structure guiding
buffering device is provided between the machine
body and the jacking part, or is provided between
the jacking part fixing support and the jacking part
buffering support; the buffering guiding element is
provided between the machine body and the jacking
part or is provided between the jacking part fixing
support and the jacking part buffering support; when
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an impact reactive force is applied on the jacking
part buffering support and the jacking part fixing sup-
port, or is applied on the machine body and the jack-
ing part, the buffering element can be damaged to
absorb the impact reactive force and the buffering
guiding part controls a buffering direction so that buff-
ering is reciprocating straight line buffering, thus pre-
venting non-directional oscillating when the buffering
element absorbs the impact reactive force; the buff-
ering method and structure applied by the device do
not cause damage shearing to the machine body
and the reciprocating impact part, thus reducing im-
pact on the travelling part and the machine body,
greatly reducing a large number of mining failures,
improving the service life of the machine body and
improving the working efficiency;
21. the buffering element has a rebounding force to
increase the impact effect;
when an impact reactive force is large, the buffering
element can absorb and store impact energy and
release the impact energy during the next impact
period, thus further increasing an impact force to im-
pact a material in a reciprocating manner;
22. the buffering guiding sleeve of the buffering de-
vice and the machine body are connected glidingly,
thus increasing absorption of the buffering device on
a reactive force generated by an impact on a coalbed
or a rockbed;
23. the buffering guiding element, the buffering ele-
ment and the buffering guiding sleeve of the device
are matched with each other to form a bi-directional
guiding structure buffering device; the jacking device
is provided on the bi-directional guiding structure
buffering device; the bi-directional guiding structure
buffering device improves the buffering effect and
effectively protects the device;
24. during a power transmission process, the spline
shaft and the spline housing of the sliding stroke
spline shaft housing buffering device are matched
with each other to transmit power and slide in a re-
ciprocating manner to buffer, thus an impact is only
caused by a torque instead of being caused by an
axial force, a good vibration isolation effect is real-
ized, a dynamic sliding resistance is small during a
mining process and the impact head is protected ef-
fectively; during an impact falling and impact vibra-
tion transmission process of the reciprocating impact
part, the device decomposes an impact reactive
force through reciprocating sliding buffering, thus
protecting the power source element from being
damaged, and greatly improving the service life and
running reliability of the power source element;
25. the retaining element is provided on the jacking
part fixing support and the jacking part buffering sup-
port, or is provided on the buffering guiding element
and the buffering guiding sleeve; the retaining ele-
ment can prevent the jacking part fixing support and
the jacking part buffering support or the buffering

guiding element and the buffering guiding sleeve
from being detached during opposite reciprocating
sliding; the retaining element is provided independ-
ently; the retaining element may be also integrated
with the jacking part fixing support and the jacking
part buffering support or the buffering guiding ele-
ment and the buffering guiding sleeve, thus ensuring
safe reliability of the buffering device;
26. the multi-throw crank is manufactured with a sim-
ple integral structure with sufficient rigidity and high
strength to transmit a large rotation torque; the multi-
throw crank is rational in structure and manufactured
with a small volume to greatly lighten the reciprocat-
ing impact part and improve the adjusting flexibility
of the reciprocating impact part;
27. the multi-throw crank is composed of multiple
eccentric shafts; each eccentric shaft drives one
power impact element; the other end of the power
impact element is provided with one or more impact
heads, thus greatly improving mining efficiency;
28. multi-throw crank, which is small in volume, may
be installed between the upper impact guiding device
and the lower impact guiding device so that one end
of the impact guiding element can be provided with
an impact head and the other end can be provided
with a counterweight element; the counterweight el-
ement ensures gravitational equilibrium during an
impact, reduces damage generated by gravity un-
balance at the two ends during an impact of the im-
pact guiding element and improves the stability of
the device;
29. the multi-throw crank is used so that the impact
head of the reciprocating impact part is simple and
delicate and occupies a small space so that the pow-
er of the impact head can be concentrated, thus in-
creasing the impact of a single impact head and the
whole device can pass through a low rise area when
mining a thin coalbed;
30. compared with reciprocating impact of two or
more connecting rods driven by a gear transmission
belt, the multi-throw crank can mine an thick to-be-
mined object layer by layer, thus reducing an impact
resistance of a non-delamination impact on the thick
to-be-mined object, reducing damage caused by a
relatively large generated impact reactive force on
the reciprocating impact part and the machine body,
reducing energy consumption during an energy
transmission process and improving working effi-
ciency;
31. the power concentric shaft section of the multi-
throw crank thereon is provided with a liquid passage
lubricating liquid channel, thus improving the wear
resistance of the device, greatly reducing damage
on a lubricated component and improving the service
life of the power impact element;
32. after being manufactured integrally and treated
thermally, the multi-throw crank has good working
flexibility, good impact resistance and a relatively
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high impact safety coefficient;
33. the eccentric shafts of the multi-throw crank are
arranged symmetrically along an axial direction of
the power concentric shaft section to form angle dif-
ference; power impact elements driven by the ec-
centric shafts can impact an coalbed or a rockbed in
different periods of time; a reactive force generated
during an impact of a power impact element can be
converted into the power of the next power impact
element at the same side; at the same time, a reac-
tive force generated by one impact on a thick coalbed
or rockbed is decomposed so that the impact drive
device is stressed uniformly to buffer and stabilize
the machine body;
34. the impact drive device applies a combination of
belt transmission and gear transmission to effective-
ly absorb a reactive force formed by an impact, thus
greatly improving the service life of the power source
element;
35. a suspension liquid, a suspension gas or a sus-
pension magnet etc. is provided at a moveable fric-
tion location, thus effectively reducing friction be-
tween the impact guiding element and the impact
guiding device so that a reciprocating movement is
more flexible;
36. the power source element and the variable trans-
mission component are provided on the jacking part
outside the supporting box, thus greatly reducing the
volume of the supporting box and simplifying the
structure of the supporting box; the reciprocating im-
pact part is simple in structure with less easily-dam-
aged parts, the load at the front support of the jacking
part is reduced and the consumption of a supporting
force is reduced;
37. the reciprocating impact part of the device is pro-
vided at a front end or a side of the jacking part; a
material is fallen through impact crushing; the rocker
arm lifting oil cylinder drives the rocker arm to move
up and down; the rotating disc drives the rocker arm
to move left and right; the rotating disc and the rocker
arm lifting oil cylinder are matched to adjust the im-
pact head to impact a material at multiple positions
in multiple directions, thus improving the impact
working efficiency;
38. the vertical lifting mechanism can ensure that the
reciprocating impact part impacts vertically, reduce
the lengths of the jacking part and the machine body
etc., reduce energy consumption and facilitate main-
tenance; a lifting track is linear, thus increasing lifting
stability and improving the service life of a lifting sup-
port;
39. the device is provided with multi-layer impact
teeth; the multi-layer impact teeth can make a
coalbed or a rockbed into steps; the pressure stress
and structural strength of the step-shaped coalbed
or rockbed are greatly reduced compared with the
original planar coalbed or rockbed; two opposite free
surfaces of the step-shaped coalbed or rockbed are

reasonably applied to impacting and falling a mate-
rial when the impact teeth of each layer perform min-
ing again, thus reducing an impact resistance, avoid-
ing lumps of the material fallen by the impact head,
improving working efficiency and reducing power
consumption;
40. height difference is formed between the impact
teeth of the multi-layer impact teeth so that the next
impact may apply a free surface formed by a previous
impact, thus reducing an impact resistance and low-
ering energy consumption; impact teeth with differ-
ent lengths are formed into different step shapes ac-
cording to different requirements, which is applicable
to mining of different coalbeds or rockbeds;
41. the impact teeth of the impact head are multiple
rows of impact teeth to impact a coalbed or a rockbed
into steps while decomposing a fallen coal block or
rock block to form grains applicable to transportation
of a conveyor in one step, thus avoiding the problem
of transportation difficulty due to oversize lumps dur-
ing a mining process;
42. the impact tooth frame of the impact head is an
arc-shaped plate, or a trapezoidal bracket, or a sem-
icircular bracket, or a triangular bracket, or a conical
bracket, or a flat plane bracket, or a frame-shaped
bracket or a V-shaped bracket etc., thus improving
the impact resistance of the impact tooth frame, in-
creasing the width of the impact head and improving
the impact efficiency on a coalbed or a rockbed;
43. the impact external layer material teeth and the
impact internal layer material teeth of the impact
head are matched with each other to form a multi-
layer impact head; the impact external layer material
frame of the impact head thereon is provided with
the discharge hole so that a material fallen by the
impact internal layer material teeth can pass smooth-
ly; the structure of the multi-layer impact head solves
that problem that a material clamped by the impact
teeth cannot be discharged and the mining machine
fails to mine continuously, thus implementing suc-
cessful discharge and loading etc. of the mining ma-
chine and improving the mining efficiency;
44. multiple layers of impact teeth provided in parallel
in the structure of the multi-layer impact head have
different shapes, thus preventing a material clamped
between the impact teeth from deforming the impact
head, reducing a damping action on the impact drive
device and better protecting the device; the impact
external layer material teeth and the impact internal
layer material teeth are matched with each other to
reduce impact damage to the impact drive device
and effectively reduce power consumption of the im-
pact drive device impacting an over-high and over-
wide coalbed or rockbed in one step;
45. multi-layer impact heads are arranged from the
top down or from left to right etc., thus implementing
mining layer by layer; the multi-layer impact heads
impact to fall an object to be mined layer by layer,
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thus reasonably utilizing the power of the device and
ensuring the strength of the device;
46. the distances from the impact teeth at the front
row and the impact teeth at the back row of the multi-
layer impact head to the supporting box are different,
thus greatly reducing the cutting depth of an impact
of a single impact tooth when a coalbed or a rockbed
is impacted, effectively decomposing a pressure
stress of the coalbed or the rockbed, reducing an
impact resistance, lowering power consumption and
improving working efficiency;
47. the guiding support is provided at two or more
ends of the power support to form two or more guid-
ing support points; two or more guiding support
points support the gravity of the reciprocating impact
device; the rubbing body, the impact guiding element
and the guiding support are matched closely to form
a multi-point support reciprocating impact device
structure; the multi-point support reciprocating im-
pact device structure supports the reciprocating im-
pact device at multiple points to centralize an impact
direction of the reciprocating impact device; a con-
necting width of the reciprocating impact device and
supporting on the reciprocating impact device are
improved by two or more guiding support points;
48. two or more rows of rubbing bodies may be pro-
vided around one power impact element; two or more
rows of rubbing bodies bear a gravitational load of
the reciprocating impact device or the impact guiding
element; at least one or more rubbing bodies in each
row supports the reciprocating impact device to im-
pact in a reciprocating manner, thus preventing cen-
tralized damage on the rubbing body caused by a
gravitational load of the reciprocating impact device
or the impact guiding element on only one row of
rubbing bodies and the device is safer and more re-
liable;
49. the rubbing body support is integrated with the
guiding support, or the impact guiding element, or
the cylinder, or the piston, or the power support, or
the power impact element, thus reducing a space
occupied by the rubbing body support; the rubbing
body support is integrated with the guiding support,
or the impact guiding element, or the cylinder, or the
piston, or the power support, or the power impact
element to realize high structural strength and high
space utilization; a limited space is used for increas-
ing the volumes of the rubbing body, thus improving
the bearing capacity of the rubbing body, increasing
the contact area of the rubbing body with the corre-
sponding components and avoiding an overlarge
partial pressure and overlarge damage to the corre-
sponding components due to undersize rubbing
body;
50. the guiding rollers roll in a circulating manner in
the circulating raceway, or roll in a reciprocating
manner, or roll in situ to support the piston rod and
the guiding roller support to reciprocate oppositely;

or the piston rollers roll in a circulating manner in the
circulating raceway, or roll in a reciprocating manner,
or roll in situ to support the piston and the cylinder
to reciprocate oppositely; the guiding rollers guide
the cylinder rod through rolling friction; through roll-
ing friction, the power rollers support the piston to
reciprocate, thus reducing friction loss caused by
supporting movements of the cylinder and the piston
by sliding friction;
51. the rollers guide the impact guiding element
through rolling friction; through rolling friction, the
power rollers support the power impact element to
reciprocate, thus reducing a frictional resistance and
loss caused by supporting movements of the impact
guiding element and the power impact element with
sliding friction; the guiding rollers and the piston roll-
ers use high-strength wear-resistant materials so
that the device has long service life with little main-
tenance and high working efficiency;
52. the guiding roller support or the cylinder are pro-
vided as the internal body; the impact guiding ele-
ment is provided as the external sleeve; the rollers
are provided between the external sleeve and the
internal body; the external sleeve, the internal body
and the rollers are matched closely to support recip-
rocating of the external sleeve through rolling friction,
thus reducing a frictional resistance of the external
sleeve supported by sliding friction, greatly increas-
ing absorption on an impact reactive force, and re-
alizing good guiding effect, simple structure, less
easily-damaged parts and stable performance;
53. the position-limiting structure is provided in the
bracket, or the box, or the impact guiding element,
or the power impact element, or the cylinder or the
rubbing body; the position-limiting structure compris-
es the guiding position-limiting structure or the power
position-limiting structure; the guiding rollers or the
guiding suspenders are provided in the guiding po-
sition-limiting structure; the power rollers or the pow-
er suspenders are provided in the power position-
limiting structure; the position-limiting structure limits
a space and position of the rubbing bodes; the rub-
bing body support the impact guiding element or the
power impact element or the cylinder to reciprocate;
54. the rubbing body supports the piston and the
cylinder to reciprocate with rolling friction or suspen-
sion friction, thus changing the structure of recipro-
cating with sliding friction of the piston and the cyl-
inder, reducing the height or thickness of the piston
guiding section, reducing the weight of the piston,
reducing energy consumption while reducing a run-
ning resistance of the piston, improving the running
speed and improving the working efficiency of the
drive device;
55. the piston is supported by the piston rollers to
avoid the supporting function of the sealing element;
the sealing element only has a sealing function, but
not a supporting function, thus reducing the require-
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ment on the rigidity of the sealing element; the seal-
ing element can apply a relatively soft wear-resistant
material, thus improving the wear resistance and the
sealing service life of the sealing element; the sealing
element may be also relatively thin to save material;
56. when the piston and the piston rollers are inte-
grated, the piston may be made into a spherical pis-
ton and the cylinder is a circular cylinder; the spher-
ical piston and the circular cylinder can form sealing;
the spherical piston can divide the cavity into a pres-
sure relief area and a pressure charging area without
using the sealing element;
57. the surface of the rolling wheel may be widened
so that the contact area of the rolling wheel and the
power roller support, or the power impact element,
or the guiding roller support, or the impact guiding
element, or the cylinder or the piston is increased,
centralizing on the width of the rolling wheel is
strengthened and centralized partial wear is re-
duced;
58. the circulating raceway is provided on the roller
support, or the impact guiding element, or the piston,
or the cylinder, or the power impact element; the roll-
ers fully fill the circulating raceway; the length of the
circulating raceway enables the rollers to support
rolling friction of a corresponding component, thus
improving the rolling support amplitude and degree
of the rollers, overcoming the defect of serious sliding
friction existing in the original structure, and prevent-
ing damage caused by rolling support of the rollers
on only a part of an area without partial collision fric-
tion of the rollers;
59. when the pressure-bearing section or the pres-
sure-free section of the circulating raceway is pro-
vided in a separated manner, the pressure-free sec-
tion of the circulating raceway is detachable, thus
facilitating installation and maintenance of the circu-
lating raceway and replacement of the rollers;
60. the pressure-bearing section of the circulating
raceway is provided with a wear-resistant material
or a high strength material, thus improving the wear
resistance of the raceway, and improving the resist-
ance of the raceway on a pressure and a frictional
force between components; the wear-resistant ma-
terial or the high strength material is provided par-
tially, thus reducing the requirement on the integral
wear resistance and strength of a corresponding
component and reducing massive use of the wear-
resistant material or the high strength material by the
corresponding component;
61. the rolling pressure-bearing section of the impact
guiding element, or the rolling pressure-bearing sec-
tion of the roller support, or the rolling pressure-bear-
ing section of the power impact element, or the rolling
pressure-bearing section of the cylinder, or the roll-
ing pressure-bearing section of the piston, or the roll-
ing pressure-bearing section of the rollers is provided
with a wear-resistant material or a high strength ma-

terial, thus improving the wear resistance and the
bearing capacity of a corresponding component; the
rollers are arranged densely on the wear-resistant
material or the high strength material to have a uni-
form extrusion force on the wear-resistant material
or the high strength material and prevent the high
strength and wear-resistant materials from being de-
tached partially and being damaged;
62. the rubbing body is provided on a pressure-bear-
ing friction area between the impact guiding element
and the guiding support, or between the piston and
the cylinder, or between the power impact element
and the power support; a reciprocating impact fric-
tional force and an extrusion force are applied on the
rubbing body; the rubbing body reduces a frictional
resistance and decomposes the extrusion force
through rolling or suspension, thus greatly reducing
the damage strength of the sliding frictional force and
the extrusion force, reducing the requirement on the
strength and toughness of a corresponding compo-
nent compared with a sliding friction structure, and
reducing the weight of the corresponding compo-
nent; the impact guiding element, or the guiding sup-
port, or the piston, or the power impact element, or
the power support may also use a light weight ma-
terial to reduce energy consumption of reciprocating;
63. the device is provided with the centralizer so that
the guiding rollers support the cylinder rod to recip-
rocate with rolling friction, thus changing the original
cylinder structure to support a cylinder rod to recip-
rocate only by a sealing element; the guiding rollers
centralize a moving direction of the cylinder rod, in-
creases the length of the arm of an force for damage
prevention and reduces damage of the cylinder rod
to the sealing element, or the cylinder or the piston
etc.;
64. a high strength wear-resistant material is applied
to the guiding rollers and the piston rollers so that
the device has long service life with little mainte-
nance and high working efficiency;
65. the centralizer guides the cylinder rod through
rolling to reduce damage of the cylinder rod on the
sealing element; the sealing element can only have
a sealing function, but not a supporting function, thus
reducing the requirement on the rigidity of the sealing
element; the sealing element can use a soft wear-
resistant material, thus improving the wear resist-
ance and the service life of the sealing element; the
sealing element may be also relatively thin to save
materials;
66. the guiding cylinder rod is provided outside the
cylinder so that the cylinder rod is connected in a
wide range at multiple points with other moving com-
ponents to fully and effectively utilize a guiding action
force of the cylinder rod; the device is applicable to
various onsite using requirements comprising high
power strength, large twisting force and high drive
frequency;
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67. one end or two ends of the piston rod are provided
with the damage-prevention mechanism; the dam-
age-prevention mechanism is matched with the cen-
tralizer; the damage-prevention mechanism may be
also matched with the piston rollers, the cylinder and
the piston to reduce damage on a corresponding
component of the drive device;
68. the device, which is compactly structured with
high structural strength, is applicable to working in a
hostile environment, e.g. underground mining, cave
excavation and tunnel support etc.; compared with
the crank drive device, the device is small in volume,
light in weight and simple in structure and may be
also used in a working environment with a narrow
space;
69. two ends of the impact guiding element are pro-
vided with an impact mechanism, or one end is pro-
vided with an impact mechanism while the other end
is provided with a counterweight element, thus re-
ducing damage during an impact of the impact guid-
ing element due to gravity unbalance at two ends;
70. the guiding mechanism mainly applies rolling
guiding or suspension guiding;
the rubbing body have rolling friction while having a
rolling guiding function, thus reducing friction be-
tween the impact guiding element and the rubbing
body support or between the power impact element
and the power support during reciprocating impact
and greatly reducing frictional loss caused by recip-
rocating impact;
71. compared with other impact power boxes, an ef-
ficient impact damage-prevention power box of the
present invention has simple and convenient, ration-
al, delicate and rigorous structure with small volume,
light weight, little wear, perfect function, strong dam-
age force and impact reactive force resistance, long
service life and high production efficiency;
72. the rubbing body is provided in a pressure-bear-
ing frictional area between the piston and the cylinder
so that the rubbing body supports a reciprocating
impact frictional force and an extrusion force through
rolling or suspension; the reciprocating impact fric-
tional force and the extrusion force are applied to the
rubbing body; an frictional resistance is reduced and
the extrusion force is decomposed through rolling or
suspension, thus avoiding damage caused by the
sliding frictional force and the extrusion force on the
piston and the cylinder etc.; compared with a sliding
friction structure, the requirement on the strength
and toughness of the piston and the cylinder etc. is
lowered; the shape and structure of the piston or the
cylinder etc. are changed to reduce the material and
the volume of the piston or the cylinder etc., reduce
the weight of the piston and the cylinder etc. and
reduce energy consumption etc. of piston recipro-
cating;
73. the rubbing body support is integrated with the
piston, or the piston rod or the cylinder, thus reducing

a space occupied by the rubbing body support; the
rubbing body support is integrated with the piston or
is integrated with the piston rod or is integrated with
the cylinder to realize high structural strength and
high space utilization; a limited space is used for in-
creasing the volumes of the rubbing body, thus im-
proving the bearing capacity of the rubbing body,
increasing the contact area of the rubbing body with
the piston, or the cylinder, or the piston rod, avoiding
an overlarge partial pressure and overlarge damage
to the piston, or the cylinder or the piston rod etc.
due to undersize rubbing body, and realizing a sim-
ple structure, less easily-damaged parts, low man-
ufacturing cost and long service life, and avoiding
problems comprising complicated piston structure,
easy damage, poor manufacturability and high man-
ufacturing difficulty etc. caused by providing the rub-
bing body support separately, and the performance
of an engine is greatly improved;
74. the impact guiding element is supported by the
rubbing body to reciprocate with rolling friction or
suspension friction, thus changing the original sliding
friction structure, greatly reducing a running resist-
ance of reciprocating impact of the mining machine,
improving the reciprocating speed of the impact
head, improving the working efficiency, greatly re-
ducing power consumption, reducing the force load
of other matched auxiliary elements, improving the
service life of other auxiliary elements, and reducing
related investment of the whole device; the wear-
resistant efficient impact mining machine has a sim-
ple structure with high structural strength, high space
utilization, reliable performance, strong manufactur-
ability, easy processing and manufacturing, high
running efficiency, energy conversation and con-
sumption reduction, less maintenance and long
service life.

Detailed Description of the Embodiments

[0194]

Fig. 1 is a front view of the embodiment 1;
Fig. 2 is a top view of the embodiment 1;
Fig. 3 is a structural diagram of a reciprocating impact
part of the embodiment 1;
Fig. 4 is a front view of the embodiment 2;
Fig. 5 is a structural diagram of a reciprocating impact
part of the embodiment 2;
Fig. 6 is a front view of the embodiment 3;
Fig. 7 is a structural diagram of a reciprocating impact
part of the embodiment 3;
Fig. 8 is a structural diagram of a reciprocating impact
part of the embodiment 4;
Fig. 9 is a structural diagram of a reciprocating impact
part of the embodiment 5;
Fig. 10 is a front structural view of a reciprocating
impact part of the embodiment 6;
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Fig. 11 is a left structural view of a reciprocating im-
pact part of the embodiment 6;
Fig. 12 is a structural diagram of a reciprocating im-
pact part of the embodiment 7;
Fig. 13 is a sectional view of a guiding device of the
embodiment 7;
Fig. 14 is a structural diagram of a reciprocating im-
pact part of the embodiment 8;
Fig. 15 is a sectional view of a guiding device of the
embodiment 8;
Fig. 16 is a structural sectional view of a power im-
pact element of the embodiment 8;
Fig. 17 is a structural view of a reciprocating impact
part of the embodiment 9;
Fig. 18 is a structural sectional view of a power im-
pact element of the embodiment 9;
Fig. 19 is a structural diagram of a reciprocating im-
pact part of the embodiment 10;
Fig. 20 is a sectional view of a guiding device of the
embodiment 10;
Fig. 21 is a front view of the embodiment 11;
Fig. 22 is a sectional view of A-A in Fig. 21;
Fig. 23 is a front view of the embodiment 12;
Fig. 24 is a structural diagram of a reciprocating im-
pact part of the embodiment 13;
Fig. 25 is a structural diagram of a reciprocating im-
pact part of the embodiment 14;
Fig. 26 is a structural diagram of a reciprocating im-
pact part of the embodiment 15;
Fig. 27 is a structural diagram of a reciprocating im-
pact part of the embodiment 16;
Fig. 28 is a structural diagram of a reciprocating im-
pact part of the embodiment 17;
Fig. 29 is a structural diagram of a reciprocating im-
pact part of the embodiment 18;
Fig. 30 is structural diagram of a reciprocating impact
part of the embodiment 19;
Fig. 31 is a structural diagram of a reciprocating im-
pact part of the embodiment 20;
Fig. 32 is a structural diagram of a reciprocating im-
pact part of the embodiment 21;
Fig. 33 is a structural diagram of a reciprocating im-
pact part of the embodiment 22;
Fig. 34 is a structural diagram of a reciprocating im-
pact part of the embodiment 23;
Fig. 35 is a structural diagram of a reciprocating im-
pact part of the embodiment 24;
Fig. 36 is a structural diagram of a reciprocating im-
pact part of the embodiment 25;
Fig. 37 is a structural diagram of a reciprocating im-
pact part of the embodiment 26;
Fig. 38 is a structural diagram of a reciprocating im-
pact part of the embodiment 27;
Fig. 39 is a front view of the embodiment 28;
Fig. 40 is a structural diagram of a reciprocating im-
pact part of the embodiment 29;
Fig. 41 is a structural diagram of a reciprocating im-
pact part of the embodiment 30;

Fig. 42 is a structural diagram of a deformation-pre-
vention mechanism of the embodiment 30;
Fig. 43 is a structural diagram of a reciprocating im-
pact part of the embodiment 31;
Fig. 44 is a structural diagram of a reciprocating im-
pact part of the embodiment 32;
Fig. 45 is a structural diagram of a jacking part of the
embodiment 33;
Fig. 46 is a top view of the embodiment 34;
Fig. 47 is a top view of a reciprocating impact part
of the embodiment 34;
Fig. 48 is a front view of the embodiment 35;
Fig. 49 is a structural diagram of a rocker arm of the
embodiment 36;
Fig. 50 is a front view of the embodiment 37;
Fig. 51 is a front view of the embodiment 38;
Fig. 52 is a structural diagram of a reciprocating im-
pact part of the embodiment 38;
Fig. 53 is a structural diagram of a buffering device
of the embodiment 39;
Fig. 54 is a structural diagram of a buffering device
of the embodiment 40;
Fig. 55 is a structural diagram of a buffering guiding
element of the embodiment 40;
Fig. 56 is a structural diagram of a buffering guiding
element of the embodiment 41;
Fig. 57 is a structural diagram of a rocker arm of the
embodiment 42;
Fig. 58 is a structural diagram of a rocker arm of the
embodiment 43;
Fig. 59 is a front view of the embodiment 44;
Fig. 60 is a structural diagram of a reciprocating im-
pact part of the embodiment 44;
Fig. 61 is a front view of the embodiment 45;
Fig. 62 is a structural diagram of a reciprocating im-
pact part of the embodiment 45;
Fig. 63 is a structural diagram of an impact drive
device of the embodiment 46;
Fig. 64 is a top view of the embodiment 47;
Fig. 65 is a top view of the embodiment 48;
Fig. 66 is a top view of the embodiment 49;
Fig. 67 is a front view of the embodiment 50;
Fig. 68 is a front view of the embodiment 51;
Fig. 69 is a top view of the embodiment 51;
Fig. 70 is a structural diagram of a vertical lifting
mechanism of the embodiment 51;
Fig. 71 is a structural diagram of a vertical lifting
mechanism of the embodiment 52;
Fig. 72 is a structural diagram of a vertical lifting
mechanism of the embodiment 53;
Fig. 73 is a front view of the embodiment 54;
Fig. 74 is a sectional view of an impact guiding ele-
ment of the embodiment 54;
Fig. 75 is a structural diagram of a reciprocating im-
pact part of the embodiment 55;
Fig. 76 is a sectional view of a cylinder of the em-
bodiment 55;
Fig. 77 is a structural diagram of a reciprocating im-
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pact part of the embodiment 56;
Fig. 78 is a sectional view of a cylinder of the em-
bodiment 56;
Fig. 79 is a front view of the embodiment 57;
Fig. 80 is a front view of the embodiment 58;
Fig. 81 is a front view of the embodiment 59;
Fig. 82 is a structural diagram of a reciprocating im-
pact part of the embodiment 60;
Fig. 83 is a structural diagram of a reciprocating im-
pact part of the embodiment 61;
Fig. 84 is a structural diagram of a reciprocating im-
pact part of the embodiment 62;
Fig. 85 is a structural diagram of a reciprocating im-
pact part of the embodiment 63;
Fig. 86 is a front view of the embodiment 64;
Fig. 87 is a structural diagram of a reciprocating im-
pact part of the embodiment 65;
Fig. 88 is a sectional view of an impact guiding ele-
ment of the embodiment 65;
Fig. 89 is a sectional view of an impact guiding ele-
ment of the embodiment 66;
Fig. 90 is a sectional view of an impact guiding ele-
ment of the embodiment 67;
Fig. 91 is a structural view of a reciprocating impact
part of the embodiment 68;
Fig. 92 is a sectional view of an impact guiding ele-
ment of the embodiment 68;
Fig. 93 is a front view of the embodiment 69;
Fig. 94 is a structural diagram of a reciprocating im-
pact part of the embodiment 69;
Fig. 95 is a sectional view of an impact guiding ele-
ment of the embodiment 69;
Fig. 96 is a structural diagram of a reciprocating im-
pact part of the embodiment 70;
Fig. 97 is a structural diagram of a reciprocating im-
pact part of the embodiment 71;
Fig. 98 is a sectional view of an impact guiding ele-
ment of the embodiment 71;
Fig. 99 is a front view of the embodiment 72;
Fig. 100 is a front view of the embodiment 73;
Fig. 101 is a structural diagram of a guiding roller of
the embodiment 73;
Fig. 102 is a front view of the embodiment 74;
Fig. 103 is a structural diagram of a reciprocating
impact part of the embodiment 74;
Fig. 104 is a structural diagram of a jacking part of
the embodiment 74;
Fig. 105 is a front view of the embodiment 75;
Fig. 106 is a top structural view of a reciprocating
impact part of the embodiment 75;
Fig. 107 is a front structural view of a reciprocating
impact part of the embodiment 75;
Fig. 108 is a partial structural diagram of a guiding
device of the embodiment 75;
Fig. 109 is a front structural view of a reciprocating
impact part of the embodiment 76;
Fig. 110 is a front structural view of a reciprocating
impact part of the embodiment 77;

Fig. 111 is a front structural view of a reciprocating
impact part of the embodiment 78;
Fig. 112 is a sectional view of a guiding device of the
embodiment 78;
Fig. 113 is a front structural view of a reciprocating
impact part of the embodiment 79;
Fig. 114 is a front structural view of a reciprocating
impact part of the embodiment 80;
Fig. 115 is a structural diagram of a reciprocating
impact part of the embodiment 81;
Fig. 116 is a sectional view of a position-limiting
structure of the embodiment 82;
Fig. 117 is a sectional view of a position-limiting
structure of the embodiment 82;
Fig. 118 is a sectional view of a position-limiting
structure of the embodiment 82;
Fig. 119 is a sectional view of a position-limiting
structure of the embodiment 82;
Fig. 120 is a sectional view of a position-limiting
structure of the embodiment 82;
Fig. 121 is a partial structural diagram of a guiding
device of the embodiment 82;
Fig. 122 is a sectional view of A-A in Fig. 121;
Fig. 123 is a partial structural view of a guiding device
of the embodiment 82;
Fig. 124 is a sectional view of A-A in Fig. 123;
Fig. 125 is a partial structural diagram of a guiding
device of the embodiment 82;
Fig. 126 is a sectional view of A-A in Fig. 125;
Fig. 127 is a partial structural view of a guiding device
of the embodiment 82;
Fig. 128 is a sectional view of A-A in Fig. 127;
Fig. 129 is a partial structural diagram of a guiding
device of the embodiment 82;
Fig. 130 is a sectional view of A-A in Fig. 129;
Fig. 131 is a partial structural diagram of a guiding
device of the embodiment 82;
Fig. 132 is a sectional view of A-A in Fig. 131;
Fig. 133 is a partial structural diagram of a guiding
device of the embodiment 82;
Fig. 134 is a sectional view of A-A in Fig. 133;
Fig. 135 is a sectional view of a position-limiting
structure of the embodiment 82;
Fig. 135 is a sectional view of a position-limiting
structure of the embodiment 82;
Fig. 136 is a sectional view of a position-limiting
structure of the embodiment 82;
Fig. 137 is a sectional view of a position-limiting
structure of the embodiment 82;
Fig. 138 is a sectional view of a position-limiting
structure of the embodiment 82;
Fig. 139 is a sectional view of a position-limiting
structure of the embodiment 82;
Fig. 140 is a sectional view of a position-limiting
structure of the embodiment 82;
Fig. 141 is a sectional view of a position-limiting
structure of the embodiment 82;
Fig. 142 is a sectional view of a position-limiting
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structure of the embodiment 82;
Fig. 143 is a sectional view of a position-limiting
structure of the embodiment 82;
Fig. 144 is a sectional view of a position-limiting
structure of the embodiment 82;
Fig. 145 is a partial structural diagram of a guiding
device of the embodiment 83;
Fig. 146 is a sectional view of A-A in Fig. 145;
Fig. 147 is a sectional view of a position-limiting
structure of the embodiment 83;
Fig. 148 is a structural diagram of a reciprocating
impact part of the embodiment 84;
Fig. 149 is a structural diagram of a reciprocating
impact part of the embodiment 85;
Fig. 150 is a structural diagram of an impact drive
device of the embodiment 85;
Fig. 151 is a structural diagram of a reciprocating
impact part of the embodiment 86;
Fig. 152 is a structural diagram of an impact drive
device of the embodiment 86;
Fig. 153 is a front view of the embodiment 87;
Fig. 154 is a structural diagram of a reciprocating
impact part of the embodiment 87;
Fig. 155 is a sectional view of A-A in Fig. 154;
Fig. 156 is a structural diagram of a reciprocating
impact part of the embodiment 88;
Fig. 157 is a front view of the embodiment 89;
Fig. 158 is a structural diagram of a reciprocating
impact part of the embodiment 89;
Fig. 159 is a sectional view of A-A in Fig. 158;
Fig. 160 is a structural diagram of a reciprocating
impact part of the embodiment 90;
Fig. 161 is a structural diagram of a reciprocating
impact part of the embodiment 91;
Fig. 162 is a structural diagram of a reciprocating
impact part of the embodiment 92;
Fig. 163 is a structural view of a reciprocating impact
of the embodiment 93;
Fig. 164 is a structural diagram of a reciprocating
impact of the embodiment 94;
Fig. 165 is a structural diagram of a reciprocating
impact of the embodiment 95;
Fig. 166 is a structural diagram of a circulating race-
way of the embodiment 95;
Fig. 167 is a sectional view of a piston of the embod-
iment 95;
Fig. 168 is a structural diagram of a reciprocating
impact part of the embodiment 96;
Fig. 169 is a sectional view of A-A in Fig. 167;
Fig. 170 is a structural view of a reciprocating impact
part of the embodiment 97;
Fig. 171 is a structural view of a reciprocating impact
part of the embodiment 98;
Fig. 172 is a structural view of a reciprocating impact
part of the embodiment 99;
Fig. 173 is a structural view of a reciprocating impact
part of the embodiment 100;
Fig. 174 is a structural view of a hydraulic or pneu-

matic or solid flowing impact drive device of the em-
bodiment 101;
Fig. 175 is a front view of the embodiment 102;
Fig. 176 is a structural diagram of a reciprocating
impact part of the embodiment 102;
Fig. 177 is a structural diagram of a piston of the
embodiment 103; and
Fig. 178 is a sectional view of a piston of the embod-
iment 103.

[0195] In the drawings:

1-machine body; 2-travelling part; 3-reciprocating
impact part; 4-impact drive device, 4.1-power impact
element; 4.2-crank impact drive device; 4.3-power
support; 4.4-cylinder; 4.5-piston; 4.6-control ele-
ment; 4.7-airbag; 4.8-power roller; 4.9-cylinder; 5-
guiding device; 5.1-impact guiding element; 5.1.1-
guiding section; 5.2-guiding support; 5.2.1-guiding
support upper element; 5.2.2-guiding support lower
element; 5.3-guiding roller; 5.3.1-rolling wheel;
5.3.2-axis of rolling wheel; 5.3.3-rolling shaft; 5.4-
roller; 6-impact head; 6.1-impact external layer ma-
terial teeth; 6.2-impact internal layer material teeth;
6.3-step tooth impact cutting mechanism; 6.3.1-im-
pact teeth; 6.4-impact external layer material tooth
frame; 6.5-impact external layer material teeth; 6.6-
imapct internal layer material tooth frame; 6.7-impact
internal layer material teeth; 6.8-discharge hole; 6.9-
impact material tooth frame; 6.9.1-back supporting
base; 6.9.2-material impact tooth supporting frame;
7-counterweight element; 8-supporting frame; 9-
jacking device; 9.1-rocker arm; 9.1.1-main rocker
arm; 9.1.2-secondary rocker arm; 9.2-lifting oil cyl-
inder; 9.3-crushing device; 9.4-guiding device; 9.5-
fixing support; 9.6-buffering support; 9.7-buffering
element; 9.8-buffering guiding element; 9.9-guiding
lug boss; 9.10-retaining element; 9.11-power source
element; 9.12-rotation impact transmission element;
10-rotating disc; 11-shovel plate; 12-conveyor; 13-
supporting box; 14-sealing element; 15-hood; 16-
guiding position-limiting structure, 16.1-pit; 16.2-
raceway; 16.3-retainer; 16.4-reciprocating stroke
section; 16.5-position-limiting ring; 16.6-position-
limiting platform; 16.7-oval position-limiting struc-
ture; 16.8-dumbell-shaped position-limiting struc-
ture; 16.9-circular column-shaped position-limiting
structure; 16.10-conical position-limiting structure;
16.11-rolling wheel position-limiting structure;
16.12-square position-limiting structure; 16.13-U-
shaped position-limiting structure; 16.14-frame-
shaped position-limiting structure; 16.15-1-shaped
position-limiting structure; 17-damage-prevention
mechanism; 17.1-arc-shaped catching groove type
damage-prevention mechanism; 17.1.1-arc-shaped
raised head; 17.1.2-groove; 17.2-ball cage type uni-
versal joint damage-prevention mechanism; 17.3-
cross universal joint damage-prevention mecha-
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nism; 17.4-split structure damage-prevention mech-
anism; 17.5-ball end catching groove type damage-
prevention mechanism; 18-angle adjuster; 19-
frame; 20-sliding stroke spline shaft housing buffer-
ing structure; 20.1-spline shaft; 20.2-spline housing;
12-belt buffering structure; 21.1-driving pulley; 21.2-
driven pulley; 21.3-belt; 21.4-belt tensioning device;
22-multi-throw crank multi-rod impact mechanism;
22.1-multi-throw crank; 22.1.1-power concentric
shaft section; 22.1.2-connecting handle; 22.1.3-ec-
centric shaft; 22.2-connecting rod; 23-vertical lifting
mechanism; 23.1-lifting platform; 23.2-lifting plat-
form support; 23.3-vertical lifting driver; 23.4-locat-
ing locker; 24-translaton device; 25-rotation-preven-
tion structure; 26-external sleeve; 26.1-external
sleeve upper element; 26.2-external sleeve lower el-
ement; 26.3-cylindrical external sleeve; 27-internal
body; 27.1-frame-shaped internal body upper ele-
ment; 27.2-frame-shaped internal body lower ele-
ment; 28-U-shaped impact guiding element; 28.1-
impact guiding element upper element; 28.2-impact
guiding element lower element; 29-cam shaft; 30-
cam; 31-crank; 32-slider; 33-oscillating bar; 34-con-
necting rod; 35-bearing; 36-guiding element hood;
37-liquid channel; 38-rubbing body; 39-rubbing body
support; 40-liquid suspender; 40.1-liquid medium
source; 40.2-control valve; 40.3-transmission pipe-
line; 40.4-liquid cavity; 41-gas suspender; 41.1-gas
source; 41.2-gas cavity; 42-magnetic suspender;
42.1-N pole permanent magnet; 42.2-S pole perma-
nent magnet; 42.3-cathode electromagnet; 42.4-an-
ode electromagnet; 43-linear bearing; 44-transmis-
sion gear; 45-circulating raceway; 45.1-annular cir-
culating raceway; 45.2-spiral circulating raceway;
45.3-circulating supporting section; 45.4-circulating
section; 45.5-pressure-bearing circulating raceway;
45.6-pressure-free circulating raceway.

Detailed Description of the Embodiments

Embodiment 1

[0196] As shown in Fig. 1 to Fig. 3, a wear-resistant
impact mining machine, the rolling friction impact mining
machine comprises a machine body 1, a travelling part
2, and a reciprocating impact part 3 etc.; the reciprocating
impact part 3 comprises a guiding device 5 and an impact
drive device 4 etc.; the guiding device 5 and the impact
drive device 4 are separated; the guiding device 5 com-
prises an impact guiding element 5.1, guiding rollers 5.3
and a guiding support 5.2 etc.; the guiding rollers 5.3 are
provided between the guiding support 5.2 and the impact
guiding element 5.1; one end of the impact guiding ele-
ment 5.1 is provided with an impact head 6 and the other
end is provided with a counterweight element 7 for pre-
venting the impact head 6 from damaging the guiding
device 5, the impact drive device 4 and/or the machine
body 1 etc. due to gravity unbalance; the impact head 6

is connected with the impact guiding element 5.1; the
impact drive device 4 comprises a power impact element
4.1 etc.; the power impact element 4.1 drives the impact
guiding element 5.1 to reciprocate; the impact guiding
element 5.1 drives the impact head 6 to impact a coal
wall or a rock wall to fall a material; the power impact
element 4.1 and the impact guiding element 5.1 are sep-
arated; the machine body 1 comprises a frame 19 etc.;
the machine body 1 thereon is not provided with a jacking
device; the reciprocating impact part 3 is provided on the
frame 19; the traveling part 2 is provided at a lower part
of the machine body 1 and drives the machine body 1 to
travel;
the guiding rollers 5.3 or the guiding support 5.2 or the
impact guiding element 5.1 or power rollers 4.8 or the
power impact element 4.1 is a high strength wear-resist-
ant material; the high strength wear-resistant material is
a hard alloy or wear-resistant plastics or wear-resistant
steel or wear-resistant rubber or wear-resistant ceramics
or a self-lubricating wear-resistant material etc.;
the guiding device 5 and the impact drive device 4 may
be also integrated;
impact heads 6 may be also provided on two ends of the
impact guiding element 5.1; the impact head 6 at the front
performs impact mining and the impact head 6 at the
back functions as a standby head and is configured to
balance the weight of the impact head at the front; an
impact head may be also provided at only one end;
the power impact element 4.1 and the impact guiding
element 5.1 may be also connected or integrated;
the impact head 6 and the impact guiding element 5.1
may be also integrated;
the machine body may be also provided with a jacking
device etc.; the jacking device is provided on the frame;
the machine body moves forwards or backwards to per-
form coal mining;
the device is compact and simple in integral structure
and convenient to use and operate; a material is fallen
by an impact instead of being fallen by drilling milling,
thus substantially eliminating damage caused by a lateral
force on the reciprocating impact part, greatly reducing
damage to components, improving production efficiency,
and reducing material consumption; frictional loss is
greatly reduced by rolling friction, thus saving power en-
ergy;
compared with an existing drilling milling tunneling ma-
chine, the device does not completely crush a material,
thus resulting in large lumpiness, low power consump-
tion, less dust and a good working environment to im-
prove the use value and economic value of the material;
the impact heads are provided at two sides of a front part
of the jacking part to impact in a reciprocating manner
so that a reactive force generated by an impact of the
impact head at one side can be converted into impact
power of the impact head at the other side; the impact
power and the impact reactive force are applied reason-
ably, thus greatly reducing consumption of kinetic ener-
gy;
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the working mode of an impact head is reciprocating
straight line impacting, thus greatly reducing damage of
impact teeth compared with a drilling milling mode, great-
ly prolonging the service life of the impact teeth, reducing
the replacement frequency of the impact teeth, reducing
consumption of easily-damaged parts of the device and
improving working efficiency;
the guiding rollers are used in the device to support the
impact guiding element, thus greatly reducing damage
on the impact guiding element caused by reciprocating
impact and friction, and reducing consumption of kinetic
energy;
the other end of the impact head is provided with a coun-
terweight; the counterweight ensures gravitational equi-
librium during an impact, reduces damage at two ends
during an impact of the impact guiding element due to
gravity unbalance and improves the stability of the de-
vice.

Embodiment 2

[0197] As shown in Fig. 4 to Fig. 5, a wear-resistant
impact mining machine, the rolling friction impact mining
machine comprises a machine body 1, a travelling part
2, and a reciprocating impact part 3 etc.; the reciprocating
impact part 3 comprises a guiding device 5 and an impact
drive device 4 etc.; the guiding device 5 and the impact
drive device 4 are integrated; the guiding device 5 com-
prises an impact guiding element 5.1, guiding rollers 5.3
and a guiding support 5.2 etc.; the guiding rollers 5.3 are
provided between the guiding support 5.2 and the impact
guiding element 5.1; two ends of the impact guiding el-
ement 5.1 are provided with impact heads 6 etc.; the
impact heads 6 and the impact guiding element 5.1 are
integrated; the impact drive device 4 comprises a power
impact element 4.1 etc.; the power impact element 4.1
drives the impact guiding element 5.1 to reciprocate; the
impact guiding element 5.1 drives the impact heads 6 to
impact a coal wall or a rock wall to fall a material; the
power impact element 4.1 and the impact guiding ele-
ment 5.1 are integrated; the machine body 1 comprises
a frame 19 etc.; the machine body 1 thereon is provided
with a jacking device 9 etc.; the reciprocating impact part
3 is provided on the jacking device 9; the jacking device
9 is provided on the frame 19; the traveling part 2 is pro-
vided at a lower part of the machine body 1 and drives
the machine body 1 to travel;
the guiding rollers 5.3 or the guiding support 5.2 or the
impact guiding element 5.1 or power rollers 4.8 or the
power impact element 4.1 is a high strength wear-resist-
ant material; the high strength wear-resistant material is
a hard alloy or wear-resistant plastics or wear-resistant
steel or wear-resistant rubber or wear-resistant ceramics
or a self-lubricating wear-resistant material etc.;
the jacking device 9 comprises a rocker arm 9.1; the ma-
chine body 1 comprises a rotating disc 10; the rocker arm
9.1 is provided on the rotating disc 10; the rotating disc
10 drives the rocker arm 9.1 to rotate at a front part of

the machine body 1; the jacking device 9 comprises a
rocker arm lifting oil cylinder 9.2; one end of the rocker
arm lifting oil cylinder 9.2 is fixed on the rotating disc 10
and the other end is connected with the rocker arm 9.1;
the rocker arm lifting oil cylinder 9.2 drives the rocker arm
9.1 to move up and down;
the machine body 1 further comprises a shovel plate 11
etc.; the shovel plate 11 thereon is provided with a star
wheel setting claw or a crab claw setting claw etc.; the
middle of the machine body 1 is provided with a conveyor
12; the conveyor 12 comprises a scraper conveyor, a
belt 21.3 conveyor or an armored belt conveyor etc.; the
shovel plate 11 collects a material mined by the recipro-
cating impact part 3 to the conveyor 12; the conveyor 12
transports the material to a back part of the machine body
1;
the machine body 1 further comprises a control device,
a dragging cable device, an atomizing device, a water
spraying device or a cooling device etc.;
to realize better usage effect, avoid generating a material
with large lumpiness and guide the material to a proper
position, the frame 19 or the jacking device 9 comprises
a crushing device 9.3 or a guiding device 9.4 etc.; the
machine body moves forwards or backwards to perform
coal mining;
the device is compact and simple in integral structure
and convenient to use and operate; a material is fallen
by an impact instead of being fallen by drilling milling,
thus substantially eliminating damage caused by a lateral
force on the reciprocating impact part, greatly reducing
damage to components, improving production efficiency,
and reducing material consumption; frictional loss is
greatly reduced by rolling friction, thus saving power en-
ergy;
compared with an existing drilling milling tunneling ma-
chine, the device does not completely crush a material,
thus resulting in large lumpiness, low power consump-
tion, less dust and a good working environment to im-
prove the use value and economic value of the material;
the impact heads are provided at two sides of a front part
of the jacking device to impact in a reciprocating manner
so that a reactive force generated by an impact of the
impact head at one side can be converted into impact
power of the impact head at the other side; the impact
power and the impact reactive force are applied reason-
ably, thus greatly reducing consumption of kinetic ener-
gy;
the working mode of an impact head is reciprocating
straight line impacting, thus greatly reducing damage of
impact teeth compared with a drilling milling mode, great-
ly prolonging the service life of the impact teeth, reducing
the replacement frequency of the impact teeth, reducing
consumption of easily-damaged parts of the device and
improving working efficiency;
the guiding rollers are used in the device to support the
impact guiding element, thus greatly reducing damage
on the impact guiding element caused by reciprocating
impact and friction, and reducing consumption of kinetic
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energy.

Embodiment 3

[0198] As shown in Fig. 6 to Fig. 7, a wear-resistant
impact mining machine comprises a machine body 1, a
travelling part 2, a jacking device 9 and a reciprocating
impact part 3 etc.; the reciprocating impact part 3 com-
prises a guiding device 5 and an impact drive device 4
etc.; the impact drive device 4 comprises a crank impact
drive device 4.2 or a hydraulic impact drive device or a
pneumatic impact drive device etc.; the crank impact
drive device 4.2 or the hydraulic impact drive device or
the pneumatic impact drive device comprises a power
impact element 4.1 etc.; the guiding device 5 comprises
a guiding support 5.2, an impact guiding element 5.1 and
guiding rollers 5.3 etc.; the guiding rollers 5.3 are provid-
ed between the guiding support 5.2 and the impact guid-
ing element 5.1; one end of the impact guiding element
5.1 is provided with an impact head 6 and the other end
is provided with a counterweight element 7 for preventing
the impact head 6 from damaging the guiding device 5,
the impact drive device 4, the jacking device 9 and/or the
machine body 1 etc. due to gravity unbalance; the power
impact element 4.1 and the impact head 6 are connected
or separated; the guiding device 5 is combined with the
crank impact drive device 4.2 or the hydraulic impact
drive device or the pneumatic impact drive device etc. in
the jacking device 9; the jacking device 9 is provided on
the machine body 1; a lower part of the machine body 1
is provided with a travelling part 2 etc.; the guiding rollers
5.3, the guiding support 5.2 and the impact guiding ele-
ment 5.1 are matched closely so that the guiding rollers
5.3 support through rolling friction the impact guiding el-
ement 5.1 to reciprocate; an impact direction of the im-
pact guiding element 5.1 is controlled through rolling fric-
tion, thus avoiding the impact guiding element 5.1 from
being damaged by sliding friction; the impact guiding el-
ement 5.1 supports the impact head 6 to reciprocate with
rolling friction; the power impact element 4.1 drives the
impact head 6 to impact; an impact reactive damage force
of the impact head 6 on a coal wall or a rock wall is applied
to the guiding device 5; the guiding device 5 centralizes
an impact direction of the impact head 6; the travelling
part 2 drives the machine body 1 to travel to implement
reciprocating impact and continuous mining;
the guiding device 5 and the impact drive device 4 may
be also integrated;
impact heads 6 may be also provided on two ends of the
impact guiding element 5.1; the impact head 6 at the front
performs impact mining and the impact head 6 at the
back functions as a standby head and balances the
weight of the impact head 6 at the front; an impact head
6 may be also provided at one end;
the impact head 6 and the impact guiding element 5.1
may be also integrated;
the guiding rollers are used in the device to support the
impact guiding element, thus greatly reducing damage

on the impact guiding element caused by reciprocating
impact and friction, and reducing consumption of kinetic
energy; the guiding support, the impact guiding element
and the guiding rollers are matched to ensure rolling guid-
ing to the impact guiding element, thus changing a struc-
ture that the guiding rollers only have a rolling friction
function, but not have a guiding function, greatly reducing
loss of energy caused by sliding friction of the impact
guiding element that needs to be centralized and reduc-
ing damage to the device;
the remaining is the same as the embodiment 2.

Embodiment 4

[0199] As shown in Fig. 8, a wear-resistant impact min-
ing machine, the guiding device 5 comprises a guiding
support 5.2 and an impact guiding element 5.1 etc.; one
end of the impact guiding element 5.1 is provided with
an impact head 6 and the other end is provided with a
counterweight element 7; the guiding device 5 further
comprises a guiding section 5.1.1 etc.; the guiding sec-
tion 5.1.1 is provided on the impact guiding element 5.1;
two ends of the guiding section 5.1.1 besides an over-
lapped section with the impact guiding element 5.1 are
equal or substantially equal in weight; the guiding section
5.1.1 and the impact guiding element 5.1 are integrated;
the guiding section 5.1.1 is provided on the guiding sup-
port 5.2; the guiding section 5.1.1 is always located on
the guiding support 5.2 while moving, thus maintaining
gravity balance of the two ends of the impact guiding
element 5.1 in a static state or a moving state; the guiding
support 5.2 and the impact guiding element 5.1 are
matched closely to support the impact guiding element
5.1 to reciprocate; a power impact element 4.1 drives the
impact head 6 or the impact guiding element 5.1 to re-
ciprocate; the power impact element 4.1 and the impact
guiding element 5.1 are separated; the impact head 6 is
supported by the impact guiding element 5.1 to recipro-
cate; the impact head 6 impacts a coal wall or a rock wall
to fall a material;
impact heads 6 etc. may be also provided at two ends of
the impact guiding element 5.1;
the guiding section 5.1.1 and the impact guiding element
5.1 may be also connected in a separated manner;
the power impact element 4.1 and the impact guiding
element 5.1 may be also a connected structure or inte-
grated;
by applying such a structure, gravity balance of the im-
pact head and the impact guiding element etc. can be
maintained when moving to reduce an impact to the guid-
ing device due to unbalance, thus improving running sta-
bility and reduce noise;
the remaining is the same as the embodiment 2.

Embodiment 5

[0200] As shown in Fig. 9, a wear-resistant impact min-
ing machine, two ends of the impact guiding element 5.1
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are provided with impact heads 6 etc.; a guiding section
5.1.1 and the impact guiding element 5.1 are connected
in a separated manner; the guiding section 5.1.1 is pro-
vided on a guiding support 5.2, the guiding section 5.1.1
is always located on the guiding support 5.2 when mov-
ing, thus maintaining gravity balance of two ends of the
impact guiding element 5.1 in a static state or a moving
state;
the remaining is the same as the embodiment 4.

Embodiment 6

[0201] As shown in Fig. 10 to Fig. 11, a wear-resistant
impact mining machine comprises a machine body 1, a
jacking device 9, a travelling part 2 and a reciprocating
impact part 3 etc.; the reciprocating impact part 3 com-
prises an impact drive device 4 and a guiding device 5
etc.; the impact drive device 4 comprises a crank impact
drive device 4.2 etc.; the crank impact drive device 4.2
comprises a power impact element 4.1 etc.; the recipro-
cating impact part 3 further comprises a supporting box
13 or a supporting frame 8 etc.; the supporting box 13 or
the supporting frame 8 thereon is provided with a guiding
position-limiting structure 16 etc.; the guiding position-
limiting structure 16 limits an impact guiding element 5.1
to reciprocate in a straight line; the impact guiding ele-
ment 5.1 supports an impact head 6 to reciprocate with
rolling friction; the impact guiding element 5.1 supports
the impact head 6 to reciprocate with rolling friction; the
power impact element 4.1 drives the impact head 6 to
impact; a reactive damage force generated by an impact
of the impact head 6 on a coal wall or a rock wall is applied
to the guiding device 5;
the supporting box 13 is completely sealed or partially
sealed; the supporting box 13 or the supporting frame 8
comprises a sealing element 14 etc.; the sealing element
14 is provided at a moveable junction of the impact drive
device 4 or the guiding device 5 and the supporting box
13; or the sealing element 14 is provided at a moveable
junction of the impact drive device 4 or the guiding device
5 and the supporting frame 8;
the junction of the power impact element 4.1 and the
impact head 6 is provided with an impact element hood
15; or a guiding element hood is provided at the junction
of the impact guiding element 5.1 and the impact head
6; the power impact element 4.1 and the impact head 6
are connected or separated; the impact guiding element
5.1 and the impact head 6 are connected or integrated;
the sealing element 14 is provided between the impact
element hood 15 or the guiding element hood and the
supporting box 13;
the sealing element 14 is provided between the impact
guiding element 5.1 and the guiding support 5.2 or is
provided between the power impact element 4.1 and a
power support 4.3; the impact guiding element 5.1 and
the power impact element 4.1 are separated or integrat-
ed; the guiding support 5.2 and the power support 4.3
are separated or integrated;

the sealing element 14 comprises a sealing cavity or a
sealing fin or a sealing plug or a sealing ring etc.;
the material of the sealing element 14 is a rubber material,
a polyurethane material, a nylon material, a plastic ma-
terial, a metal material or a mixed material etc.
the impact drive device 4 may also comprise a hydraulic
impact drive device or a pneumatic impact drive device
etc.;
the guiding device is provided with a guiding roller posi-
tion-limiting structure etc. to improve the safe reliability
of the device;
the supporting box is simple, rational, delicate and com-
pact in structure, small in volume and light in weight with
less wear, perfect function and strong resistance to a
damage force and an impact reactive force;
the remaining is the same as the embodiment 2.

Embodiment 7

[0202] As shown in Fig. 12 to Fig. 13, a wear-resistant
impact mining machine comprises a machine body 1, a
jacking device 9, a travelling part 2 and a reciprocating
impact part 3 etc.; the reciprocating impact part 3 com-
prises an impact drive device 4 and a guiding device 5
etc.; the impact drive device 4 comprises a power support
4.3 and a power impact element 4.1 etc.; the guiding
device 5 comprises a guiding support 5.2, an impact guid-
ing element 5.1 and guiding rollers 5.3 etc.; the guiding
rollers 5.3 comprise rolling wheels 5.3.1 etc.; the rolling
wheels 5.3.1 are provided between the guiding support
5.2 and the impact guiding element 5.1; a rolling wheel
5.3.1 comprises a rolling wheel axis 5.3.2 etc.; the rolling
wheel axis 5.3.2 is fixed to the guiding support 5.2; the
rolling wheels 5.3.1 roll against the impact guiding ele-
ment 5.1, thus preventing fitting friction between the guid-
ing support 5.2 and the impact guiding element 5.1;
the rolling wheel axis 5.3.2 may be also fixed to the impact
guiding element 5.1; the rolling wheels 5.3.1 roll against
the guiding support 5.2;
the rolling wheels 5.3.1 may be also provided between
the power support 4.3 and the power impact element 4.1;
when the rolling wheel axis 5.3.2 is fixed to the power
impact element 4.1, the rolling wheels 5.3.1 roll against
the power support 4.3; when the rolling wheel axis 5.3.2
is fixed to the power support 4.3, the rolling wheels 5.3.1
roll against the power impact element 4.1;
the rolling wheels are provided between the guiding sup-
port and the impact guiding element in the device; the
rolling wheels enable the impact guiding element to have
rolling friction, thus reducing wear of the guiding device
and prolonging the service life, and realizing a low failure
rate and less maintenance; the reciprocating speed is
high with high efficiency because of rolling friction; at the
same time, the rolling wheels are cleaner and more en-
vironment-friendly and harmful substances or poisonous
gases etc. will not be generated by too much sliding fric-
tion, thus improving the quality of the working environ-
ment;
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the remaining is the same as the embodiment 2.

Embodiment 8

[0203] As shown in Fig. 14 to Fig. 16, a wear-resistant
impact mining machine, the guiding device 5 comprises
a guiding support 5.2, an impact guiding element 5.1 and
guiding rollers 5.3 etc.; the guiding rollers 5.3 comprise
rolling wheels 5.3.1 etc.; the rolling wheels 5.3.1 are pro-
vided between a power support 4.3 and a power impact
element 4.1 and are provided between the guiding sup-
port 5.2 and the impact guiding element 5.1; a rolling
wheel 5.3.1 comprises a rolling wheel axis 5.3.2 etc.; the
rolling wheel axis 5.3.2 is fixed to the power support 4.3;
the rolling wheels 5.3.1 roll against the power impact el-
ement 4.1, thus preventing fitting friction between the
power impact element 4.1 and the power support 4.3 to
reduce wear to an impact drive device 4; the rolling wheel
axis 5.3.2 is fixed to the impact guiding element 5.1; the
rolling wheels 5.3.1 roll against the guiding support 5.2,
thus preventing fitting friction between the guiding sup-
port 5.2 and the impact guiding element 5.1;
the rolling wheel axis 5.3.2 may be also fixed to the power
impact element 4.1 and the rolling wheels 5.3.1 roll
against the power support 4.3;
when the rolling wheel axis 5.3.2 may be also fixed to
the guiding support 5.2, the rolling wheels 5.3.1 roll
against the impact guiding element 5.1;
the remaining is the same as the embodiment 7.

Embodiment 9

[0204] As shown in Fig. 17 to Fig. 18, a wear-resistant
impact mining machine, an impact drive device 4 com-
prises a power support 4.3 and a power impact element
4.1 etc.; a guiding device 5 comprises a guiding support
5.2, an impact guiding element 5.1 and guiding rollers
5.3 etc.; the guiding rollers 5.3 comprise rolling wheels
5.3.1 etc.; the rolling wheels 5.3.1 are provided between
a power support 4.3 and a power impact element 4.1; a
rolling wheel 5.3.1 comprises a rolling wheel axis 5.3.2
etc.; the rolling wheel axis 5.3.2 is fixed to the power
support 4.3; the rolling wheels 5.3.1 roll against the power
impact element 4.1; the surfaces of the rolling wheels
5.3.1 are made into V groove shapes; the shape of a
contact surface between the power impact element 4.1
and the rolling wheels 5.3.1 is locked with the shape of
the surfaces of the rolling wheels 5.3.1, thus preventing
fitting friction between the power impact element 4.1 and
the power support 4.3 and reducing wear of the drive
device 4;
the rolling wheels 5.3.1 may be also provided between
the guiding support 5.2 and the impact guiding element
5.1; when the rolling wheel axis 5.3.2 is fixed to the guid-
ing support 5.2, the rolling wheels 5.3.1 roll against the
impact guiding element 5.1; when the rolling wheel axis
5.3.2 is fixed to the impact guiding element 5.1, the rolling
wheels 5.3.1 roll against the guiding support 5.2;

the rolling wheels 5.3.2 may be also fixed to the power
impact element 4.1 and the rolling wheels 5.3.1 roll
against the power support 4.3;
the surfaces of the rolling wheels 5.3.1 may be also made
into a bump, a recess or a curve etc.;
the rolling wheels are provided between the guiding sup-
port and the impact guiding element in the device; the
rolling wheels enable the impact guiding element to have
rolling friction, thus reducing wear of the guiding device
and prolonging the service life, and realizing a low failure
rate and less maintenance; the reciprocating speed is
high with high efficiency because of rolling friction; at the
same time, the rolling wheels are cleaner and more en-
vironment-friendly and harmful substances or poisonous
gases etc. will not be generated by too much sliding fric-
tion, thus improving the quality of the working environ-
ment;
the remaining is the same as the embodiment 7.

Embodiment 10

[0205] As shown in Fig. 19 to Fig. 20, a wear-resistant
impact mining machine, an impact drive device 4 com-
prises a power support 4.3 and a power impact element
4.1 etc.; a guiding device 5 comprises a guiding support
5.2, an impact guiding element 5.1 and guiding rollers
5.3 etc.; the guiding rollers 5.3 comprise rolling wheels
5.3.1 etc.; the rolling wheels 5.3.1 are provided between
the guiding support 5.2 and the impact guiding element
5.1; a rolling wheel 5.3.1 comprises a rolling wheel axis
5.3.2 etc.; the rolling wheel axis 5.3.2 is fixed to the impact
guiding element 5.1, the rolling wheels 5.3.1 roll against
the guiding support 5.2, thus preventing fitting friction be-
tween the guiding support 5.2 and the impact guiding
element 5.1; the surfaces of the rolling wheels 5.3.1 are
made into a curve; the shape of a contact surface be-
tween the guiding support 5.2 and the rolling wheels 5.3.1
is locked with the shape of the surfaces of the rolling
wheels 5.3.1; the rolling wheels 5.3.1, the guiding support
5.2 and the impact guiding element 5.1 are matched
closely to control through rolling friction a movement of
the impact guiding element 5.1 and the power impact
element 4.1 to be a straight line reciprocating movement;
the rolling wheels 5.3.1 may be also provided between
the power support 4.3 and the power impact element 4.1;
the surfaces of the rolling wheels 5.3.1 may be also made
into a bump, a V groove shape or a recess etc.;
the remaining is the same as the embodiment 9.

Embodiment 11

[0206] As shown in Fig. 21 to Fig. 22, a wear-resistant
impact mining machine, an impact drive device 4 com-
prises a crank impact drive device 4.2 etc.; the crank
impact drive device 4.2 comprises a power impact ele-
ment 4.1 etc.; a guiding device 5 comprises guiding roll-
ers 5.3, a guiding support 5.2 and an impact guiding el-
ement 5.1 etc.; the guiding rollers 5.3 are provided be-
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tween the guiding support 5.2 and the impact guiding
element 5.1; the impact guiding element 5.1 thereon is
provided with an impact head 6; the power impact ele-
ment 4.1 and the impact head 6 are connected or sepa-
rated; the guiding support 5.2 is provided as an internal
body 27; the impact guiding element 5.1 is provided as
an external sleeve 26; the guiding rollers 5.3 are provided
between the external sleeve 26 and the internal body 27;
the external sleeve 26, the internal body 27 and the guid-
ing rollers 5.3 are matched closely to reciprocate oppo-
sitely through rolling friction of the guiding rollers 5.3; the
guiding support 5.2 supports the guiding rollers 5.3 and
the reciprocating external sleeve 26; the impact head 6
and the reciprocating external sleeve 26 are integrated
or connected; the impact head 6 is supported by the re-
ciprocating external sleeve 26 to reciprocate with rolling
friction; the power impact element 4.1 drives the impact
head 6 to impact; a reactive damage force generated by
an impact of the impact head 6 on a coal wall or a rock
wall is applied to the guiding device 5, thus preventing
the crank impact drive device 4.2 from being damaged
by the impact reactive damage force; the guiding device
5 centralizes an impact direction of the impact head 6,
thus ensuring that the next impact of the impact head 6
is applied to an object to be mined; the travelling part 2
drives the machine body 1 to travel to implement recip-
rocating impact and continuous mining;
the impact drive device 4 may also apply a hydraulic im-
pact drive device or a pneumatic impact drive device etc.;
the guiding support may be also provided as an external
sleeve while the impact guiding element may be provided
as an internal body;
compared with a rotating bearing and other rolling friction
devices, the guiding roller is provided between the exter-
nal sleeve and the internal body so that the device im-
plements a rolling friction reciprocating movement while
having a guiding function; the guiding rollers have a roll-
ing friction function while having a guiding function, thus
reducing a frictional resistance during running of the re-
ciprocating impact part supported by sliding friction; the
guiding rollers greatly improve the absorption on the im-
pact reactive force and realize a good guiding effect;
the remaining is the same as the embodiment 2.

Embodiment 12

[0207] As shown in Fig. 23, a wear-resistant impact
mining machine, an impact drive device 4 comprises a
hydraulic impact drive device or a pneumatic impact drive
device etc.; the hydraulic impact drive device or the pneu-
matic impact drive device comprises a power impact el-
ement 4.1 etc.; a guiding device 5 comprises guiding roll-
ers 5.3, a guiding support 5.2 and an impact guiding el-
ement 5.1 etc.; the guiding rollers 5.3 are provided be-
tween the guiding support 5.2 and the impact guiding
element 5.1; the impact guiding element 5.1 thereon is
provided with an impact head 6 etc.; the power impact
element 4.1 and the impact head 6 are connected or sep-

arated; the guiding support 5.2 is provided as an external
sleeve 26; the impact guiding element 5.1 is provided as
an internal body 27; the guiding rollers 5.3 are provided
between the external sleeve 26 and the internal body 27;
the external sleeve 26, the internal body 27 and the guid-
ing rollers 5.3 are matched closely to reciprocate oppo-
sitely through rolling friction of the guiding rollers 5.3; the
guiding support 5.2 supports the guiding rollers 5.3 and
the reciprocating internal body 27; the impact head 6 and
the reciprocating internal body 27are integrated or con-
nected; the impact head 6 is supported by the recipro-
cating internal body 27 to reciprocate with rolling friction;
the power impact element 4.1 drives the impact head 6
to impact; a reactive damage force generated by an im-
pact of the impact head 6 on a coal wall or a rock wall is
applied to the guiding device 5, thus preventing the hy-
draulic impact drive device or the pneumatic impact drive
device etc. from being damaged by the impact reactive
damage force; the guiding device 5 centralizes an impact
direction of the impact head 6, thus ensuring that the next
impact of the impact head 6 is applied to an object to be
mined; the travelling part 2 drives the machine body 1 to
travel to implement reciprocating impact and continuous
mining;
the impact drive device 4 may also apply a crank impact
drive device 4.2 etc.;
the guiding support may be also provided as an internal
body while the impact guiding element is provided as an
external sleeve;
the remaining is the same as the embodiment 11.

Embodiment 13

[0208] As shown in Fig. 24, a wear-resistant impact
mining machine, an impact drive device 4 is a crank im-
pact drive device 4.2; the crank impact drive device 4.2
further comprises a crank component and a power com-
ponent etc.; a guiding device 5 and the crank component
of the crank impact drive device 4.2 are combined and
provided in a jacking device 9; when the guiding device
5 and the crank component of the crank impact drive
device 4.2 are combined and provided at a front part of
the jacking device 9, the power component of the crank
impact drive device 4.2 is provided on the jacking device
9 or the machine body 1; the crank impact drive device
4.2 comprises a bracket etc.; the bracket comprises a
power support 4.3 and a guiding support 5.2 etc.; the
guiding support 5.2 is provided outside the power support
4.3; the power support 4.3 and the guiding support 5.2
are integrated; the crank impact drive device 4.2 com-
prises a power impact element 4.1 etc.; the power impact
element 4.1 is provided in the bracket; the bracket sup-
ports the power impact element 4.1; an impact guiding
element 5.1 is provided outside the bracket; the impact
guiding element 5.1 outside the bracket is connected with
an impact head 6; the power impact element 4.1 is con-
nected or separated with the impact head 6; the power
impact element 4.1 drives the impact head 6 or the impact
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guiding element 5.1 to impact; the impact guiding ele-
ment 5.1 and the guiding support 5.2 are matched closely
to form a multi-point support guiding device 5; the multi-
point support guiding device 5 supports an impact of the
impact head 6 at multiple points;
the impact drive device 4 may also apply a hydraulic im-
pact drive device or a pneumatic impact drive device etc.;
the power support 4.3 and the guiding support 5.2 may
be also separated;
the guiding rollers, the impact guiding element and the
guiding support in the device are matched closely to form
a multi-point support guiding device; the impact guiding
element in the device maximally increases a centralizing
width to the impact head, strengthens centralizing on the
impact head and maximally controls an impact direction
of the impact head, which not only increases the length
of an arm of force for damage prevention of the impact
guiding element, but also reduces damage of the impact
head to the impact guiding element, prevents the impact
drive device from being damaged by a damage force and
a reactive force and improves the service life of the de-
vice;
the remaining is the same as the embodiment 2.

Embodiment 14

[0209] As shown in Fig. 25, a wear-resistant impact
mining machine, an impact drive device 4 comprises a
hydraulic impact drive device or a pneumatic impact drive
device etc.; a guiding device 5 and the hydraulic impact
drive device or the pneumatic impact drive device are
combined and provided in a jacking device 9; the hydrau-
lic impact drive device comprises a cylinder 4.4 part etc.
or the pneumatic impact drive device comprises a cylin-
der 4.4 part etc.; the cylinder 4.4 part comprises a power
support 4.3 and a guiding support 5.2 etc.; the guiding
support 5.2 is provided outside the power support 4.3;
the power support 4.3 and the guiding support 5.2 are
integrated; the cylinder 4.4 part comprises a cylinder 4.4.
etc.; the cylinder 4.4 is separated or integrated with the
power support 4.3; the guiding support 5.2. is provided
outside the cylinder 4.4; the guiding support 5.2 and the
cylinder 4.4 are separated or integrated; a crank impact
drive device 4.2, or the hydraulic impact drive device or
the pneumatic impact drive device comprises a power
impact element 4.1. etc.; the power impact element 4.1
is provided in the bracket or the cylinder 4.4; the bracket
or the cylinder 4.4. supports the power support 4.1; the
impact guiding element 5.1 is provided outside the brack-
et or the cylinder 4.4; the impact guiding element 5.1
outside the bracket or the impact guiding element 5.1
outside the cylinder 4.4 is connected with the impact head
6; the power impact element 4.1 and the impact head 6
are connected or separated; the power impact element
4.1 drives the impact head 6 or the impact guiding ele-
ment 5.1 to impact; the impact guiding element 5.1 and
the guiding support 5.2 are matched closely to form a
multi-point support guiding device 5; the multi-point sup-

port guiding device 5 supports at multiple points the im-
pact head 6 to impact;
the impact drive device 4 may also apply a hydraulic im-
pact drive device or a pneumatic impact drive device etc.;
the power support 4.3 and the guiding support 5.2 may
be also separated;
the remaining is the same as the embodiment 13.

Embodiment 15

[0210] As shown in Fig. 26, a wear-resistant impact
mining machine comprises a machine body 1, a jacking
device 9, a travelling part 2, and a reciprocating impact
part 3 etc.; the reciprocating impact part 3 comprises an
impact drive device 4 and a guiding device 5 etc.; the
impact drive device 4 comprises a hydraulic impact drive
device or a pneumatic impact drive device etc.; the hy-
draulic impact drive device comprises a cylinder 4.4 part
etc. or the pneumatic impact drive device comprises a
cylinder 4.4 part etc.; the cylinder 4.4 part comprises a
power support 4.3 and a guiding support 5.2 etc.; the
guiding support 5.2 is provided outside the power support
4.3; the power support 4.3 and the guiding support 5.2
are integrated; the cylinder 4.4 part comprises a cylinder
4.4. etc.; the cylinder 4.4 is separated or connected or
integrated with the power support 4.3; the guiding support
5.2 is provided outside the cylinder 4.4; the guiding sup-
port 5.2 and the cylinder 4.4 are separated or connected
or integrated; the hydraulic impact drive device or the
pneumatic impact drive device comprises a power impact
element 4.1. etc.; the power impact element 4.1 is pro-
vided in the cylinder 4.4; guiding rollers 5.3 are provided
between the cylinder 4.4. and the power impact element
4.1; the cylinder 4.4 supports the power impact element
4.1 through the guiding rollers 5.3; the guiding rollers 5.3
are provided outside a supporting frame 8 or are provided
outside the cylinder 4.4; an impact guiding element 5.1
is provided outside the cylinder 4.4; the guiding rollers
5.3 are provided between the guiding support 5.2 and
the impact guiding element 5.1 and is provided between
the power support 4.3 and the power impact element 4.1;
the impact guiding element 5.1 outside the cylinder 4.4
is connected with the impact head 6; the power impact
element 4.1 and the impact head 6 are connected or sep-
arated; the power impact element 4.1 drives the impact
head 6 and/or the impact guiding element 5.1 to impact;
the guiding rollers 5.3 and the impact guiding element
5.1 are matched closely with the guiding support 5.2, the
guiding rollers 5.3, the power support 4.3 and the power
impact element 4.1 to form a multi-point support guiding
device 5; the multi-point support guiding device 5 sup-
ports an impact of the impact head 6 through rolling fric-
tion;
the impact drive device 4 may also apply a driving impact
drive device 4 etc.;
the power support 4.3 and the guiding support 5.2 may
be also separated or connected;
the remaining is the same as the embodiment 2.
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Embodiment 16

[0211] As shown in Fig. 27, a wear-resistant impact
mining machine, an impact drive device 4 applies a crank
impact drive device 4.2; the crank impact drive device
4.2 comprises a supporting frame 8 etc.; the supporting
frame 8 comprises a power support 4.3 and a guiding
support 5.2 etc.; the guiding support 5.2 is provided out-
side the power support 4.3; the power support 4.3 and
the guiding support 5.2 are integrated; the crank impact
drive device 4.2 comprises a power impact element 4.1
etc.; the power impact element 4.1 is provided in the sup-
porting frame 8; guiding rollers 5.3 are provided between
the supporting frame 8 and the power impact element
4.1; the supporting frame 8 supports the power impact
element 4.1; the impact guiding element 5.1 is provided
outside the supporting frame 8; the guiding rollers 5.3
are provided between the guiding support 5.2 and the
impact guiding element 5.1; the impact guiding element
5.1 outside the supporting frame 8 are connected with
the impact head 6; the power impact element 4.1 is con-
nected or separated with impact head 6 at two ends; the
power impact element 4.1 drives the impact heads 6
and/or the impact guiding element 5.1 to impact; the guid-
ing rollers 5.3 and the impact guiding element 5.1 are
matched closely with the guiding support 5.2, the guiding
rollers 5.3, the power impact element 4.1 and the power
support 4.3 to form a multi-point support guiding device
5; the multi-point support guiding device 5 supports an
impact of the impact heads 6 through rolling friction;
the remaining is the same as the embodiment 15.

Embodiment 17

[0212] As shown in Fig. 28, a wear-resistant impact
mining machine, an impact drive device 4 is a crank im-
pact drive device 4.2; a guiding support 5.2 thereon is
provided with pits 16.1 etc.; the pits 16.1 limit a rolling
space and position of guiding rollers 5.3; the guiding roll-
ers 5.3 are provided between the guiding support 5.2,
and an impact guiding element 5.1 and are provided in
the pits 16.1; the guiding support 5.2, the impact guiding
element 5.1 and the guiding rollers 5.3 rolling in the pits
16.1 are locked closely to enable the impact guiding el-
ement 5.1 to reciprocate through rolling friction of the
guiding rollers 5.3; a reactive damage force generated
by an impact of an impact head 6 on a coal wall or a rock
wall is applied to a guiding device 5, thus preventing the
crank impact drive device 4.2, or a hydraulic impact drive
device or a pneumatic impact drive device etc. from being
damaged by the impact reactive damage force; the guid-
ing device 5 centralizes an impact direction of the impact
head 6, thus ensuring that the next impact of the impact
head 6 is applied to an object to be mined;
the impact drive device 4 may also apply a hydraulic im-
pact drive device or a pneumatic impact drive device etc.;
the impact guiding element 5.1 thereon is provided with
pits16.1 etc.;

the guiding device is provided with the pits; the guiding
roller is provided in the pits; the pits enable the guiding
rollers to be arranged at interval; compared with an ex-
isting linear bearing, the guiding rollers will not be extrud-
ed when running, thus avoiding reverse friction, greatly
reducing energy loss, improving service life and reducing
maintenance;
the remaining is the same as the embodiment 2.

Embodiment 18

[0213] As shown in Fig. 29, a wear-resistant impact
mining machine, an impact drive device 4 is a crank im-
pact drive device 4.2; an impact guiding element 5.1 ther-
eon is provided with pits 16.1 etc.; the pits 16.1 limit a
rolling space and position of guiding rollers 5.3; the guid-
ing rollers 5.3 are provided between a guiding support
5.2, and the impact guiding element 5.1 and are provided
in the pits 16.1; the guiding support 5.2, the impact guid-
ing element 5.1 and the guiding rollers 5.3 rolling in the
pits 16.1 are locked closely to enable the impact guiding
element 5.1 to reciprocate through rolling friction of the
guiding rollers 5.3; a reactive damage force generated
by an impact of an impact head 6 on a coal wall or a rock
wall is applied to a guiding device 5, thus preventing the
crank impact drive device 4.2, or a hydraulic impact drive
device or a pneumatic impact drive device etc. from being
damaged by the impact reactive damage force; the guid-
ing device 5 centralizes an impact direction of the impact
head 6, thus ensuring that the next impact of the impact
head 6 is applied to an object to be mined;
the impact drive device 4 may also apply a hydraulic im-
pact drive device or a pneumatic impact drive device etc.;
the remaining is the same as the embodiment 17.

Embodiment 19

[0214] As shown in Fig. 30, a wear-resistant impact
mining machine, the impact drive device 4 is a crank im-
pact drive device 4.2; the guiding device 5 comprises an
impact guiding element 5.1, guiding rollers 5.3 and a guid-
ing support 5.2 etc.; the guiding support 5.2 thereon is
provided with a raceway 16.2 etc.; the guiding rollers 5.3
are provided between the guiding support 5.2 and the
impact guiding element 5.1 and are provided in the race-
way 16.2; the raceway 16.2 limits a rolling space and
position of the guiding rollers 5.3; the guiding support 5.2,
the impact guiding element 5.1 and the guiding rollers
5.3 rolling in the raceway 16.2 are locked closely to en-
able the impact guiding element 5.1 to reciprocate
through rolling friction of the guiding rollers 5.3;
the impact drive device 4 may also apply a hydraulic im-
pact drive device or a pneumatic impact drive device etc.;
the impact guiding element 5.1 thereon may be also pro-
vided with a raceway 16.2 or the impact guiding support
5.2 and the impact guiding element 5.1 thereon are both
provided with a raceway 16.2;
compared with a rotating bearing and other rolling friction
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devices, the guiding roller is provided in the raceway to
enable the device to reciprocate with rolling friction; the
guiding rollers have a rolling friction function, thus reduc-
ing frictional resistance during operation of the recipro-
cating impact part supported by sliding friction; the guid-
ing rollers greatly increase absorption on an impact re-
active force, thus realizing good running effect, simple
structure, less easily-damaged parts, low production cost
and stable performance;
the remaining is the same as the embodiment 2.

Embodiment 20

[0215] As shown in Fig. 31, a wear-resistant impact
mining machine, the impact drive device 4 is a hydraulic
impact drive device or a pneumatic impact drive device;
a guiding device 5 comprises an impact guiding element
5.1, guiding rollers 5.3, and a guiding support 5.2 etc.;
the impact guiding element 5.1 thereon is provided with
a raceway 16.2 etc.; the guiding rollers 5.3 are provided
between the guiding support 5.2 and the impact guiding
element 5.1 and are provided in the raceway 16.2; the
raceway 16.2 limits a rolling space and position of the
guiding rollers 5.3; the guiding support 5.2, the impact
guiding element 5.1, and the guiding rollers 5.3 rolling in
the raceway 16.2 are locked closely to enable the impact
guiding element 5.1 to reciprocate through rolling friction
of the guiding rollers 5.3;
the impact drive device 4 may also apply a crank impact
drive device 4.2 etc.;
the guiding support thereon may be also provided with a
raceway, or the guiding support and the impact guiding
element thereon are both provided with a raceway;
the remaining is the same as the embodiment 19.

Embodiment 21

[0216] As shown in Fig. 32, a wear-resistant impact
mining machine, the impact drive device 4 is a crank im-
pact drive device 4.2; the guiding device 5 comprises an
impact guiding element 5.1, guiding rollers 5.1 and a guid-
ing support 5.2 etc.; the guiding support 5.2 and the im-
pact guiding element 5.1 thereon are both provided with
a raceway 16.2 etc.; the guiding roller is provided be-
tween the guiding support 5.2 and the impact guiding
element 5.1 and are provided in the raceway 16.2; the
raceway 16.2 limits a rolling space and position of the
guiding rollers 5.3; the guiding support 5.2, the impact
guiding element 5.1 and the guiding rollers 5.3 rolling in
the raceway 16.2 are locked closely to enable the impact
guiding element 5.1 to reciprocate through rolling friction
of the guiding rollers 5.3;
the impact drive device 4 may also apply a hydraulic im-
pact drive device or a pneumatic impact drive device etc.;
the remaining is the same as the embodiment 19.

Embodiment 22

[0217] As shown in Fig. 33, a wear-resistant impact
mining machine, the impact drive device 4 is a crank im-
pact drive device 4.2; a guiding device 5 comprises guid-
ing rollers 5.3, a guiding support 5.2, an impact guiding
element 5.1, and a retainer 16.3 etc.; the retainer 16.3 is
provided between the guiding support 5.2 and the impact
guiding element 5.1; the guiding rollers 5.3 are provided
between the guiding support 5.2 and the impact guiding
element 5.1 and are provided in the retainer 16.3; the
thickness of the retainer 16.3 is smaller than the diameter
of the guiding rollers 5.3; two parts of the guiding rollers
5.3 higher than the retainer 16.3 are respectively provid-
ed in the guiding support 5.2 and the impact guiding el-
ement 5.1; the guiding support 5.2, the impact guiding
element 5.1 and the guiding rollers 5.3 rolling in the re-
tainer 16.3 are matched closely so that the impact guiding
element reciprocates through rolling friction; the retainer
16.3 limits a rolling space and position of the guiding roll-
ers 5.3; the retainer 16.3 is provided separately;
the impact drive device 4 may also apply a hydraulic im-
pact drive device or a pneumatic impact drive device etc.;
the retainer 16.3 may be fixed to the guiding support 5.2
or the impact guiding element 5.1 etc.;
compared with a rotating bearing and other rolling friction
devices, the guiding roller is provided in the retainer to
enable the device to reciprocate with rolling friction; the
guiding rollers have a rolling friction function, thus reduc-
ing frictional resistance during operation of the recipro-
cating impact part supported by sliding friction; the guid-
ing rollers greatly increase absorption on an impact re-
active force, thus realizing good running effect, simple
structure, less easily-damaged parts, low production cost
and stable performance;
the remaining is the same with the embodiment 2.

Embodiment 23

[0218] As shown in Fig. 34, a wear-resistant impact
mining machine, the impact drive device 4 is a crank im-
pact drive device 4.2; a guiding device 5 comprises guid-
ing rollers 5.3, a guiding support 5.2, an impact guiding
element 5.1, and a retainer 16.3 etc.; the retainer 16.3 is
fixed to the impact guiding element 5.1;
the retainer 16.3 may be also fixed to the guiding support
5.2 etc.;
the remaining is the same as the embodiment 22.

Embodiment 24

[0219] As shown in Fig. 35, a wear-resistant impact
mining machine, the impact drive device 4 is a crank im-
pact drive device 4.2; a guiding device 5 comprises guid-
ing rollers 5.3, a guiding support 5.2, an impact guiding
element 5.1, and a retainer 16.3 etc.; the retainer 16.3 is
fixed to the guiding support 5.2;
the remaining is the same as the embodiment 22.
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Embodiment 25

[0220] As shown in Fig. 36, a wear-resistant impact
mining machine, the guiding device 5 comprises guiding
rollers 5.3, a guiding support 5.2, an impact guiding ele-
ment 5.1, and a retainer 16.3 etc.; the retainer 16.3 is
provided between the guiding support 5.2 and the impact
guiding element 5.1; the thickness of the retainer 16.3 is
smaller than the diameter of the guiding rollers 5.3; two
parts of the guiding rollers 5.3 higher than the retainer
16.3 are respectively provided on the guiding support 5.2
and the impact guiding element 5.1; the guiding support
5.2 thereon is provided with a raceway 16.2 etc.; the guid-
ing rollers 5.3 are provided between the guiding support
5.2 and the impact guiding element 5.1 and are provided
in the retainer 16.3 and the raceway 16.2; the retainer
16.3 and the raceway 16.2 limit a rolling space and po-
sition of the guiding rollers 5.3; the guiding rollers 5.3 roll
against the raceway 16.2; the guiding support 5.2, the
impact guiding element 5.1 and the guiding rollers 5.3 in
the retainer 16.3 and in the raceway 16.2 are matched
closely to enable the impact guiding element 5.1 to re-
ciprocate with rolling friction and control an impact direc-
tion of the impact guiding element 5.1;
the impact guiding element 5.1 thereon may be also pro-
vided with a raceway 16.2 etc.;
the remaining is the same as the embodiment 2.

Embodiment 26

[0221] As shown in Fig. 37, a wear-resistant impact
mining machine, the guiding device 5 comprises a guid-
ing support 5.2 and an impact guiding element 5.1 etc.;
the impact drive device 4 comprises a crank impact drive
device 4.2 etc.; the reciprocating impact part 3 further
comprises a supporting box 13 etc.; the crank impact
drive device 4.2 comprises a crank component and a
power component etc.; the guiding device 5 is combined
with the crank component of the crank impact drive de-
vice 4.2 in the supporting box 13; two ends of the impact
guiding element 5.1 extending out of the supporting box
13 are provided with impact heads 6; an end of a power
impact element 4.1 extending out of the supporting box
13 is connected or separated with the impact heads 6; a
hydraulic impact drive device or a pneumatic impact drive
device comprises a cylinder 4.4 etc.; the guiding support
5.2, the cylinder 4.4 and the supporting box 13 are sep-
arated or integrated; the supporting box 13 protects the
power impact element 4.1 and the impact guiding ele-
ment 5.1 etc. from being polluted and corroded by dust
and waste water;
the impact drive device 4 may also apply a hydraulic im-
pact drive device or a pneumatic impact drive device etc.;
one end of the impact guiding element may be also pro-
vided an impact head and the other end is provided with
a counterweight element for preventing the impact head
from damaging the guiding device 5, the impact drive
device and/or the machine body etc. due to gravity un-

balance, or only one end is provided with an impact head;
the supporting box is simple, rational, delicate and com-
pact in structure, small in volume and light in weight with
less wear, perfect function and strong resistance to a
damage force and an impact reactive force;
the remaining is the same as the embodiment 6.

Embodiment 27

[0222] As shown in Fig. 38, a wear-resistant impact
mining machine, the guiding device 5 comprises a guid-
ing support 5.2 and an impact guiding element 5.1 etc.;
the impact drive device 4 comprises a hydraulic impact
drive device or a pneumatic impact drive device etc.; the
reciprocating impact part 3 further comprises a support-
ing box 13 etc.; the guiding device 5 is combined with
the hydraulic impact drive device or the pneumatic impact
drive device etc. in the supporting box 13; one end of the
impact guiding element 5.1 extending out of the support-
ing box 13 is provided with an impact head 6 and the
other end is provided with a counterweight element 7 for
preventing the impact head 6 from damaging the guiding
device 5, the impact drive device 4 and/or the machine
body 1 etc.; due to gravity unbalance; an end of an power
impact element 4.1 extending out of the supporting box
13 is connected or separated with the impact head 6; the
hydraulic impact drive device or the pneumatic impact
drive device comprises a cylinder 4.4 etc.; the guiding
support 5.2, the cylinder 4.4 and the supporting box 13
are separated or integrated; the supporting box 13 pro-
tects the power impact element 4.1 and the impact guid-
ing element 5.1 from being polluted by dust and waste
water;
the impact drive device may also apply a crank impact
drive device etc.;
impact head may be also provided at two ends or one
end of the impact guiding element;
the remaining is the same as the embodiment 26.

Embodiment 28

[0223] As shown in Fig. 39, a wear-resistant impact
mining machine, the power impact element 4.1 is con-
nected, or separated or integrated with an impact head
6; one end of the power impact element 4.1 is provided
with a damage-prevention mechanism 17 etc.; the dam-
age-prevention mechanism 17 is provided as a rotating
structure; the rotating structure of the damage-preven-
tion mechanism 17 is provided as an arc-shaped catching
groove type damage-prevention mechanism 17.1; the
arc-shaped catching groove type damage-prevention
mechanism 17.1 comprises an arc-shaped raised head
17.1.1 and a groove 17.1.2 etc. moveably locked with
the arc-shaped raised head 17.1.1; the groove 17.1.2 is
provided on the power impact element 4.1 or is integrated
with the power impact element 4.1; the arc-shaped raised
head 17.1.1 moveably locked with the groove 17.1.2 is
provided on the impact head 6 or integrated with the im-
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pact head 6; the rotating structure of the damage-pre-
vention mechanism 17 is matched with the guiding device
5; the rotating structure is stressed to rotate to isolate an
impact reactive damage force; the power impact element
4.1 drives the impact head 6 to impact; a reactive force
generated by an impact of the impact head 6 on a coal
wall or a rock wall is applied to the guiding device 5;
at two ends of the power impact element 4.1 may be also
provided with a damage-prevention mechanism 17;
the damage-prevention mechanism 17 may be also pro-
vided as a split structure etc.;
the rotating structure of the damage-prevention mecha-
nism 17 may be also provided as a joint bearing, or a
turning joint, a ball cage universal joint, a cross universal
joint, or an arc-shaped catching groove type damage-
prevention mechanism etc.;
the damage-prevention mechanism is provided between
the power impact element and the impact head of the
impact drive device; the rotating structure of the damage-
prevention mechanism is stressed to rotate or the split
structure isolates a reactive damage force in a split man-
ner, thus reducing damage of an impact reactive force
on the power impact element and preventing the impact
drive device from being damaged;
the remaining is the same as the embodiment 2.

Embodiment 29

[0224] As shown in Fig. 40, a wear-resistant impact
mining machine, two ends of the power impact element
4.1 are provided with a damage-prevention mechanism
17 etc.;
the remaining is the same as the embodiment 28.

Embodiment 30

[0225] As shown in Fig. 41 to Fig. 42, a wear-resistant
impact mining machine, the power impact element 4.1 is
connected or separated or integrated with an impact
head 6; one end of the power impact element 4.1 is pro-
vided with a damage-prevention mechanism 17 etc.; the
damage-prevention mechanism 17 is provided as a ro-
tating structure; the rotating structure of the damage-pre-
vention mechanism 17 is provided as a ball cage univer-
sal joint damage-prevention mechanism 17.2; the rotat-
ing structure of the damage-prevention mechanism 17
is matched with the guiding device 5; the rotating struc-
ture is stressed to rotate to isolate an impact reactive
damage force; the power impact element 4.1 drives the
impact head 6 to impact; a reactive damage force gen-
erated by an impact of the impact head 6 on a coal wall
or a rock wall is applied to the guiding device 5;
the remaining is the same as the embodiment 28.

Embodiment 31

[0226] As shown in Fig. 43, a wear-resistant impact
mining machine, the power impact element 4.1 is con-

nected or separated or integrated with an impact head
6; one end of the power impact element 4.1 is provided
with a damage-prevention mechanism 17 etc.; the dam-
age-prevention mechanism 17 is provided as a rotating
structure; the rotating structure of the damage-preven-
tion mechanism 17 is provided as a cross universal joint
damage-prevention mechanism 17.3; the cross universal
joint damage-prevention mechanism 17.3 comprises a
cross shaft, and a cross universal joint fork etc.; the cross
universal joint fork is connected by the cross shaft to re-
alize a relative movement; the rotating structure of the
damage-prevention mechanism 17 is matched with a
guiding device 5; the rotating structure is stressed to ro-
tate to isolate an impact reactive damage force; the power
impact element 4.1 drives the impact head 6 to impact;
a reactive damage force generated by an impact of the
impact head 6 on a coal wall or a rock wall is applied to
the guiding device 5;
the remaining is the same as the embodiment 28.

Embodiment 32

[0227] As shown in Fig. 44, a wear-resistant impact
mining machine, the power impact element 4.1 is con-
nected or separated or integrated with an impact head
6; two ends of the power impact element 4.1 are provided
with damage-prevention mechanisms 17 etc.; the dam-
age-prevention mechanism 17 at one end is provided as
a rotating structure and the damage-prevention mecha-
nism 17 at the other end is provided as a split structure
damage-prevention mechanism 17.4; the rotating struc-
ture of the damage-prevention mechanism 17 is provided
as a cross universal joint; the rotating structure or the
split structure of the damage-prevention mechanism 17
is matched with the guiding device 5; the rotating struc-
ture is stressed to rotate and the split structure isolates
an impact reactive damage force; the power impact ele-
ment 4.1 drives the impact head 6 to impact; a reactive
damage force generated by an impact of the impact head
6 on a coal wall or a rock wall is applied to the guiding
device 5;
the remaining is the same as the embodiment 28.

Embodiment 33

[0228] As shown in Fig. 45, a wear-resistant impact
mining machine, the jacking device 9 comprises a fixing
support 9.5 and a buffering support 9.6 etc.; a buffering
element 9.7 etc. is provided between the fixing support
9.5 and the buffering support 9.6; a buffering guiding el-
ement 9.8 etc. is provided on the fixing support 9.5 and
the buffering support 9.6; a power impact element 4.1
drives an impact head 6 to impact; when an impact re-
active force is applied on the buffering support 9.6 and
the fixing support 9.5, the buffering element 9.7 is dam-
aged to absorb the impact reactive force and the buffering
guiding element 9.8 controls a buffering direction so that
buffering is reciprocating straight line buffering, thus pre-
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venting the impact head 6 from oscillating non-direction-
ally during buffering;
the buffering structure applied by the device will not cause
damage shearing to the machine body and the recipro-
cating impact part etc., thus reducing an impact to the
travelling part and the machine body, greatly reducing
various mining failures, prolonging the service life of the
machine body and improving the working efficiency;
the buffering element has a rebounding force to increase
the impact effect; when an impact reactive force is large,
the buffering element can absorb and store impact en-
ergy and release the impact energy during the next im-
pact period, thus further increasing an impact force to
impact a material in a reciprocating manner;
the buffering guiding sleeve of the buffering device and
the machine body are connected glidingly, thus increas-
ing absorption of the buffering device on a reactive force
generated by an impact on a coalbed or a rockbed;
the remaining is the same as the embodiment 2.

Embodiment 34

[0229] As shown in Fig. 46 to Fig. 47, a wear-resistant
impact mining machine, the jacking device 9 or the re-
ciprocating impact part 3 comprises a fixing support 9.5
and a buffering support 9.6 etc.; the jacking device 9 is
provided with the fixing support 9.5 etc.; the reciprocating
impact part 3 is correspondingly provided with the buff-
ering support 9.6 etc.; a buffering element 9.7 etc. is pro-
vided between the fixing support 9.5 and the buffering
support 9.6; a buffering guiding element 9.8 etc. is pro-
vided on the fixing support 9.5 and the buffering support
9.6; a power impact element 4.1 drives an impact head
6 to impact; when an impact reactive force is applied on
the buffering support 9.6 and the fixing support 9.5 or is
applied on the jacking device 9 and the frame 19 or is
applied on the jacking device 9 and the reciprocating im-
pact part 3, the buffering element 9.7 is damaged to ab-
sorb an impact reactive force and the buffering guiding
element 9.8 controls a buffering direction so that buffering
is reciprocating straight line buffering, thus preventing
the impact head 6 from oscillating non-directionally dur-
ing buffering;
an angle adjuster 18 is provided between the impact head
6 and a rocker arm lifting device 9 or between the impact
head 6 and the machine body 1; the angle adjuster 18
adjusts an impact direction of the impact head 6;
the buffering structure applied by the device will not cause
damage shearing to the machine body and the recipro-
cating impact part etc., thus reducing an impact to the
travelling part and the machine body, greatly reducing
various mining failures, prolonging the service life of the
machine body and improving the working efficiency;
the remaining is the same as the embodiment 33.

Embodiment 35

[0230] As shown in Fig. 48, a wear-resistant impact

mining machine, the jacking device 9 or the frame 19
comprises a fixing support 9.5 and a buffering support
9.6 etc.; the frame 19 is provided with the fixing support
9.5 etc.; the jacking device 9 is correspondingly provided
with the buffering support 9.6 etc.; a buffering element
9.7 etc. is provided between the jacking device 9 and the
frame 19; a buffering guiding element 9.8 etc. is provided
on the jacking device 9 and the frame 19; a power impact
element 4.1 drives an impact head 6 to impact; when an
impact reactive force is applied on the buffering support
9.6 and the fixing support 9.5 or is applied on the jacking
device 9 and the frame 19 or is applied on the jacking
device 9 and the reciprocating impact part 3, the buffering
element 9.7 is damaged to absorb an impact reactive
force and the buffering guiding element 9.8 controls a
buffering direction so that buffering is reciprocating
straight line buffering, thus preventing the impact head
6 from oscillating non-directionally during buffering;
the buffering structure applied by the device will not cause
damage shearing to the machine body and the recipro-
cating impact part etc., thus reducing an impact to the
travelling part and the machine body, greatly reducing
various mining failures, prolonging the service life of the
machine body and improving the working efficiency;
the remaining is the same as the embodiment 33.

Embodiment 36

[0231] As shown in Fig. 49, a wear-resistant impact
mining machine, the jacking device 9 or the reciprocating
impact part 3 or the machine body 1 comprises a fixing
support 9.5 and a buffering support 9.6 etc.; when the
fixing support 9.5 is provided as a buffering guiding ele-
ment 9.8, the buffering support 9.6 is provided as a buff-
ering guiding sleeve; or when the buffering support 9.6
is provided as a buffering guiding element 9.8, the fixing
support 9.5 is provided as a buffering guiding sleeve;
when the buffering guiding element 9.8 thereon is pro-
vided with a guiding lug boss 9.9 or a guiding groove, the
buffering guiding sleeve thereon is provided with a guid-
ing groove or a guiding lug boss 9.9 locked with the guid-
ing lug boss 9.9 or the guiding groove; two sides of a
convex part of the guiding lug boss 9.9 are both provided
with a buffering element 9.7; the buffering guiding ele-
ment 9.8 supports the buffering guiding sleeve to slide
in a reciprocating manner in a straight line along the buff-
ering guiding element 9.8 or the buffering guiding sleeve
supports the buffering guiding element 9.8 to slide in a
reciprocating manner in a straight line along the buffering
guiding sleeve; the buffering guiding element 9.8, the
buffering element 9.7 and the buffering guiding sleeve
etc. form a bi-directional structure guiding buffering de-
vice; a power impact element 4.1 drives an impact head
6 to impact; an impact reactive damage force is applied
on the bi-directional structure guiding buffering device;
the bi-directional structure guiding buffering device ab-
sorbs the impact reactive force; two ends of an impact
guiding element 5.1 are provided with impact heads 6 or
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one end is provided with an impact head 6 and the other
end is provided with a counterweight element 7 for pre-
venting the impact head 6 from damaging a guiding de-
vice 5, an impact drive device 4, the jacking device 9
and./or the machine body 1 etc. due to gravity unbalance
or one end is provided with an impact head 6; the power
impact element 4.1 drives the impact head 6 to recipro-
cate; the buffering elements 9.7 at the front part of the
guiding lug boss 9.9 and the back part of the guiding lug
boss 9.9 absorb an impact reactive force of the impact
head 6; the buffering guiding element 9.8, the buffering
guiding sleeve and the buffering elements 9.7 are
matched with each other to absorb an impact reactive
force of the impact head 6 and control a blubbering di-
rection to be reciprocating straight line buffering; the buff-
ering guiding sleeve slides oppositely in a straight line
against the buffering guiding element 9.8, thus prevent-
ing the jacking device 9, the impact drive device 4 and
the guiding device 5 from oscillating non-directionally and
stabilizing an impact direction of the impact head 6;
the buffering guiding element, the buffering element and
the buffering guiding sleeve of the device are matched
with each other to form a bi-directional guiding structure
buffering device; the jacking device is provided on the bi-
directional guiding structure buffering device; the bi-di-
rectional guiding structure buffering device improves the
buffering effect and effectively protects the device;
the remaining is the same as the embodiment 2.

Embodiment 37

[0232] As shown in Fig. 50, a wear-resistant impact
mining machine, the jacking device 9 or the machine body
1 comprises a fixing support 9.5 and a buffering support
9.6 etc.; the machine body 1 is provided with the fixing
support 9.5 etc.; the jacking device 9 is correspondingly
provided with the buffering support 9.6 etc.; the buffering
support 9.6 is provided as a buffering guiding element
9.8; the buffering support 9.5 is a buffering guiding
sleeve; when the buffering guiding element 9.8 thereon
is provided with a guiding lug boss 9.9 or a guiding
groove, the buffering guiding sleeve thereon is provided
with a guiding groove or a guiding lug boss 9.9 locked
with the guiding lug boss 9.9 or the guiding groove; two
sides of a convex part of the guiding lug boss 9.9 are
both provided with a buffering element 9.7; the buffering
guiding element 9.8 supports the buffering guiding sleeve
to slide in a reciprocating manner in a straight line along
the buffering guiding element 9.8 or the buffering guiding
sleeve supports the buffering guiding element 9.8 to slide
in a reciprocating manner in a straight line along the buff-
ering guiding sleeve; the buffering guiding element 9.8,
the buffering element 9.7 and the buffering guiding sleeve
etc. form a bi-directional structure guiding buffering de-
vice; a power impact element 4.1 drives an impact head
6 to impact; an impact reactive damage force is applied
on the bi-directional structure guiding buffering device;
the bi-directional structure guiding buffering device ab-

sorbs the impact reactive force; two ends of an impact
guiding element 5.1 are provided with impact heads 6 or
one end is provided with an impact head 6 and the other
end is provided with a counterweight element 7 for pre-
venting the impact head 6 from damaging a guiding de-
vice 5, an impact drive device 4, the jacking device 9
and./or the machine body 1 etc. due to gravity unbalance;
the power impact element 4.1 drives the impact head 6
to reciprocate; the buffering elements 9.7 at the front part
of the guiding lug boss 9.9 and the back part of the guiding
lug boss 9.9 absorb an impact reactive force of the impact
head 6; the buffering guiding element 9.8, the buffering
guiding sleeve and the buffering elements 9.7 are
matched with each other to absorb an impact reactive
force of the impact head 6 and control a blubbering di-
rection to be reciprocating straight line buffering; the buff-
ering guiding sleeve slides oppositely in a straight line
against the buffering guiding element 9.8, thus prevent-
ing the jacking device 9, the impact drive device 4 and
the guiding device 5 etc. from oscillating non-directionally
and stabilizing an impact direction of the impact head 6;
the fixing support 9.5 and the buffering support 9.6 com-
prise a retaining structure etc. or the buffering guiding
element 9.8 and the buffering guiding sleeve comprise a
retaining structure etc.; the retaining structure comprises
a retaining element 9.10 etc.; the retaining element 9.10
prevents the fixing support 9.5 and the buffering support
9.6 from being detached during opposite reciprocating
sliding or the retaining element 9.10 prevents the buffer-
ing guiding element 9.8 or the buffering guiding sleeve
from being detached during opposite reciprocating slid-
ing; the retaining element 9.10 and the fixing support 9.5
are separated or integrated; or the retaining element 9.10
and the buffering support 9.6 are separated or integrated;
or the retaining element 9.10 and the buffering guiding
element 9.8 are separated or integrated; or the retaining
element 9.10 and the buffering guiding sleeve are sep-
arated or integrated;
the remaining is the same as the embodiment 36.

Embodiment 38

[0233] As shown in Fig. 51 to Fig. 52, a wear-resistant
impact mining machine, the jacking device 9 comprises
a rotation power source element 9.11 and a rotation im-
pact transmission element 9.12 etc.; the rotation power
source element 9.11 applies an electric machine; the
jacking device 9 comprises a fixing support 9.5 and a
buffering support 9.6 etc.; a buffering device etc. is pro-
vided between the fixing support 9.5 and the buffering
support 9.6; the buffering device comprises a rotation
power buffering device and a structure guiding buffering
device etc.;
the rotation power buffering device is provided between
the rotation power source element 9.11 and the rotation
impact transmission element 9.12 or is provided in the
rotation impact transmission element 9.12; the rotation
power buffering device comprises a sliding stroke spline
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shaft housing buffering mechanism 20 or a belt buffering
mechanism 21 etc.; the sliding stroke spline shaft hous-
ing buffering mechanism 20 comprises a spline shaft 20.1
and a spline housing 20.2 etc.; a sliding reciprocating
stroke section is provided between the spline shaft 20.1
and the spline housing 20.2; when impacted, the sliding
reciprocating stroke section slides in a reciprocating
manner to absorb an impact reactive force;
the belt buffering mechanism 21 comprises a driving pul-
ley 21.1, a driven pulley 21.2 and a belt 21.3 etc.; the
driving pulley 21.1 is fixed on the fixing support 9.5; the
driving pulley 21.1 is connected with a drive shaft of the
electric machine; the driven pulley 21.2 is provided on
the buffering support 9.6; the belt 21.3 is provided on the
driving pulley 21.1 and the driven pulley 21.2; a tensioner
21.4 etc. is provided between the driving pulley 21.1 and
the driven pulley 21.2; the driven pulley 21.2 moves as
the buffering support 9.6 is impacted; the belt 21.3 ab-
sorbs an impact reactive force; the belt buffering mech-
anism 21 prevents the electric machine from being dam-
aged;
the tensioner is provided at an inner side or an outer side
of the belt 21.3; the tensioner comprises a tensioning
wheel, a tensioning wheel bracket, a tensioning spring,
a tensioning adjusting rod, and a tensioning base etc.;
the tensioning wheel is provided on the tensioning wheel
bracket; a guiding hole etc. is provided on the tensioning
wheel bracket; one end of the tensioning adjusting rod
is a polished rod and the other end is a screw rod and
the middle is provided with a shoulder; the tensioning
wheel bracket is matched with the polished rod end of
the tensioning adjusting rod through the guiding hole; the
screw rod end of the tensioning adjusting rod is in thread-
ed connection with the tensioning base; the tensioning
spring is provided between the tensioning wheel bracket
and the shoulder; the tensioning wheel tightly presses
the belt 21.3 with an elastic force of the spring; a tension-
ing force is adjusted with a screwing length of the screw
rod and the tensioning base;
the structure guiding buffering device comprises a buff-
ering element 9.7 and a buffering guiding element 9.8
etc.; the buffering element 9.7 is provided between the
fixing support 9.5 and the buffering support 9.6; the buff-
ering guiding element 9.8 is provided on the fixing support
9.5 and the buffering support 9.6; the structure guiding
buffering device absorbs an impact reactive force
through the buffering element 9.7 while controlling a buff-
ering direction through the buffering guiding element 9.8;
the structure guiding buffering device is matched with the
sliding stroke spline shaft housing buffering mechanism
and the belt buffering mechanism etc. to absorb and buff-
er an impact reactive force of a reciprocating impact part
and control a buffering direction, thus preventing the ro-
tation power source element or the jacking device or the
frame etc. from being damaged by oscillating non-direc-
tionally during buffering and ensuring that an impact di-
rection of the impact head faces an object to be mined.
during a power transmission process, the spline shaft

and the spline housing of the sliding stroke spline shaft
housing buffering device are matched with each other to
transmit power and slide in a reciprocating manner to
buffer, thus an impact is only caused by a torque instead
of being caused by an axial force, a good vibration iso-
lation effect is realized, a dynamic sliding resistance is
small during a mining process and the impact head is
protected effectively; during an impact falling and impact
vibration transmission process of the reciprocating im-
pact part, the device decomposes an impact reactive
force through reciprocating sliding buffering, thus pro-
tecting the power source element from being damaged,
and greatly improving the service life and running relia-
bility of the power source element;
the rotation power source element may also apply a hy-
draulic motor or a pneumatic motor etc.;
the remaining is the same as the embodiment 2.

Embodiment 39

[0234] As shown in Fig. 53, a wear-resistant impact
mining machine, the frame 19 comprises a rotation power
source element 9.11 etc.; the jacking device 9 comprises
a rotation impact transmission element 9.12 etc.; the ro-
tation power source element 9.11 applies a hydraulic mo-
tor; the frame 19 is provided with a fixing support 9.5 etc.;
the jacking device 9 is correspondingly provided with a
buffering support 9.6 etc.; a buffering device etc. is pro-
vided between the frame 19 and the jacking device 9;
the buffering device comprises a rotation power buffering
device and a structure guiding buffering device etc.;
the structure guiding buffering device comprises a buff-
ering element 9.7 and a buffering guiding element 9.8
etc.; the buffering element 9.7 is provided between the
frame 19 and the jacking device 9; the buffering guiding
element 9.8 is provided on the frame 19 and the jacking
device 9; the structure guiding buffering device absorbs
an impact reactive force through the buffering element
9.7 while controlling a buffering direction through the buff-
ering guiding element 9.8; the structure guiding buffering
device is matched with a sliding stroke spline shaft hous-
ing buffering mechanism 20 and a belt buffering mech-
anism 21 etc. to absorb and buffer an impact reactive
force of a reciprocating impact part 3 and control a buff-
ering direction, thus preventing the rotation power source
element 9.11 or the jacking device 9 or the frame 19 etc.
from being damaged by oscillating non-directionally dur-
ing buffering and ensuring that an impact direction of the
impact head 6 faces an object to be mined;
the remaining is the same as the embodiment 38.

Embodiment 40

[0235] As shown in Fig. 54 to Fig. 55, a wear-resistant
impact mining machine, the buffering device comprises
a rotation power buffering device or a structure guiding
buffering device etc.;
the rotation power buffering device is provided between
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a rotation power source element 9.11 and a rotation im-
pact transmission element 9.12 or is provided in the ro-
tation impact transmission element 9.12; the rotation
power buffering device comprises a sliding stroke spline
shaft housing buffering mechanism 20 etc.; the sliding
stroke spline shaft housing buffering mechanism 20 com-
prises a spline shaft 20.1 and a spline housing 20.2 etc.;
a sliding reciprocating stroke section is provided between
the spline shaft 20.1 and the spline housing 20.2; when
impacted, the sliding reciprocating stroke section slides
in a reciprocating manner to absorb an impact reactive
force;
the structure guiding buffering device comprises a buff-
ering element 9.7 and a buffering guiding element 9.8
etc.; the buffering element 9.7 is provided between a fix-
ing support 9.5 and a buffering support 9.6; the buffering
guiding element 9.8 is provided on the fixing support 9.5
and the buffering support 9.6; the buffering guiding ele-
ment 9.8 is connected by a bolt in a split manner; the
structure guiding buffering device absorbs an impact re-
active force through the buffering element 9.7 while con-
trolling a buffering direction through the buffering guiding
element 9.8; the structure guiding buffering device is
matched with the sliding stroke spline shaft housing buff-
ering mechanism 20 and a belt buffering mechanism 21
etc. to absorb and buffer an impact reactive force of the
reciprocating part 3 and guide a buffering direction, thus
preventing the rotation power source element 9.11 or the
jacking device 9 or the frame 19 etc. from being damaged
by oscillating non-directionally during buffering and en-
suring that an impact direction of the impact head 6 faces
an object to be mined;
the remaining is the same as the embodiment 38.

Embodiment 41

[0236] As shown in Fig. 56, a wear-resistant impact
mining machine, the buffering guiding element 9.8 is con-
nected by a clamping groove in a split manner, and the
remaining is the same as the embodiment 40.

Embodiment 42

[0237] As shown in Fig. 57, a wear-resistant impact
mining machine, the jacking device 9 comprises a rota-
tion power source element 9.11, and a rotation impact
transmission element 9.12 etc.; the rotation power source
element 9.11 comprises a pneumatic motor etc.; the jack-
ing device 9 comprises a fixing support 9.5 and a buffer-
ing support 9.6 etc.; a buffering device etc. is provided
between the fixing support 9.5 and the buffering support
9.6; the buffering device comprises a rotation power buff-
ering device or a structure guiding buffering device etc.;
the rotation power buffering device is provided between
the rotation power source element 9.11 and the rotation
impact transmission element 9.12 or is provided in the
rotation impact transmission element 9.12; the rotation
power buffering device comprises a belt buffering mech-

anism 21 etc.; the belt buffering mechanism 21 compris-
es a driving pulley 21.1, a driven pulley 21.2 and a belt
21.3 etc.; the driving pulley 21.1 is fixed on the fixing
support 9.5; the driving pulley 21.1 is connected with a
drive shaft of the pneumatic motor; the driven pulley 21.2
is provided on the buffering support 9.6; the belt 21.3 is
provided on the driving pulley 21.1 and the driven pulley
21.2; the driven pulley 21.2 moves as the buffering sup-
port 9.6 is impacted; the belt 21.3 absorbs an impact
reactive force; the belt buffering mechanism 21 prevents
the pneumatic motor from being damaged;
the structure guiding buffering device comprises a buff-
ering element 9.7 and a buffering guiding element 9.8
etc.; the buffering element 9.7 is provided between the
fixing support 9.5 and the buffering support 9.6; the buff-
ering guiding element 9.8 is provided on the fixing support
9.5 and the buffering support 9.6; the structure guiding
buffering device absorbs an impact reactive force
through the buffering element 9.7 while controlling a buff-
ering direction through the buffering guiding element 9.8;
the structure guiding buffering device is matched with the
sliding stroke spline shaft housing buffering mechanism
20 or the belt buffering mechanism 21 etc. to absorb and
buffer an impact reactive force of a reciprocating impact
part 3 and control a buffering direction, thus preventing
the rotation power source element 9.11 or the jacking
device 9 or the frame 19 etc. from being damaged by
oscillating non-directionally during buffering and ensur-
ing that an impact direction of the impact head 6 faces
an object to be mined;
the remaining is the same as the embodiment 38.

Embodiment 43

[0238] As shown in Fig. 58, a wear-resistant impact
mining machine, the jacking device 9 comprises a rota-
tion power source element 9.11, and a rotation impact
transmission element 9.12 etc.; the rotation power source
element 9.11 comprises a pneumatic motor etc.; the jack-
ing device 9 comprises a fixing support 9.5 and a buffer-
ing support 9.6 etc.; a buffering device etc. is provided
between the fixing support 9.5 and the buffering support
9.6; the buffering device comprises a rotation power buff-
ering device or a structure guiding buffering device etc.;
the rotation power buffering device is provided between
the rotation power source element 9.11 and the rotation
impact transmission element 9.12 or is provided in the
rotation impact transmission element 9.12; the rotation
power buffering device comprises a belt buffering mech-
anism 21 etc.; the belt buffering mechanism 21 compris-
es a driving pulley 21.1, a driven pulley 21.2 and a belt
21.3 etc.; the driving pulley 21.1 is fixed on the fixing
support 9.5; the driving pulley 21.1 is connected with a
drive shaft of the pneumatic motor; the driven pulley 21.2
is provided on the buffering support 9.6; the belt 21.3 is
provided on the driving pulley 21.1 and the driven pulley
21.2; a belt tensioning device 21.4 applies a driving pulley
21. 1 tensioning mode; the driven pulley 21.2 moves as
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the buffering support 9.6 is impacted; the belt 21.3 ab-
sorbs an impact reactive force; the belt buffering mech-
anism 21 prevents the pneumatic motor from being dam-
aged;
the belt buffering mechanism 21 comprises a tensioner
etc.; the tensionor comprises a sliding base and a ten-
sioning spring etc.; the driving pulley 21. 1 and an electric
machine or a hydraulic motor or the pneumatic motor etc.
are installed on the sliding base; the sliding base is
matched glidingly with a rocker arm 9.1 fixing element;
one end of the tensioning spring is connected with the
sliding base and the other end is connected with the rock-
er arm 9.1 fixing element; the spring applies a certain
acting force on the sliding base to tension the belt 21.3;
the structure guiding buffering device comprises a buff-
ering element 9.7 and a buffering guiding element 9.8
etc.; the buffering element 9.7 is provided between the
fixing support 9.5 and the buffering support 9.6; the buff-
ering guiding element 9.8 is provided on the fixing support
9.5 and the buffering support 9.6; the structure guiding
buffering device absorbs an impact reactive force
through the buffering element 9.7 while controlling a buff-
ering direction through the buffering guiding element 9.8;
the structure guiding buffering device is matched with the
sliding stroke spline shaft housing buffering mechanism
20 or the belt buffering mechanism 21 etc. to absorb and
buffer an impact reactive force of a reciprocating impact
part 3 and control a buffering direction, thus preventing
the rotation power source element 9.11 or the jacking
device 9 or the frame 19 etc. from being damaged by
oscillating non-directionally during buffering and ensur-
ing that an impact direction of the impact head 6 faces
an object to be mined;
the remaining is the same as the embodiment 42.

Embodiment 44

[0239] As shown in Fig. 59 and Fig. 60, a wear-resistant
impact mining machine, the impact drive device 4 com-
prises a crank impact drive device 4.2 etc.; a jacking de-
vice 9 comprises a rocker arm 9.1 etc.; the rocker arm
9.1 is a parallelogram rocker arm 9.1; the parallelogram
rocker arm 9.1 comprises a main rocker arm 9.1.1 and
a secondary rocker arm 9.1.2 etc.; a reciprocating impact
part 3 comprises a supporting box 13 or a supporting
frame 8 etc.; one end of the main rocker arm 9.1.1 is
hinged with a machine body 1 and the other end is hinged
with the supporting box 13 or the supporting frame 8; one
end of the secondary rocker arm 9.1.2 is hinged with the
machine body 1 and the other end is hinged with the
supporting box 13 or the supporting frame 8; the main
rocker arm 9.1.1 and/or the secondary rocker arm 9.1.2
support/supports the reciprocating impact part 3; the
main rocker arm 9.1.1 and the secondary rocker arm
9.1.2 are matched with each other to adjust a mining
direction or position of an impact head 6, thus ensuring
that the next impact of the impact head 6 is applied to an
object to be mined; the travelling part 2 drives the ma-

chine body 1 to travel to implement reciprocating impact
and continuous mining;
the impact drive device 4 comprises a hydraulic impact
drive device or a pneumatic impact drive device etc.;
the remaining is the same as the embodiment 2.

Embodiment 45

[0240] As shown in Fig. 61 to Fig. 62, a wear-resistant
impact mining machine, the impact drive device 4 com-
prises a hydraulic impact drive device or a pneumatic
impact drive device etc.; a jacking device 9 comprises a
rocker arm 9.1 etc.; the rocker arm 9.1 is a single rocker
arm 9.1; a reciprocating impact part 3 comprises a sup-
porting box 13 and a supporting frame 8 etc.; one end of
the rocker arm 9.1 is hinged with a machine body 1 and
the other end is connected with the supporting box 13 or
the supporting frame 8; one end of a lifting oil cylinder is
hinged with the machine body 1 and the other end is
hinged with the rocker arm 9.1; driven by a driving oil
cylinder, the rocker arm 9.1 oscillates up and down to
adjust a mining direction or position of an impact head
6, thus ensuring that the next impact of the impact head
6 is applied to an object to be mined; the travelling part
2 drives the machine body 1 to travel to implement re-
ciprocating impact and continuous mining;
the remaining is the same as the embodiment 2.

Embodiment 46

[0241] As shown in Fig. 63, a wear-resistant impact
mining machine, the reciprocating impact 3 comprises a
supporting box 13 or a supporting frame 8 etc.; an impact
drive device 4 comprises a crank impact drive device 4.2
etc.; the crank impact drive device 4.2 comprises a multi-
throw crank multi-rod impact mechanism 22 and a power
output component etc.; the a multi-throw crank multi-rod
impact mechanism 22 comprises a multi-throw crank
22.1, and a connecting rod 22.2 etc.; the multi-throw
crank comprises a power concentric shaft section 22.1.1,
connecting handles 22.1.2 and eccentric shafts 22.1.3
etc.; the power concentric shaft section 22.1.1, the con-
necting handles 22.1.2 and the eccentric shafts 22.1.3
are separated, or integrated; one end of the power con-
centric shaft section 22.1.1 of the multi-throw crank 22.1
is connected with the power output component of the
crank impact drive device 4.2; the other end of the power
concentric shaft section 22.1.1 is provided with two or
more connecting handles 22.1.2 and eccentric shafts
22.1.3; the power concentric shaft section 22.1.1 of the
multi-throw crank 22.1 is installed on the supporting box
13 or the supporting frame 8; an eccentric shaft 22.1.3
of the multi-throw crank 22.1 is connected with one end
of the connecting rod 22.2 and the other end of the con-
necting rod 22.2 is connected or separated with the im-
pact head 6; one eccentric shaft 22.1.3 drives one or
more connecting rods 22.2 to impact in a reciprocating
manner; the guiding device 5 comprises a guiding device
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5 etc.;
the multi-throw crank is manufactured with a simple in-
tegral structure with sufficient rigidity and high strength
to transmit a large rotation torque; the multi-throw crank
is rational in structure and manufactured with a small
volume to greatly lighten the reciprocating impact part
and improve the adjusting flexibility of the reciprocating
impact part;
the multi-throw crank is composed of multiple eccentric
shafts; each eccentric shaft drives one power impact el-
ement; the other end of the power impact element is pro-
vided with one or more impact heads, thus greatly im-
proving mining efficiency;
the eccentric shafts of the multi-throw crank are arranged
symmetrically along a radial direction of the power con-
centric shaft section to form angle difference; power im-
pact elements driven by the eccentric shafts can impact
a coalbed or a rockbed in different periods of time; a
reactive force generated during an impact of a power
impact element can be converted into the power of the
next power impact element at the same side; at the same
time, a reactive force generated by one impact on a thick
coalbed or rockbed is decomposed so that the impact
drive device is stressed uniformly to buffer and stabilize
the machine body.

Embodiment 47

[0242] As shown in Fig. 64, a wear-resistant impact
mining machine, the impact head 6 comprises impact
external layer material teeth 6.1, and impact internal layer
material teeth 6.2; the impact internal layer material teeth
6.2 are shaped or arranged so as to fall an internal layer
material of a coal wall or a rock wall to be mined; the
impact external layer material teeth 6.1 are shaped and
arranged so that a material fallen by the impact internal
layer material teeth 6.2 can flow out from gaps between
the impact external layer material teeth 6.1; the impact
external layer material teeth 6.1 and impact internal layer
material teeth 6.2 are arranged in parallel to form a multi-
layer impact head 6; the mining width and mining effi-
ciency are improved by the multi-layer impact head 6;
a multi-layer impact mechanism is apply to mining an
objected to be mined layer by layer, thus reducing an
impact resistance caused by impacting a thick object to
be mined not layer by layer, reducing damage caused
by a generated large impact reactive force on the recip-
rocating impact part and the machine body, reducing en-
ergy consumption during a power transmission process
and improving working efficiency;
the impact teeth of the impact head are multiple rows of
impact teeth to impact a coalbed or a rockbed into steps
while decomposing a fallen coal block or rock block to
form grains applicable to transportation of a conveyor in
one step, thus avoiding the problem of transportation dif-
ficulty due to oversize lumps during a mining process;
the remaining is the same as the embodiment 2.

Embodiment 48

[0243] As shown in Fig. 65, a wear-resistant impact
mining machine, the impact head 6 comprises a step
tooth impact cutting mechanism 6.3; the step tooth im-
pact cutting mechanism 6.3 comprises impact teeth
6.3.1; the impact teeth 6.3.1 are multi-layer impact teeth
6.3.1; tooth heads are provided on the impact teeth 6.3.1;
the tooth heads and the impact teeth 6.3.1 are connected
in a separated manner or integrated; the distances be-
tween tooth heads of two adjacent layers of impact teeth
6.3.1 are different; a coal wall or a rock wall to be mined
is impacted into steps; two or more opposite free surfaces
are formed on each step of the step-shaped coal wall or
rock wall; the pressure stress and structural strength of
the step-shaped coal wall or rock wall are greatly reduced
compared with the original planar coal wall or rock wall;
after the coal wall or the rock wall is impacted into steps,
a material is fallen by reasonably using the two opposite
free surfaces of the step-shaped coal wall or rock wall
when impact teeth 6.3.1 of each layer perform mining
again, thus greatly reducing impact resistance, avoiding
oversize lumps of the material fallen by the impact head
6, reducing power consumption and improving impact
efficiency;
the tooth heads may be also arranged into are arranged
into spherical impact heads 6, or conical impact heads
6, or hemispherical impact heads 6, or shovelshaped im-
pact heads 6, or trapezoidal impact heads 6, or triangular
impact heads 6;
the impact teeth 6.3.1 comprise top surface cleaning
teeth, bottom surface cleaning teeth or side cleaning
teeth etc.; the top surface cleaning teeth, the bottom sur-
face cleaning teeth and the side cleaning teeth are pro-
vided on the same impact tooth frame.
the step tooth impact cutting mechanism can make a
coalbed or a rockbed into steps; the pressure stress and
structural strength of the step-shaped coalbed or rockbed
are greatly reduced compared with the original planar
coalbed or rockbed; two opposite free surfaces of the
step-shaped coalbed or rockbed are reasonably applied
to impacting and falling a material when the impact teeth
of each layer perform mining again, thus reducing an
impact resistance, avoiding lumps of the material fallen
by the impact head 6, improving working efficiency and
reducing power consumption;
the remaining is the same as the embodiment 2.

Embodiment 49

[0244] As shown in Fig. 66, a wear-resistant impact
mining machine, the impact head 6 comprises an impact
external layer material tooth frame 6.4 and impact exter-
nal layer material teeth 6.1; the impact external layer ma-
terial tooth frame 6.4 is provided with a discharge hole
6.8; the impact external layer material teeth 6.1 are pro-
vided on the impact external layer material tooth frame
6.4 and face a to-be-mined surface; the impact head 6
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further comprises an impact internal layer material tooth
frame 6.6 and impact internal layer material teeth 6.2;
the impact internal layer material teeth 6.2 and the impact
internal layer material tooth frame 6.6 are connected in
a separated manner or integrated; the impact external
layer material teeth 6.1 are shaped or arranged to fall an
external layer material of a layer to be mined; the dis-
charge hole 6.8 enables the material fallen by the impact
internal layer material teeth 6.2 to flow out; multiple layers
of impact mechanisms are matched with each other to
fall and discharge a material simultaneously;
the remaining is the same as the embodiment 2.

Embodiment 50

[0245] As shown in Fig. 67, a wear-resistant impact
mining machine, the impact head 6 comprises an impact
external layer material tooth frame 6.4, impact external
layer material teeth 6.1, an impact internal layer material
tooth frame 6.6 and impact internal layer material teeth
6.2; the impact external layer material tooth frame 6.4
and the impact internal layer material tooth frame 6.6
comprise a back support 6.9.1 and an impact tooth sup-
port 86.9.2 etc.; the back support 6.9.1 and the impact
tooth support 86.9.2 form a discharge hole 6.8; the impact
external layer material teeth 6.1 are provided on the im-
pact external layer material tooth frame 6.4 and face a
surface to be mined; the impact head 6 further comprises
the impact internal layer material teeth 6.2 connected in
a separated manner or integrated with the impact internal
layer material tooth frame 6.6; the impact external layer
material teeth 6.1 are shaped or arranged to fall an ex-
ternal layer material of a layer to be mined; the discharge
hole 6.8 enables the material fallen by the impact internal
layer material teeth 6.2 to flow out; multiple layers of im-
pact mechanisms are matched with each other to fall and
discharge a material simultaneously;
the remaining is the same as the embodiment 49.

Embodiment 51

[0246] As shown in Fig. 68 to Fig. 70, a wear-resistant
impact mining machine, the jacking device 9 comprises
a vertical lifting mechanism 23 etc.; the vertical lifting
mechanism 23 drives an reciprocating impact part 3 to
move up and down; the vertical lifting mechanism 23
comprises a lifting platform 23.1, a lifting platform support
23.2 and a vertical lifting driver 23.3 etc.; the vertical lifting
driver 23.3 applies a rope and roper coiler; the vertical
lifting driver 23.3 drives the lifting platform 23.1 to ascend
and descend vertically; the vertical lifting mechanism 23
further comprises a locating locker 23.4 etc.; the locating
locker 23.4 comprises a lock tongue; the locating locker
23.4 locates and locks the lifting platform 23.1;
the vertical lifting driver 23.3 may further apply a gear
and rack, a screw pole, a shaft coupling, a chain wheel
and chain, a hydraulic element or a pneumatic element
etc.;

the locating locker 23.4 may further apply a bolt, a cush-
ion block, a pull rope, a hydraulic cylinder, or a pneumatic
cylinder etc.;
the jacking device 9 comprises a translation device 24
etc.; the translation device 24 is provided at a front part
of a machine body 1; the translation device 24 enables
translation of the reciprocating impact part 3 relative to
the machine body 1;
the vertical lifting mechanism can ensure that the recip-
rocating impact part impacts vertically, reduce the
lengths of the jacking part and the machine body etc.,
reduce energy consumption and facilitate maintenance;
a lifting track is linear, thus increasing lifting stability and
improving the service life of a lifting support;
the remaining is the same as the embodiment 2.

Embodiment 52

[0247] As shown in Fig. 71, a wear-resistant impact
mining machine, the jacking device 9 comprises a vertical
lifting mechanism 23 etc.; the vertical lifting mechanism
23 drives an reciprocating impact part 3 to move up and
down; the vertical lifting mechanism 23 comprises a lifting
platform 23.1, a lifting platform support 23.2 and a vertical
lifting driver 23.3 etc.; the vertical lifting driver 23.3 applies
a hydraulic element; the vertical lifting driver 23.3 drives
the lifting platform 23.1 to ascend and descend vertically;
the vertical lifting mechanism 23 further comprises a lo-
cating locker 23.4 etc.; the locating locker 23.4 applies a
lock tongue; the locating locker 23.4 locates and locks
the lifting platform 23.1;
the remaining the same as the embodiment 51.

Embodiment 53

[0248] As shown in Fig. 72, a wear-resistant impact
mining machine, the jacking device 9 comprises a vertical
lifting mechanism 23 etc.; the vertical lifting mechanism
23 drives an reciprocating impact part 3 to move up and
down; the vertical lifting mechanism 23 comprises a lifting
platform 23.1, a lifting platform support 23.2 and a vertical
lifting driver 23.3 etc.; the vertical lifting driver 23.3 applies
a spiral rod; the vertical lifting driver 23.3 drives the lifting
platform 23.1 to ascend and descend vertically; the ver-
tical lifting mechanism 23 further comprises a locating
locker 23.4 etc.; the locating locker 23.4 applies a lock
tongue; the locating locker 23.4 locates and locks the
lifting platform 23.1;
the remaining the same as the embodiment 51.

Embodiment 54

[0249] As shown in Fig. 73 to Fig. 74, a wear-resistant
impact mining machine, the impact drive device 4 com-
prises a rolling guiding hydraulic drive device or a rolling
guiding pneumatic drive device etc.; the rolling guiding
hydraulic drive device or the rolling guiding pneumatic
drive device comprises guiding rollers 5.3, a guiding sup-
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port 5.2, a power impact element 4.1, a piston 4.5, a
cylinder 4.4, and a control element 4.6 etc.; the piston
4.5 is provided in the cylinder 4.4; the guiding rollers 5.3
are provided between the guiding support 5.2 and the
power impact element 4.1; the guiding rollers 5.3, the
guiding support 5.2 and the power impact element 4.1
are matched closely so that the guiding rollers 5.3 support
through rolling friction the power impact element 4.1 to
reciprocate and control an impact direction of the power
impact element 4.1; the guiding support 5.2 and the cyl-
inder 4.4 are integrated; the control element 4.6 controls
flowing of a liquid or a gas; the piston 4.5 is pushed by
the pressure of the liquid or the gas to reciprocate; one
end of the power impact element 4.1 is separated with
the piston 4.5; the piston 4.5 drives the power impact
element 4.1 to drive an impact head 6 to impact; a reactive
damage force generated by an impact of the impact head
6 on a coal wall or a rock wall is applied to the rolling
guiding hydraulic drive device or the rolling guiding pneu-
matic drive device;
one end of the power impact element 4.1 and the piston
4.5 may be also connected or integrated etc.;
the cylinder 4.4 applies a circular cylinder, and may also
apply a square cylinder, a trapezoidal cylinder, an irreg-
ular cylinder or a polygonal cylinder etc.;
the remaining is the same as the embodiment 2.

Embodiment 55

[0250] As shown in Fig. 75 to Fig. 76, a wear-resistant
impact mining machine, the impact drive device 4 com-
prises a rolling guiding hydraulic drive device or a rolling
guiding pneumatic drive device; the rolling guiding hy-
draulic drive device or the rolling guiding pneumatic drive
device comprises guiding rollers 5.3, a guiding support
5.2, a power impact element 4.1, a piston 4.5, a cylinder
4.4, and a control element 4.6 etc.; the piston 4.5 is pro-
vided in the cylinder 4.4; the guiding rollers 5.3 are pro-
vided between the guiding support 5.2 and the power
impact element 4.1; the guiding rollers 5.3, the guiding
support 5.2 and the power impact element 4.1 are
matched closely so that the guiding rollers 5.3 support
through rolling friction the power impact element 4.1 to
reciprocate and control an impact direction of the power
impact element 4.1; the guiding support 5.2 and the cyl-
inder 4.4 are integrated; the control element 4.6 controls
flowing of a liquid or a gas; the piston 4.5 is pushed by
the pressure of the liquid or the gas to reciprocate; one
end of the power impact element 4.1 is connected with
the piston 4.5; the piston 4.5 drives the power impact
element 4.1 to drive an impact head 6 to impact; a reactive
damage force generated by an impact of the impact head
6 on a coal wall or a rock wall is applied to the rolling
guiding hydraulic drive device or the rolling guiding pneu-
matic drive device;
the cylinder 4.4 applies a polygonal cylinder, and may
also apply a square cylinder, a trapezoidal cylinder, an
irregular cylinder or a circular cylinder etc.;

the remaining is the same as the embodiment 54.

Embodiment 56

[0251] As shown in Fig. 77 to Fig. 78, a wear-resistant
impact mining machine, the impact drive device 4 com-
prises a rolling guiding hydraulic drive device or a rolling
guiding pneumatic drive device etc.; the rolling guiding
hydraulic drive device or the rolling guiding pneumatic
drive device comprises guiding rollers 5.3, a guiding sup-
port 5.2, a power impact element 4.1, a piston 4.5, a
cylinder 4.4, a control element 4.6 and an airbag 4.7 etc.;
the piston 4.5 is provided in the cylinder 4.4; the airbag
4.7 etc. is provided between the piston 4.5 and the cyl-
inder 4.4; the piston 4.5 moves backwards to press the
airbag 4.7; the pressure in the airbag 4.7 increases to
apply an acting force to the piston 4.5 moving reversely
to accelerate a movement of the piston 4.5;
the guiding rollers 5.3 are provided between the guiding
support 5.2 and the power impact element 4.1; the guid-
ing rollers 5.3, the guiding support 5.2 and the power
impact element 4.1 are matched closely so that the guid-
ing rollers 5.3 support through rolling friction the power
impact element 4.1 to reciprocate and control an impact
direction of the power impact element 4.1; the guiding
support 5.2 and the cylinder 4.4 are separated;
the control element 4.6 controls flowing of a liquid or a
gas; the piston 4.5 is pushed by the pressure of the liquid
or the gas to reciprocate; one end of the power impact
element 4.1 is connected with the piston 4.5; the piston
4.5 drives the power impact element 4.1 to drive an im-
pact head 6 to impact; a reactive damage force generated
by an impact of the impact head 6 on a coal wall or a rock
wall is applied to the rolling guiding hydraulic drive device
or the rolling guiding pneumatic drive device;
the cylinder 4.4 applies an irregular cylinder, and may
also apply a square cylinder, a trapezoidal cylinder, an
polygonal cylinder or a circular cylinder etc.;
the remaining is the same as the embodiment 54.

Embodiment 57

[0252] As shown in Fig. 79, a wear-resistant impact
mining machine, the impact drive device 4 comprises a
rolling guiding rolling piston hydraulic drive device or a
rolling guiding rolling piston pneumatic drive device etc.;
the rolling guiding rolling piston hydraulic drive device or
the rolling guiding rolling piston pneumatic drive device
comprises a cylinder 4.4, a piston 4.5, power rollers 4.8,
guiding rollers 5.3, a guiding support 5.2, a control ele-
ment 4.6 and a power impact element 4.1 etc.; the power
rollers 4.8 are provided in the piston 4.5 to form a rolling
piston 4.5; the rolling piston 4.5 is provided in the cylinder
4.4; the rolling piston 4.5 and the cylinder 4.4 are sup-
ported by the power rollers 4.8 to have rolling friction; the
guiding rollers 5.3 are provided between the guiding sup-
port 5.2 and the power impact element 4.1; the guiding
rollers 5.3, the guiding support 5.2 and the power impact
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element 4.1 are matched closely so that the guiding roll-
ers 5.3 support through rolling friction the power impact
element 4.1 to reciprocate and control an impact direction
of the power impact element 4.1; the guiding support 5.2
and the cylinder 4.4 are integrated; the control element
4.6 controls flowing of a liquid or a gas; the rolling piston
4.5 is pushed by the pressure of the liquid or the gas to
reciprocate; the piston 4.5 drives the power impact ele-
ment 4.1 to drive an impact head 6 to impact; a reactive
damage force generated by an impact of the impact head
6 on a coal wall or a rock wall is applied to the rolling
guiding rolling piston hydraulic drive device or the rolling
guiding rolling piston pneumatic drive device;
one end of the power impact element 4.1 and the rolling
piston 4.5 may be separated and may be also connected
or integrated etc.; the other end of the power impact el-
ement 4.1 and the impact head 6 are integrated, and may
be also separated or connected etc.;
sealing elements 14 etc. are provided on the piston 4.5;
the sealing elements 14 are provided at two ends of the
piston 4.5; the power rollers 4.8 are provided between
the sealing elements 14 at two ends of the power rollers
4.8;
the guiding rollers have a rolling friction function, thus
reducing frictional resistance during operation of the re-
ciprocating impact part supported by sliding friction; the
guiding rollers greatly increase absorption on an impact
reactive force, thus realizing good running effect, simple
structure, less easily-damaged parts, low production cost
and stable performance;
the remaining is the same as the embodiment 2.

Embodiment 58

[0253] As shown in Fig. 80, a wear-resistant impact
mining machine, one end of the power impact element
4.1 and a rolling piston 4.5 are connected, and may be
also separated or integrated etc.; the other end of the
power impact element 4.1 and an impact head 6 are con-
nected, and may be also integrated or separated etc.;
a sealing element 14 etc. is provided on the piston 4.5;
the sealing element 14 is provided in the middle of the
piston 4.5; power rollers 4.8 are provided at two ends of
the sealing elements 14;
the remaining is the same as the embodiment 57.

Embodiment 59

[0254] As shown in Fig. 81, a wear-resistant impact
mining machine, one end of the power impact element
4.1 and a rolling piston 4.5 are integrated, and may be
also separated or connected etc.; the other end of the
power impact element 4.1 and an impact head 6 are sep-
arated, and may be also integrated or connected etc.;
the remaining is the same as the embodiment 57.

Embodiment 60

[0255] As shown in Fig. 82, a wear-resistant impact
mining machine, the impact drive device 4 comprises a
rolling guiding rolling piston hydraulic drive device or a
rolling guiding rolling piston pneumatic drive device etc.;
the rolling guiding rolling piston hydraulic drive device or
the rolling guiding rolling piston pneumatic drive device
comprises a cylinder 4.4, a piston 4.5, power rollers 4.8,
guiding rollers 5.3, a guiding support 5.2, a control ele-
ment 4.6 and a power impact element 4.1 etc.; the power
rollers 4.8 are provided in the piston 4.5 to form a rolling
piston 4.5; the rolling piston 4.5 is provided in the cylinder
4.4; the rolling piston 4.5 and the cylinder 4.4 are sup-
ported by the power rollers 4.8 to have rolling friction; the
guiding rollers 5.3 are provided between the guiding sup-
port 5.2 and the power impact element 4.1; the guiding
rollers 5.3, the guiding support 5.2 and the power impact
element 4.1 are matched closely so that the guiding roll-
ers 5.3 support through rolling friction the power impact
element 4.1 to reciprocate and control an impact direction
of the power impact element 4.1; the guiding rollers 5.3
are provided between the cylinder 4.4 and the power im-
pact element 4.1; the power impact element 4.1, the cyl-
inder 4.4 and the guiding rollers 5.3 are matched closely
to form rolling guiding to the power impact element 4.1;
the guiding support 5.2 and the cylinder 4.4 are integrat-
ed; the control element 4.6 controls flowing of a liquid or
a gas; the rolling piston 4.5 is pushed by the pressure of
the liquid or the gas to reciprocate; the piston 4.5 drives
the power impact element 4.1 to drive an impact head 6
to impact; a reactive damage force generated by an im-
pact of the impact head 6 on a coal wall or a rock wall is
applied to the rolling guiding rolling piston hydraulic drive
device or the rolling guiding rolling piston pneumatic drive
device;
the guiding rollers have a rolling friction function, thus
reducing frictional resistance during operation of the re-
ciprocating impact part supported by sliding friction; the
guiding rollers greatly increase absorption on an impact
reactive force, thus realizing good running effect, simple
structure, less easily-damaged parts, low production cost
and stable performance;
the remaining is the same as the embodiment 57.

Embodiment 61

[0256] As shown in Fig. 83, a wear-resistant impact
mining machine, the impact drive device 4 comprises a
rolling guiding rolling piston hydraulic drive device or a
rolling guiding rolling piston pneumatic drive device etc.;
the rolling guiding rolling piston hydraulic drive device or
the rolling guiding rolling piston pneumatic drive device
comprises a cylinder 4.4, a piston 4.5, power rollers 4.8,
guiding rollers 5.3, a guiding support 5.2, a control ele-
ment 4.6 and a power impact element 4.1 etc.; the power
rollers 4.8 are provided in the piston 4.5 to form a rolling
piston 4.5; the rolling piston 4.5 is provided in the cylinder
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4.4; the rolling piston 4.5 and the cylinder 4.4 are sup-
ported by the power rollers 4.8 to have rolling friction; the
guiding rollers 5.3 are provided between the guiding sup-
port 5.2 and the power impact element 4.1; the guiding
rollers 5.3, the guiding support 5.2 and the power impact
element 4.1 are matched closely so that the guiding roll-
ers 5.3 support through rolling friction the power impact
element 4.1 to reciprocate and control an impact direction
of the power impact element 4.1;
the guiding support 5.2 and the cylinder 4.4 are separat-
ed; the control element 4.6 controls flowing of a liquid or
a gas; the rolling piston 4.5 is pushed by the pressure of
the liquid or the gas to reciprocate; the piston 4.5 drives
the power impact element 4.1 to drive an impact head 6
to impact; a reactive damage force generated by an im-
pact of the impact head 6 on a coal wall or a rock wall is
applied to the rolling guiding rolling piston hydraulic drive
device or the rolling guiding rolling piston pneumatic drive
device;
the remaining is the same as the embodiment 57.

Embodiment 62

[0257] As shown in Fig. 84, a wear-resistant impact
mining machine, the guiding device 5 comprises a guid-
ing support 5.2 and an impact guiding element 5.1 etc.;
a raceway 16.2 etc. is provided on the guiding support
5.2; a pit 16.1 etc. is provided on the impact guiding el-
ement 5.1; the raceway 16.2 and the pit 16.1 are guiding
position-limiting structures 16; the guiding position-limit-
ing structures 16 limit an impact direction of the impact
guiding element 5.1; or a rolling piston hydraulic drive
device or a rolling piston pneumatic drive device com-
prises a cylinder 4.4, a piton 4.5 and power rollers 4.8
etc.; a pit 16.1 etc. is provided on the cylinder 4.4 and
the piston 4.5; the pit 16.1 is a piston position-limiting
structure; the power rollers 4.8 are provided in the piston
position-limiting structure; the piston position-limiting
structure limits a rolling space and potion of the power
rollers 4.8;
the guiding position-limiting structures 16 and the piston
position-limiting structure are pits or raceways or retain-
ers or position-liming blocks or position-liming plates or
position-liming grooves or position-liming rings or posi-
tion-liming platforms or position-liming sleeves or ball end
shafts or bearings or reciprocating stroke sections etc.;
the remaining is the same as the embodiment 57.

Embodiment 63

[0258] As shown in Fig. 85, a wear-resistant impact
mining machine, the guiding device 5 comprises a guid-
ing support 5.2 and an impact guiding element 5.1 etc.;
a retainer 16.3 etc. is provided between the guiding sup-
port 5.2 and the impact guiding element 5.1; the retainer
16.3 is a guiding position-limiting structure 16; the guiding
position-limiting structure 16 limits an impact direction of
the impact guiding element 5.1; or a rolling piston hy-

draulic drive device or a rolling piston pneumatic drive
device comprises a cylinder 4.4, a piton 4.5 and power
rollers 4.8 etc.; a position-limiting platform etc. is provided
on the piston 4.5; the position-limiting platform is a piston
position-limiting structure; the power rollers 4.8 are pro-
vided in the piston position-limiting structure; the piston
structure-limiting structure limits a rolling space and po-
sition of the power rollers 4.8;
the guiding position-limiting structures 16 and the piston
position-limiting structure are pits or raceways or retain-
ers or position-liming blocks or position-liming plates or
position-liming grooves or position-liming rings or posi-
tion-liming platforms or position-liming sleeves or ball end
shafts or bearings or reciprocating stroke sections etc.;
the remaining is the same as the embodiment 57.

Embodiment 64

[0259] As shown in Fig. 86, a wear-resistant impact
mining machine, the impact drive device 4 comprises a
rolling piston impact drive device etc.; the rolling piston
impact drive device or a guiding device 5 comprises a
position-limiting structure etc.; the position-limiting struc-
ture comprises a piston position-limiting structure or a
guiding position-limiting structure 16 etc.; the rolling pis-
ton drive device comprises a cylinder 4.4, a piton 4.5 and
power rollers 4.8 etc.; a pit 16.1 etc. is provided on the
piston 4.5; the pit 16.1 is a piston position-limiting struc-
ture; the power rollers 4.8 are provided in the piston po-
sition-limiting structure; the piston position-limiting struc-
ture limits a rolling space and position of the power rollers
4.8;
the guiding device 5 comprises a guiding support 5.2,
guiding rollers 5.3 and an impact guiding element 5.1
etc.; a pit 16.1 etc. is provided on the guiding support 5.2;
a raceway 16.2 etc. is provided on the impact guiding
element 5.1; the pit 16.1 and the raceway 16.2 are guiding
position-limiting structures 16; the guiding rollers 5.3 are
provided between the guiding support 5.2 and the impact
guiding element 5.1 and is provided in the guiding posi-
tion-limiting structures 16; the guiding position-limiting
structures 16 limit a rolling space and position of the guid-
ing rollers 5.3; a damage-prevention mechanism 17 etc.
is provided at two ends of a power impact element 4.1;
the damage-prevention mechanism 17 is matched with
the guiding device 5; a reactive damage force generated
by an impact of the impact head 6 on a coal wall or a rock
wall is applied to the damage-prevention mechanism 17;
the damage-prevention mechanism 17 isolates the reac-
tive damage force so that the reactive damage force is
applied to the guiding device 5, thus preventing the im-
pact drive device 4 from being damaged by the impact
reactive damage force; the guiding device 5 centralizes
an impact direction of the impact head 6;
a buffering element 9.7 etc. is provided between a jacking
device 9 fixing support 9.5 and a jacking device 9 buff-
ering support 9.6; a buffering guiding element 9.8 is pro-
vided on the jacking device 9 fixing support 9.5 and the
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jacking device 9 buffering support 9.6 to form a structural
buffering mechanism with an reciprocating impact part 3
etc.; the structural buffering mechanism absorbs an im-
pact reactive force through the buffering element 9.7
while controlling a buffering direction with the buffering
guiding element 9.8;
the piston position-limiting structure may be also provid-
ed on the cylinder 4.4 and/or the power rollers 4.8;
the guiding position-limiting structure and the piston po-
sition-limiting structure are pits or raceways or retainers
or position-liming blocks or position-liming plates or po-
sition-liming grooves or position-liming rings or position-
liming platforms or position-liming sleeves or ball end
shafts or bearings or reciprocating stroke sections etc.;
a damage-prevention mechanism may be also provided
at one end of the power impact element; the damage-
prevention mechanism may be provided as a rotating
structure or a split structure etc.; the rotating structure of
the damage-prevention mechanism comprises a joint
bearing, or a turning joint, a ball cage universal joint, a
cross universal joint, a ball-end catching groove type, or
an arc-shaped catching groove type damage-prevention
mechanism etc.;
the buffering element may be also provided between a
frame and the jacking device or between the jacking de-
vice and the reciprocating impact part etc.;
the buffering guiding element may be also provided on
the frame and the jacking device or on the jacking device
etc.;
the remaining is the same as the embodiment 2.

Embodiment 65

[0260] As shown in Fig. 87 to Fig. 88, a wear-resistant
impact mining machine, the impact drive device 4 com-
prises a power support 4.3 etc.; a guiding device 5 com-
prises a guiding support 5.2 etc.; the power support 4.3
and the guiding support 5.2 are separated; the guiding
device 5 further comprises a rotation-prevention mech-
anism 25 etc.; the rotation-prevention mechanism 25
comprises a rotation-prevention guiding support 5.2
and/or a rotation-prevention impact guiding element 5.1
etc.; the rotation-prevention guiding support 5.2 compris-
es a quadrilateral rotation-prevention guiding support 5.2
etc.; the rotation-prevention impact guiding element 5.1
comprises a quadrilateral rotation-prevention impact
guiding element 5.1 etc.; guiding rollers 5.3 are provided
between the rotation-prevention guiding support 5.2 and
the rotation-prevention impact guiding element 5.1; the
rotation-prevention guiding support 5.2, the guiding roll-
ers 5.3 and the rotation-prevention impact guiding ele-
ment 5.1 are matched with each other and the rotation-
prevention mechanism 25 prevents an impact head 6
from rotating and centralizes an impact direction of the
impact head 6;
the power support 4.3 and the guiding support 5.2 may
be also integrated or connected etc.;
the rotation-prevention guiding support may also apply

a U-shaped guiding support or a V-shaped guiding sup-
port or a triangular guiding support or an oval guiding
support or a polygonal guiding support or an irregular
guiding support or a raceway guiding support or a pit
guiding support or a reciprocating stroke section guiding
support or a retainer guiding support etc.;
the rotation-prevention impact guiding element may also
apply a U-shaped impact guiding element or a V-shaped
impact guiding element or a triangular impact guiding el-
ement or an oval impact guiding element or a polygonal
impact guiding element or an irregular impact guiding
element or a pit impact guiding element or a reciprocating
stroke impact guiding element or a raceway impact guid-
ing element or a retainer impact guiding element etc.;
the remaining is the same as the embodiment 2.

Embodiment 66

[0261] As shown in Fig. 89, a wear-resistant impact
mining machine, the rotation-prevention guiding support
5.2 applies a U-shaped guiding support 5.2 and the ro-
tation-prevention impact guiding element 5.1 applies a
U-shaped impact guiding element 28;
the remaining is the same as the embodiment 65.

Embodiment 67

[0262] As shown in Fig. 90, a wear-resistant impact
mining machine, the rotation-prevention guiding support
5.2 applies a triangular guiding support 5.2 and the rota-
tion-prevention impact guiding element 5.1 applies a tri-
angular impact guiding element 5.1;
the remaining is the same as the embodiment 65.

Embodiment 68

[0263] As shown in Fig. 91 to Fig. 92, a wear-resistant
impact mining machine, the impact drive device 4 com-
prises a power support 4.3 etc.; the guiding device 5 com-
prises a guiding support 5.2 etc.; the power support 4.3
and the guiding support 5.2 are integrated; the rotation-
prevention guiding support 5.2 applies an oval guiding
support 5.2; the triangular impact guiding element 5.1
comprises an oval impact guiding element 5.1 etc.;
the remaining is the same as the embodiment 65.

Embodiment 69

[0264] As shown in Fig. 93 to Fig. 95, a wear-resistant
impact mining machine, the guiding device 5 comprises
guiding rollers 5.3, a guiding support 5.2 and an impact
guiding element 5.1 etc.; the guiding rollers 5.3 are pro-
vided between the guiding support 5.2 and the impact
guiding element 5.1; the guiding device 5 comprises an
external sleeve 26 and an internal body 27 etc.; a race-
way 16.2 etc. is provided on the external sleeve 26 or
the internal body 27; the guiding rollers 5.3 are provided
in the raceway 16.2 and are provided between the exter-
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nal sleeve 26 and the internal body 27; the external
sleeve 26, the internal body 27 and the guiding rollers
5.3 are matched closely so that the external sleeve 26
or the internal body 27 reciprocates oppositely through
rolling friction of the guiding rollers 5.3; an impact direc-
tion of the external sleeve 26 or the internal body 27 is
controlled through rolling fiction; the impact head 6 is
integrated or connected with the reciprocating external
sleeve 26 or internal body 27;
the remaining is the same as the embodiment 2.

Embodiment 70

[0265] As shown in Fig. 96, a wear-resistant impact
mining machine, the guiding device 5 comprises an ex-
ternal sleeve 26 and an internal body 27 etc.; a pit 16.1
etc. is provided on the external sleeve 26 or the internal
body 27; guiding rollers 5.3 are provided in the pit 16.1
and are provided between the external sleeve 26 and the
internal body 27; a guiding support 5.2 is the external
sleeve 26; an impact guiding element 5.1 is the internal
body 27; the external sleeve 26 supports the guiding roll-
ers 5.3 and the internal body 27; the external sleeve 26,
the internal body 27 and the guiding rollers 5.3 are
matched closely so that the external sleeve 26 or the
internal body 27 reciprocates oppositely through rolling
friction of the guiding rollers 5.3; an impact direction of
the internal body 27 is controlled through rolling friction;
an impact head 6 is integrated or connected with the re-
ciprocating internal body 27; the impact head 6 is sup-
ported by the reciprocating internal body 27 to recipro-
cate with rolling friction;
the guiding support may be also an internal body; the
impact guiding element is an external sleeve; the internal
body supports the guiding rollers and the external sleeve;
the remaining is the same as the embodiment 2.

Embodiment 71

[0266] As shown in Fig. 97 to Fig. 98, a wear-resistant
impact mining machine, the guiding device 5 comprises
an external sleeve 26 and an internal body 27 etc.; a
retainer 16.3 etc. is provided between the external sleeve
26 and the internal body 27; guiding rollers 5.3 are pro-
vided in the retainer 5.3 and are provided between the
external sleeve 26 and the internal body 27; a guiding
support 5.2 is the internal body 27; an impact guiding
element 5.1 is the external sleeve 26; the internal body
27 supports the guiding rollers 5.3 and the external sleeve
26; the external sleeve 26, the internal body 27 and the
guiding rollers 5.3 are matched closely so that the exter-
nal sleeve 26 reciprocates oppositely through rolling fric-
tion of the guiding rollers 5.3; an impact direction of the
external sleeve 26 is controlled through rolling friction;
the guiding support may be also an external sleeve; the
impact guiding element is an internal body; the external
sleeve supports the guiding rollers and the internal body;
the remaining is the same as the embodiment 2.

Embodiment 72

[0267] As shown in Fig. 99, a wear-resistant impact
mining machine, the guiding device 5 is combined with
a crank impact drive device 4.2 etc. in a jacking device
9; the crank impact drive device 4.2 comprises a power
impact element 4.1 etc.; one end of the power impact
element 4.1 is provided with a damage-prevention mech-
anism 17 etc.; the damage-prevention mechanism 17 is
provided as a rotating structure; the rotating structure of
the damage-prevention mechanism 17 applies a ball
cage universal joint; the rotating structure of the damage-
prevention mechanism 17 is matched with the guiding
device 5; the power impact element 4.1 drives an impact
head 6 to impact; a reactive damage force generated by
an impact of the impact head 6 on a coal wall or a rock
wall is applied to the rotating structure; the rotating struc-
ture is stressed to rotate to isolate the reactive damage
force, thus preventing the crank impact drive device 4.2
from being damaged by the impact reactive damage
force;
the jacking device 9 comprises a rotation power source
element 9.11 and a rotation impact transmission element
9.12 etc.; the rotation power source element 9.11 com-
prises an electric machine etc.; the jacking device 9 com-
prises a fixing support 9.5 and a buffering support 9.6
etc.; a buffering device etc. is provided between the fixing
support 9.5 and the buffering support 9.6; the buffering
device comprises a rotation power buffering device and
a structure guiding buffering device etc.;
the rotation power buffering device is provided between
the rotation power source element 9.11 and the rotation
impact transmission element 9.12 or is provided in the
rotation impact transmission element 9.12; the rotation
power buffering device comprises a sliding stroke spline
shaft housing buffering mechanism 20 or a belt buffering
mechanism 21 etc.;
the sliding stroke spline shaft housing buffering mecha-
nism 20 comprises a spline shaft 20.1 and a spline hous-
ing 20.2 etc.; a sliding reciprocating stroke section is pro-
vided between the spline shaft 20.1 and the spline hous-
ing 20.2; when impacted, the sliding reciprocating stroke
section slides in a reciprocating manner to absorb an
impact reactive force;
the belt buffering mechanism 21 comprises a driving pul-
ley 21.1, a driven pulley 21.2 and a belt 21.3 etc.; the
driving pulley 21.1 is fixed on the fixing support 9.5; the
driving pulley 21.1 is connected with a drive shaft of the
electric machine or a hydraulic motor or a pneumatic mo-
tor etc.; the driven pulley 21.2 is provided on the buffering
support 9.6; the belt 21.3 is provided on the driving pulley
21.1 and the driven pulley 21.2; the driven pulley 21.2
moves as the buffering support 9.6 is impacted; the belt
21.3 absorbs an impact reactive force; the belt buffering
mechanism 21 prevents the electric machine or the hy-
draulic motor or the pneumatic motor etc. from being
damaged;
the structure guiding buffering device comprises a buff-
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ering element 9.7 and a buffering guiding element 9.8
etc.; the buffering element 9.7 is provided between the
fixing support 9.5 and the buffering support 9.6; the buff-
ering guiding element 9.8 is provided on the fixing support
9.5 and the buffering support 9.6; the structure guiding
buffering device absorbs an impact reactive force
through the buffering element 9.7 while controlling a buff-
ering direction through the buffering guiding element 9.8;
the structure guiding buffering device is matched with the
sliding stroke spline shaft housing buffering mechanism
20 or the belt buffering mechanism 21 to absorb and buff-
er an impact reactive force of a reciprocating impact part
3 and control a buffering direction, thus preventing the
rotation power source element 9.11 or the jacking device
9 or a frame 19 etc. from being damaged by oscillating
non-directionally during buffering and ensuring that an
impact direction of the impact head 6 faces an object to
be mined;
the guiding device 5 may be also combined with the crank
impact drive device 4.2 in the frame 19 etc.;
two ends of the power impact element 4.1 may be also
provided with damage-prevention mechanisms;
the rotating structure of the damage-prevention mecha-
nism 17 may also apply a joint bearing, a turning joint, a
cross universal joint, a ball-end catching groove type, or
an arc-shaped catching groove type damage-prevention
mechanism etc.;
the rotation power source element 9.11 and the rotation
impact transmission element 9.12 may be also provided
on the reciprocating impact part 3 or the jacking device
9 or the frame 19 etc.; or when the frame 19 comprises
the rotation power source element 9.11, the jacking de-
vice 9 comprises the rotation impact transmission ele-
ment 9.12; or when the jacking device 9 comprises the
rotation power source element 9.11, the reciprocating
impact part 3 comprises the rotation impact transmission
element 9.12;
the rotation power source element 9.11 may be also a
hydraulic motor or a pneumatic motor etc.;
the buffering element 9.7 may be also provided between
the frame 19 and the reciprocating impact part 3 or pro-
vided between the jacking device 9 and the reciprocating
impact part 3 or provided between the frame 19 and the
jacking device 9 etc.;
the buffering guiding element 9.8 is provided on the frame
19 and the reciprocating impact part 3 or is provided on
the jacking device 9 and the reciprocating impact part 3
or is provided on the frame 19 and the jacking device 9
etc.;
the remaining is the same as the embodiment 2.

Embodiment 73

[0268] As shown in Fig. 100 to Fig. 101, a wear-resist-
ant impact mining machine comprises an impact drive
device 4 and a guiding device 5 etc.; the guiding device
5 comprises guiding rollers 5.3, a guiding support 5.2 and
an impact guiding element 5.1 etc.; the guiding rollers

5.3 are provided between the guiding support 5.2 and
the impact guiding element 5.1; the guiding device 5 fur-
ther comprises a retainer 16.3, and a raceway 16.2 etc.;
the guiding rollers 5.3 comprises rolling shafts 5.3.3 etc.;
the retainer 16.3 is provided between the guiding support
5.2 and the impact guiding element 5.1; the guiding rollers
5.3, i.e. the rolling shafts 5.3.3 are provided in the retainer
16.3; the thickness of the retainer 16.3 is smaller than
the diameter of the guiding rollers 5.3; two parts of the
guiding rollers 5.3 higher than the retainer 16.3 are re-
spectively provided on the guiding support 5.2 and the
impact guiding element 5.1; a raceway 16.2 etc. is pro-
vided on the guiding support 5.2 or the impact guiding
element 5.1; the guiding rollers 5.3 are provided in the
retainer 16.3 and are provided in the raceway 16.2; the
retainer 16.3 and the raceway 16.2 limit a rolling space
of the guiding rollers 5.3; the guiding rollers 5.3 roll
against the raceway 16.2; the guiding support 5.2, the
impact guiding element 5.1 and the guiding rollers 5.3 in
the retainer 16.3 and in the raceway 16.2 are matched
closely so that the impact guiding element 5.1 recipro-
cates with rolling friction; an impact direction of the impact
guiding element 5.1 is controlled through rolling friction;
the impact guiding element 5.1 is connected with an im-
pact head 6;
the impact drive device 4 comprises a power impact el-
ement 4.1 etc.; two ends of the power impact element
4.1 are provided with damage-prevention mechanisms
17; one end is provided with a damage-prevention mech-
anism 17 with a rotating structure and the other end is
provided a damage-prevention mechanism 17 with a split
structure; the rotating structure of the damage-preven-
tion mechanism 17 comprises a cross universal joint etc.;
the rotating structure or the split structure of the damage-
prevention mechanisms 17 is used in a matched manner
with the guiding device 5; the power impact element 4.1
drives the impact head 6 to impact; a reactive damage
force generated by an impact of the impact head 6 on a
coal wall or a rock wall is applied to the rotating structure
or the split structure; the rotating structure is stressed to
rotate or the split structure isolates the reactive damage
force in a split manner;
a structure guiding buffering device etc. is provided on
the jacking device 9, or is provided between the jacking
device 9 and a frame 19; the structure guiding buffering
device absorbs and buffers the reactive damage force
generated by the impact of the impact head 6;
the impact guiding element 5.1 and the impact head 6
may be also integrated;
a damage-prevention mechanism 17 further comprises
a joint bearing, a turning joint, a cross universal joint, a
ball-end catching groove type, or an arc-shaped catching
groove type damage-prevention mechanism etc.;
the remaining is the same as the embodiment 2.

Embodiment 74

[0269] As shown in Fig. 102 to Fig. 104, a wear-resist-
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ant impact mining machine comprises an impact drive
device 4 and a guiding device 5 etc.; the guiding device
5 and the impact drive device 4 etc. are combined into
two or more reciprocating impact parts 3; two or more
reciprocating impact parts 3 are arranged up and down
to increase the mining height;
the impact drive device 4 comprises a power impact el-
ement 4.1 etc.; a damage-prevention mechanism 17 etc.
is provided on two ends of the power impact element 4.1;
the damage-prevention mechanism 17 is provided as a
rotating structure; the rotating structure of the damage-
prevention mechanism 17 comprises a ball end catching
groove type 17.5 etc.; the rotating structure of the dam-
age-prevention mechanism 17 is matched with the guid-
ing device 5; the power impact element 4.1 drives an
impact head 6 to impact; a reactive damage force gen-
erated by an impact of the impact head 6 on a coal wall
or a rock wall is applied to the rotating structure; the ro-
tating structure is stressed to rotate to isolate the reactive
damage force; the power impact element 4.1 drives the
impact head 6 to impact; the reactive damage force gen-
erated by the impact of the impact head 6 on a coal wall
or a rock wall is applied to the guiding device 5, thus
preventing the impact drive device 4 from being damaged
by the impact reactive damage force; the guiding device
5 centralizes an impact direction of the impact head 6,
thus ensuring that the next impact of the impact 6 head
is applied to an object to be mined;
the jacking device 9 comprises a rotation power source
element 9.11 and a rotation impact transmission element
9.12 etc.; the rotation power source element 9.11 com-
prises an electric machine etc.; the jacking device 9 com-
prises a fixing support 9.5 and a buffering support 9.6
etc.; a buffering device is provided between the fixing
support 9.5 and the buffering support 9.6; the buffering
device comprises a rotation power buffering device and
a structure guiding buffering device etc.;
the rotation power buffering device is provided between
the rotation power source element 9.11 and the rotation
impact transmission element 9.12 or is provided in the
rotation impact transmission element 9.12; the rotation
power buffering device comprises a sliding stroke spline
shaft housing buffering mechanism 20 or a belt buffering
mechanism 21 etc.; the sliding stroke spline shaft hous-
ing buffering mechanism 20 comprises a spline shaft 20.1
and a spline housing 20.2 etc.; a sliding reciprocating
stroke section is provided between the spline shaft 20.1
and the spline housing 20.2; when impacted, the sliding
reciprocating stroke section slides in a reciprocating
manner to absorb an impact reactive force;
the belt buffering mechanism 21 comprises a driving pul-
ley 21.1, a driven pulley 21.2 and a belt 21.3 etc.; the
driving pulley 21.1 is fixed on the fixing support 9.5; the
driving pulley 21.1 is connected with a drive shaft of the
electric machine or a hydraulic motor or a pneumatic mo-
tor etc.; the driven pulley 21.2 is provided on the buffering
support 9.6; the belt 21.3 is provided on the driving pulley
21.1 and the driven pulley 21.2; the driven pulley 21.2

moves as the buffering support 9.6 is impacted; the belt
21.3 absorbs an impact reactive force; the belt buffering
mechanism 21 prevents the electric machine or the hy-
draulic motor or the pneumatic motor etc. from being
damaged;
the structure guiding buffering device comprises a buff-
ering element 9.7 and a buffering guiding element 9.8
etc.; the buffering element 9.7 is provided between the
fixing support 9.5 and the buffering support 9.6; the buff-
ering guiding element 9.8 is provided on the fixing support
9.5 and the buffering support 9.6; the structure guiding
buffering device absorbs an impact reactive force
through the buffering element 9.7 while controlling a buff-
ering direction through the buffering guiding element 9.8;
the structure guiding buffering device is matched with the
sliding stroke spline shaft housing buffering mechanism
20 or the belt buffering mechanism 21 etc. to absorb and
buffer an impact reactive force of a reciprocating impact
part and control a buffering direction, thus preventing the
rotation power source element 9.11 or the jacking device
9 or a frame 19 etc. from being damaged by oscillating
non-directionally during buffering and ensuring that an
impact direction of the impact head faces an object to be
mined;
a damage-prevention mechanism may be also provided
on one end of the power impact element 4.1;
the rotating structure of the damage-prevention mecha-
nism 17 may also apply a joint bearing, a turning joint, a
cross universal joint, a ball-end catching groove type, or
an arc-shaped catching groove type damage-prevention
mechanism etc.;
the rotation power source element 9.11 and the rotation
impact transmission element 9.12 may be also provided
on the reciprocating impact part 3 or the jacking device
9 or the frame 19 etc.; or when the frame 19 comprises
the rotation power source element 9.11, the jacking de-
vice 9 comprises the rotation impact transmission ele-
ment 9.12; or when the jacking device 9 comprises the
rotation power source element 9.11, the reciprocating
impact part 3 comprises the rotation impact transmission
element 9.12;
the rotation power source element 9.11 may be also a
hydraulic motor or a pneumatic motor etc.;
the buffering element 9.7 may be also provided between
the frame 19 and the reciprocating impact part 3 or pro-
vided between the jacking device 9 and the reciprocating
impact part 3 or provided between the frame 19 and the
jacking device 9 etc.;
the buffering guiding element 9.8 is provided on the frame
19 and the reciprocating impact part 3 or is provided on
the jacking device 9 and the reciprocating impact part 3
or is provided on the frame 19 and the jacking device 9
etc.;
the remaining is the same as the embodiment 2.

Embodiment 75

[0270] As shown in Fig. 105 to Fig. 108, a wear-resist-
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ant impact mining machine comprises an impact drive
device 4 and a guiding device 5 etc.; the impact drive
device 4 comprises a crank impact drive device 4.2 etc.;
the crank impact drive device 4.2 comprises a power im-
pact drive device 4.1 etc.; the guiding device 5 and the
crank impact drive device 4.2 etc. are combined with two
or more reciprocating impact parts 3; two or more recip-
rocating impact parts 3 are provided at a front part of the
jacking device 9; two or more reciprocating impact parts
3 are provided left and right to increase the mining width;
the guiding device 5 comprises guiding rollers 5.3, a guid-
ing support 5.2, and an impact guiding element 5.1 etc.;
the guiding rollers 5.3 are provided between the guiding
support 5.2 and the impact guiding element 5.1;
the reciprocating impact part 3 comprises a supporting
box 13 etc.; the crank impact drive device 4.2 comprises
a crank component etc.; the crank component drives the
power impact element 4.1; the guiding device 5 and the
crank component are combined in the supporting box 13;
one end of the impact guiding element 5.1 extending out
of the supporting box 13 is provided with an impact head
6 and the other end is provided with a counterweight el-
ement 7 for preventing the impact head 6 from damaging
the guiding device 5, the impact drive device 4 and/or
the machine body 1 etc. due to gravity unbalance; two
or more ends of the power impact element 4.1 extending
out of the supporting box 13 are connected or separated
with the impact head 6;
when the guiding device 5 is combined with the crank
component at a front part of the jacking device 9, the
supporting box 13 supports the crank component, the
guiding device 5 and the impact head 6 etc.; the support-
ing box 13 is provided at a front part of the jacking device
9 or the frame 19;
a guiding roller position-limiting structure etc. is provided
between the guiding support 5.2 or the impact guiding
element 5.1; the guiding roller position-limiting structure
limits a rolling space of the guiding rollers 5.3; the guiding
rollers 5.3, the guiding support 5.2 and the impact guiding
element 5.2 are matched closely so that the guiding roll-
ers 5.3 provided in the guiding roller position-limiting
structure support the impact guiding element 5.1 to re-
ciprocate through rolling friction and control an impact
direction of the impact guiding element 5.1;
two or more reciprocating impact part 3 may be also pro-
vided at a frame part of the frame 19;
two ends of the impact guiding element 5.1 extending
out of the supporting box 13 may be also provided with
impact heads or only one end is provided with an impact
head;
the remaining is the same as the embodiment 74.

Embodiment 76

[0271] As shown in Fig. 109, a wear-resistant impact
mining machine comprises a reciprocating impact part 3
etc.; the reciprocating impact part 3 comprises a guiding
device 5 and an impact drive device 4 etc.; the impact

drive device 4 comprises a crank impact drive device 4.2,
a hydraulic impact drive device or the pneumatic impact
drive device etc.; the crank impact drive device 4.2, the
hydraulic impact drive device or the pneumatic impact
drive device comprises a power impact element 4.1 etc.;
a damage-prevention mechanism 17 etc. is provided at
one end or two ends of the power impact element 4.1;
the damage-prevention mechanism 17 comprises a ro-
tating structure and a split structure etc.; the guiding de-
vice 5 comprises the guiding roller support 5.2, and the
impact guiding element 5.1 etc.; the guiding roller support
5.2 comprises a guiding roller support upper element
5.2.1, and a guiding roller support lower element 5.2.2
etc.; the impact guiding element 5.1 is a U-shaped impact
guiding element 28; the U-shaped impact guiding ele-
ment 28 comprises an impact guiding element upper el-
ement 28.1 and a impact guiding element lower element
28.2 etc.; a raceway 16.2 is provided in the guiding roller
support upper element 5.2.1, and the guiding roller sup-
port lower element 5.2.2; or a raceway 16.2 is provided
in the impact guiding element upper element 28.1 and
the impact guiding element lower element 28.2; or a race-
way 16.2 is provided in the guiding roller support upper
element 5.2.1, the guiding roller support lower element
5.2.2, the impact guiding element upper element 28.1
and the impact guiding element lower element 28.2; the
guiding rollers 5.3 are provided between the guiding roller
support upper element 5.2.1 and the impact guiding el-
ement upper element 28.1, and is provided between the
guiding roller support lower element 5.2.2 and the impact
guiding element lower element 28.2 and is provided in
the raceway 16.2; the guiding rollers 5.3 provided in the
raceway 16.2, the U-shaped impact guiding element 28
and the guiding roller support 5.2 are matched closely
so that the guiding rollers 5.3 support the U-shaped im-
pact guiding element 28 to reciprocate with rolling friction
and control a reciprocating direction of the U-shaped im-
pact guiding element 28 and centralize an impact direc-
tion of the impact head 6; the U-shaped impact guiding
element 28 and the impact head 6 are connected or in-
tegrated; the power impact element 4.1 and the impact
head 6 are connected or separated; the power impact
element 4.1 drives the impact head 6 to impact; the ro-
tating structure of the damage-prevention mechanism 17
is stressed to rotate or the split structure isolates an im-
pact reactive damage force in a split manner; the power
impact element 4.1 does not guide the impact head 6
and is not damaged by the damage force;
the raceway 16.2 may be also provided on the impact
guiding element upper element 28.1 and the impact guid-
ing element lower element 28.2 or provided on the guid-
ing roller support upper element 5.2.1, the guiding roller
support lower element 5.2.2, the impact guiding element
upper element 28.1 and the impact guiding element lower
element 28.2;
the impact drive device 4 may be also a hydraulic impact
drive or a pneumatic impact drive device etc.;
two ends of the power impact element 4.1 may be also
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provided with damage-prevention mechanisms and the
damage-prevention mechanisms may be also split struc-
tures;
the remaining is the same as the embodiment 2.

Embodiment 77

[0272] As shown in Fig. 110, a wear-resistant impact
mining machine, the reciprocating impact part 3 compris-
es a guiding device 5 and an impact drive device 4; the
impact drive device 4 comprises a hydraulic impact drive
device or a pneumatic impact drive device; the hydraulic
impact drive device or the pneumatic impact drive device
comprises a power impact element 4.1; a damage-pre-
vention mechanism 17 is provided on one end of the pow-
er impact element 4.1; the damage-prevention mecha-
nism 17 comprises a rotating mechanism;
the guiding device 5 comprises an external sleeve 26,
an internal body 27 and guiding bodies 5.3; the internal
body 27 is a frame-shaped internal body 27, comprising
a frame-shaped external sleeve upper element 27.1 and
a frame-shaped external sleeve lower element 27.2; the
frame-shaped external sleeve upper element 27.1 and
the frame-shaped external sleeve lower element 27.2
comprise a raceway 16.2; the external sleeve 26 com-
prises an external sleeve upper element 26.1 and an ex-
ternal body lower element 26.2; the external sleeve upper
element 26.1 and the external body lower element 26.2
comprise a pit 16.1; the guiding rollers 5.3 are provided
between the frame-shaped external sleeve upper ele-
ment 27.1 and the external sleeve upper element 26.1
and are provided between the frame-shaped external
sleeve lower element 27.2 and the external body lower
element 26.2; the external sleeve 26, the frame-shaped
internal body 27 and the guiding rollers 5.3 provided in
the pit 16.1 are matched closely so that the guiding rollers
5.3 support the frame-shaped internal body 27 to recip-
rocate with rolling friction and control a reciprocating di-
rection of the frame-shaped internal body 27 and cen-
tralize an impact direction of an impact head 6; the frame-
shaped internal body 27 and the impact head 6 are con-
nected or separated or integrated; the power impact el-
ement 4.1 and the impact head 6 are connected or sep-
arated; the power impact element 4.1 drives the impact
head 6 to impact; the rotating structure of the damage-
prevention mechanism 17 is stressed to rotate or a split
structure isolates an impact reactive damage force in a
split manner; the power impact element 4.1 does not
guide the impact head 6 and is not damaged by the dam-
age force;
the power impact device 4 may be also a crank impact
drive device 4.2;
two ends of the power impact element 4.1 may be also
provided with damage-prevention mechanisms; the
damage-prevention mechanism may be also split struc-
tures;
the remaining is the same as the embodiment 2.

Embodiment 78

[0273] As shown in Fig. 111 to Fig. 112, a wear-resist-
ant impact mining machine, the reciprocating impact part
3 comprises a guiding device 5 and an impact drive de-
vice 4; the impact drive device 4 comprises a crank im-
pact drive device 4.2 or a hydraulic impact drive device
or a pneumatic impact drive device; the crank impact
drive device 4.2 or the hydraulic impact drive device or
the pneumatic impact drive device comprises a power
impact element 4.1; a damage-prevention mechanism
17 is provided on two ends of the power impact element
4.1; the damage-prevention mechanism 17 comprises a
rotating mechanism or a split structure;
the guiding device 5 comprises an external sleeve 26,
an internal body 27 and the guiding rollers 5.3; the ex-
ternal sleeve 26 is a cylindrical external sleeve 26.3; the
guiding rollers 5.3 are provided between the internal body
27 and the cylindrical external sleeve 26.3; the guiding
rollers 5.3, the cylindrical external sleeve 26.3 and the
internal body 27 are matched closely so that the guiding
rollers 5.3 support the cylindrical external sleeve 26.3 to
reciprocate with rolling friction and control a reciprocating
direction of the cylindrical external sleeve 26.3; the cy-
lindrical external sleeve 26.3 and an impact head 6 are
connected, separated or integrated; the power impact
element 4.1 and the impact head 6 are connected, sep-
arated or integrated; the power impact element 4.1 drives
the impact head 6 to impact; the rotating structure of the
damage-prevention mechanism 17 is stressed to rotate
or the split structure isolates an impact reactive damage
force in a split manner; the power impact element 4.1
does not guide the impact head 6 and is not damaged
by the damage force;
the remaining is the same as the embodiment 2.

Embodiment 79

[0274] As shown in Fig. 113, a wear-resistant impact
mining machine, the impact drive device 4 is a crank im-
pact drive device 4.2; the crank impact drive device 4.2
comprises a power source element 9.11, a cam shaft 29
and a cam 30; the power source element 9.11 drives the
cam shaft 29 to rotate; the cam 30 installed on the cam
shaft 29 drives an impact head 6 to reciprocate;
the remaining is the same as the embodiment 2.

Embodiment 80

[0275] As shown in Fig. 114, a wear-resistant impact
mining machine, the impact drive device 4 is a crank im-
pact drive device 4.2; the crank impact drive device 4.2
comprises a power source element 9.11, an eccentric
shaft 22.1.3 and a power impact element 4.1; the eccen-
tric shaft 22.1.3 is hinged with one end of the power im-
pact element 4.1; the power source element 9.11 drives
the eccentric shaft 22.1.3 to rotate; the eccentric shaft
22.1.3 drives the power impact element 4.1 to recipro-
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cate;
the remaining is the same as the embodiment 2.

Embodiment 81

[0276] As shown in Fig. 115, a wear-resistant impact
mining machine, the impact drive device 4 comprises a
crank slider impact drive device 4; the crank slider impact
drive device 4 comprises a power source element 9.11,
a crank, a slider, an oscillating bar, a connecting rod 22.2
and a power impact element 4.1; one end of the crank is
connected with the power source element 9.11 and the
other end is hinged with the slider; the slider is connected
with the oscillating bar and is capable of sliding on the
oscillating bar; the oscillating bar is hinged with the con-
necting rod 22.2; the connecting rod 22.2 is hinged with
one end of the power impact element 4.1; the power
source element 9.11 drives the crank to rotate; the crank
drives the slider so that the oscillating bar oscillates;
through the connecting rod 22.2, the oscillating bar drives
the power impact element 4.1 to move;
the remaining is the same as the embodiment 2.

Embodiment 82

[0277] As shown in Fig. 116, a wear-resistant impact
mining machine, the guiding device comprises guiding
rollers 5.3, a guiding support 5.2 and an impact guiding
element 5.1; the section of the guiding support 5.2 is
shaped as a circular ring; the section of the impact guiding
element 5.1 is shaped as a multi-rhombus key; the guid-
ing support 5.2 with a circular ring-shaped section and
the multi-rhombus key-shaped impact guiding element
5.1 are matched to form a guiding roller position-limiting
structure; the guiding rollers 5.3 are provided between
the guiding support 5.2 and the impact guiding element
5.1; the guiding rollers 5.3, the guiding support 5.2 and
the impact guiding element 5.1 are matched closely to
have rolling guiding;
as shown in Fig. 117, a wear-resistant impact mining ma-
chine, the guiding device comprises guiding rollers 5.3,
a guiding support 5.2 and an impact guiding element 5.1;
the section of the guiding support 5.2 is shaped as a
pentagon; the section of the impact guiding element 5.1
is shaped as a pentagon; the pentagonal guiding support
5.2 and impact guiding element 5.1 are provided with a
lug boss; a groove is provided on the guiding rollers 5.3;
the guiding support 5.2 with a pentagonal section, the
pentagonal impact guiding element 5.1 and the guiding
grooves 5.3 with grooves are matched to form a guiding
roller position-limiting structure; the guiding rollers 5.3
are provided between the guiding support 5.2 and the
impact guiding element 5.1; the guiding rollers 5.3, the
guiding support 5.2 and the impact guiding element 5.1
are matched closely to have rolling guiding;
as shown in Fig. 118, a wear-resistant impact mining ma-
chine, the guiding device comprises guiding rollers 5.3,
a guiding support 5.2 and an impact guiding element 5.1;

the section of the guiding support 5.2 is shaped as a
circular ring; the section of the impact guiding element
5.1 is circular; the guiding rollers 5.3 are rolling drums;
the generatrix radius of the outer surfaces of the rolling
drums is the same as the internal diameter of the circular
ring-shaped section of the guiding support 5.2; grooves
matched with the outer surfaces of the rolling drums are
provided in a radial direction of the circular impact guiding
element 5.1; the guiding support 5.2 with a circular ring-
shaped section, the circular impact guiding element 5.1
and the rolling drums are matched to form a guiding roller
position-limiting structure; the guiding rollers 5.3 are pro-
vided between the guiding support 5.2 and the impact
guiding element 5.1; the guiding rollers 5.3, the guiding
support 5.2 and the impact guiding element 5.1 are
matched closely to have rolling guiding;
as shown in Fig. 119, the guiding device comprises guid-
ing rollers 5.3, a guiding support 5.2 and an impact guid-
ing element 5.1; the section of the guiding support 5.2 is
V-shaped; the section of the impact guiding element 5.1
is triangular; the guiding rollers are concave rolling col-
umns; bumps matched with the outer surfaces of the con-
cave rolling columns are provided on the V-shaped inner
side face of the guiding support 5.2 and the outer surface
of the triangular impact guiding element 5.1 along a radial
direction; the guiding support 5.2 with a V-shaped sec-
tion, the triangular impact guiding element 5.1 and the
concave rolling columns are matched to form a guiding
roller position-limiting structure; the guiding rollers 5.3
are provided between the guiding support 5.2 and the
impact guiding element 5.1; the guiding rollers 5.3, the
guiding support 5.2 and the impact guiding element 5.1
are matched closely to have rolling guiding;
as shown in Fig. 120, a wear-resistant impact mining ma-
chine, the guiding device 5 comprises guiding rollers 5.3,
a guiding support 5.2 and an impact guiding element 5.1;
the section of the guiding support 5.2 is shaped as a
semicircular ring; the section of the impact guiding ele-
ment 5.1 is semicircular; a rolling drum is provided be-
tween semicircular tops on which the guiding support 5.2
and the impact guiding element 5.1 are matched and a
lug boss rolling column is provided at the lower part; a
raceway 16.2 matched with the lug boss rolling column
is provided on the guiding support 5.2 and the impact
guiding element 5.1; the guiding support 5.2, the raceway
16.2 on the impact guiding element 5.1 and the lug boss
rolling column are matched to form a guiding roller posi-
tion-limiting structure; the guiding rollers 5.3, the guiding
support 5.2 and the impact guiding element 5.1 are
matched closely to have rolling guiding;
as shown in Fig. 121 and Fig. 122, the reciprocating roll-
ing device comprises guiding rollers 5.3, a guiding sup-
port 5.2 and an impact guiding element 5.1; the guiding
rollers 5.3 are provided between the guiding support 5.2
and the impact guiding element 5.1; a position-limiting
structure 16 is provided on the impact guiding element
5.1, the guiding support 5.2 and/or the guiding rollers 5.3;
the position-limiting structure 16 is provided as a raceway
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16.2; the guiding rollers 5.3 are provided between the
guiding support 5.2 and the impact guiding element 5.1;
the guiding rollers 5.3 support the impact guiding element
5.1 to reciprocate along the guiding support 5.2; the po-
sition-limiting structure 16 limits a rolling space and po-
sition of the guiding rollers 5.3; the position-limiting struc-
ture 16 and a rolling support are connected, separated
or integrated; or the position-limiting structure 16 and the
impact guiding element 5.1 are connected, separated or
integrated; or the position-limiting structure 16 and the
guiding rollers 5.3 are connected, separated or integrat-
ed;
as shown in Fig. 123 and Fig. 124, a position-limiting
structure 16 is provided on an impact guiding element
5.1; the position-limiting structure 16 is a pit 16.1; guiding
rollers 5.3 are provided between a guiding support 5.2
and the impact guiding element 5.1; the guiding rollers
5.3 support the impact guiding element 5.1 to reciprocate
along the guiding support 5.2; the position-limiting struc-
ture 16 limits a rolling space or position of the guiding
rollers 5.3; the position-limiting structure 16 is separated
with a rolling support, integrated with the impact guiding
element 5.1 and separated with the guiding rollers 5.3;
as shown in Fig. 125 and Fig. 126, a position-limiting
structure 16 is provided on an impact guiding element
5.1; the position-limiting structure 16 is a reciprocating
stroke section 16.4; guiding rollers 5.3 are provided be-
tween a guiding support 5.2 and the impact guiding ele-
ment 5.1; the guiding rollers 5.3 support the impact guid-
ing element 5.1 to reciprocate along the guiding support
5.2; the position-limiting structure 16 limits a rolling space
or position of the guiding rollers 5.3; the position-limiting
structure 16 is connected or separated or integrated with
a rolling support; or the position-limiting structure 16 is
connected or separated or integrated with the impact
guiding element 5.1; or the position-limiting structure 16
is connected or separated or separated with the guiding
rollers 5.3;
as shown in Fig. 127 and Fig. 128, a position-limiting
structure 16 is provided on an impact guiding element
5.1; the position-limiting structure 16 is a retainer 16.3;
guiding rollers 5.3 are provided between a guiding sup-
port 5.2 and the impact guiding element 5.1; the guiding
rollers 5.3 support the impact guiding element 5.1 to re-
ciprocate along the guiding support 5.2; the position-lim-
iting structure 16 limits a rolling space or position of the
guiding rollers 5.3; the position-limiting structure 16 is
connected or separated or integrated with a rolling sup-
port; or the position-limiting structure 16 is connected or
separated or integrated with the impact guiding element
5.1; or the position-limiting structure 16 is connected or
separated or separated with the guiding rollers 5.3;
as shown in Fig. 129 and Fig. 130, a position-limiting
structure 16 is provided on an impact guiding element
5.1; the position-limiting structure 16 is a retaining ring
16.5; guiding rollers 5.3 are provided between a guiding
support 5.2 and the impact guiding element 5.1; the guid-
ing rollers 5.3 support the impact guiding element 5.1 to

reciprocate along the guiding support 5.2; the position-
limiting structure 16 limits a rolling space or position of
the guiding rollers 5.3; the position-limiting structure 16
is separated with a rolling support, connected or integrat-
ed with the impact guiding element 5.1 and connected
or separated or separated with the guiding rollers 5.3;
as shown in Fig. 130 to Fig. 132, a position-limiting struc-
ture 16 is provided on an impact guiding element 5.1; the
position-limiting structure 16 is a position-limiting plat-
form 16.6; guiding rollers 5.3 are provided between a
guiding support 5.2 and the impact guiding element 5.1;
the guiding rollers 5.3 support the impact guiding element
5.1 to reciprocate along the guiding support 5.2; the po-
sition-limiting structure 16 limits a rolling space or position
of the guiding rollers 5.3; the position-limiting structure
16 is connected or separated with a rolling support, or
the position-limiting structure 16 is connected or integrat-
ed with the impact guiding element 5.1 or the position-
limiting structure 16 is connected or separated or sepa-
rated with the guiding rollers 5.3;
as shown in Fig. 133, a position-limiting structure 16 is
provided on an impact guiding element 5.1 and a guiding
support 5.2; the position-limiting structure 16 is an inter-
nal body 27 matched with an external sleeve 26; the guid-
ing rollers 5.3 are provided between the guiding support
5.2 and the impact guiding element 5.1; the guiding rollers
5.3 support the impact guiding element 5.1 to reciprocate
along the guiding support 5.2; the position-limiting struc-
ture 16 limits a rolling space or position of the guiding
rollers 5.3; the position-limiting structure 16 is connected,
separated or integrated with a rolling support; or the po-
sition-limiting structure 16 is connected, or separated or
integrated with the impact guiding element 5.1; or the
position-limiting structure 16 is connected, or separated
or integrated with the guiding rollers 5.3;
as shown in Fig. 134 and Fig. 135, the position-limiting
structure may be an oval position-limiting structure 16.7;
as shown in Fig. 136 and Fig. 137, the position-limiting
structure may be a dumbbell-shaped position-limiting
structure 16.8;
as shown in Fig. 138, the position-limiting structure may
be a circular column-shaped position-limiting structure
16.9;
as shown in Fig. 139, the position-limiting structure may
be a conical position-limiting structure 16.10;
as shown in Fig. 140, the position-limiting structure may
be a rolling wheel position-limiting structure 16.11;
as shown in Fig. 141, the position-limiting structure may
be a square position-limiting structure 16.12;
as shown in Fig. 142, the position-limiting structure may
be a U-shaped position-limiting structure 16.13;
as shown in Fig. 143, the position-limiting structure may
be a frame-shaped position-limiting structure 16.14;
as shown in Fig. 144, the position-limiting structure may
be an I-shaped position-limiting structure 16.15;
the position-limiting structure further comprises a cylin-
drical channel or a position-limiting plate or a position-
limiting sleeve or a position-limiting rod or a position-lim-
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iting shaft or a position-limiting groove or a spherical con-
vex or a lug boss or a bearing or a circular ring or a plat-
form-shaped column or a platform-shaped ball or a plat-
form-shaped drum or a groove-shaped ball or a groove-
shaped rolling wheel or a groove-shaped oval or a spline
shape or an arc shape or a plate shape or a polygonal
shape or a cylinder or a spline housing.

Embodiment 83

[0278] As shown in Fig. 145 and Fig. 146, a wear-re-
sistant impact mining machine, a reciprocating stroke
section 16.4 is provided on the impact guiding element;
the width of the reciprocating stroke section 16.4 is not
larger than the widths of rollers 5.3 rolling in a roller 5.3
rolling direction; the length of the reciprocating stroke
section 16.4 is the sum of 1/2 of the stroke of an impact
guiding element 5.1 and the maximum radius of the roll-
ers 5.3; the rollers 5.3 are provided between a roller sup-
port 5.2 and the impact guiding element 5.1 and are pro-
vided in the reciprocating stroke section 16.4; the recip-
rocating stroke section 16.4 limits a rolling space and
position of the rollers 5.3; the rollers 5.3, the roller support
5.2 and the impact guiding element 5.1 are in a rolling
friction state during a reciprocating process;
Fig. 147 shows a structure of a reciprocating stroke sec-
tion 16.4 provided on a roller support 5.2;
the remaining is the same as the embodiment 1.

Embodiment 84

[0279] As shown in Fig. 148, the reciprocating impact
part comprises a guiding device 5 and an impact drive
device 4; the guiding device 5 comprises an impact guid-
ing element 5.1; the impact drive device comprises a cam
impact drive device; the cam impact drive device com-
prises a cam 30 and a power impact element 4.1; the
cam 30 and the power impact element 4.1 are matched
to drive the power impact element 4.1 to impact; a bearing
35 is provided between the cam 30 and the power impact
element 4.1; the bearing 35 has rolling friction with the
power impact element 4.1; the power impact element 4.1
and the impact guiding element 5.1 are separated, con-
nected, or integrated;
the remaining is the same as the embodiment 1.

Embodiment 85

[0280] As shown in Fig. 149 and Fig. 150, the recipro-
cating impact part comprises a guiding device 5 and an
impact drive device 4; the guiding device 5 comprises an
impact guiding element 5.1; the impact drive device 4
comprises a crank impact drive device; the crank impact
drive device comprises an eccentric shaft 22.1.3 and a
power impact element 4.1; the eccentric shaft 22.1.3 and
the power impact element 4.1 are matched to drive the
power impact element 4.1 to impact; a bearing 35 is pro-
vided between the eccentric shaft 22.1.3 and the power

impact element 4.1; the bearing 35 has rolling friction
with the power impact element; the power impact element
4.1 and the impact guiding element 5.1 are separated,
connected, or integrated;
the remaining is the same as the embodiment 1.

Embodiment 86

[0281] As shown in Fig. 151 and Fig. 152, the recipro-
cating impact part comprises a guiding device 5 and an
impact drive device 4; the guiding device 5 comprises an
impact guiding element 5.1; the impact drive device 4
comprises a crank impact drive device; the crank impact
drive device comprises a crank 31 and a power impact
element 4.1; the crank 31 and the power impact element
4.1 are matched to drive the power impact element 4.1
to impact; a bearing 35 is provided between the crank 31
and the power impact element 4.1; the bearing 35 has
rolling friction with the power impact element 4.1; the
power impact element 4.1 and the impact guiding ele-
ment 5.1 are separated, connected, or integrated;
the remaining is the same as the embodiment 1.

Embodiment 87

[0282] As shown in Fig. 153 to Fig. 155, a wear-resist-
ant impact mining machine comprises a supporting box
13, a guiding device 5, an impact drive device 4 and an
impact head 6 etc.; the supporting box 13 comprises the
guiding device 5; the guiding device comprises an impact
guiding element 5.1, rubbing body 38 and a rubbing body
support 39 etc.; the rubbing body 38 comprise rollers 5.4
etc.; the rollers 5.4 comprise guiding rollers 5.3 etc.; a
guiding support 5.2 comprises a guiding roller support
etc.; the supporting box 13 and the rubbing body support
39 are separated, or connected in a separated manner
or integrated; an end of the impact guiding element 5.1
extending out of the supporting box 13 is connected with
an impact head 6 or two ends of the impact guiding ele-
ment 5.1 are provided with impact heads 6; the impact
guiding element 5.1 is connected or integrated with an
impact head 6; the impact drive device 4 comprises a
crank impact drive device 4.2; the crank impact drive de-
vice 4.2 comprises a power impact element 4.1 and a
power support 4.3 etc.; the supporting box 13 and the
power support 4.3 are connected in a separated manner
or integrated; the power support 4.3 and the guiding sup-
port 5.2 are separated or connected in a separated man-
ner or integrated; the impact guiding element 5.1 and the
power impact element 4.1 are separated, connected in
a separated manner or integrated; the power impact el-
ement 4.1 is provided in the supporting box 13; the power
impact element 4.1 and the impact head 6 are moveably
connected or separated; a damage-prevention mecha-
nism 17 is provided on one end of the power impact el-
ement 4.1; the damage-prevention mechanism 17 com-
prises a rotating structure etc.; the power impact element
4.1 drives the impact head 6 to impact; an impact damage
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force is applied on the damage-prevention mechanism
17; the rotating structure of the damage-prevention
mechanism 17 is stressed to rotate to isolate an impact
reactive force; the rubbing body 38 are provided between
the guiding support 5.2 and the impact guiding element
5.1 to form the guiding device 5; the rubbing body 38,
the rubbing body support 39 and the impact guiding el-
ement 5.1 etc. are matched closely to support an impact
of the impact head 6 through rolling friction or suspension
friction; the guiding device 5 centralizes an impact direc-
tion of the impact head 6, thus preventing the impact
drive device 4 from being damaged by the damage force
and the impact reactive force;
the crank impact drive device 4.2 comprises a multi-throw
crank 22.1 multi-rod impact mechanism and a power out-
put component etc.; the multi-throw crank 22.1 multi-rod
impact mechanism comprises a multi-throw crank 22.1
and a connecting rod 22.2 etc.; the multi-throw crank 22.1
comprises a power concentric shaft section 22.1.1, con-
necting handles 22.1.2 and eccentric shafts 22.1.3 etc.;
the power concentric shaft section 22.1.1, the connecting
handles 22.1.2 and the eccentric shafts 22.1.3 etc. are
separated, connected or integrated; one end of the power
concentric shaft section 22.1.1 of the multi-throw crank
22.1 is connected with the power output component of
the crank impact drive device 4.2; the other end of the
power concentric shaft section 22.1.1 is provided with
two or more connecting handles 22.1.2 and eccentric
shafts 22.1.3 etc.; the power concentric shaft section
22.1.1 of the multi-throw crank 22.1 is installed on the
supporting box 13 or the supporting frame 8; an eccentric
shaft 22.1.3 of the multi-throw crank 22.1 is hinged with
one end of the connecting rod 22.2 and the other end of
the connecting rod 22.2 is connected or separated with
the impact head 6; one eccentric shaft 22.1.3 drives one
or more connecting rods 22.2 to impact in a reciprocating
manner;
the eccentric shafts 22.1.3 are one or two or more ec-
centric shafts 22.1.3; two or more eccentric shafts 22.1.3
are arranged radially at intervals along the power con-
centric shaft section 22.1.1 to form angular difference;
the impact drive device 4 comprises a power output com-
ponent; the power concentric shaft section 22.1.1 of the
multi-throw crank 22.1 and the power output component
are separated, connected or integrated;
the multi-throw crank 22.1 is provided with a liquid chan-
nel 37; the liquid channel 37 is provided on the power
concentric shaft section 22.1.1, the connecting handle
22.1.2 and/or the eccentric shafts 22.1.3;
the supporting box 13 comprises a lubricating system;
the supporting box 13 comprises a sealing element 14;
the sealing element 14 is provided on a moveable junc-
tion of the impact drive device 4 or the guiding device 5
and the supporting box 13;
the junction of the power impact element 4.1 and the
impact head 6 is provided with an impact element hood
15; or the junction of the impact guiding element 5.1 and
the impact head 6 is provided with a guiding element

hood 3615; the power impact element 4.1 and the impact
head 6 are connected or separated; the impact guiding
element 5.1 and the impact head 6 are connected or in-
tegrated; a sealing element 14 is provided between the
impact element hood 15 or the guiding element hood
3615 and the supporting box 13;
a sealing element 14 is provided between the impact
guiding element 5.1 and the rubbing body support 39 or
is provided between the power impact element 4.1 and
the power support 4.3;
the sealing element 14 comprises a sealing cavity, a seal-
ing fin, a sealing plug, a sealing ring or a sealing gasket
etc.;
the sealing element 14 is made of a rubber material, a
polyurethane material, a nylon material, a plastic mate-
rial, a metal material or a mixed material etc.;
the impact element hood 15 is provided at the junction
of the power impact element 4.1 and the impact head 6,
or the guiding element hood 3615 is provided at the junc-
tion of the impact guiding element 5.1 and the impact
head 6; the power impact element 4.1 and the impact
head 6 are connected, separated or integrated; the im-
pact guiding element 5.1 and the impact head 6 are con-
nected or integrated;
the impact head 6 comprises impact external layer ma-
terial teeth 6.5 and impact internal layer material teeth
6.2 etc.; the impact external layer material teeth 6.5 are
shaped and arranged so that a material fallen by the im-
pact internal layer material teeth 6.2 can flow out from
gaps between the impact external layer material teeth
6.5;
the impact internal layer material teeth 6.2 are shaped
or arranged so as to fall an internal layer material of a
coal wall or a rock wall to be mined;
the impact external layer material teeth 6.5 and impact
internal layer material teeth 6.2 are arranged in parallel
to form a multi-layer impact head 6; multiple layers of
impact mechanisms are matched with each other to im-
pact, fall and discharge a material; the mining width and
mining efficiency are improved by multi-layer impact
teeth;
the distances between the tooth heads of impact teeth
of two adjacent layers are different; the impact teeth are
provided as multi-layer impact teeth to impact a coal wall
or a rock wall to be mined into steps; two or more opposite
free surfaces are formed on each step layer of the step-
shaped coal wall or rock wall; the pressure stress and
structural strength of the step-shaped coal wall or rock
wall are greatly reduced compared with the original pla-
nar coal wall or rock wall; the tooth heads are connected
in a separated manner or integrated with the impact teeth;
the two opposite free surfaces of the step-shaped coal
wall or rock wall are applied to impacting and falling a
material when the impact teeth of each layer perform
mining again, thus greatly reducing an impact resistance,
avoiding lumps of the material fallen by the impact head
6, reducing power consumption, reducing an impact re-
active force and improving working efficiency;
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an impact external layer material tooth 6.5 frame 6.4 is
provided with a discharge hole 6.8;
the discharge hole 6.8 enables a material fallen by the
impact internal layer tooth material 6.2 to flow out;
a machine body 1 comprises a frame etc.; the machine
body 1 thereon is not provided with a jacking device 9; a
reciprocating impact part 3 is provided on the frame; a
travelling part 2 is provided at a lower part of the machine
body 1 and drives the machine body 1 to travel;
the rubbing body 38 may also comprise suspenders etc.;
the rollers 5.4 may also comprise power rollers 4.8 etc.;
the impact guiding element 5.1 may be also provided with
an impact head 6 on one end or provided with an impact
head 6 on one end and a counterweight element on the
other end;
the impact drive 4 device may also comprise a hydraulic
impact drive device or a pneumatic impact drive device
or a solid flowing impact drive device etc.;
damage-prevention mechanisms 17 may be also provid-
ed on two ends of the power impact element 4.1; the
damage-prevention mechanisms 17 may comprise split
structures etc.;
the remaining is the same as the embodiment 1.

Embodiment 88

[0283] As shown in Fig. 156, a wear-resistant impact
mining machine comprises a supporting box 13, a guiding
device 5, an impact drive device 4 and an impact head
6 etc.; the supporting box 13 comprises the guiding de-
vice 5; the guiding device comprises an impact guiding
element 5.1, rubbing body 38 and a rubbing body support
39 etc.; the rubbing body 38 comprise rollers 5.4 etc.; the
rollers 5.4 comprise linear bearings etc.; the supporting
box 13 and the rubbing body support 39 are separated,
or connected in a separated manner or integrated; an
end of the impact guiding element 5.1 extending out of
the supporting box 13 is connected with an impact head
6 or two ends of the impact guiding element 5.1 are pro-
vided with impact heads 6; the impact guiding element
5.1 is connected or integrated with an impact head 6; the
impact drive device 4 comprises a crank impact drive
device 4.2; the crank impact drive device 4.2 comprises
a power impact element 4.1 and a power support 4.3 etc.;
the supporting box 13 and the power support 4.3 are
connected in a separated manner or integrated; the pow-
er support 4.3 and the guiding support 5.2 are separated
or connected in a separated manner or integrated; the
impact guiding element 5.1 and the power impact ele-
ment 4.1 are separated, connected in a separated man-
ner or integrated; the power impact element 4.1 is pro-
vided in the supporting box 13; the power impact element
4.1 and the impact head 6 are moveably connected or
separated; the rubbing body 38 are provided between
the guiding support 5.2 and the impact guiding element
5.1 to form the guiding device 5; the rubbing body 38,
the rubbing body support 39 and the impact guiding el-
ement 5.1 etc. are matched closely to support an impact

of the impact head 6 through rolling friction or suspension
friction; the guiding device 5 centralizes an impact direc-
tion of the impact head 6, thus preventing the impact
drive device 4 from being damaged by the damage force
and the impact reactive force;
the remaining is the same as the embodiment 87.

Embodiment 89

[0284] As shown in Fig. 157 to Fig. 159, a jacking de-
vice 9 comprises a rocker arm lifting mechanism; a front
part of the rocker arm lifting mechanism is provided with
a supporting box 13; a crank impact drive device 4.2 com-
prises a transmission gear 44; two sides of the transmis-
sion gear 44 are provided with crank connecting rods
22.2; a crank connecting rod 22.2 at one side at least
drives one impact head 6 to impact; the crank connecting
rods 22.2 at two sides of the transmission gear 44 impact
simultaneously or impact alternatively; two or more ends
of the supporting box 13 are provided with a guiding sup-
port 5.2, an impact guiding element 5.1 and rubbing body
38; the rubbing body 38 are provided between the guiding
support 5.2 and the impact guiding element 5.1 to form
a multi-point support impact head 6 structure; the sup-
porting box 13 and the guiding support 5.2 are connected
in a separated manner or integrated; two or more impact
guiding elements 5.1 extend out of the box to connect
the impact head 6; a connecting rod 22.2 is connected,
separated or integrated with the impact head 6; a dam-
age-prevention mechanism 17 is provided at one end or
two ends of the connecting rod 22.2; the connecting rod
22.2 drives the impact head 6 to reciprocate; two or more
impact guiding elements 5.1 centralize an impact direc-
tion of the impact head 6;
the remaining is the same as the embodiment 87.

Embodiment 90

[0285] As shown in Fig. 160, a liquid suspender 40
comprises a liquid medium source 40.1, a control valve
40.2, a transmission pipeline 40.3 and a liquid cavity 40.4
etc.; the liquid cavity 40.4 is provided on a guiding device
5; the liquid suspender 40 is formed between a guiding
support 5.2 and an impact guiding element 5.1 and the
liquid suspender 40 supports the impact guiding element
5.1 to reciprocate with suspension friction;
the liquid cavity 40.4 may be also provided on an impact
drive device 4; the liquid suspender 40 is formed between
a power support 4.3 and a power impact element 4.1;
the remaining is the same as the embodiment 87.

Embodiment 91

[0286] As shown in Fig. 161, a gas suspender 41 com-
prises a gas source 41.1, a control valve 40.2, a trans-
mission pipeline 40.3, and a gas cavity 41.2 etc.; the gas
cavity 41.2 is provided on a guiding device 5 or an impact
drive device 4; the gas suspender 41 is formed between
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a rubbing body support 39 and an impact guiding element
5.1; or the gas suspender 41 is formed between a power
support 4.3 and a power impact element 41; the power
support 4.3 and the rubbing body support 39 are sepa-
rated, connected in a separated manner or integrated;
the impact guiding element 5.1 and a power impact ele-
ment 4.1 are separated, connected in a separated man-
ner or integrated; the gas suspender 41 supports the im-
pact guiding element 5.1 to reciprocate with suspension
friction or the gas suspender 41 supports the power im-
pact element 4.1 to reciprocate with suspension friction;
the remaining is the same as the embodiment 2.

Embodiment 92

[0287] As shown in Fig. 162, an impact guiding element
5.1 and a rubbing body support 39 comprise an N pole
permanent magnet 42.1; a power impact element 4.1 and
a power support 4.3 comprise an S pole permanent mag-
net 42.2; N pole permanent magnets 42.1 repel each
other or S pole permanent magnets 42.2 repel each other
to form a magnetic suspender 42; the power impact el-
ement 4.1 drives the impact guiding element 5.1 to re-
ciprocate; the magnetic suspender 42 supports the im-
pact guiding element 5.1 and the rubbing body support
39 to reciprocate oppositely with suspension friction; or
the magnetic suspender 42 supports the power impact
element 5.1 and the power support 4.3 to reciprocate
oppositely with suspension friction;
the power impact element 4.1 and the power support 4.3
may also comprise an N pole permanent magnet 42.1;
the impact guiding element 5.1 and the rubbing body sup-
port 39 may also comprise an S pole permanent magnet
42.2;
the remaining is the same as the embodiment 87.

Embodiment 93

[0288] As shown in Fig. 163, an impact guiding element
5.1 and a rubbing body support 39 or a power impact
element 4.1 and a power support 4.3 comprise a cathode
electromagnet 42.3; or the impact guiding element 5.1
and the rubbing body support 39 or the power impact
element 4.1 and the power support 4.3 comprise an an-
ode electromagnet 42.4; cathode electromagnets 42.3
repel each other or anode electromagnets 42.4 repel
each other to form a magnetic suspender 42; the power
impact element 4.1 drives the impact guiding element
5.1 to reciprocate; the magnetic suspender 42 supports
the impact guiding element 5.1 and the rubbing body sup-
port 39 to reciprocate oppositely with suspension friction;
or the magnetic suspender 42 supports the power impact
element 4.1 and the power support 4.3 to reciprocate
oppositely with suspension friction;
the remaining is the same as the embodiment 87.

Embodiment 94

[0289] As shown in Fig. 164, a circulating raceway 45
comprises an annular circulating raceway 45.1; an an-
nular plane of the annular circulating raceway 45.1 is
arranged along a reciprocating direction; the annular cir-
culating raceway 45.1 is arranged on a guiding support
5.2; the annular circulating raceway 45.1 is arranged pe-
ripherally; rollers 5.4 roll in the annular circulating race-
way 45.1, thus preventing sliding friction between the roll-
ers 5.4 and the guiding support 5.2;
the annular circulating raceway 45.1 may be also ar-
ranged on a power impact element or arranged on an
impact guiding element or arranged on a cylinder or ar-
ranged on a power roller support; the annular circulating
raceway 45.1 is arranged peripherally; the rollers 5.4 roll
in the annular circulating raceway 45.1, thus preventing
sliding friction between the rollers 5.4 and the guiding
support 5.2 or the impact guiding element 5.1 or the cyl-
inder or the power roller support;
the annular circulating raceway 45.1 is arranged individ-
ually or symmetrically.

Embodiment 95

[0290] As shown in Fig. 165 to Fig. 167, a spiral circu-
lating raceway 45.2 is provided on a piston 4.5; rollers
5.4 roll along the spiral circulating raceway 45.2; the roll-
ers 5.4 bear the position circulating change of a pressure
between the piston 4.5 and a cylinder 4.4, thus reducing
the probability that the rollers 5.4 bear a overlarge pres-
sure and is damaged because the rollers 5.4 always par-
tially roll on the piston 4.5 or the cylinder 4.4;
the circulating raceway 45 may be also a wave-shaped
circulating raceway;
a wear-resistant material or a high strength material may
be provided on a piston rod pressure-bearing section or
a guiding roller support pressure-bearing section or a cyl-
inder pressure-bearing section or a piston pressure-
bearing section or a roller pressure-bearing part.

Embodiment 96

[0291] As shown in Fig. 168 and Fig. 169, a circulating
raceway 45 is provided on an impact guiding element
5.1; the circulating raceway 45 comprises a circulating
supporting section 45.3 and a circulating section 45.4; a
plane of the circulating raceway 45 is arranged approx-
imately in parallel with the surface of a guiding roller sup-
port 5.2; rollers 5.4 the circulating supporting section 45.3
support rolling friction of the guiding support 5.2 while
rollers 5.4 in the circulating section 45.4 do not support
rolling friction of the guiding support 5.2;
the rollers 5.4 in the circulating supporting section 45.3
support rolling friction of the impact guiding element 5.1
and the guiding support 5.2 or support rolling friction of
a power impact element 4.1 and a power support 4.3
while the rollers 5.4 in the circulating section 45.4 do not
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support rolling friction of the guiding support 5.2, the im-
pact guiding element 5.1, the power impact element 4.1
and the power support 4.3.

Embodiment 97

[0292] As shown in Fig. 170, a retainer 16.3 is provided
in a circulating raceway 45; power rollers 4.8 are provided
in the retainer 16.3 and the circulating raceway 45; the
thickness of the retainer 16.3 is smaller than the power
roller 4.8 diameter; two parts of the power rollers 4.8 high-
er than the retainer 16.3 are respectively provided in the
circulating raceway 45 and a piston 4.5 or a cylinder 4.4,
thus preventing reverse friction between the power rollers
4.8 and the power rollers 4.8;
the cylinder 4.4 and the piston 4.5 may be a lightweight
material; the lightweight material comprises an aluminum
alloy, high strength plastic, ceramics, a titanium alloy,
carbon fiber, light steel or a composite material etc.

Embodiment 98

[0293] As shown in Fig. 171, a circulating raceway 45
comprises a pressure-bearing circulating raceway 45.5
and a pressure-free circulating raceway 45.6; the pres-
sure-free circulating raceway 45.6 is connected with a
piston 4.5; the pressure-free circulating raceway 45.6
may be detachable, thus facilitating observation and re-
placement of rollers 5.4;
the pressure-free circulating raceway 45.6 and the piston
4.5 may be also separated or integrated; the pressure-
free circulating raceway may be also connected or sep-
arated or integrated with an impact guiding element, a
rubbing body support or a cylinder.

Embodiment 99

[0294] As shown in Fig. 172, a piston 4.5, rubbing body
38, a cylinder 4.4 and a sealing element 14 etc. are in-
cluded; the piston 4.5 comprises a circulating raceway
45; the sealing element 14 is provided between front and
back circulating raceways 45; the sealing element 14
does not reciprocate on the rubbing body 38, thus pre-
venting a liquid, or a gas or a solid from entering from
one side of the piston into the other side;
the sealing element 14 may be also located on one side
or two sides of a circulating raceway 45;
the sealing element 14 comprises an O-shaped ring or
a sliding ring or an elastic body or a retainer ring or a
supporting ring or a sealing ring or a star-shaped ring or
a press ring or a V-shaped body or a U-shaped body or
a frame-shaped ring or a groove-shaped element or a
press spring or an open sealing ring etc.;
the sealing element 14 may be also made of a rubber
material, a polyurethane material, a nylon material, a
plastic material, a metal material or a mixed material etc.

Embodiment 100

[0295] As shown in Fig. 173, a hydraulic impact drive
device or a pneumatic impact drive device 4 or a solid
flowing impact drive device comprises a power impact
element 4.1, a cylinder 4.4 and a control element 4.6; the
power impact element 4.1 comprises a piston 4.5, and a
cylinder rod 4.9; the piston 4.5 is provided in the cylinder
4.4; the cylinder rod 4.9 is provided inside the cylinder
4.4 or outside the cylinder 4.4; the cylinder rod 4.9 is the
power impact element 4.1 and an impact guiding element
5.1; the piston 4.5 and the cylinder rod 4.9 are separated,
connected in a separated manner or integrated; a guiding
roller support 5.2 is provided; the guiding roller support
5.2 and the cylinder 4.4 are separated, connected in a
separated manner or integrated; the guiding roller sup-
port 5.2 is provided inside the cylinder 4.4 or outside the
cylinder 4.4; the guiding rollers 5.3 are provided between
the guiding roller support 5.2 and the cylinder 4.9; the
guiding rollers 5.3, the cylinder rod 4.9 and the guiding
roller support 5.2 are matched closely to form a central-
izer; the control element 4.6 controls a liquid, a gas or a
solid to flow; the piston 4.5 moves under a pressure of
the liquid, the gas or the solid; the piston 4.5 drives the
cylinder rod 4.9 to reciprocate; the guiding rollers 5.3 ro-
tate against the guiding roller support 5.2 and the cylinder
rod 4.9; a moving direction of the cylinder rod 4.9 is con-
trolled by rolling friction.

Embodiment 101

[0296] As shown in Fig. 174, a rubbing body support
39 is integrated with a guiding support 5.2, an impact
guiding element 5.1, a cylinder, a piston, a power support
4.3, or a power impact element 4.1, thus reducing a space
occupied by the rubbing body support 39; the rubbing
body support 39 is integrated with the guiding support
5.2, the impact guiding element 5.1, the cylinder 4.4, the
piston 4.5, the power support 4.3 or the power impact
element 4.1 to realize high structural strength and high
space utilization; a limited space is used for increasing
the volumes of rubbing body 38, thus improving the bear-
ing capacity of the rubbing body 38, increasing the con-
tact area of the rubbing body 38 with the guiding support
5.2, the impact guiding element 5.1, the cylinder 4.4, the
piston 4.5, the power support 4.3 or the power impact
element 4.1, and avoiding an overlarge partial pressure
and overlarge damage to the guiding support 5.2, the
impact guiding element 5.1, the cylinder, the piston, the
power support 4.3 or the power impact element 4.1 due
to undersize rubbing body 38.

Embodiment 102

[0297] As shown in Fig. 175 and Fig. 176, a machine
body 1, a travelling part 2 and a reciprocating impact part
3 are included; the reciprocating impact part 3 comprises
a guiding device 5, an impact drive device 4 and an impact
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head 6; the guiding device 5 and the impact drive device
4 are separated, or connected in a separated manner or
integrated; the impact drive device 4 comprises a power
support 4.3; the guiding device 5 comprises a guiding
support 5.2; the power support 4.3 and the guiding sup-
port 5.2 are separated, connected in a separated manner
or integrated; the power support 4.3 and/or the guiding
support 5.2 comprise/comprises a rubbing body support
39; the rubbing body support 39 and the power support
4.3 or the rubbing body support 39 and the guiding sup-
port 5.2 are separated, connected in a separated manner
or integrated; the rubbing body support 39 comprises a
roller support or a suspender support; the roller support
and the suspender support are separated or connected
in a separated manner or integrated; the roller support
comprises a guiding roller support and/or a power roller
support; the guiding roller support and the power roller
support are separated, connected in a separated manner
or integrated; the suspender support comprises a guiding
suspender support and/or a power suspender support;
the suspender support and the power suspender support
are separated, connected in a separated manner or in-
tegrated; the guiding device 5 comprises an impact guid-
ing element 5.1, rubbing body 38 and a rubbing body
support 39; the rubbing body 38 comprise rollers 5.4 and
suspenders; the rollers 5.4 comprise guiding rollers 5.3
and/or power rollers 4.8; the guiding rollers 5.3 and the
power rollers 4.8 are separated, connected in a separat-
ed manner or integrated; the suspenders comprise guid-
ing suspenders and/or power suspenders; the guiding
suspenders and the power suspenders are separated,
connected in a separated manner or integrated;
the impact drive device 4 comprises a power impact el-
ement 4.1 and a power support 4.3; the impact guiding
element 5.1 and the power impact element 4.1 are sep-
arated, connected in a separated manner or integrated;
the impact guiding element 5.1 and the impact head 6
are connected in a separated manner or integrated; the
power impact element 4.1 and the impact head 6 are
moveably connected, or separated or integrated; the rub-
bing body 38 are provided between the guiding support
5.2 and the impact guiding element 5.1 or are provided
between the power support 4.3 and the power impact
element 4.1; the guiding support 5.2 or the power support
4.3 comprises a rubbing body support 39; the power im-
pact element 4.1 drives the impact guiding element 5.1
or the impact head 6 to reciprocate; the rubbing body 38,
the rubbing body support 39 and the impact guiding el-
ement 5.1 are matched closely to support the impact
head 6 to impact through rolling friction or suspension
friction;
the machine body 1 comprises a frame; the frame thereon
is provided a jacking device 9 or is not provided with a
jacking device 9; the reciprocating impact part 3 is pro-
vided on the frame or is provided on the jacking device
9; the frame is provided on the machine body 1 or the
frame is combined with the jacking device 9 in the ma-
chine body 1;

the machine body 1 supports the impact head 6 to impact
in a reciprocating manner to fall a material;
the travelling part 2 is provided at a lower part of the
machine body 1; the travelling part 2 drives the machine
body 1 to travel.

Embodiment 103

[0298] As shown in Fig. 177 to Fig. 178, a piston 4.5
comprises a guiding part etc.; rubbing body 38 are rolling
wheels; the rolling wheels are provided on the guiding
part of the piston 4.5; the guiding part is a square struc-
ture, thus reducing the material and volume of the piston
4.5, reducing the weight of the piston 4.5 and reducing
energy consumption of reciprocating;
the guiding part may be also a rhombic structure or a V-
shaped structure or a plate structure or a rib plate struc-
ture or an oval structure or an arc-shaped structure or a
rod structure or a cross structure or a polygonal structure
or an irregular structure etc.;
the remaining is the same as the embodiment 102.

Claims

1. A rolling friction or suspension friction impact mining
method, wherein the method is implemented by the
following steps:

an impact drive device, a guiding device and an
impact head are provided; the impact drive de-
vice, the guiding device and the impact head are
formed into a reciprocating impact part; a power
support is provided on the impact drive device;
a guiding support is provided on the guiding de-
vice; the power support and the guiding support
are separated, connected in a separated man-
ner or integrated; a rubbing body support is pro-
vided on the power support and/or the guiding
support; the rubbing body support and the power
support are separated, or connected in a sepa-
rated manner or integrated, or the rubbing body
support and the guiding support are separated,
or connected in a separated manner or integrat-
ed; a roller support or a suspender support is
provided on the rubbing body support; the roller
support and the suspender support are separat-
ed, connected in a separated manner or sepa-
rated; a guiding roller support and/or a power
roller support are/is provided on the roller sup-
port; the guiding roller support and the power
roller support are separated, connected in a sep-
arated manner or integrated; a guiding suspend-
er support and/or a power suspender support
are/is provided on the suspender support; the
guiding suspender support and the power sus-
pender support are separated, connected in a
separated manner or integrated; an impact guid-
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ing element, a rubbing body and the rubbing
body support are provided on the guiding device;
the rubbing body is provided as a roller or a sus-
pender; the roller is provided as a guiding roller
and/or a power roller; the guiding roller and the
power roller are separated, connected in a sep-
arated manner or integrated; the suspender is
provided as a guiding suspender and/or a power
suspender; the guiding suspender and the pow-
er suspender are separated, connected in a sep-
arated manner or integrated;
the impact drive device is provided as a crank
impact drive device, or a hydraulic impact drive
device or a pneumatic impact drive device or a
solid flowing impact drive device; a power impact
element and the power support is provided on
the crank impact drive device, or the hydraulic
impact drive device or the pneumatic impact
drive device or the solid flowing impact drive de-
vice; a cylinder is provided on the hydraulic im-
pact drive device or the pneumatic impact drive
device or the solid flowing impact drive device;
the cylinder and the power support or the guiding
support are separated, connected in a separat-
ed manner or integrated; the impact guiding el-
ement and the power impact element are sep-
arated, connected in a separated manner or in-
tegrated;
the impact guiding element and the impact head
are connected in a separated manner or inte-
grated; the power impact element and the im-
pact head are connected moveably, connected
separately or integrated; the rubbing body is pro-
vided between the guiding support and the im-
pact guiding element, or between the cylinder
and the impact guiding element, or between the
power support and the power impact element;
the rubbing body support is provided on the guid-
ing support, or the cylinder or the power support;
the power impact element drives the impact
guiding element or the impact head to recipro-
cate; the rubbing body, the rubbing body support
and the impact guiding element are matched
closely to support an impact of the impact head
through rolling friction or suspension friction;
a frame is provided; the frame thereon is provid-
ed or is not provided with a jacking device; the
reciprocating impact part is provided on the
frame or provided on the jacking device; the
frame is provided in a machine body or the frame
and the jacking device are combined and pro-
vided in the machine body;
the machine body supports the impact head to
impact in a reciprocating manner to fall a mate-
rial;
a travelling part is provided; the travelling part
is provided at a lower portion of the machine
body; the travelling part drives the machine body

to travel.

2. A rolling friction or suspension friction impact mining
method according to claim 1, wherein
the rubbing body, the rubbing body support and the
impact guiding element are matched closely to sup-
port an impact of the impact head through rolling
friction or suspension friction and centralize an im-
pact direction of the impact head; the impact drive
device is protected by the guiding device from being
damaged by damage, thus improving impact effi-
ciency.

3. A rolling friction or suspension friction impact mining
method according to claim 1, wherein
one or two ends of the power impact element is pro-
vided with a damage-prevention mechanism; the
damage-prevention mechanism is provided as a ro-
tating structure or a split structure; the rotating struc-
ture or the split structure of the damage-prevention
mechanism is used in a matched manner with the
guiding device; the rotating structure is stressed to
rotate or the split structure isolates an impact reac-
tive damage force in a split manner.

4. A rolling friction or suspension friction impact mining
method according to claim 1, wherein
the guiding support is provided on two or more ends
of the power support to form two or more guiding
support points; the two or more ends are two or more
ends of a guiding support main body or two or more
end spatial positions out of the guiding support main
body; the two or more guiding support points both
support the gravity of the impact head; the rubbing
body, the impact guiding element and the rubbing
body support are matched closely to form a multi-
point support impact head structure; the multi-point
support impact head structure supports the impact
head through multiple points to centralize an impact
direction of the impact head, thus maximally increas-
ing a centralizing width to the impact head, strength-
ening centralizing on the impact head, maximally
controlling the impact direction of the impact head,
preventing the impact drive device from being dam-
aged by an impact damage force and a reactive
force, and extending the service life of the device.

5. A rolling friction or suspension friction impact mining
method according to claim 1, wherein two or more
rows of rubbing bodies are provided around one im-
pact guiding element; two or more rows of rubbing
bodies bear a gravitational load of the impact head
and/or the impact guiding element; at least one or
more rubbing bodies of one row of rubbing bodies
support the impact head to impact in a reciprocating
manner, thus preventing centralized damage on the
rubbing bodies caused by a gravitational load of the
impact head and/or the impact guiding element on
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only one row of rubbing bodies.

6. A rolling friction or suspension friction impact mining
method according to claim 1, wherein
the impact guiding element is provided on the rub-
bing body support; a liquid suspender or a gas sus-
pender is provided on the impact guiding element or
the rubbing body support; or a liquid suspender or a
gas suspender is provided on the power impact el-
ement or the power support, or a magnetic suspend-
er is provided on the impact guiding element or the
rubbing body support, or a magnetic suspender is
provided on the power impact element and the power
support; the magnetic suspender is provided as an
electromagnetic or a permanent magnetic suspend-
er; suspension friction is formed between the impact
guiding element and the rubbing body support or be-
tween the power impact element and the power sup-
port by a suspender; a frictional resistance and fric-
tional damage between the impact guiding element
and the rubbing body support or between the power
impact element and the power support are reduced
by the suspension friction, thus improving the service
life of the impact drive device or the guiding device.

7. A rolling friction or suspension friction impact mining
method according to claim 6, wherein
an N pole permanent magnet is provided on the im-
pact guiding element or the guiding support; or an S
pole permanent magnet is provided on the impact
guiding element or the guiding support; N pole per-
manent magnets repel each other and S pole per-
manent magnets repel each other to form a magnetic
suspender; the power impact element drives the im-
pact guiding element to reciprocate; the magnetic
suspender supports the impact guiding element and
the guiding support to reciprocate oppositely with
suspension friction; or an N pole permanent magnet
is provided on the power impact element and the
power support; or an S pole permanent magnet is
provided on the power impact element and the power
support; an N pole permanent magnet and an N pole
permanent repel each other and an S pole perma-
nent magnet and an S pole permanent magnet repel
each other to form a magnetic suspender; the mag-
netic suspender supports the power impact element
and the power support to reciprocate oppositely with
suspension friction.

8. A rolling friction or suspension friction impact mining
method according to claim 6, wherein
a cathode electromagnet is provided on the impact
guiding element and the guiding support, or an an-
ode electromagnetic is provided on the impact guid-
ing element and the guiding support; cathode elec-
tromagnets repel each other and anode electromag-
nets repel each other to form a magnetic suspender;
the power impact element drives the impact guiding

element to reciprocate; the magnetic suspender sup-
ports the impact guiding element and the guiding
support to reciprocate oppositely with suspension
friction; or a cathode electromagnet is provided on
the power impact element and the power support; or
an anode electromagnet is provided on the power
impact element and the power support; cathode
electromagnets repel each other and anode electro-
magnets repel each other to form a magnetic sus-
pender; the magnetic suspender supports the power
impact element and the power support to reciprocate
oppositely with suspension friction.

9. A rolling friction or suspension friction impact mining
method according to claim 6, wherein
a gas source, a control valve, a transmission pipeline
and a gas cavity are provided; the gas cavity is pro-
vided on the guiding device; a gas suspender is
formed between the guiding support and the impact
guiding element; the gas suspender supports the im-
pact guiding element to reciprocate with suspension
friction; or the gas cavity is provided on the impact
drive device; a gas suspender is formed between
the power support and the power impact element;
the gas suspender supports the power impact ele-
ment to reciprocate with suspension friction.

10. A rolling friction or suspension friction impact mining
method according to claim 6, wherein
a liquid medium source, a control valve, a transmis-
sion pipeline and a liquid cavity are provided; the
liquid cavity is provided on the guiding device; a liquid
suspender is formed between the guiding support
and the impact guiding element; or the liquid sus-
pender supports the impact guiding element to re-
ciprocate with suspension friction; the liquid cavity
is provided on the impact drive device; a liquid sus-
pender is formed between the power support and
the power impact element; the liquid suspender sup-
ports the power impact element to reciprocate with
suspension friction.

11. A rolling friction or suspension friction impact mining
method according to claim 1, wherein
a position-limiting structure is provided on the recip-
rocating impact part; the position-limiting structure
is provided as a guiding position-limiting structure or
a power position-limiting structure;
the guiding position-limiting structure and the rub-
bing body support are connected, separated or inte-
grated; or the guiding position-limiting structure and
the impact guiding element are connected, separat-
ed or integrated; or the guiding position-limiting
structure and the guiding rollers are connected, sep-
arated or integrated; or the power position-limiting
structure and the power support are connected, sep-
arated or integrated; or the power position-limiting
structure and the power impact element are connect-
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ed, separated or integrated; or the power position-
limiting structure and the power rollers are connect-
ed, separated or integrated;
guiding rubbing body is provided in the guiding po-
sition-limiting structure; the guiding rubbing body
supports the impact guiding element to reciprocate
along the rubbing body support in the guiding posi-
tion-limiting structure; the guiding position-limiting
structure limits a motion space and a position of the
guiding rubbing body and/or the guiding support;
power rubbing body is provided in the power posi-
tion-limiting structure; the power rubbing body sup-
ports the power impact element to reciprocate along
the power support in the power position-limiting
structure; the power position-limiting structure limits
a motion space and a position of the power rubbing
body and/or the power impact element; the rubbing
body supports the impact guiding element and/or the
power impact element to reciprocate.

12. A rolling friction or suspension friction impact mining
method according to claim 1, wherein
a guiding circulating raceway is provided on the im-
pact guiding element or the roller support; the guiding
circulating raceway and the impact guiding element
or the roller support are connected in a separated
manner or integrated; the impact guiding element is
provided in the roller support; the guiding roller is
provided in the guiding circulating raceway; one part
of the guiding roller exposed out of the guiding cir-
culating raceway is in contact with the surface of the
roller support or the surface of the impact guiding
element; an impact guiding element main body is not
in contact with the surface of the roller support; the
guiding rollers support the impact guiding element
and the roller support to reciprocate oppositely with
rolling friction; or a power circulating raceway is pro-
vided on the power impact element or the power sup-
port; the power circulating raceway and the power
impact element or the power support are connected
in a separated manner or integrated; the power im-
pact element is provided in the power support; the
power rollers are provided in the power circulating
raceway; power rollers exposed out of the power cir-
culating raceway are in contact with the surfaces of
the power rollers or the surface of the power support;
a power impact element main body is not in contact
with the surface of the power support; the power roll-
ers support the power impact element and the power
support to reciprocate oppositely with rolling friction.

13. A rolling friction or suspension friction impact mining
method according to claim 12, wherein
the rollers roll in a circulating manner, in a recipro-
cating manner or in situ in the circulating raceway to
support the impact guiding element and the rubbing
body support or to support the power impact element
and the power support to reciprocate oppositely.

14. A rolling friction or suspension friction impact mining
method according to claim 1, wherein
a reciprocating stroke section is provided on the roll-
er support, the impact guiding element, the power
support or the power impact element; the rollers are
provided between the roller support and the impact
guiding element, or between the power support and
the power impact element and are provided in the
reciprocating stroke section; the reciprocating stoke
section limits a rolling space and the positions of the
rollers; the rollers and the impact guiding element
have rolling friction with the roller support or the roll-
ers and the power impact element have rolling fric-
tion with the power support while moving.

15. A rolling friction or suspension friction impact mining
method according to claim 14, wherein
the width of the reciprocating stroke section is not
larger than or equal to or close to the width of the
rollers in a roller rolling direction; the length of the
reciprocating stroke section is equal to or close to
the sum of 1/2 of the stroke of the impact guiding
element or the power impact element and the roller
diameter; the rollers are provided between the roller
support and the impact guiding element, or provided
between the power support and the power impact
element and provided in the reciprocating stroke sec-
tion; the reciprocating stroke section limits the rolling
space and the positions of the rollers; the recipro-
cating stroke section ensures that the rollers and the
impact guiding element have rolling friction with the
roller support or the rollers and the power impact
element have rolling friction with the power support
while moving.

16. A rolling friction or suspension friction impact mining
method according to claim 1, wherein
the rubbing body support and the impact guiding el-
ement are provided on the guiding device; two ends
of the impact guiding element are provided with im-
pact heads or one end is provided with an impact
head, or one end is provided with an impact head
and the other end is provided with a counterweight
element;
a guiding section is provided on the impact guiding
element; the guiding section is provided at an impact
guiding element with one end provided with an im-
pact head and the other end provided with a coun-
terweight element, or an impact guiding element with
two ends provided with impact heads; the setting
method is that two ends of the guiding section are
equal or substantially equal in weight besides an
overlapped section with the impact guiding element;
the guiding section is provided in the rubbing body
support; the guiding section is matched with the rub-
bing body support so that the guiding section is al-
ways located on the rubbing body support when
moving, thus maintaining gravitational equilibrium of
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the impact guiding element in a static state or in a
moving state;
the rubbing body support, the rubbing body and the
impact guiding element are matched closely to sup-
port the impact guiding element to reciprocate; the
power impact element and the impact guiding ele-
ment are separated, connected or integrated; the im-
pact head is supported by the impact guiding ele-
ment to reciprocate; the impact head impacts a coal
wall or a rock wall to fall a material.

17. A rolling friction or suspension friction impact mining
method according to claim 1, wherein
a rolling wheel is provided between the power sup-
port and the power impact element or a rolling wheel
is provided between the guiding support and the im-
pact guiding element;
when an axis of the rolling wheel is fixed to the power
impact element, the rolling wheel rolls against the
power support; or when the axis of the rolling wheel
is fixed to the power support, the rolling wheel rolls
against the power impact element; or when the axis
of the rolling wheel is fixed to the roller support, the
rolling wheel rolls against the impact guiding ele-
ment; or when the axis of the rolling wheel is fixed
to the impact guiding element, the rolling wheel rolls
against the roller support, thus preventing fitting slid-
ing friction of the power impact element and the pow-
er support, or preventing fitting sliding friction of the
roller support and the impact guiding element, and
reducing wear of the guiding device and/or wear of
the impact drive device; the power impact element
and the impact guiding element are separated, con-
nected in a separated manner or integrated; the pow-
er support and the roller support are separated, con-
nected in a separated manner or integrated.

18. A rolling friction or suspension friction impact mining
method according to claim 17, wherein
the surface of the rolling wheel is manufactured into
a convex, a recess, a V groove or a curve; the shape
of the roller support or the shape of a contact surface
between the impact guiding element and the rolling
wheel is locked with the shape of the surface of the
rolling wheel; or the shape the power support or the
shape of a contact surface between the power im-
pact element and the rolling wheel is locked with the
shape of the surface of the rolling wheel; the rolling
wheel, the roller support and the impact guiding el-
ement are matched closely or the rolling wheel, the
power support and the power impact element are
matched closely to control a motion of the impact
guiding element and/or the power impact element to
be a straight line reciprocating motion through rolling
friction.

19. A rolling friction or suspension friction impact mining
method according to claim 1, wherein

when the rubbing body support is provided as an
external sleeve, the impact guiding element is pro-
vided as an internal body; when the rubbing body
support is provided as an internal body, the impact
guiding element is provided as an external sleeve;
the rubbing body is provided between the external
sleeve and the internal body; the external sleeve,
the internal body and the rubbing body is matched
closely so that the external sleeve or the internal
body reciprocates oppositely through rolling friction
or suspension friction;
the impact head is supported by the reciprocating
external sleeve or internal body to reciprocate with
rolling friction or suspension friction.

20. A rolling friction or suspension friction impact mining
method according to claim 1, wherein
a raceway guiding device, or a recess guiding de-
vice, or a guiding device with a bracket, or a circu-
lating raceway guiding device or a reciprocating
stroke section guiding device, or a position-limiting
guiding device, or a cylindrical guiding device, or a
U-shaped guiding device, or a frame-shaped guiding
device, or an irregular guiding device is provided;
the rubbing body support, the rubbing body and the
impact guiding element are matched closely to en-
able the impact guiding element to reciprocate
through rolling friction or suspension friction; a reac-
tive damage force generated by an impact of the
impact head on a coal wall or a rock wall is applied
to the guiding device, thus preventing the crank im-
pact drive device, or the hydraulic impact drive de-
vice or the pneumatic impact drive device from being
damaged by the impact reactive damage force; the
guiding device centralizes an impact direction of the
impact head and ensures that the next impact of the
impact head is applied to an object to be mined; the
travelling part drives the machine body to travel to
realize reciprocating impact and continuous mining.

21. A rolling friction or suspension friction impact mining
method according to claim 1, wherein
the guiding device is combined with a crank compo-
nent of the crank impact drive device, or the guiding
device is combined with the hydraulic impact drive
device, or the guiding device is combined with the
pneumatic impact drive device and provided in a sup-
porting box; the supporting box and the power sup-
port are separated, connected in a separated man-
ner or integrated; the power support comprises a
crank support or a cylinder; the supporting box and
the guiding support are separated, connected in a
separated manner or integrated;
two ends of the impact guiding element provided in
the supporting box are provided with impact heads,
or one end of the impact guiding element is provided
with an impact head and the other end is provided
with a counterweight element, or one end of the im-
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pact guiding element is provided with an impact
head; an end of the power impact element extending
out of the support box is connected or integrated with
the impact head;
the supporting box supports the power impact ele-
ment and the impact guiding element to reciprocate,
thus protecting components in the box from being
polluted and corroded by dust, etchant gases and
waste water.

22. A rolling friction or suspension friction impact mining
method according to claim 1, wherein
a fixing support and a buffering support are provided
on the jacking device, the reciprocating impact part
or the frame; or when the fixing support is provided
on the jacking device, the buffering support is pro-
vided on the reciprocating impact part; or when the
fixing support is provided on the frame, the buffering
support is provided on the jacking device;
a buffering element and a buffering guiding element
are provided; the buffering element is provided be-
tween the fixing support and the buffering support,
or provided between the jacking device and the
frame, or is provided between the jacking device and
the reciprocating impact part; the buffering guiding
element is separated, connected in a separated
manner or integrated with the fixing support or the
buffering support or the jacking device or the frame
or the reciprocating impact part;
the power impact element drives the impact head or
the impact guiding element to impact so that an im-
pact reactive force is applied on the buffering support
and the fixing support, or is applied on the jacking
device and the frame, or is applied on the jacking
device and the reciprocating impact part; the buffer-
ing element is damaged to absorb the impact reac-
tive force; the buffering guiding element controls a
buffering direction so that buffering is reciprocating
straight line buffering, thus preventing the impact
head from oscillating non-directionally during buffer-
ing.

23. A rolling friction or suspension friction impact mining
method according to claim 22, wherein
when the fixing support is provided as a buffering
guiding element, the buffering support is provided
as a buffering guiding sleeve; or when the buffering
support is provided as a buffering guiding element,
the fixing support is provided as a buffering guiding
sleeve;
the buffering guiding element is locked glidingly with
the buffering guiding sleeve; when a guiding lug boss
or a guiding groove is provided on the buffering guid-
ing element, a guiding groove or a guiding lug boss
is correspondingly provided on the buffering guiding
sleeve; two sides of a convex portion of the guiding
lug boss are provided with buffering elements; the
buffering guiding sleeve is locked on the buffering

guiding element; the buffering guiding element, the
buffering elements and the buffering guiding sleeve
are matched to form a bi-directional guiding buffering
structure to have a bi-directional buffering function;
the buffering guiding element supports the buffering
guiding sleeve to slide in a reciprocating manner in
a straight line along the buffering guiding element,
or the buffering guiding sleeve supports the buffering
guiding element to slide in a reciprocating manner
in a straight line along the buffering guiding sleeve
to form bi-directional guiding buffering;
the power impact element drives the impact head or
the impact guiding element to impact; an impact re-
active damage force is applied on a bi-directional
guiding buffering mechanism; the bi-directional guid-
ing buffering mechanism absorbs the impact reac-
tive force;
the bi-directional guiding buffering mechanism is
provided on the frame, or is provided on the jacking
device, or is provided on the reciprocating impact
part, or is provided on the jacking device and the
frame, or is provided on the jacking device and the
reciprocating part;
the power impact element drives the impact head or
the impact guiding element to reciprocate; a buffer-
ing element at a front portion of the guiding lug boss
and a buffering element at a back portion of the guid-
ing lug boss absorbs an impact reactive force of the
impact head; the buffering guiding sleeve and the
buffering guiding element slide oppositely in a
straight line; the buffering guiding element, the buff-
ering guiding sleeve and the buffering elements are
matched to absorb the impact reactive force of the
impact head and control a buffering direction to be
reciprocating straight line buffering, thus preventing
the impact drive device and the guiding device from
oscillating non-directionally and stabilizing an impact
direction of the impact head.

24. A rolling friction or suspension friction impact mining
method according to claim 23 or 24, wherein
a retaining structure is provided on the fixing support
and the buffering support, or a retaining structure is
provided on the buffering guiding element or the buff-
ering guiding sleeve; a retaining element is provided
on the retaining structure; the retaining element is
separated, or connected in a separated manner or
integrated with the fixing support, the buffering sup-
port, the buffering guiding element or the buffering
guiding sleeve;
the retaining element prevents the fixing support and
the buffering support from being detached during re-
ciprocating sliding, or the retaining element prevents
the buffering guiding element and the buffering guid-
ing sleeve from being detached during opposite re-
ciprocating sliding.

25. A rolling friction or suspension friction impact mining
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method according to claim 1, wherein
a fixing support and a buffering support are provided
on the jacking device, the reciprocating impact part
or the frame; or when the fixing support is provided
on the jacking device, the buffering support is corre-
spondingly provided on the reciprocating impact
part; or when the fixing support is provided on the
frame, the buffering support is correspondingly pro-
vided on the jacking device; or when the fixing sup-
port is provided on the frame, the buffering support
is correspondingly provided on the reciprocating im-
pact part;
a spline shaft and a spline housing are provided; a
sliding reciprocating stroke section is provided be-
tween the spline shaft and the spline housing; when
impacted, the sliding reciprocating stroke section
slides in a reciprocating manner to absorb an impact
reactive force to form a sliding stroke spline shaft
housing buffering mechanism; or a driving pulley is
fixed on the fixing support and the driving pulley is
connected with a drive shaft of an electric machine,
a hydraulic motor or a pneumatic motor; a driven
pulley is provided on the buffering support; a belt is
provided on the driving pulley and the driven pulley;
the driven pulley moves as the buffering support is
impacted; the belt absorbs an impact reactive force
to form a belt buffering mechanism; the sliding stroke
spline shaft housing buffering mechanism or the belt
buffering mechanism forms a rotation power buffer-
ing mechanism;
an electric machine or a hydraulic motor or a pneu-
matic motor of a rotation power source element of
the reciprocating impact part is provided on the jack-
ing device, or is provided on the frame, or is provided
on the reciprocating impact part, or is provided on
the jacking device, or is provided on the jacking de-
vice and the frame, or is provided on the reciprocat-
ing impact part and the jacking device;
a rotation power buffering mechanism is provided on
the rotation power source element and a rotation im-
pact transmission element, or is provided on the ro-
tation impact transmission element or is provided on
the jacking device and the reciprocating impact part,
or is provided on the jacking device and the frame,
or is provided on the fixing support and the buffering
support, or is provided on the frame and the recip-
rocating impact part; the rotation power buffering
mechanism prevents the electric machine, the hy-
draulic motor or the pneumatic motor from being
damaged by an impact reactive force;
a buffering element is provided between the frame
and the reciprocating impact part, or is provided be-
tween the fixing support and the buffering support,
or is provided between the jacking device and the
reciprocating impact part; the buffering guiding ele-
ment is provided on the frame and the reciprocating
impact part, or the buffering guiding element is pro-
vided on the fixing support and the buffering support,

or the buffering guiding element is provided on the
jacking device and the reciprocating impact part to
form a structural buffering mechanism; the structural
buffering mechanism absorbs an impact reactive
force through the buffering element while controlling
a buffering direction with the buffering guiding ele-
ment;
the rotation power buffering mechanism and the
structural buffering mechanism are used independ-
ently or used in combination;
the rotation power buffering mechanism and/or the
structural buffering mechanism are/is provided on
the frame and the jacking device, or is provided on
the fixing support and the buffering support, or is
provided on the jacking device and the reciprocating
impact part, or provided on the frame and the recip-
rocating impact part; the structural buffering mech-
anism is matched with the sliding stroke spline shaft
housing buffering mechanism and the belt buffering
mechanism to absorb and buffer an impact reactive
force of the impact head and guide a buffering direc-
tion, thus preventing the rotation power source ele-
ment or the jacking device or the frame from being
damaged by the impact reactive force and ensuring
that an impact direction of the impact head faces an
object to be mined.

26. A rolling friction or suspension friction impact mining
method according to claim 1, wherein
the jacking device is provided as a rocker arm lifting
mechanism; the rocker arm lifting mechanism is pro-
vided with a rocker arm; the rocker arm is provided
as a parallelogram rocker arm or a single rocker arm;
the parallelogram rocker arm is provided with a main
rocker arm and a secondary rocker arm;
a supporting box or a supporting frame is provided
the reciprocating impact part; one end of the main
rocker arm is hinged with the machine body and the
other end is hinged with the supporting box or the
supporting frame; one end of the secondary rocker
arm is hinged with the machine body and the other
end is hinged with the supporting box or the support-
ing frame;
the reciprocating impact part is supported by the
main rocker arm and/or the secondary rocker arm;
the main rocker arm and the secondary rocker arm
are matched to adjust a mining direction or position
of the impact head, thus ensuring that the next impact
of the impact head is applied to an object to be mined.

27. A rolling friction or suspension friction impact mining
method according to claim 1, wherein
a power concentric shaft section, connecting han-
dles and eccentric shafts are provided to form a multi-
throw crank; the multi-throw crank and connecting
rods form a multi-throw crank multi-rod impact head;
one end of the power concentric shaft section of the
multi-throw crank is connected with a power output
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component of the crank impact drive device;
the other end of the power concentric shaft section
is provided with two or more connecting handles and
eccentric shafts;
the power concentric shaft section of the multi-throw
crank is installed on a supporting box or a supporting
frame;
an eccentric shaft of the multi-throw crank is hinged
with one end of a connecting rod and the other end
of the connecting rod is connected, separated or in-
tegrated with the connecting rod; one eccentric shaft
drives one or more connecting rods to impact in a
reciprocating manner to form a multi-throw crank im-
pact drive device, thus improving mining efficiency.

28. A rolling friction or suspension friction impact mining
method according to claim 1, wherein
impact external layer material teeth and impact in-
ternal layer material teeth are provided; the impact
external layer material teeth are shaped and ar-
ranged so that a material fallen by the impact internal
layer material teeth can flow out from gaps between
the impact external layer material teeth;
the impact internal layer material teeth are shaped
or arranged so that an internal layer material of a
coal wall or a rock wall to be mined can be fallen;
the impact external layer material teeth and impact
internal layer material teeth are arranged in parallel
to form a multi-layer impact head; multiple layers of
mechanisms are matched with each other to fall and
discharge a material; the mining width and mining
efficiency are improved by multi-layer impact teeth.

29. A rolling friction or suspension friction impact mining
method according to claim 1, wherein
impact teeth are provided; tooth heads are provided
on the impact teeth; the distances between tooth
heads of two adjacent layers of impact teeth are dif-
ferent; the impact teeth are provided as multi-layer
impact teeth to impact a coal wall or a rock wall to
be mined into steps; two or more opposite free sur-
faces are formed on each step of the step-shaped
coal wall or rock wall; the pressure stress and struc-
tural strength of the step-shaped coal wall or rock
wall are greatly reduced compared with the original
planar coal wall or rock wall; the tooth heads and
impact teeth are connected in a separated manner
or integrated;
after the coal wall or the rock wall is impacted into
steps, a material is fallen by using the two opposite
free surfaces of the step-shaped coal wall or rock
wall when impact teeth of each layer perform mining
again, thus greatly reducing impact resistance,
avoiding oversize lumps of the material fallen by the
impact head, reducing power consumption, reducing
an impact reactive force, and improving impact effi-
ciency.

30. A rolling friction or suspension friction impact mining
method according to claim 1, wherein
an impact external layer material tooth frame is pro-
vided; the impact external layer material tooth frame
is provided with a discharge hole;
impact external layer material teeth are provided on
the impact external layer material tooth frame; the
impact external layer material teeth are provided on
the impact external layer material tooth frame and
face a to-be-mined surface; the impact external layer
material teeth and the impact external layer material
tooth frame are connected in a separated manner or
integrated; the impact external layer material teeth
are shaped or arranged to fall an external layer ma-
terial of a layer to be mined;
an impact internal layer material tooth frame and im-
pact internal layer material teeth are provided; the
impact internal layer material teeth and the an impact
internal layer material tooth frame are connected in
a separated manner or integrated etc.; the impact
internal layer material teeth are shaped or arranged
to fall an internal layer material of the layer to be
mined;
the discharge hole enables a material fallen by the
impact internal layer material teeth to flow out.

31. A rolling friction or suspension friction impact mining
method according to claim 1, wherein
the jacking device is provided as a vertical lifting
mechanism; the vertical lifting mechanism is provid-
ed with a lifting platform and a lifting platform support;
the lifting platform is driven by a rope and rope coiler,
a gear and rack, a screw pole, a shaft coupling, a
chain wheel and chain, a hydraulic element or a
pneumatic element to ascend and descend vertical-
ly;
the lifting platform is located and locked by a bolt, a
lock tongue, a cushion block, a pull rope, a hydraulic
cylinder, or a pneumatic cylinder;
the vertical lifting mechanism drives the reciprocat-
ing impact part to move up and down vertically.

32. A rolling friction or suspension friction impact mining
method according to claim 1, wherein
the hydraulic impact drive device, the pneumatic im-
pact drive device or the solid flowing impact drive
device are provided with a piston, the power rollers,
and a cylinder; the power rollers are provided around
the piston, or the power rollers are provided at one
side of the piston, or the power rollers are provided
at two or more sides of the piston; the piston and the
power rollers are provided in the cylinder;
supported by the power rollers, the piston and the
cylinder reciprocate oppositely with rolling friction to
form a rolling piston hydraulic impact drive device or
a rolling piston pneumatic impact drive device;
the power impact element is provided as a cylinder
rod and a piston; one end of the cylinder rod is con-
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nected, separated or integrated with the piston;
a control element is provided; the control element
controls a liquid, a gas or a solid to flow; the piston
is pushed by a flowing pressure of the liquid, the gas
or the solid so that the piston and the cylinder recip-
rocate with rolling friction.

33. A rolling friction or suspension friction impact mining
method according to claim 1, wherein
the power impact element, a cylinder and a control
element are provided; a piston and a cylinder rod are
provided on the power impact element; the piston is
provided in the cylinder; the cylinder rod is provided
inside or outside the cylinder; the piston and the cyl-
inder rod are separated, connected in a separated
manner or integrated; the guiding roller support is
provided; the guiding roller support and the cylinder
are separated, connected in a separated manner or
integrated; the guiding roller support is provided in-
side or outside the cylinder; the guiding roller is pro-
vided between the guiding roller support and the cyl-
inder; the guiding rollers, the cylinder rod and the
guiding roller support are matched closely to form a
centralizer; the control element controls a liquid, a
gas or a solid to flow; the piston moves under a pres-
sure of the liquid, the gas or the solid; the piston
drives the cylinder rod to reciprocate; the guiding roll-
ers rotate against the guiding roller support and the
cylinder rod; a moving direction of the cylinder rod
is controlled by rolling friction.

34. A rolling friction or suspension friction impact mining
method according to claim 1, wherein
the roller support is integrated with the guiding sup-
port, the impact guiding element, the cylinder, the
piston, the power support, or the power impact ele-
ment, thus reducing a space occupied by the roller
support; the roller support is integrated with the guid-
ing support, the impact guiding element, the cylinder,
the piston, the power support or the power impact
element to realize high structural strength and high
space utilization; a limited space is used for increas-
ing the volumes of the rollers, thus improving the
bearing capacity of the rollers, increasing the contact
area of the rollers with the guiding support, the impact
guiding element, the cylinder, the piston, the power
support or the power impact element, and avoiding
an overlarge partial pressure and overlarge damage
to the guiding support, the impact guiding element,
the cylinder, the piston, the power support or the
power impact element due to undersize rollers.

35. A rolling friction or suspension friction impact mining
method according to claim 3, 11 or 22, wherein
the guiding position-limiting structure is provided on
the rubbing body support, the rubbing body and/or
the impact guiding elements; the rubbing body is pro-
vided between the rubbing body support and the im-

pact guiding element and is provided in the guiding
position-limiting structure; the guiding position-limit-
ing structure limits a moving space and position of
the rubbing body; or the power position-limiting struc-
ture is provided on the power support, the rubbing
body and/or the power impact element; the rubbing
body is provided in the power position-limiting struc-
ture; the e power position-limiting structure limits a
moving space and position of the rubbing body;
one end or two ends of the power impact element
are provided with a damage-prevention mechanism;
the damage-prevention mechanism is matched with
the guiding device; an reactive damage force gen-
erated by an impact of the impact head on a coal
wall or a rock wall is applied to the damage-preven-
tion mechanism; the damage-prevention mecha-
nism isolates the reactive damage force through ro-
tation or split isolation so that the reactive damage
force is applied to the guiding device, thus preventing
the impact drive device from being damaged by the
impact reactive damage force; the guiding device
centralizes an impact direction of the impact head;
the buffering element is provided between the frame
and the jacking device, or is provided between the
jacking device fixing support and the jacking device
buffering support, or is provided on the jacking de-
vice and the reciprocating impact part or is provided
on the frame and the reciprocating impact part; the
buffering guiding element is arranged on the frame
and the jacking device, or the buffering guiding ele-
ment is arranged on the jacking device fixing support
and the jacking device buffering support, or the buff-
ering guiding element is arranged on the frame and
the reciprocating impact part to form a structural buff-
ering mechanism; the structural buffering mecha-
nism buffers an impact reactive force through the
buffering element while controlling a buffering direc-
tion through the buffering guiding element.

36. A wear-resistant impact mining machine using the
rolling friction or suspension friction impact mining
method according to claim 1, wherein comprising a
machine body, a travelling part, and a reciprocating
impact part; the reciprocating impact part comprises
a guiding device, an impact drive device and an im-
pact head; the guiding device and the impact drive
device are separated, connected in a separated
manner or integrated; the impact drive device com-
prises a power support; the guiding device compris-
es a guiding support; the power support and the guid-
ing support are separated, connected in a separated
manner or integrated; the power support and/or the
guiding support comprise/comprises a rubbing body
support; the rubbing body support and the power
support or the rubbing body support and the guiding
support are separated, connected in a separated
manner or integrated; the rubbing body support com-
prises a roller support or a suspender support; the
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roller support and the suspender support are sepa-
rated, connected in a separated manner or integrat-
ed; the roller support comprises a guiding roller sup-
port and/or a power roller support; the guiding roller
support and the power roller support are separated,
connected in a separated manner or integrated; the
suspender support comprises a guiding suspender
support and/or a power suspender support; the guid-
ing suspender support and the power suspender
support are separated, connected in a separated
manner or integrated; the guiding device comprises
an impact guiding element, a rubbing body and a
rubbing body support; the rubbing body comprises
a roller or a suspender; the roller comprises a guiding
roller and/or a power roller; the guiding roller and the
power roller is separated, connected in a separated
manner or integrated; the suspender comprises a
guiding suspender and/or a power suspender; the
guiding suspender and the power suspender are
separated, connected in a separated manner or in-
tegrated;
the impact drive device comprises a power impact
element and a power support; the impact guiding
element and the power impact element are separat-
ed, connected in a separated manner or integrated;
the impact guiding element and the impact head are
connected in a separated manner or integrated; the
power impact element and the impact head are
moveably connected, separated or integrated; the
rubbing body is provided between the guiding sup-
port and the impact guiding element, or provided be-
tween the power support and the power impact ele-
ment; the guiding support or the power support com-
prises the rubbing body support; the power impact
element drives the impact guiding element or the im-
pact head to reciprocate; the rubbing body, the rub-
bing body support and the impact guiding element
are matched closely to support the impact head to
impact through rolling friction or suspension friction;
the machine body comprises a frame; the frame ther-
eon is provided or is not provided with a jacking de-
vice; the reciprocating impact part is provided on the
frame or provided on the jacking device; the frame
is provided in the machine body or the frame is pro-
vided in the machine body combined with the jacking
device;
the machine body supports the impact head to im-
pact in a reciprocating manner to fall a material;
the travelling part is provided at a lower portion of
the machine body; the travelling part drives the ma-
chine body to travel.

37. A wear-resistant impact mining machine according
to claim 36, wherein the rubbing body support, the
impact guiding element and the rubbing body are
matched closely to support an impact of the impact
head through rolling friction or suspension friction
and centralize an impact direction of the impact

head; the impact drive device is protected by the
guiding device from being damaged by damage, thus
improving impact efficiency.

38. A wear-resistant impact mining machine according
to claim 36, wherein the impact drive device com-
prises a crank impact drive device, or a hydraulic
impact drive device, or a pneumatic impact drive de-
vice or a solid flowing impact drive device; the crank
impact drive device, or the hydraulic impact drive
device or the pneumatic impact drive device or the
solid flowing impact drive device comprises the pow-
er impact element and the power support; the hy-
draulic impact drive device or the pneumatic impact
drive device or the solid flowing impact drive device
comprises a cylinder; the cylinder is separated, con-
nected in a separated manner or integrated with the
power support or the guiding support; the impact
guiding element and the power impart element are
separated, connected in a separated manner or in-
tegrated.

39. A wear-resistant impact mining machine according
to claim 36, wherein the impact drive device com-
prises a crank impact drive device, or a hydraulic
impact drive device, or a pneumatic impact drive de-
vice or a solid flowing impact drive device; the crank
impact drive device, or the hydraulic impact drive
device or the pneumatic impact drive device or the
solid flowing impact drive device comprises the pow-
er impact element and the power support; the hy-
draulic impact drive device or the pneumatic impact
drive device or the solid flowing impact drive device
comprises a cylinder; the cylinder is separated, con-
nected in a separated manner or integrated with the
power support or the guiding support.

40. A wear-resistant impact mining machine according
to claim 36, wherein the reciprocating impact part
further comprises a supporting box; the guiding de-
vice and the impact drive device are combined and
provided in the supporting box; two ends of the im-
pact guiding element provided in the supporting box
are provided with impact heads, or one end of the
impact guiding element is provided with an impact
head and the other end is provided with a counter-
weight element for preventing the impact head from
damaging the guiding device, the impact drive device
and/or the machine body due to gravity unbalance
or one end of the impact guiding element is provided
with an impact head; an end of the power impact
element is connected or separated with the impact
head; the power support and the supporting box are
separated, integrated or connected; the supporting
box protects components in the box from being pol-
luted and corroded by dust, etchant gases and waste
water.
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41. A wear-resistant impact mining machine according
to claim 36, wherein the reciprocating impact part
further comprises a supporting frame; the impact
drive device or the guiding device is provided on the
supporting frame.

42. A wear-resistant impact mining machine according
to claim 36, wherein a position-limiting structure is
provided on the reciprocating impact part; the posi-
tion-limiting structure is provided as a guiding posi-
tion-limiting structure or a power position-limiting
structure; the guiding position-limiting structure and
the power position-limiting structure are separated,
connected in a separated manner or integrated;
the guiding position-limiting structure and the rub-
bing body support are connected, separated or inte-
grated; or the guiding position-limiting structure and
the impact guiding element are connected, separat-
ed or integrated; or the guiding position-limiting
structure and the guiding rollers are connected, sep-
arated or integrated; or the power position-limiting
structure and the power support are connected, sep-
arated or integrated; or the power position-limiting
structure and the power impact element are connect-
ed, separated or integrated; or the power position-
limiting structure and the power rollers are connect-
ed, separated or integrated;
the guiding rollers or the guiding suspenders are pro-
vided in the guiding position-limiting structure; the
guiding rollers or the guiding suspenders support the
impact guiding element to reciprocate along the rub-
bing body support in the guiding position-limiting
structure; the guiding position-limiting structure limits
a moving space and position of the guiding rollers,
or the guiding suspenders or the impact guiding el-
ement; the power rollers or the power suspenders
are provided in the power position-limiting structure;
the power rollers or the power suspenders support
the power impact element to reciprocate along the
power support in the power position-limiting struc-
ture; the power position-limiting structure limits a
moving space and position of the power rollers, the
power suspenders and the power impact element;
the rubbing body supports the impact guiding ele-
ment or the power impact element to reciprocate.

43. A wear-resistant impact mining machine according
to claim 42, wherein the position-limiting structure
comprises a raceway, or a circulating raceway, or a
cylindrical channel, or a pit, or a reciprocating stroke
section, or a retainer, or a position-limiting plate, or
a position-limiting ring, or a position-limiting sleeve,
or a position-limiting platform, or a position-limiting
rod, or a position-limiting shaft, or a position-limiting
groove, or a spherical bump, or a lug boss, or a bear-
ing, or an internal body matched with an external
sleeve, or an oval, or a dumbbell, or a circular col-
umn, or a zone, or a circular ring, or a rolling wheel,

or a platform-shaped column, or a platform-shaped
ball, or a platform-shaped drum, or a groove-shaped
column, or a groove-shaped ball, or a groove-shaped
rolling wheel, or a groove-shaped oval, or a square,
or a U shape, or a frame, or an I shape, or a spline,
or an arc, or an V shape, or a reversed V shape, or
a circular shape, or a plate, or a polygonal, or a cyl-
inder, or a spline housing or a multi-rhombus key.

44. A wear-resistant impact mining machine according
to claim 43, wherein the raceway comprises a recip-
rocating stroke section, or a circulating raceway, or
a spiral raceway, or a wave-shaped raceway, or an
annular raceway, or a straight line raceway or an
irregular raceway.

45. A wear-resistant impact mining machine according
to claim 44, wherein the circulating raceway com-
prises an annular circulating raceway, or a spiral cir-
culating raceway, or a wave-shaped circulating race-
way, or an irregular circulating raceway.

46. A wear-resistant impact mining machine according
to claim 36, wherein through rolling in a circulating
raceway, or rolling in a reciprocating manner, or roll-
ing in situ, or rolling in a pit, or rolling in a raceway,
or rolling in a retainer, the rollers supports the impact
guiding element and the guiding roller support to re-
ciprocate oppositely.

47. A wear-resistant impact mining machine according
to claim 36, wherein a roller or multiple rollers are
arranged longitudinally in a reciprocating direction,
or a roller or multiple rollers are arranged transverse-
ly in a reciprocating direction.

48. A wear-resistant impact mining machine according
to claim 36, wherein the guiding roller or the power
roller fills a raceway space besides an effective
stroke, or fill a raceway space.

49. A wear-resistant impact mining machine according
to claim 36, wherein the guiding roller or the power
roller is arranged in parallel or in a staggered manner
along a reciprocating impact direction.

50. A wear-resistant impact mining machine according
to claim 36, wherein the impact drive device com-
prises the power support and the power impact ele-
ment; the guiding device comprises the guiding roll-
er, the guiding support and the impact guiding ele-
ment; the guiding roller comprises a rolling wheel;
the rolling wheel is provided between the power sup-
port and the power impact element, or is provided
between the guiding support and the impact guiding
element; the rolling wheel comprises an axis of the
rolling wheel; the rolling wheel is separated, connect-
ed in a separated manner or integrated with the axis
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of the rolling wheel; when the axis of the rolling wheel
is fixed to the power impact element, the rolling wheel
rolls against the power support; when the axis of the
rolling wheel is fixed to the power support, the rolling
wheel rolls against the power impact element, thus
preventing fitting sliding friction of the power impact
element and the power support; or when the axis of
the rolling wheel is fixed to the guiding support, the
rolling wheel rolls against the impact guiding ele-
ment; when the axis of the rolling wheel is fixed to
the impact guiding element, the rolling wheel rolls
against the guiding support, thus preventing fitting
sliding friction of the guiding support and the impact
guiding element and reducing wear of the impact
drive device.

51. A wear-resistant impact mining machine according
to claim 50, wherein the impact drive device com-
prises the power support and the power impact ele-
ment; the guiding device comprises the guiding roll-
er, the guiding support, and the impact guiding ele-
ment; the guiding roller comprises a rolling wheel;
the surface of the rolling wheel is manufactured into
a convex, a recess, a V groove or a curve; the shape
of the roller support or the shape of a contact surface
between the impact guiding element and the rolling
wheel is locked with the shape of the surface of the
rolling wheel; or the shape the power support or the
shape of a contact surface between the power sup-
port and the rolling wheel is locked with the shape
of the surface of the rolling wheel; a motion of the
impact guiding element or the power impact element
is controlled to be a straight line reciprocating motion
through rolling friction, thus reducing wear of the im-
pact drive device.

52. A wear-resistant impact mining machine according
to claim 36, wherein the guiding support or the power
support, or the impact guiding element, or the power
impact element comprises a reciprocating stroke
section; the width of the reciprocating stroke section
is not larger than or equal to or close to the width of
the rubbing body in a rolling direction; the length of
the reciprocating stroke section is equal to or close
to the sum of 1/2 of the stroke of the impact guiding
element or the power impact element and the roller
diameter; the rollers are provided between the roller
support and the impact guiding element, or provided
between the power support and the power impact
element and provided in the reciprocating stroke sec-
tion; the reciprocating stroke section limits a rolling
space and position of the rollers; the reciprocating
stroke section ensures that the rollers have rolling
friction with the guiding support, or the power sup-
port, or the impact guiding element, or the power
impact element while moving.

53. A wear-resistant impact mining machine according

to claim 36, wherein the rubbing body support com-
prises a pit, or the impact guiding element comprises
a pit, or the power support comprises a pit or the
power impact element comprises a pit; the rubbing
body is provided between the rubbing body support
and the impact guiding element and are provided in
the pit; or the rubbing body is provided between the
power support and the power impact element and
are provided in the pit; the pit limits a rolling space
and position of the rubbing body.

54. A wear-resistant impact mining machine according
to claim 36, wherein the rubbing body support com-
prises a raceway, or the impact guiding element
comprises a raceway, or the rubbing body support
and the impact guiding element comprise a raceway;
the rubbing body support, the impact guiding ele-
ment and the rubbing body rolling in the raceway are
locked closely to enable the impact guiding element
to reciprocate through rolling friction of the rubbing
body; the raceway limits a rolling space and position
of the rubbing body.

55. A wear-resistant impact mining machine according
to claim 36, wherein the guiding device comprises
the roller support, the impact guiding element, a re-
tainer, and the guiding rollers; the retainer is provided
between the roller support and the impact guiding
element; the guiding roller is provided in the retainer;
the thickness of the retainer is smaller than the di-
ameter of the guiding rollers; two parts of the guiding
rollers higher than the retainer are respectively pro-
vided in the roller support and the impact guiding
element; the retainer is provided independently, or
is fixed to the roller support, or is fixed to the impact
guiding element; the roller support and the impact
guiding element are matched closely with the guiding
rollers in the retainer so that the impact guiding ele-
ment reciprocates through rolling friction; the retain-
er limits a rolling space and position of the guiding
rollers.

56. A wear-resistant impact mining machine according
to claim 36, wherein the guiding device further com-
prises a guiding section; the guiding section is pro-
vided in the impact guiding element; two ends of the
guiding section besides an overlapped section with
the impact guiding element are equal or substantially
equal in weight; the guiding section and the impact
guiding element are connected in a separated man-
ner, or integrated; the guiding section is provided in
the rubbing body support; the guiding section is al-
ways located on the rubbing body support when
moving, thus maintaining gravitational equilibrium at
two ends of the impact guiding element in a static
state or in a moving state; the rubbing body support,
the rubbing body and the impact guiding element are
matched closely to support the impact guiding ele-
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ment to reciprocate with rolling friction or suspension
friction; the power impact element drives the impact
head or the impact guiding element to reciprocate.

57. A wear-resistant impact mining machine according
to claim 36, wherein the impact drive device com-
prises a crank impact drive device, or a hydraulic
impact drive device or a pneumatic impact drive de-
vice or a solid flowing impact drive device; when the
rubbing body support comprises an external sleeve,
the impact guiding element comprises an internal
body; or when the rubbing body support comprises
an internal body, the impact guiding element com-
prises an external body; the rubbing body is provided
between the external sleeve and the internal body;
the external sleeve, the internal body and the rubbing
body are matched closely to reciprocate oppositely
through rolling friction or suspension friction; the im-
pact head is supported by the reciprocating external
sleeve or internal body to reciprocate with rolling fric-
tion; the power impact element drives the impact
head to impact.

58. A wear-resistant impact mining machine according
to claim 36, wherein the guiding device comprises a
guiding rubbing body support and/or a guiding im-
pact guiding element and/or guiding rubbing body;
the guiding impact guiding element, the guiding rub-
bing body and the guiding rubbing body support are
matched closely to ensure that the impact head im-
pacts in a reciprocating manner in a straight line
and/or prevent the impact head from rotating; the
guiding rubbing body support and the guiding sup-
port are separated, connected in a separated man-
ner or integrated; the guiding impact guiding element
and the impact guiding element are separated, con-
nected in a separated manner or integrated; or the
impact drive device comprises a guiding power sup-
port and/or a guiding power impact element and/or
guiding rubbing body; the guiding power impact el-
ement, the guiding rubbing body and the guiding
power support are matched closely to ensure that
the power impact element reciprocates in a straight
line and/or prevent the power impact element from
rotating; the guiding power support and the power
support are separated, connected in a separated
manner or integrated; the guiding power impact el-
ement and the power impact element are separated,
connected in a separated manner or integrated.

59. A wear-resistant impact mining machine according
to claim 58, wherein the guiding rubbing body sup-
port comprises a quadrangular rubbing body sup-
port, or a U-shaped rubbing body support, or a frame-
shaped rubbing body support, or a box rubbing body
support, or a triangular rubbing body support, or an
oval rubbing body support, or a polygonal rubbing
body support, or an irregular rubbing body support,

or a raceway rubbing body support, or a pit rubbing
body support, or a reciprocating stroke section rub-
bing body support, or a retainer rubbing body sup-
port, or a circulating raceway rubbing body support,
or a groove-shaped rubbing body support, or an I-
shaped rubbing body support, or a spline housing
rubbing body support, or an arc-shaped rubbing
body support, or a V-shaped rubbing body support,
or a reversed V-shaped rubbing body support, or a
plate-shaped rubbing body support, or a cylindrical
rubbing body support, or a multi-rhombus key rub-
bing body support; the guiding rubbing body support
is separated, connected in a separated manner or
integrated with the power support, or the guiding rub-
bing body support is separated, connected in a sep-
arated manner or integrated with the guiding support.

60. A wear-resistant impact mining machine according
to claim 58, wherein the guiding impact guiding ele-
ment comprises a quadrangular impact guiding ele-
ment, or a U-shaped impact guiding element, or a
frame-shaped impact guiding element, or a V-
shaped impact guiding element, or a triangular im-
pact guiding element, or an oval impact guiding el-
ement, or a polygonal impact guiding element, or an
irregular impact guiding element, or a raceway im-
pact guiding element, or a pit impact guiding ele-
ment, or a reciprocating stroke section impact guid-
ing element, or a retainer impact guiding element, or
a circulating raceway impact guiding element, or a
groove-shaped impact guiding element, or an I-
shaped impact guiding element, or a spline housing
impact guiding element, or an arc-shaped impact
guiding element, or a V-shaped impact guiding ele-
ment, or a reversed V-shaped impact guiding ele-
ment, or a plate-shaped impact guiding element, or
a cylindrical impact guiding element, or a multi-rhom-
bus key impact guiding element; the guiding impact
guiding element is separated, connected in a sepa-
rated manner or integrated with the impact guiding
element, or the guiding impact guiding element is
separated, connected in a separated manner or in-
tegrated with the power impact element.

61. A wear-resistant impact mining machine according
to claim 36, wherein the roller comprises a spherical
roller, or an oval roller, or a dumbbell-shaped roller,
or a circular column roller, or a conical roller, or a
circular ring-shaped roller, or a rolling wheel roller,
or a platform-shaped column roller, or a platform-
shaped ball roller, or a platform-shaped drum roller,
or a groove-shaped drum roller, or a groove-shaped
column roller, or a groove-shaped ball roller, or a
groove-shaped rolling wheel roller, or a groove-
shaped oval roller, or a roller with an axe, or a roller
with a hole, or a multi-rhombus key roller, a multi-
rhombus sleeve roller, or a rolling drum-shaped roll-
er, or a rolling bear roller, or a rolling needle roller or
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a rolling barrel roller, or a linear bearing; the roller
and the guiding roller are separated, connected in a
separated manner or integrated.

62. A wear-resistant impact mining machine according
to claim 36, wherein the shapes/shape of the impact
guiding element and/or the rubbing body support
are/is locked closely with the shape of the rubbing
body to form a guiding position-limiting structure; or
the shape of the power impact element or the power
support is locked closely with the shape of the rub-
bing body to form a power position-limiting structure;
the position-limiting structure controls a moving di-
rection of the impact guiding element or the power
impact element, and/or prevents the impact guiding
element or the power impact element from rotating;
the guiding position-limiting structure and the power
position-limiting structure are separated, connected
in a separated manner or integrated.

63. A wear-resistant impact mining machine according
to claim 36, wherein the power support comprises a
cylinder; the power impact element comprises a pis-
ton; the cylinder comprises a square cylinder, or a
spline housing cylinder, or an arc-shaped cylinder,
or an oval cylinder, or a circular cylinder or a polyg-
onal cylinder or a cylindrical cylinder; the
shapes/shape of the piston and/or the power rollers
are/is locked closely with the shape of the cylinder
to form a power position-limiting structure; a moving
direction of the piston is controlled through rolling
friction or suspension friction.

64. A wear-resistant impact mining machine according
to claim 36, wherein the power support comprises a
cylinder; the power impact element comprises a pis-
ton; the piston comprises a square piston, or a U-
shaped piston, or a frame-shaped piston, or a
groove-shaped piston, or a spline-shaped piston, or
an arc-shaped piston, or a V-shaped piston, or an
oval piston, or a circular piston, or a plate-shaped
piston, or a polygonal piston, or a multi-rhombus key
piston, or an E-shaped piston; the shapes/shape of
the cylinder and/or the power rollers are locked
closely with the shape of the piston to form a power
position-limiting structure; a moving direction of the
piston is controlled through rolling friction or suspen-
sion friction.

65. A wear-resistant impact mining machine according
to claim 36, wherein the impact guiding element com-
prises a raceway impact guiding element, or a pit
impact guiding element, or an impact guiding ele-
ment with a bracket, or a circulating raceway impact
guiding element, or a stroke section impact guiding
element, or a position-limiting impact guiding ele-
ment, or a cylindrical impact guiding element, or a
U-shaped impact guiding element, or a V-shaped

impact guiding element, or a polygonal impact guid-
ing element, or a frame-shaped impact guiding ele-
ment, or an irregular impact guiding element, or an
E-shaped impact guiding element.

66. A wear-resistant impact mining machine according
to claim 36, wherein the rubbing body support com-
prises a raceway rubbing body support, or a pit rub-
bing body support, or a rubbing body support with a
bracket, or a circulating raceway rubbing body sup-
port, or a stroke section rubbing body support, or a
position-limiting rubbing body support, or a cylindri-
cal rubbing body support, or a U-shaped rubbing
body support, or a V-shaped rubbing body support,
or a polygonal rubbing body support, or a frame-
shaped rubbing body support, or a box-shaped rub-
bing body support, or an irregular rubbing body sup-
port.

67. A wear-resistant impact mining machine according
to claim 36, wherein the power impact element com-
prises a raceway power impact element, or a pit pow-
er impact element, or a power impact element with
a bracket, or a circulating raceway power impact el-
ement, or a stroke section power impact element, or
a position-limiting power impact element, or a cylin-
drical power impact element, or a U-shaped power
impact element, or a frame-shaped power impact
element, or an irregular power impact element, or an
E-shaped power impact element, or a polygonal
power impact element.

68. A wear-resistant impact mining machine according
to claim 36, wherein the power support comprises a
raceway power support, or a pit power support, or a
power support with a bracket, or a circulating race-
way power support, or a stroke section power sup-
port, or a position-limiting power support, or a cylin-
drical power support, or a U-shaped power support,
or a E-shaped power support, or a polygonal power
support, or a box-shaped power support, or a frame-
shaped power support, or an irregular power sup-
port.

69. A wear-resistant impact mining machine according
to claim 36, wherein the rubbing body is provided
around the impact guiding element, or provided at
one side of the impact guiding element, or provided
at two or more sides of the impact guiding element;
or the rubbing body is provided around the power
impact element, or provided at one side of the power
impact element, or provided at two or more sides of
the power impact element; the power impact element
comprises a piston, a cylinder, a piston rod or a guid-
ing rod.

70. A wear-resistant impact mining machine according
to claim 36, wherein a circulating raceway is provided
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on the impact guiding element or the guiding roller
support; the circulating raceway is connected in a
separated manner, or integrated with the impact
guiding element or the guiding roller support; the im-
pact guiding element is provided in the guiding roller
support or is provided outside the guiding roller sup-
port; the guiding roller is provided in the circulating
raceway; one part of the guiding roller exposed out
of the circulating raceway is in contact with the sur-
face of the guiding roller support or the surface of
the impact guiding element; an impact guiding ele-
ment main body is not in contact with the surface of
the guiding roller support; the guiding rollers support
the impact guiding element and the guiding roller
support to reciprocate oppositely through rolling fric-
tion.

71. A wear-resistant impact mining machine according
to claim 70, wherein the circulating raceway com-
prises an annular circulating raceway; an annular
plane of the annular circulating raceway is arranged
along a reciprocating direction; the annular circulat-
ing raceway is arranged around the impact guiding
element, or is arranged individually on the impact
guiding element or is arranged symmetrically on the
impact guiding element; the guiding rollers roll in a
reciprocating and circulating manner in the annular
circulating raceway.

72. A wear-resistant impact mining machine according
to claim 70, wherein the circulating raceway com-
prises a spiral circulating raceway or a wave-shaped
circulating raceway; the spiral circulating raceway or
the wave-shaped circulating raceway is provided on
the impact guiding element or the guiding roller sup-
port; the guiding rollers roll in a circulating manner
in the spiral circulating raceway or the wave-shaped
circulating raceway; positions of the guiding rollers
bearing a pressure between the impact guiding ele-
ment and the guiding roller support change in a cir-
culating manner, thus reducing the probability that
the guiding rollers always partially roll on the impact
guiding element and the guiding roller support to
bear a overlarge pressure and to be damaged.

73. A wear-resistant impact mining machine according
to claim 70, wherein a circulating supporting section
and a circulating section of the circulating raceway
are arranged along the surface of the impact guiding
element or the guiding roller support; the guiding roll-
er in the circulating supporting section supports the
guiding roller support to have rolling friction with the
impact guiding element; the guiding roller in the cir-
culating sections does not support the impact guiding
element to have rolling friction with the guiding roller
support.

74. A wear-resistant impact mining machine according

to claim 70, wherein the retainer is provided in the
circulating raceway; the guiding roller is provided in
the retainer and the circulating raceway; the thick-
ness of the retainer is smaller than the guiding roller
diameter; two parts of the guiding rollers higher than
the retainer are respectively provided in the circulat-
ing raceway and the impact guiding element or the
guiding roller support, thus preventing reverse fric-
tion between the guiding roller.

75. A wear-resistant impact mining machine according
to claim 70, wherein the circulating raceway is con-
nected or integrated with the guiding support, or the
impact guiding element, or the power support, or the
power impact element.

76. A wear-resistant impact mining machine according
to claim 36, wherein a circulating raceway is provided
on the power impact element or the power support;
the circulating raceway is connected in a separated
manner or integrated with the power impact element
or the power support; the power impact element is
provided in the power support or is provided out of
the power support; the power roller is provided in the
circulating raceway; the power roller exposed out of
the circulating raceway is in contact with the surface
of the power support or the surface of the power im-
pact element; a power impact element main body is
not in contact with the surface of the power support;
the power roller supports the power impact element
and the power support to reciprocate oppositely with
rolling friction.

77. A wear-resistant impact mining machine according
to claim 76, wherein the circulating raceway com-
prises an annular circulating raceway; an annular
plane of the annular circulating raceway is arranged
along a reciprocating direction; the annular circulat-
ing raceway is arranged around the power impact
element, or is arranged individually on the power im-
pact element or is arranged symmetrically on the
power impact element; the power roller rolls in a re-
ciprocating and circulating manner in the annular cir-
culating raceway.

78. A wear-resistant impact mining machine according
to claim 76, wherein the circulating raceway com-
prises a spiral circulating raceway or a wave-shaped
circulating raceway; the spiral circulating raceway or
the wave-shaped circulating raceway is provided on
the power impact element or the power support; the
power roller rolls in a circulating manner in the spiral
circulating raceway or the wave-shaped circulating
raceway; position of the power roller bearing a pres-
sure between the power impact element and the
power support changes in a circulating manner, thus
reducing the probability that the power roller always
partially rolls on the power impact element and the
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power support to bear a overlarge pressure and to
be damaged.

79. A wear-resistant impact mining machine according
to claim 76, wherein a plane of the circulating race-
way is arranged vertical to the surface of the guiding
roller support or the impact guiding element or the
power impact element or the cylinder or the power
roller support; or the plane of the circulating raceway
is arranged approximately in parallel with the surface
of the guiding roller support or the impact guiding
element or the power impact element or the cylinder
or the power roller support; the circulating raceway
comprises a circulating supporting section and a cir-
culating section; the roller in the circulating support-
ing section supports rolling friction of the impact guid-
ing element and the guiding roller support, or rolling
friction of the power impact element an the cylinder,
or rolling friction of the power impact element and
the power roller support, while the roller in the circu-
lating section does not support rolling friction of the
guiding roller support, the impact guiding element,
the power impact element, the cylinder, and the pow-
er roller support.

80. A wear-resistant impact mining machine according
to claim 76, wherein the roller is arranged densely
in the circulating raceway; the length of the circulat-
ing raceway enables the roller to support rolling fric-
tion of the guiding roller support and the impact guid-
ing element or enables the roller to support rolling
friction of the piston and the cylinder, or enables the
rollers to support rolling friction of the power impact
element and the power roller support, thus prevent-
ing partial sliding friction or collision of the guiding
roller support and the impact guiding element, or the
piston and the cylinder, or the power impact element
and the power roller support.

81. A wear-resistant impact mining machine according
to claim 76, wherein a retainer is provided in the cir-
culating raceway; the retainer comprises a flexible
retainer and a chain link retainer etc.; the power roll-
ers is provided in the retainer and is provided in the
circulating raceway; the thickness of the retainer is
smaller than the power roller diameter; two parts of
the power roller higher than the retainer are respec-
tively provided in the circulating raceway and the
power impact element or the power support, thus
preventing reverse friction between the power roll-
ers.

82. A wear-resistant impact mining machine according
to claim 76, wherein the circulating raceway com-
prises a pressure-bearing circulating raceway and a
pressure-free circulating raceway; the pressure-free
circulating raceway is provided in a separated man-
ner with the power support, or the power impact el-

ement, or the guiding roller support, or the impact
guiding element; the pressure-free circulating race-
way is detachable, thus facilitating observation,
maintenance and replacement of the power roller.

83. A wear-resistant impact mining machine according
to claim 76, wherein a pressure-bearing section of
the circulating raceway is provided with a wear-re-
sistant material or a high strength material, thus im-
proving the wear resistance of the circulating race-
way, improving resistance of the circulating raceway
on a pressure generated by the guiding support and
the impact guiding element on the circulating race-
way through the guiding roller, or improving the re-
sistance of the circulating raceway on a pressure
generated by the power support and the power im-
pact element on the circulating raceway through the
power rollers, reducing massive use of the wear-re-
sistant material and the high strength material by the
impact guiding element, or the guiding support, or
the power impact element, or the power support, and
lowering the requirement on the integral wear resist-
ance or strength of the guiding support, or the impact
guiding element, or the power support, or the power
impact element.

84. A wear-resistant impact mining machine according
to claim 36, wherein the impact guiding element, or
the guiding support, or the power impact element or
the power support is a lightweight material; the light-
weight material comprises an aluminum alloy, high
strength plastic, ceramics, a titanium alloy, carbon
fiber, light steel or a composite material.

85. A wear-resistant impact mining machine according
to claim 36, wherein the hydraulic impact drive de-
vice, or the pneumatic impact drive device, or the
solid flowing impact drive device comprises a sealing
element; the sealing element is provided between
the power impact element and the power support,
thus preventing a liquid or a gas or a solid from en-
tering from one side of the power impact element to
the other side.

86. A wear-resistant impact mining machine according
to claim 85, wherein the sealing element is provided
on the power impact element; the sealing element
is located at one side or two sides of the roller or
located between a front roller and a back roller, thus
preventing a liquid, a gas, or a solid from entering
from one side of the power impact element to the
other side.

87. A wear-resistant impact mining machine according
to claim 85, wherein the power impact element ther-
eon is provided with a sealing element; the sealing
element is provided at one side or two sides of the
circulating raceway, or is provided between a front
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circulating raceway and a back raceway; the sealing
piece does no reciprocate on the rollers, thus pre-
venting a liquid, a gas or a solid from entering from
one side of the power impact element into the other
side; the rollers support the power impact element
or the impact guiding element to reciprocate through
rolling friction, thus reducing a running resistance of
the power impact element or the impact guiding el-
ement and improving a moving speed of the power
impact element or the impact guiding element; the
sealing element is used for sealing.

88. A wear-resistant impact mining machine according
to claim 36, wherein the hydraulic impact drive de-
vice, or the pneumatic impact drive device, or the
solid flowing impact drive device comprises a piston,
the rubbing body, a cylinder, and the rubbing body
support; the rubbing body is provided around the pis-
ton or is provided at one side or are provided at two
or more sides of the piston; the piston and the rubbing
body are provided in the cylinder; the rubbing body
supports the piston and the cylinder to reciprocate
with rolling friction or suspension friction; the piston
comprises a piston rod; the piston and the piston rod
are separated, connected in a separated manner or
integrated; the rubbing body support and the cylinder
are separated, connected in a separated manner or
integrated; or the rubbing body support and the pis-
ton are separated, connected or integrated; the rub-
bing body support comprises the roller support
and/or the suspender support; the roller support
comprises the guiding roller support and/or a piston
roller support; the suspender support comprises the
guiding suspender support and/or a piston suspend-
er support; the guiding roller support and the piston
roller support are separated, connected in a sepa-
rated manner or integrated; the guiding suspender
support and the piston suspender support are sep-
arated, connected in a separated manner, or inte-
grated; the roller support and the suspender support
are separated, connected in a separated manner or
integrated.

89. A wear-resistant impact mining machine according
to claim 88, wherein the rubbing body and the piston
are integrated; the piston is a spherical piston; the
cylinder is a cylindrical cylinder matched with the di-
ameter of the spherical piston; the spherical piston
and the cylindrical cylinder form sealing; the spher-
ical piston does not use a sealing element to isolate
a cavity into a pressure relief area and a pressure
charging area.

90. A wear-resistant impact mining machine according
to claim 36, wherein the hydraulic impact drive de-
vice or the pneumatic impact drive device or the solid
flowing impact drive device comprises the power im-
pact element, a cylinder and a control element; the

power impact element comprises a piston and a cyl-
inder rod; the piston is provided in the cylinder; the
cylinder rod is provided inside or outside the cylinder;
the cylinder rod is the power impact element and the
impact guiding element; the piston and the cylinder
rod are separated, connected in a separated manner
or integrated; the guiding roller support is provided;
the guiding roller support and the cylinder are sep-
arated, connected in a separated manner or integrat-
ed; the guiding roller support is provided inside or
outside the cylinder; the guiding roller is provided
between the guiding roller support and the cylinder
rod; the guiding roller, the cylinder rod and the guid-
ing roller support are matched closely to form a cen-
tralizer; the control element controls flowing of a liq-
uid, a gas or a solid; the piston moves under a pres-
sure of the liquid, the gas or the solid; the piston
drives the cylinder rod to reciprocate; the guiding roll-
er rotates against the guiding roller support and the
cylinder rod; a moving direction of the cylinder rod
is controlled by the control element.

91. A wear-resistant impact mining machine according
to claim 36, wherein the rubbing body support is in-
tegrated with the guiding support, or the impact guid-
ing element, or a cylinder, or a piston, or the power
support, or the power impact element, thus reducing
a space occupied by the rubbing body support; the
rubbing body support is integrated with the guiding
support, or the impact guiding element, or the cylin-
der, or the piston, or the power support or the power
impact element, thus realizing high structural
strength and high space utilization; a limited space
is used for increasing the volume of the rubbing body,
thus improving the bearing capacity of the rubbing
body, increasing the contact area of the rubbing body
and the guiding support or the impact guiding ele-
ment, or the cylinder, or the piston, or the power sup-
port or the power impact element, and avoiding an
overlarge partial pressure and overlarge damage to
the guiding support or the impact guiding element,
or the cylinder, or the piston, or the power support
or the power impact element due to undersize rub-
bing body.

92. A wear-resistant impact mining machine according
to claim 36, wherein the guiding support is provided
at two or more ends of the power support to form two
or more guiding support points; the two or more ends
comprise two or more ends of a guiding support main
body or spatial positions comprising two or more
ends out of the guiding support main body; the two
or more guiding support points all support the gravity
of the impact head; the rubbing body, the impact
guiding element and the rubbing body support are
matched closely to form a multi-point support impact
head structure; the multi-point support impact head
structure supports the impact head through multiple
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points to centralize an impact direction of the impact
head, thus maximally increasing a centralizing width
to the impact head, strengthening centralizing on the
impact head, maximally controlling the impact direc-
tion of the impact head, preventing the impact drive
device from being damaged by an impact damage
force and a reactive force, and extending the service
life of the device.

93. A wear-resistant impact mining machine according
to claim 36, wherein two or more rows of rubbing
bodies are provided around the impact guiding ele-
ment or the power impact element; the two or more
rows of rubbing bodies bear a gravitational load of
the impact guiding element and/or the power impact
element; at least one or more rubbing bodies of one
row of rubbing bodies support the impact guiding el-
ement or the power impact element to impact in a
reciprocating manner, thus preventing centralized
damage on the rubbing bodies or the rubbing body
support caused by a gravitational load of the impact
guiding element or the power impact element on only
one row of rubbing bodies.

94. A wear-resistant impact mining machine according
to claim 36, wherein the guiding device comprises
the impact guiding element; the impact guiding ele-
ment comprises an upper impact guiding element
and a lower impact guiding element or a left impact
guiding element and a right impact guiding element;
the impact drive device comprises the crank impact
drive device, or the hydraulic impact drive device or
the pneumatic impact drive device or the solid flow-
ing impact drive device; the hydraulic impact drive
device or the pneumatic impact drive device or the
solid flowing impact drive device comprises the pow-
er impact element; the power impact element is pro-
vided between the upper impact guiding element or
the lower impact guiding element, or is provided be-
tween the left impact guiding element or the right
impact guiding element; the upper impact guiding
element or the lower impact guiding element or the
left impact guiding element or the right impact guid-
ing element forms a multi-point support impact head
structure.

95. A wear-resistant impact mining machine according
to claim 36, wherein the rubbing body is closely
locked with the rubbing body support and/or the im-
pact guiding element through a contact surface; the
contact surfaces of the rubbing body with the rubbing
body support and/or the impact guiding element are
as large as possible; or the contact surfaces of the
rubbing body and a cylinder and/or a piston etc. are
closely locked; the contact surfaces of the rubbing
body and the cylinder and/or the piston etc. are as
large as possible, thus preventing an overlarge par-
tial stress on the rubbing body, reducing partial fric-

tion of the rubbing body on the rubbing body support
and/or the impact guiding element, or reducing par-
tial friction of the rubbing body on the cylinder and/or
the piston, and strengthening centralizing on the im-
pact guiding element or the piston; the rubbing body
support and/or the impact guiding element are/is
closely locked with the rubbing body through the con-
tact surfaces to limit a moving space and position of
the rubbing body; or the cylinder and/or the piston
are/is closely locked with the rubbing body through
the contact surfaces to limit a moving space and po-
sition of the rubbing body.

96. A wear-resistant impact mining machine according
to claim 36, wherein the rubbing body is provided
between the guiding support and the impact guiding
element, or is provided between a cylinder and the
impact guiding element, or is provided between the
power support and the power impact element; the
rubbing body, the impact guiding element and the
rubbing body support are matched closely to support
the impact head at multiple points through rolling fric-
tion or suspension friction to impact; the impact guid-
ing element is actually an extension and damage of
the power impact element; through the extension
and damage of the impact guiding element, a cen-
tralizing width on the impact head is increased max-
imally, centralizing on the impact head is strength-
ened, and the impact head is controlled maximally
to prevent the crank impact drive device, or the hy-
draulic impact drive device or the pneumatic impact
drive device or the solid flowing impact drive device
from being damaged by an impact damage force and
a reactive force.

97. A wear-resistant impact mining machine according
to claim 36, wherein
the impact guiding element is provided on the rub-
bing body support; the impact guiding element or the
rubbing body support comprises a liquid suspender
or a gas suspender; or the power impact element or
the power support comprises a liquid suspender or
a gas suspender; or the impact guiding element and
the rubbing body support comprise a magnetic sus-
pender; or the power impact element and the power
support comprises a magnetic suspender; the mag-
netic suspender comprises an electromagnetic sus-
pender, or a permanent magnet suspender; the sus-
pender enables the impact guiding element and the
rubbing body support or the power impact element
and the power support to form suspension friction;
the suspension friction reduces a frictional resist-
ance or friction damage between the impact guiding
element and the rubbing body support or between
the power impact element and the power support,
thus improving the service life of the impact drive
device or the guiding device.
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98. A wear-resistant impact mining machine according
to claim 97, wherein the suspender comprises a gas
source, a control valve, a transmission pipeline, and
a gas cavity; the gas cavity is provided on the guiding
device or the impact drive device; a gas suspender
is formed between the guiding support and the im-
pact guiding element; or a gas suspender is formed
between the power support and the power impact
element; the gas suspender supports the impact
guiding element to reciprocate with suspension fric-
tion; or the gas suspender supports the power impact
element to reciprocate with suspension friction.

99. A wear-resistant impact mining machine according
to claim 97, wherein the liquid suspender comprises
a liquid medium source, a control valve, a transmis-
sion pipeline and a liquid cavity; the liquid cavity is
provided on the guiding device or the impact drive
device; a liquid suspender is formed between the
guiding support and the impact guiding element; or
a liquid suspender is formed between the power sup-
port and the power impact element; the liquid sus-
pender supports the impact guiding element to re-
ciprocate with suspension friction or the liquid sus-
pender supports the power impact element to recip-
rocate with suspension friction.

100.A wear-resistant impact mining machine according
to claim 97, wherein the magnetic suspender com-
prises an electromagnetic suspender, or a perma-
nent magnet suspender; the electromagnetic sus-
pender comprises an electromagnet; the permanent
magnet suspender comprises a permanent magnet;
the electromagnet or the permanent magnet is pro-
vided on the impact guiding element and the guiding
support or is provided on the power impact element
and the power support.

101.A wear-resistant impact mining machine according
to claim 100, wherein the impact guiding element
and the guiding support or the power impact element
and the power support comprise an N pole perma-
nent magnet; or the impact guiding element and the
guiding support or the power impact element and the
power support comprise an S pole permanent mag-
net; N pole permanent magnets repel each other and
S pole permanent magnets repel each other to form
a magnetic suspender; the power impact element
drives the impact guiding element to reciprocate; the
magnetic suspender supports the impact guiding el-
ement and the guiding support to reciprocate oppo-
sitely with suspension friction; or the magnetic sus-
pender supports the power impact element and the
power support to reciprocate oppositely with suspen-
sion friction.

102.A wear-resistant impact mining machine according
to claim 100, wherein the impact guiding element

and the guiding support or the power impact element
or the power support comprise a cathode electro-
magnet; or the impact guiding element and the guid-
ing support or the power impact element or the power
support comprise an anode electromagnet; cathode
electromagnets repel each other and anode electro-
magnets repel each other to form a magnetic sus-
pender; the power impact element drives the impact
guiding element to reciprocate; the magnetic sus-
pender supports the impact guiding element and the
guiding support to reciprocate oppositely with sus-
pension friction; or the magnetic suspender supports
the power impact element or the power support to
reciprocate oppositely with suspension friction.

103.A wear-resistant impact mining machine according
to claim 36, wherein one end or two ends of the power
impact element are provided with a damage-preven-
tion mechanism; the damage-prevention mecha-
nism is provided as a rotating structure or a split
structure; the rotating structure of the damage-pre-
vention mechanism is provided as a joint bearing, or
a turning joint, a ball cage universal joint, a cross
universal joint, a ball-end catching groove type, or
an arc-shaped catching groove type; the rotating
structure of the damage-prevention mechanism is
stressed to rotate or the split structure isolates an
impact reactive damage force in a split manner.

104.A wear-resistant impact mining machine according
to claim 103, wherein the damage-prevention mech-
anism comprises an arc-shaped catching groove
type or a rotating joint; the arc-shaped catching
groove type comprises an arc-shaped raised head
and a groove moveably locked with the arc-shaped
raised head; the groove and the power impact ele-
ment are connected in a separated manner or inte-
grated; the arc-shaped raised head moveably locked
with the groove and the impact head are connected
in a separated manner or integrated; the rotating joint
comprises a flexible universal joint rotating joint or a
universal bearing rotating joint, or a platform-type
rotating joint with multiple degrees of freedom or a
universal coupling rotating joint; the flexible universal
joint rotating joint comprises an elastic element and
a universal joint; when the universal joint is stressed,
an relative motion of the universal joint is adjusted
by the elastic body; the universal joint bearing rotat-
ing joint comprises a universal joint base, and a ro-
tating joint; the rotating joint is fixed on the universal
joint base; when the universal joint bearing is
stressed, a relative motion is adjusted by the univer-
sal joint base; the platform-type rotating joint with
multiple degrees of freedom is composed of a mov-
ing cylinder, an upper universal hinge, a lower uni-
versal hinge, an upper platform and a lower platform;
when the upper platform and the lower platform are
stressed, the upper platform moves in multiple de-
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grees of freedom in a space through a telescopic
movement of the moving cylinder; the universal cou-
pling rotating joint is a cross shaft rotating joint; the
cross shaft rotating joint comprises a cross shaft and
a cross universal joint fork; the cross universal joint
fork moves relatively through connection of the cross
shaft.

105.A wear-resistant impact mining machine according
to claim 103, wherein the damage-prevention mech-
anism comprises a rotating structure; the rotating
structure comprises a ball-end catching groove type;
the ball-end catching groove type comprises a ball
end and a ball end groove moveably locked with the
ball end; the ball end and the power impact element
are connected in a separated manner or integrated;
the ball end groove moveably locked with the ball
end and the impact head are connected in a sepa-
rated manner or integrated; the power impact ele-
ment and the impact head are connected or sepa-
rated; the power impact element drives the impact
head to impact; an impact damage force is applied
on the damage-prevention mechanism; the rotating
structure of the damage-prevention mechanism is
stressed to rotate.

106.A wear-resistant impact mining machine according
to claim 36, wherein a buffering mechanism is pro-
vided between the jacking device or the reciprocating
impact part or the machine body or the jacking device
and the reciprocating impact part, or between the
jacking device and the machine body.

107.A wear-resistant impact mining machine according
to claim 36, wherein the buffering mechanism com-
prises a structural buffering mechanism or a power
buffering mechanism.

108.A wear-resistant impact mining machine according
to claim 107, wherein the structural buffering mech-
anism comprises a fixing support, a buffering support
and a buffering element.

109.A wear-resistant impact mining machine according
to claim 107, wherein the power buffering mecha-
nism comprises a sliding stroke spline shaft housing
buffering mechanism and a belt buffering mecha-
nism.

110.A wear-resistant impact mining machine according
to claim 36, wherein the jacking device or the recip-
rocating impact part or the frame comprises a struc-
tural buffering mechanism; the structural buffering
mechanism comprises a fixing support and a buffer-
ing support; when the fixing support is provided on
the jacking device, the buffering support is corre-
spondingly provided on the reciprocating impact
part; or when the fixing support is provided on the

frame, the buffering support is correspondingly pro-
vided on the jacking device; or when the buffering
support is provided on the frame, the fixing support
is provided on the reciprocating impact part; a buff-
ering element is provided between the fixing support
and the buffering support, or is provided between
the jacking device and the frame, or is provided be-
tween the jacking device and the reciprocating im-
pact part, or is provided between the frame and the
reciprocating impact part; a buffering guiding ele-
ment is provided on the fixing support and the buff-
ering support, or is provided on the jacking device
and the frame, or is provided on the jacking device
and the reciprocating part, or is provided on the frame
and the reciprocating impact part; the power impact
element drives the impact head to impact; when an
impact reactive force is applied on the buffering sup-
port and the fixing support, or is applied on the jack-
ing device and the frame, or is applied on the jacking
device and the reciprocating impact part, or is ap-
plied on the frame and the reciprocating impact part,
the buffering element is damaged to absorb the im-
pact reactive force and the buffering guiding element
controls a buffering direction to be reciprocating
straight line buffering, thus preventing the impact
head from oscillating non-directionally during buffer-
ing.

111.A wear-resistant impact mining machine according
to claim 36, wherein the jacking device or the recip-
rocating impact part or the frame comprises a struc-
tural buffering mechanism; the structural buffering
mechanism comprises a fixing support and a buffer-
ing support; or when the fixing support is provided
on the jacking device, the buffering support is corre-
spondingly provided on the reciprocating impact
part; or when the fixing support is provided on the
machine body, the buffering support is correspond-
ingly provided on the jacking device; or when the
buffering support is provided on the frame, the fixing
support is provided on the reciprocating impact part;
when the fixing support comprises a buffering guid-
ing element, the buffering support comprises a buff-
ering guiding sleeve; or when the buffering support
comprises a buffering guiding element, the fixing
support comprises a buffering guiding sleeve; when
a guiding lug boss or a guiding groove is provided
on the buffering guiding element, a guiding groove
or a guiding lug boss locked with the guiding lug boss
and the guiding groove is provided on the buffering
guiding sleeve; two sides of a convex part of the guid-
ing lug boss are provided with a buffering element;
the buffering guiding element supports the buffering
guiding sleeve to slide in a reciprocating manner in
a straight line along the buffering guiding sleeve or
the buffering guiding sleeve supports the buffering
guiding element to slide in a reciprocating manner
in a straight line along the buffering guiding sleeve;
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the buffering guiding element, the buffering element
and the buffering guiding sleeve form a bi-directional
buffering mechanism; the power impact element
drives the impact head to impact; an impact reactive
damage force is applied on the bi-directional buffer-
ing mechanism; the bi-directional buffering mecha-
nism absorbs the impact reactive force; the power
impact element drives the impact head to recipro-
cate; the buffering elements of the front part of the
guiding lug boss and the back part of the guiding lug
boss absorb an impact reactive force of the impact
head; the buffering guiding element, the buffering
guiding sleeve and the buffering elements are
matched with each other to absorb the impact reac-
tive force of the impact head and control a buffering
direction to be reciprocating straight line buffering;
the buffering guiding sleeve slides oppositely in a
straight line against the buffering guiding element,
thus preventing the jacking device, the impact drive
device and the guiding device from oscillating non-
directionally and stabilizing an impact direction of the
impact head.

112.A wear-resistant impact mining machine according
to claim 110 or 111, wherein the fixing support and
the buffering support comprise a retaining structure
or the buffering guiding element and the buffering
guiding sleeve comprise a retaining structure; the
retaining structure comprises a retaining element;
the retaining element prevents the fixing support and
the buffering support from being detached during op-
posite reciprocating sliding or the retaining element
prevents the buffering guiding element and the buff-
ering guiding sleeve from being detached during op-
posite reciprocating sliding; the retaining element
and the fixing support are provided separately, or
connected or integrated; or the retaining element and
the buffering support are provided separately, or
connected or integrated; or the retaining element and
the buffering guiding element are provided separate-
ly or connected or integrated; or the retaining ele-
ment and the buffering guiding sleeve are provided
separately or connected or integrated.

113.A wear-resistant impact mining machine according
to claim 36, wherein the reciprocating impact part or
the jacking device or the frame comprises a rotation
power source element and a rotation impact trans-
mission element; or when the frame comprises the
rotation power source element, the jacking device
comprises the rotation impact transmission element;
or when the jacking device comprises the rotation
power source element, the reciprocating impact part
comprises the rotation impact transmission element;
or when the frame comprises the rotation power
source element, the reciprocating impact part com-
prises the rotation impact transmission element; the
rotation power source element comprises an electric

machine, or a hydraulic motor, or a pneumatic motor;
the jacking device or the reciprocating impact part
or the frame comprises a structural buffering mech-
anism; the structure buffering mechanism comprises
a fixing support and a buffering support; or when the
fixing support is provided on the jacking device, the
buffering support is correspondingly provided on the
reciprocating impact part; or when the fixing support
is provided on the frame, the buffering support is
correspondingly provided on the jacking device; or
when the buffering support is provided on the frame,
the fixing support is provided on the reciprocating
impact part; a buffering element is provided between
the frame and the jacking device, or is provided be-
tween the fixing support and the buffering support,
or is provided between the jacking device and the
reciprocating impact part, or is provided between the
frame and the reciprocating impact part; a power
buffering mechanism is provided between the rota-
tion power source element and the rotation impact
transmission element, or is provided on the rotation
impact transmission element; the power buffering
mechanism comprises a sliding stroke spline shaft
housing buffering mechanism or a belt buffering
mechanism; the sliding stroke spline shaft housing
buffering mechanism comprises a spline shaft and
a spline housing; a sliding reciprocating stroke sec-
tion is provided between the spline shaft and the
spline housing; when impacted, the sliding recipro-
cating stroke section slides in a reciprocating manner
to absorb an impact reactive force; the belt buffering
mechanism comprises a driving pulley, a driven pul-
ley and a belt; the driving pulley is fixed on the fixing
support; the driving pulley is connected with a drive
shaft of the electric machine, the hydraulic motor, or
the pneumatic motor; the driven pulley is provided
on the buffering support; the belt is provided on the
driving pulley and the driven pulley; the driven pulley
moves as the buffering support is impacted; the belt
absorbs an impact reactive force; the belt buffering
device prevents the electric machine, the hydraulic
motor or the pneumatic motor from being damaged;
the structural buffering mechanism further compris-
es a buffering guiding element; the buffering element
is provided between the frame and the reciprocating
impact part, or is provided between the fixing support
and the buffering support, or is provided between
the jacking device and the reciprocating impact part,
or is provided between the frame and the jacking
device; the buffering guiding element is provided on
the frame and the reciprocating impact part, or is
provided on the fixing support and the buffering sup-
port, or is provided on the jacking device and the
reciprocating impact part, or is provided on the frame
and the jacking device; the structural buffering mech-
anism absorbs an impact reactive force through the
buffering element while controlling a buffering direc-
tion through the buffering guiding element; the struc-
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tural buffering mechanism and is matched with the
sliding stroke spline shaft housing buffering mecha-
nism or the belt buffering mechanism to absorb and
buffer an impact reactive force of the impact head
and guide a buffering direction, thus preventing the
rotation power source element or the jacking device
or the frame from being damaged by buffering non-
directional oscillation, and ensuring that an impact
direction of the impact head faces an objected to be
mined.

114.A wear-resistant impact mining machine according
to claim 36, wherein the reciprocating impact part
comprises a buffering device; the buffering device
comprises a rotation power buffering mechanism;
the rotation power buffering mechanism comprises
a sliding stroke spline shaft housing buffering mech-
anism; the sliding stroke spline shaft housing buff-
ering mechanism comprises a spline shaft and a
spline housing; a sliding reciprocating stroke section
is provided between the spline shaft and the spline
housing; when impacted, the sliding reciprocating
stroke section slides in a reciprocating manner to
absorb an impact reactive force; the spline shaft and
the spline housing are connected glidingly with re-
ciprocating buffering; the impact drive device com-
prises a rotation power source element and a rotation
impact transmission element; the rotation power
source element comprises an electric machine, or a
hydraulic motor or a pneumatic motor; the electronic
machine, or the hydraulic motor or the pneumatic
motor comprises a drive shaft; the spline housing or
the spline shaft is connected or integrated with the
drive shaft; the spline shaft or the spline housing is
connected or integrate with the rotation impact trans-
mission element.

115.A wear-resistant impact mining machine according
to claim 36, wherein the reciprocating impact part
comprises a buffering device; the buffering device
comprises a rotation power buffering mechanism;
the rotation power buffering mechanism comprises
a belt buffering mechanism; the jacking device com-
prises a rocker arm; the rocker arm comprises a rock-
er arm buffering element and a rocker arm fixing el-
ement; the buffering device further comprises a buff-
ering element; the buffering element is provided be-
tween the rocker arm buffering element and the rock-
er arm fixing element; the belt buffering mechanism
comprises a driving pulley, a belt and a driven pulley;
the driving pulley is fixed on the rocker arm fixing
element; the driving pulley is connected with a drive
shaft of an electric machine, or a hydraulic motor or
a pneumatic motor; the driven pulley is provided on
the rocker arm buffering element; the belt is provided
on the driving pulley and the driven pulley; the driven
pulley buffers as the rocker arm buffering element is
impacted; the belt absorbs an impact reactive force

to prevent the electric machine, or the hydraulic mo-
tor or the pneumatic motor from being damaged; the
belt buffering device comprises a tensioner.

116.A wear-resistant impact mining machine according
to claim 115, wherein the tensioner is provided at an
inner side or an outer side of the belt; the tensioner
comprises a tensioning wheel, a tensioning wheel
bracket, a tensioning spring, a tensioning adjusting
rod, and a tensioner base; the tensioning wheel is
provided on the tensioning wheel bracket; a guiding
hole is provided on the tensioning wheel bracket;
one end of the tensioning adjusting rod is a polished
rod and the other end is a screw rod and the middle
is provided with a shoulder; the tensioning wheel
bracket is matched with the polished rod end of the
tensioning adjusting rod through the guiding hole;
the screw rod end of the tensioning adjusting rod is
in threaded connection with the tensioning base; the
tensioning spring is provided between the tensioning
wheel bracket and the shoulder; the tensioning
wheel tightly presses the belt with an elastic force of
the spring; a tensioning force is adjusted with a
screwing length of the screw rod and the tensioning
base.

117.A wear-resistant impact mining machine according
to claim 115, wherein the belt buffering device com-
prises the tensioner; the tensioner comprises a slid-
ing base and a tensioning spring; the driving pulley
and the electric machine, or the hydraulic motor or
the pneumatic motor are installed on the sliding
base; the sliding base is matched glidingly with the
rocker arm fixing element; one end of the tensioning
spring is connected with the sliding base and the
other end is connected with the rocker arm fixing
element; a certain acting force is applied on the slid-
ing base by the spring to tension the belt.

118.A wear-resistant impact mining machine according
to claim 36, wherein the jacking device comprises a
rocker arm lifting mechanism or a vertical lifting
mechanism.

119.A wear-resistant impact mining machine according
to claim 118, wherein the rocker arm lifting mecha-
nism is a parralellagram rocker arm or a single rocker
arm; the parralellagram rocker arm includes a main
rocker arm and a secondary rocker arm; the recip-
rocating impact part includes a supporting box or a
supporting frame; one end of the main rocker arm is
hinged with the machine body and the other end is
hinged with the supporting box or the supporting
frame; one end of the secondary rocker arm is hinged
with the machine body and the other end is hinged
with the supporting box or the supporting frame; the
main rocker arm and/or the secondary rocker arm
support/supports the reciprocating impact part; the
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main rocker arm and the secondary rocker arm are
matched with each other to adjust a mining direction
or position of the impact head and ensure that the
next impact of the impact head is applied on an object
to be mined; the travelling part drives the machine
body to travel to realize reciprocating impact and
continuous mining.

120.A wear-resistant impact mining machine according
to claim 118, wherein the vertical lifting mechanism
drives the reciprocating impact part to move up and
down vertically; the vertical lifting mechanism com-
prises a lifting platform, a lifting platform support and
a vertical lifting driver; the vertical lifting driver com-
prises a rope and rope coiler, or a gear and rack, or
a screw pole, or a shaft coupling, or a chain wheel
and chain, or a hydraulic element or a pneumatic
element; the vertical lifting driver drives the vertical
lifting platform to ascend and descend vertically; the
vertical lifting mechanism further comprises a locat-
ing locker; the locating locker comprises a bolt, a
lock tongue, a cushion block, a pull rope, a hydraulic
cylinder, or a pneumatic cylinder; the locating locker
locks the lifting platform.

121.A wear-resistant impact mining machine according
to claim 36, wherein the jacking device comprises a
rocker arm; the machine body comprises a rotating
disc; the rocker arm is provided on the rotating disc;
the rotating disc drives the rocker arm to rotate at a
front part of the machine body.

122.A wear-resistant impact mining machine according
to claim 36, wherein the jacking device comprises a
rocker arm; the machine body comprises a rotating
disc; the jacking device comprises a rocker arm lifting
cylinder; one end of the rocker arm lifting cylinder is
fixed on the rotating disc and the other end is hinged
with the rocker arm; the rocker arm lifting cylinder
drives the rocker arm to move up and down.

123.A wear-resistant impact mining machine according
to claim 36, wherein the jacking device comprises a
rocker arm; the machine body comprises a rotating
disc; the jacking device comprises a rocker arm lifting
cylinder; the rocker arm lifting cylinder drives the
rocker arm to move up and down; the rotating disc
drives the rocker arm to move left and right; the ro-
tating disc and the rocker arm lifting cylinder are
matched to adjust the to impact a material impact
head on multiple positions in multiple directions.

124.A wear-resistant impact mining machine according
to claim 36, wherein the jacking device comprises a
translation lifting mechanism; the translation lifting
mechanism is provided at a front part of the machine
body; the translation lifting mechanism enables
translation of the reciprocating impact part relative

to the machine body.

125.A wear-resistant impact mining machine according
to claim 36, wherein the reciprocating impact part
comprises a supporting box or a supporting frame;
the impact drive device comprises a crank impact
drive device; the crank impact drive device compris-
es a multi-throw crank multi-rod impact mechanism,
and a power output component; the multi-throw
crank multi-rod impact mechanism comprises a mul-
ti-throw crank and connecting rods; the multi-throw
crank comprises power concentric shaft sections,
connecting handles and eccentric shafts; the power
concentric shaft section, the connecting handles and
the eccentric shafts are separated, connected or in-
tegrated; one end of the power concentric shaft sec-
tion of the multi-throw crank is connected with the
power output component of the crank impact drive
device; the other end of the power concentric shaft
section is provided with two or more connecting han-
dles and eccentric shafts; the power concentric shaft
section of the multi-throw crank is installed on the
supporting box or the supporting frame; an eccentric
shaft of the multi-throw crank is connected with one
end of the connecting rod and the other end of the
connecting rod is connected or separated with the
impact head; one eccentric shaft drives one or more
connecting rods to impact in a reciprocating manner.

126.A wear-resistant impact mining machine according
to claim 125, wherein the eccentric shafts are one
or more than two eccentric shafts; more than two
eccentric shafts are arranged radially at intervals
along the power concentric shaft section to form an-
gular difference; the impact drive device includes a
power output component; the power concentric shaft
section of the multi-throw crank and the power output
component are separated, connected or integrated.

127.A wear-resistant impact mining machine according
to claim 125, wherein the multi-throw crank is pro-
vided with a liquid channel; the liquid channel is pro-
vided on the power concentric shaft section, the con-
necting handle and/or the eccentric shafts.

128.A wear-resistant impact mining machine according
to claim 36, wherein the impact drive device is the
crank impact drive device; the crank impact drive
device comprises a power source element, a cam
shaft and a cam; the cam shaft and the cam are
connected in a separated manner or integrated; the
power source element drives the cam shaft to rotate;
the cam installed on the cam shaft drives the impact
head to impact.

129.A wear-resistant impact mining machine according
to claim 36, wherein the crank impact drive device
comprises a crank impact drive mechanism; the
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crank impact drive mechanism comprises a power
source element, an eccentric shaft and the power
impact element; the eccentric shaft is hinged with
one end of the power impact element; the power
source element drives the eccentric shaft to rotate;
the eccentric shaft drives the power impact element
to impact in a reciprocating manner.

130.A wear-resistant impact mining machine according
to claim 36, wherein the crank impact drive device
comprises a crank slider impact drive mechanism;
the crank slider impact drive mechanism comprises
a power source element, a crank, a slider, an oscil-
lating bar, a connecting rod and the power impact
element; one end of the crank is connected with the
power source element and the other end is hinged
with the slider; the slider is connected with the oscil-
lating bar and capable of sliding on the oscillating
bar; the oscillating bar is hinged with the connecting
rod; the connecting rod is hinged with one end of the
power impact element; the connecting rod and the
power impact element are separated, connected in
a separated manner or integrated; the power source
element drives the crank to rotate; the crank drives
the slider to enable the oscillating bar to oscillate;
through the connecting rod, the oscillating bar drives
the power impact element to move.

131.A wear-resistant impact mining machine according
to claim 36, wherein the crank impact drive device
comprises a crank oscillating bar impact drive mech-
anism; the crank oscillating bar impact drive mech-
anism comprises a rotating part, a slider, an oscillat-
ing bar and a straightening connecting rod; the ro-
tating part comprises a rotating handle or a rotating
wheel; an end of the rotating handle or the rotating
wheel is installed with the slider; the slider is con-
nected glidingly with the oscillating bar; one end of
the oscillating bar is hinged and fixed; through the
slider, the rotating handle or the rotating wheel drives
the other end of the oscillating bar to oscillate in a
reciprocating manner; one end of the straightening
connecting rod is connected with the oscillating end
of the oscillating bar and the other end is hinged with
the power impact element or the impact guiding el-
ement; the straightening connecting rod and the
power impact element are separated, or connected
in a separated manner, or integrated; the straight-
ening connecting rod and the impact guiding element
are separated, or connected in a separated manner,
or integrated; the oscillating bar oscillates to drive
the straightening connecting rod to oscillate; the
straightening connecting rod drives the impact guid-
ing element or the power impact element to impact
in a reciprocating manner.

132.A wear-resistant impact mining machine according
to claim 36, wherein the reciprocating impact part

comprises the impact head; the impact guiding ele-
ment is provided with setting teeth; the impact drive
device is a transmission device; the transmission de-
vice comprises a gear transmission device; the gear
transmission device comprises a power wheel and
a transmission wheel; the transmission wheel is pro-
vided with setting teeth; the power wheel drives the
transmission wheel; the setting teeth on the trans-
mission wheel are meshed with the setting teeth on
the impact guiding element; when the setting teeth
on the transmission wheel are rotated to be meshed
with the setting teeth on the impact guiding element,
the impact guiding element is driven to impact a coal
wall or a rock wall; when the setting teeth on the
impact guiding element correspond to a toothless
portion of the setting teeth on the transmission
wheel, the impact guiding element is separated from
the transmission wheel; at the moment, the impact
head is held back by the coal wall or the rock wall
when the machine body travels; the impact head
draws back the impact guiding element; when the
setting teeth on the transmission wheel are rotated
to be meshed with setting teeth of the impact guiding
element again, the impact guiding element is driven
again to impact the coal wall or the rock wall.

133.A wear-resistant impact mining machine according
to claim 36, wherein the impact drive device com-
prises the crank impact drive device, or the hydraulic
impact drive device or the pneumatic impact drive
device or the solid flowing impact drive device; the
crank impact drive device, or the hydraulic impact
drive device or the pneumatic impact drive device or
the solid flowing impact drive device comprises two
or more power impact elements; two or more power
impact elements and the impact head are connected,
separated or integrated.

134.A wear-resistant impact mining machine according
to claim 36, wherein the reciprocating impact part
comprises a supporting box; the impact drive device
comprises a rotation power source element; the ro-
tation power source element comprises a transmis-
sion component; the transmission component com-
prises a variable transmission component; the vari-
able transmission component is a gear transmission
component; when there are multiple gear transmis-
sion components, a part of the gear transmission
components are provided in the supporting box while
the other part of the gear transmission components
are provided inside the supporting box or outside the
supporting box.

135.A wear-resistant impact mining machine according
to claim 36, wherein the reciprocating impact part
comprises a supporting box; the impact drive device
comprises a rotation power source element; the ro-
tation power source element comprises a transmis-
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sion component; the transmission component com-
prises a variable transmission component; the vari-
able transmission component comprises a gear
transmission component or a combination of a gear
transmission component and a belt transmission
component.

136.A wear-resistant impact mining machine according
to claim 36, wherein the reciprocating impact part
comprises one or more guiding devices.

137.A wear-resistant impact mining machine according
to claim 36, wherein the guiding device is composed
of two or more guiding devices; the impact drive de-
vice drives two or more power impact elements and
two or more guiding devices to match with each oth-
er; two or more power impact elements drive two or
more impact heads.

138.A wear-resistant impact mining machine according
to claim 36, wherein the guiding device is composed
of two or more guiding devices; the impact drive de-
vice drives one power impact element and two or
more guiding devices to be matched with each other.

139.A wear-resistant impact mining machine according
to claim 36, wherein the impact guiding element is
provided at one side, a front part, two or more sides
or the periphery of the impact drive device.

140.A wear-resistant impact mining machine according
to claim 36, wherein the impact head comprises im-
pact external layer material teeth and impact internal
layer material teeth; the impact internal layer material
teeth are shaped or arranged so as to fall an internal
layer material of a coal wall or a rock wall to be mined;
the impact external layer material teeth are shaped
and arranged so that a material fallen by the impact
internal layer material teeth can flow out from gaps
between the impact external layer material teeth; the
impact external layer material teeth and impact in-
ternal layer material teeth are arranged in parallel to
form a multi-layer impact head; the mining width and
mining efficiency are improved by multi-layer impact
teeth.

141.A wear-resistant impact mining machine according
to claim 36, wherein the impact head comprises a
step tooth impact cutting mechanism; the step tooth
impact cutting mechanism comprises impact teeth;
the impact teeth are multi-layer impact teeth; tooth
heads are provided on the impact teeth; the tooth
heads and the impact teeth are connected in a sep-
arated manner or integrated; the distances between
tooth heads of two adjacent layers of impact teeth
are different; a coal wall or a rock wall to be mined
is impacted into steps; two or more opposite free
surfaces are formed on each step of the step-shaped

coal wall or rock wall; the pressure stress and struc-
tural strength of the step-shaped coal wall or rock
wall are greatly reduced compared with the original
planar coal wall or rock wall; after the coal wall or
the rock wall is impacted into steps, a material is
fallen by reasonably using the two opposite free sur-
faces of the step-shaped coal wall or rock wall when
impact teeth of each layer perform mining again, thus
greatly reducing impact resistance, avoiding over-
size lumps of the material fallen by the impact head,
reducing power consumption and improving impact
efficiency.

142.A wear-resistant impact mining machine according
to claim 36, wherein the impact head comprises an
impact external layer material tooth frame and im-
pact external layer material teeth; the impact external
layer material tooth frame is provided with a dis-
charge hole; the impact external layer material teeth
are provided on the impact external layer material
tooth frame and face a to-be-mined surface; the im-
pact external layer material teeth are shaped or ar-
ranged to fall an external layer material of a layer to
be mined; the impact head comprises an impact in-
ternal layer material tooth frame and impact internal
layer material teeth; the impact internal layer material
teeth and the impact internal layer material tooth
frame are connected in a separated manner or inte-
grated; the impact internal layer material teeth are
shaped or arranged to fall an internal layer material
of the layer to be mined; the discharge hole enables
the material fallen by the impact internal layer mate-
rial teeth to flow out; multiple layers of impact mech-
anisms are matched with each other to fall and dis-
charge a material simultaneously.

143.A wear-resistant impact mining machine according
to claim 36, wherein the reciprocating impact part
comprises the impact head; the impact head com-
prises an impact tooth frame and impact teeth; im-
pact guiding elements are arranged on the impact
tooth frame symmetrically or asymmetrically; the im-
pact teeth and the impact tooth frame connected in
a separated manner or integrated.

144.A wear-resistant impact mining machine according
to claim 36, wherein the reciprocating impact part
comprises an impact head; the impact head com-
prises an impact tooth frame and impact teeth; the
impact teeth are multi-layer impact teeth; tooth
heads are provided on the impact teeth; the impact
teeth and the tooth heads are connected in a sepa-
rated manner or integrated; the tooth heads are ar-
ranged into spherical impact heads, or conical im-
pact heads, or hemispherical impact heads, or shov-
el-shaped impact heads, or trapezoidal impact
heads, or triangular impact heads, or step-shaped
impact heads.
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145.A wear-resistant impact mining machine according
to claim 143 or 144, wherein the impact tooth frame
comprises an arc-shaped plate, or a trapezoidal
bracket, or a semicircular bracket, or a triangular
bracket, or a conical bracket, or a plat plane bracket,
or a frame-shaped bracket or a V-shaped bracket.

146.A wear-resistant impact mining machine according
to claim 143 or 144, wherein the impact head com-
prises the impact teeth; the impact teeth comprise
top surface cleaning teeth, bottom surface cleaning
teeth or side cleaning teeth.

147.A wear-resistant impact mining machine according
to claim 143 or 144, wherein the impact head com-
prises the impact tooth frame and the impact teeth;
top surface cleaning teeth, bottom surface cleaning
teeth and side cleaning teeth are provided on the
same impact tooth frame.

148.A wear-resistant impact mining machine according
to claim 36, wherein the reciprocating impact part
comprises the impact head; the impact head com-
prises shovel teeth; the impact head is composed of
one or more shovel teeth; the shovel teeth comprise
long shovel teeth or short shovel teeth; the sides of
the shovel teeth are provided with or not provided
with cutting edges.

149.A wear-resistant impact mining machine according
to claim 36, wherein the reciprocating impact part
comprises the impact head; the impact head com-
prises shovel teeth; the shovel teeth comprise con-
ical teeth, wedged teeth, axe teeth, cutter teeth or
chisel teeth.

150.A wear-resistant impact mining machine according
to claim 36, wherein the reciprocating impact part
comprises the impact head; the impact head com-
prises shovel teeth and fixing components; the shov-
el teeth and the fixing components are integrated or
moveably connected; the moveable connection
comprises a splicing type, a catching groove type, a
step type, a spherical surface type, a pin tooth type,
or a bolt fixing type.

151.A wear-resistant impact mining machine according
to claim 36, wherein the impact head completes coal
falling and surface cleaning or coal impacting and
falling at the same time by a reciprocating impact.

152.A wear-resistant impact mining machine according
to claim 36, wherein the impact guiding element is
provided at two sides of the impact drive device; one
end of the impact guiding element is provided with
an impact head and the other end is provided with
the same or different impact heads; different impact
heads comprise impact heads with different shapes

or different weights.

153.A wear-resistant impact mining machine according
to claim 36, wherein the reciprocating impact part
comprises the impact head; the impact head is in-
stalled at a front part of the machine body, or at one
side or two or more sides of the machine body.

154.A wear-resistant impact mining machine according
to claim 36, wherein the reciprocating impact part
comprises the impact head; the jacking device com-
prises a rocker arm; an angle adjuster is provided
between the impact head and the rocker arm or be-
tween the impact head and the machine body; the
angle adjuster adjusts an impact direction of the im-
pact head.

155.A wear-resistant impact mining machine according
to claim 36, wherein the reciprocating impact part
comprises a supporting box or a supporting frame;
the supporting box or the supporting frame compris-
es a lubricating system.

156.A wear-resistant impact mining machine according
to claim 36, wherein the reciprocating impact part
comprises a supporting box or a supporting frame;
the supporting box is fully sealed or partly sealed;
the supporting box or the supporting frame compris-
es a sealing element; the sealing element is provided
on a moveable junction of the impact drive device or
the guiding device and the supporting box; or the
sealing element is provided on a moveable junction
of the impact drive device or the guiding device and
the supporting frame.

157.A wear-resistant impact mining machine according
to claim 36, wherein the guiding device comprises
the impact guiding element; the reciprocating impact
part comprises a supporting box; the junction of the
power impact element and the impact head is pro-
vided with an impact element hood; or the junction
of the impact guiding element and the impact head
is provided with a guiding element hood; the power
impact element and the impact head are connected
or separated; the impact guiding element and the
impact head are connected or integrated; a sealing
element is provided between the impact element
hood or the guiding element hood and the supporting
box.

158.A wear-resistant impact mining machine according
to claim 36, wherein the guiding device comprises
the impact guiding element and the rubbing body
support; the impact drive device comprises the pow-
er impact element and the power support; a sealing
element is provided between the impact guiding el-
ement and the rubbing body support, or is provided
between the power impact element and the power
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support.

159.A wear-resistant impact mining machine according
to claim 85, 86, 87, 156, 157 and 158, wherein the
sealing element comprises a sealing cavity, a sealing
fin, a sealing plug, a sealing ring or a sealing gasket.

160.A wear-resistant impact mining machine according
to claim 85, 86, 87, 156, 157 and 158, wherein the
sealing element is made of a rubber material, a poly-
urethane material, a nylon material, a plastic mate-
rial, a metal material or a mixed material.

161.A wear-resistant impact mining machine according
to claim 36, wherein the guiding device comprises
the impact guiding element; the junction of the power
impact element and the impact head is provided with
an impact element hood; or the junction of the impact
guiding element and the impact head is provided with
a guiding element hood; the power impact element
and the impact head are connected or separated;
the impact guiding element and the impact head are
connected, separated or integrated; the impact guid-
ing element and the impact head are connected or
integrated.

162.A wear-resistant impact mining machine according
to claim 36, wherein the guiding device comprises
the impact guiding element; the impact guiding ele-
ment and the power impact element are separated;
the power impact element and the impact head are
separated; the power impact element drives the im-
pact head to impact; the impact head is provided on
the impact guiding element; the machine body is pro-
vided on the traveling part; the traveling part drives
the machine body to travel; the machine body travels
to hold back the impact head by a coal wall or a rock
wall.

163.A wear-resistant impact mining machine according
to claim 36, wherein the guiding device comprises
the rubbing body support and the impact guiding el-
ement; the impact guiding element is provided on
the rubbing body support; the rubbing body support
is provided on the frame or is provided on the jacking
device; the power impact element comprises a pow-
er impact cylinder; the impact guiding element is sep-
arated with the power impact cylinder; the power im-
pact cylinder and the impact head are separated; the
impact head are provided on the impact guiding el-
ement; the machine body is provided on the travel-
ling part; the traveling part drives the machine body
to travel; the machine body travels to hold back the
impact head by a coal wall or a rock wall; the power
impact cylinder drives the impact head to impact.

164.A wear-resistant impact mining machine according
to claim 36, wherein the guiding rollers, or the rubbing

body support, or the impact guiding element or the
power impact element or the retainer is of a high
strength wear-resistant material; the high strength
wear-resistant material is a hard alloy, wear-resist-
ant plastic, wear-resistant steel, wear-resistant rub-
ber, wear-resistant ceramics, a self-lubricating wear-
resistant material or a mixed wear-resistant material.

165.A wear-resistant impact mining machine according
to claim 36, wherein the machine body comprises a
control device, a dragging cable device, an atomizing
device, a water spraying device or a cooling device.

166.A wear-resistant impact mining machine according
to claim 36, wherein the frame or the jacking device
comprises a crushing device or a material guiding
device.

167.A wear-resistant impact mining machine according
to claim 36, wherein the machine body comprises a
shovel plate.

168.A wear-resistant impact mining machine according
to claim 167, wherein the shovel plate comprises a
star wheel setting claw or a crab claw setting claw
or a rolling rake.

169.A wear-resistant impact mining machine according
to claim 36, wherein the machine body comprises a
conveyor.

170.A wear-resistant impact mining machine according
to claim 169, wherein the conveyor is provided on
the machine body to convey a material mined by the
reciprocating impact part to a back part of the ma-
chine body; the conveyor comprises a scraper con-
veyor, a belt conveyor or an armored belt conveyor.

171.A wear-resistant impact mining machine according
to claim 43, wherein the retainer comprises a cylin-
drical retainer, or a plate retainer, or a U-shaped re-
tainer, or a V-shaped retainer, or a polygonal retain-
er, or an irregular retainer, or a triangular retainer,
or a square retainer, or a chain link retainer.

172.A wear-resistant impact mining machine according
to claim 36, wherein the guiding device comprises
the guiding roller, the guiding roller support and the
impact guiding element; a circulating raceway is pro-
vided on the impact guiding element or the guiding
roller support; the circulating raceway comprises an
annular circulating raceway, or a spiral circulating
raceway, or a wave-shaped circulating raceway, or
an irregular circulating raceway; the circulating race-
way and the impact guiding element or the guiding
roller support are connected in a separated manner
or integrated; the impact guiding element is provided
in the guiding roller support; the guiding roller support
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is provided in the circulating raceway; one part of the
guiding roller exposed out of the circulating raceway
is in contact with the surface of the guiding roller
support or the surface of the impact guiding element;
an impact guiding element main body is not in contact
with the surface of the guiding roller support; the
guiding rollers support the impact guiding element
and the guiding roller support to reciprocate oppo-
sitely through rolling friction; the guiding device and
the crank impact drive device are combined and pro-
vided in the jacking device or the frame; one end or
two ends of the power impact element are provided
with a damage-prevention mechanism; the damage-
prevention mechanism comprises a rotating struc-
ture or a split structure; the rotating structure of the
damage-prevention mechanism is provided as a
joint bearing, or a turning joint, a ball cage universal
joint, a cross universal joint, a ball-end catching
groove type, or an arc-shaped catching groove type;
the rotating structure or the split structure of the dam-
age-prevention mechanism is matched with the
guiding device; the power impact element drives the
impact head to impact; an impact reactive force of
the impact head on a coal wall or a rock wall is applied
to the rotating structure or the split structure; the ro-
tating structure is stressed to rotate or the split struc-
ture isolates a reactive damage force in a split man-
ner, thus preventing the crank impact drive device
from being damaged by the impact reactive damage
force; the reciprocating impact part, or the jacking
device or the frame comprises a rotation power
source element and a rotation impact transmission
element; or when the frame comprises the rotation
power source element, the jacking device comprises
the rotation impact transmission element; or when
the jacking device comprises the rotation power
source element, the reciprocating impact part com-
prises the rotation impact transmission element; or
when the frame comprises the rotation power source
element, the reciprocating impact part comprises the
rotation impact transmission element; the rotation
power source element comprises an electric ma-
chine, or a hydraulic motor, or a pneumatic motor;
the jacking device or the reciprocating impact part
or the frame comprises a fixing support and a buff-
ering support; or when the frame comprises the fixing
support, the jacking device comprises the buffering
support; or when the jacking device comprises the
fixing support, the reciprocating impact part compris-
es the buffering support; or when the frame compris-
es the fixing support, the buffering support is corre-
spondingly provided on the reciprocating impact
part; a buffering device is provided between the
frame and the jacking device, or is provided between
the fixing support and the buffering support, or is
provided between the jacking device and the recip-
rocating impact part, or is provided between the
frame and the reciprocating impact part; the buffering

device comprises a rotation power buffering device
and a structure guiding buffering device; the rotation
power buffering device is provided between the ro-
tation power source element and the rotation impact
transmission element or is provided in the rotation
impact transmission element; the rotation power
buffering device comprises a sliding stroke spline
shaft housing buffering device or a belt buffering de-
vice; the sliding stroke spline shaft housing buffering
device comprises a spline shaft and a spline housing;
a sliding reciprocating stroke section is provided be-
tween the spline shaft and the spline housing; when
impacted, the sliding reciprocating stroke section
slides in a reciprocating manner to absorb an impact
reactive force; the belt buffering device comprises a
driving pulley, a driven pulley and a belt; the driving
pulley is fixed on the fixing support; the driving pulley
is connected with a drive shaft of the electric ma-
chine, the hydraulic motor, or the pneumatic motor;
the driven pulley is provided on the buffering support;
the belt is provided on the driving pulley and the driv-
en pulley; the driving pulley moves as the buffering
support is impacted; the belt absorbs an impact re-
active force; the belt buffering device prevents the
electric machine, the hydraulic motor, or the pneu-
matic motor from being damaged; the structure guid-
ing buffering device comprises a buffering element
and a buffering guiding element; the buffering ele-
ment is provided between the frame and the recip-
rocating impact part, or is provided between the fix-
ing support and the buffering support, or is provided
between the jacking device and the reciprocating im-
pact part, or is provided between the frame and the
jacking device; the buffering guiding element is pro-
vided on the frame and the reciprocating impact part,
or is provided on the fixing support and the buffering
support, or is provided on the jacking device and the
reciprocating impact part, or is provided on the frame
and the jacking device; the structure guiding buffer-
ing device absorbs an impact reactive force through
the buffering element while controlling a buffering
direction through the buffering guiding element; the
structure guiding buffering device is matched with
the sliding stroke spline shaft housing buffering de-
vice or the belt buffering device to absorb and buffer
an impact reactive force of the reciprocating impact
part and guide a buffering direction, thus preventing
the rotation power source element or the jacking de-
vice or the frame from being damaged by oscillating
non-directionally during buffering and ensuring that
an impact direction of the impact head faces an ob-
ject to be mined.

173.A wear-resistant impact mining machine according
to claim 36, wherein the guiding device comprises
the guiding rollers, the guiding roller support and the
guiding impact element; the guiding roller is provided
between the guiding roller support and the impact
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guiding element; the guiding device comprises an
external sleeve and an internal body; a raceway is
provided on the external sleeve or the internal body;
the guiding roller is provided in the raceway and be-
tween the external sleeve and the internal body; the
external sleeve, the internal body and the guiding
rollers are matched closely so that the external
sleeve or the internal body reciprocates oppositely
through rolling friction of the guiding rollers; the roll-
ing friction controls an impact direction of the external
sleeve or the internal body; the impact head and the
reciprocating external sleeve or internal body are in-
tegrated or connected.

174.A wear-resistant impact mining machine according
to claim 36, wherein the guiding device comprises
an external sleeve and an internal body; a retainer
is provided between the external sleeve and the in-
ternal body; the guiding roller is provided in the re-
tainer and provided between the external sleeve and
the internal body; when the guiding roller support is
the external sleeve, the impact guiding element is
the internal body; the external sleeve supports the
guiding rollers and the internal body; when the guid-
ing roller support is the internal body, the impact guid-
ing element is the external sleeve; the internal body
supports the guiding rollers and the external sleeve;
the external sleeve, the internal body and the guiding
rollers are matched closely so that the external
sleeve or the internal body reciprocates oppositely
through rolling friction of the guiding rollers; an im-
pact direction of the external sleeve or the internal
body is controlled by rolling friction.

175.A wear-resistant impact mining machine according
to claim 36, wherein the guiding device and the crank
impact drive device are combined and provided in
the jacking device or the frame; one end or two ends
of the power impact element are provided with an
damage-prevention mechanism; the damage-pre-
vention mechanism comprises a rotating structure
or a split structure; the rotating structure of the dam-
age-prevention mechanism is provided as a joint
bearing, or a turning joint, a ball cage universal joint,
a cross universal joint, a ball-end catching groove
type, or an arc-shaped catching groove type; the ro-
tating structure or the split structure of the damage-
prevention mechanism is matched with the guiding
device; the power impact element drives the impact
head to impact; an impact reactive damage force of
the impact head on a coal wall or a rock wall is applied
to the rotating structure or the split structure; the ro-
tating structure is stressed to rotate or the split struc-
ture isolates the reactive damage force in a split man-
ner, thus preventing the crank impact drive device
from being damaged by the impact reactive damage
force; the reciprocating impact part, or the jacking
device or the frame comprises a rotation power

source element and a rotation impact transmission
element; or when the frame comprises the rotation
power source element, the jacking device comprises
the rotation impact transmission element; or when
the jacking device comprises the rotation power
source element, the reciprocating impact part com-
prises the rotation impact transmission element; or
when the frame comprises the rotation power source
element, the reciprocating impact part comprises the
rotation impact transmission element; the rotation
power source element comprises an electric ma-
chine, or a hydraulic motor, or a pneumatic motor;
the jacking device or the reciprocating impact part
or the frame comprises a fixing support and a buff-
ering support; or when the frame comprises the fixing
support, the jacking device comprises the buffering
support; or when the jacking device comprises the
fixing support, the reciprocating impact part compris-
es the buffering support; or when the frame compris-
es the fixing support, the buffering support is corre-
spondingly provided on the reciprocating impact
part; a buffering device is provided between the
frame and the jacking device, or is provided between
the fixing support and the buffering support, or is
provided between the jacking device and the recip-
rocating impact part, or is provided between the
frame and the reciprocating impact part; the buffering
device comprises a rotation power buffering device
and a structure guiding buffering device; the rotation
power buffering device is provided between the ro-
tation power source element and the rotation impact
transmission element or is provided in the rotation
impact transmission element; the rotation power
buffering device comprises a sliding stroke spline
shaft housing buffering device or a belt buffering de-
vice; the sliding stroke spline shaft housing buffering
device comprises a spline shaft and a spline housing;
a sliding reciprocating stroke section is provided be-
tween the spline shaft and the spline housing; when
impacted, the sliding reciprocating stroke section
slides in a reciprocating manner to absorb an impact
reactive force; the belt buffering device comprises a
driving pulley, a driven pulley and a belt; the driving
pulley is fixed on the fixing support; the driving pulley
is connected with a drive shaft of the electric ma-
chine, the hydraulic motor, or the pneumatic motor;
the driven pulley is provided on the buffering support;
the belt is provided on the driving pulley and the driv-
en pulley; the driving pulley moves as the buffering
support is impacted; the belt absorbs an impact re-
active force; the belt buffering device prevents the
electric machine, the hydraulic motor, or the pneu-
matic motor from being damaged; the structure guid-
ing buffering device comprises a buffering element
and a buffering guiding element; the buffering ele-
ment is provided between the frame and the recip-
rocating impact part, or is provided between the fix-
ing support and the buffering support, or is provided
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between the jacking device and the reciprocating im-
pact part, or is provided between the frame and the
jacking device; the buffering guiding element is pro-
vided on the frame and the reciprocating impact part,
or is provided on the fixing support and the buffering
support, or is provided on the jacking device and the
reciprocating impact part, or is provided on the frame
and the jacking device; the structure guiding buffer-
ing device absorbs an impact reactive force through
the buffering element while controlling a buffering
direction through the buffering guiding element; the
structure guiding buffering device is matched with
the sliding stroke spline shaft housing buffering de-
vice or the belt buffering device to absorb and buffer
an impact reactive force of the reciprocating impact
part and guide a buffering direction, thus preventing
the rotation power source element or the jacking de-
vice or the frame from being damaged by oscillating
non-directionally during buffering and ensuring that
an impact direction of the impact head faces an ob-
ject to be mined.

176.A wear-resistant impact mining machine according
to claim 36, wherein the guiding device comprises
the guiding rollers, the guiding roller support and the
impact guiding element; the guiding roller is provided
between the guiding roller support and the impact
guiding element; the guiding device further compris-
es a retainer; the guiding rollers comprise rolling
shafts; the retainer is provided between the guiding
roller support and the impact guiding element; the
rolling shafts are provided in the retainer; the thick-
ness of the retainer is smaller than the guiding roller
diameter; two parts of the guiding rollers higher than
the retainer are respectively provided in the guiding
roller support and the impact guiding element; a
raceway is provided on the guiding roller support or
the impact guiding element; the guiding roller is pro-
vided in the retainer and the raceway; the retainer
and the raceway limit a rolling space of the guiding
rollers; the guiding rollers roll against the raceway;
the guiding roller support, the impact guiding element
and the guiding rollers in the retainer and the race-
way are matched closely to enable the impact guid-
ing element to reciprocate with rolling friction; an im-
pact direction of the impact guiding element is con-
trolled by rolling friction; the impact guiding element
and the impact head are connected, or integrated or
separated; one end or two ends of the power impact
element are provided with an damage-prevention
mechanism; the damage-prevention mechanism
comprises a rotating structure or a split structure; the
rotating structure of the damage-prevention mecha-
nism is provided as a joint bearing, or a turning joint,
a ball cage universal joint, a cross universal joint, a
ball-end catching groove type, or an arc-shaped
catching groove type; the rotating structure or the
split structure of the damage-prevention mechanism

is matched with the guiding device; the power impact
element drives the impact head to impact; an impact
reactive damage force of the impact head on a coal
wall or a rock wall is applied to the rotating structure
or the split structure; the rotating structure is stressed
to rotate, or the split structure isolates the reactive
damage force in a split manner; a structure guiding
buffering device is provided on the jacking device,
or is provided between the jacking device and the
frame, or is provided between the jacking device and
the reciprocating impact part, or is provided between
the frame and the reciprocating impact part; the
structure guiding buffering device absorbs and buff-
ers the impact reactive damage force generated by
the impact head.

177.A wear-resistant impact mining machine according
to claim 36, wherein the hydraulic impact drive de-
vice or the pneumatic impact drive device comprises
a cylinder, a piston, and the power rollers; the cylin-
der, the piston and/or the power rollers com-
prise/comprises a power position-limiting structure;
the power rollers are provided in the piston and in
the cylinder; the power rollers support rolling fiction
of the piston and the cylinder in the power position-
limiting structure; the power position-limiting struc-
ture limits a moving space and position of the power
rollers and/or the piston; the guiding device compris-
es the impact guiding element, the roller support and
the guiding rollers; the impact guiding element, the
rubbing body support and/or the guiding rollers com-
prise a guiding position-limiting structure; the guiding
rollers support the impact guiding element to recip-
rocate along the rubbing body support in the guiding
position-limiting structure; the guiding position-limit-
ing structure limits a rolling space and position of the
guiding rollers; the power position-limiting structure
and the cylinder are connected, or separated, or in-
tegrated; or the power position-limiting structure and
the piston are connected, or separated or integrated;
or the power position-limiting structure and the power
rollers are connected, or separated or integrated; or
the guiding position-limiting structure and the rub-
bing body support are connected, or separated or
integrated; or the guiding position-limiting structure
and the impact guiding element are connected, or
separated or integrated; or the guiding position-lim-
iting structure and the guiding rollers are connected,
or separated or integrated.

178.A wear-resistant impact mining machine according
to claim 36, wherein the reciprocating impact part
comprises the guiding device and the impact drive
device; the impact drive device comprises the crank
impact drive device, or the hydraulic impact drive
device or the pneumatic impact drive device; the re-
ciprocating impact part further comprises a support-
ing box or a supporting frame; the supporting box or
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the supporting frame supports the guiding device;
the impact drive device comprises a crank multi-
throw eccentric shaft mechanism and a power output
component; the crank multi-throw eccentric shaft
mechanism comprises a multi-throw crank and the
power impact element; the multi-throw crank com-
prises a power concentric shaft section, connecting
handles and eccentric shafts; the power concentric
shaft section, the connecting handles and the eccen-
tric shafts are combined in a separated manner or
integrated; one end of the power concentric shaft
section of the multi-throw crank is connected with
the power output component and the other end is
provided with two or more connecting handles and
eccentric shafts; two or more eccentric shafts are
arranged radially at intervals along the power con-
centric shaft section to form angular difference; the
power concentric shaft section of the multi-throw
crank is installed on the supporting box or the sup-
porting frame; two or more eccentric shafts of the
multi-throw crank are connected with one end of two
or more power impact elements; the other end of the
power impact element is provided with an impact
head; a damage-prevention mechanism is provided
between the power impact element and the impact
head; the damage-prevention mechanism is a split
structure or a rotating structure; the guiding device
comprises an external sleeve, an internal body and
the guiding rollers; the internal body comprises an
internal body upper element and an internal body
lower element; the external sleeve is a frame-shaped
external sleeve; the frame-shaped external sleeve
comprises a frame-shaped external sleeve upper el-
ement and a frame-shaped external sleeve lower el-
ement; the frame-shaped external sleeve upper el-
ement and the frame-shaped external sleeve lower
element comprise a reciprocating stroke section or
a raceway; the guiding roller is provided between the
internal body upper element and the frame-shaped
external sleeve upper element and is provided be-
tween the internal body lower element and the frame-
shaped external sleeve lower element; the frame-
shaped external sleeve, the internal body and the
guiding rollers provided in the reciprocating stroke
section or in the raceway are matched closely so that
the guiding rollers support the frame-shaped exter-
nal sleeve to reciprocate with rolling friction and pre-
vent the frame-shaped external sleeve from rotating;
the external sleeve and the impact head are con-
nected or integrated; two or more power impact el-
ements alternatively drive the impact head to impact;
the rotating structure of the damage-prevention
mechanism is stressed to rotate, or the split structure
isolates an impact reactive damage force in a split
manner; the external sleeve, the internal body and
the guiding rollers are matched closely to centralize
an impact direction of the impact head; the power
impact element does not guide the impact head and

is not damaged by the damage force.

179.A wear-resistant impact mining machine according
to claim 36, wherein the impact drive device com-
prises a rolling piston hydraulic impact drive device
or a rolling piston pneumatic impact drive device; the
rolling piston hydraulic impact drive device or the roll-
ing piston pneumatic impact drive device comprises
a cylinder, a piston, piston rollers, a control element
and the power impact element; the piston rollers are
provided in the piston to form a rolling piston; the
rolling piston is provided in the cylinder; the rolling
piston and the cylinder are supported by the piston
rollers to have rolling friction; the control element
controls a liquid or a gas to flow; the rolling piston is
pushed by the liquid or the gas to reciprocate; one
end of the power impact element is separated, con-
nected or integrated with the piston; the other end
of the power impact element is connected or sepa-
rated with the impact head; one end or two ends of
the power impact element are provided with a dam-
age-prevention mechanism; the damage-prevention
mechanism is provided as a rotating structure or a
split structure; the rotating structure of the damage-
prevention mechanism is provided as a joint bearing,
or a turning joint, a ball cage universal joint, a cross
universal joint, a ball-end catching groove type, or
an arc-shaped catching groove type; the rotating
structure or the split structure of the damage-preven-
tion mechanism is matched with the guiding device;
the rotating structure is stressed to rotate or the split
structure isolates an impact reactive damage force
in a split manner; the power impact element drives
the impact head to impact; an impact reactive dam-
age force of the impact head on a coal wall or a rock
wall is applied to the guiding device; the reciprocating
impact part, or the jacking device or the frame com-
prises a rotation power source element and a rotation
impact transmission element; or when the frame
comprises the rotation power source element, the
jacking device comprises the rotation impact trans-
mission element; or when the jacking device com-
prises the rotation power source element, the recip-
rocating impact part comprises the rotation impact
transmission element; or when the frame comprises
the rotation power source element, the reciprocating
impact part comprises the rotation impact transmis-
sion element; the rotation power source element
comprises an electric machine, or a hydraulic motor,
or a pneumatic motor; the jacking device or the re-
ciprocating impact part or the frame comprises a fix-
ing support and a buffering support; or when the
frame comprises the fixing support, the jacking de-
vice comprises the buffering support; or when the
jacking device comprises the fixing support, the re-
ciprocating impact part comprises the buffering sup-
port; or when the frame comprises the fixing support,
the reciprocating impact part comprises the buffering
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support; a buffering device is provided between the
frame and the jacking device, or is provided between
the fixing support and the buffering support, or is
provided between the jacking device and the recip-
rocating impact part, or is provided between the
frame and the reciprocating impact part; the buffering
device comprises a structure guiding buffering de-
vice; the structure guiding buffering device compris-
es a buffering element and a buffering guiding ele-
ment; the buffering element is provided between the
frame and the reciprocating impact part, or is provid-
ed between the fixing support and the buffering sup-
port, or is provided between the jacking device and
the reciprocating impact part, or is provided between
the frame and the jacking device; the buffering guid-
ing element is provided on the frame and the recip-
rocating impact part, or is provided on the fixing sup-
port and the buffering support, or is provided on the
jacking device and the reciprocating impact part, or
is provided on the frame and the jacking device; the
structure guiding buffering device absorbs an impact
reactive force through the buffering element while
controlling a buffering direction through the buffering
guiding element; the structure guiding buffering de-
vice absorbs and buffers an impact reactive force of
the impact head while guiding a buffering direction,
thus preventing the rotation power source element
or the jacking device or the frame from being dam-
aged by oscillating non-directionally during buffering
and ensuring that an impact direction of the impact
head faces an object to be mined.

180.A wear-resistant impact mining machine according
to claim 36, wherein the guiding device is combined
with the crank impact drive device, or the hydraulic
impact drive device or the pneumatic impact drive
device to form two or more reciprocating impact
parts; one end or two ends of the power impact ele-
ment are provided with a damage-prevention mech-
anism; the damage-prevention mechanism compris-
es a rotating structure or a split structure; the rotating
structure of the damage-prevention mechanism is
provided as a joint bearing, or a turning joint, a ball
cage universal joint, a cross universal joint, a ball-
end catching groove type, or an arc-shaped catching
groove type; the rotating structure or the split struc-
ture of the damage-prevention mechanism is
matched with the guiding device; the power impact
element drives the impact head to impact; an impact
reactive damage force of the impact head on a coal
wall or a rock wall is applied to the rotating structure
or the split structure; the rotating structure is stressed
to rotate or the split structure isolates the impact re-
active damage force in a split manner; the power
impact element drives the impact head to impact;
the impact reactive damage force of the impact head
on the coal wall or the rock wall is applied to the
guiding device, thus preventing the crank impact

drive device, or the hydraulic impact drive device or
the pneumatic impact drive device from being dam-
aged by the impact reactive damage force; the guid-
ing device centralizes an impact direction of the im-
pact head, thus ensuring that the next impact of the
impact head is applied to an objected to be mined;
the reciprocating impact part, or the jacking device
or the frame comprises a rotation power source el-
ement and a rotation impact transmission element;
or when the frame comprises the rotation power
source element, the jacking device comprises the
rotation impact transmission element; or when the
jacking device comprises the rotation power source
element, the reciprocating impact part comprises the
rotation impact transmission element; or when the
frame comprises the rotation power source element,
the reciprocating impact part comprises the rotation
impact transmission element; the rotation power
source element comprises an electric machine, or a
hydraulic motor, or a pneumatic motor; the jacking
device or the reciprocating impact part or the frame
comprises a fixing support and a buffering support;
or when the frame comprises the fixing support, the
jacking device comprises the buffering support; or
when the jacking device comprises the fixing sup-
port, the reciprocating impact part comprises the
buffering support; or when the frame comprises the
fixing support, the reciprocating impact part compris-
es the buffering support; a buffering device is pro-
vided between the frame and the jacking device, or
is provided between the fixing support and the buff-
ering support, or is provided between the jacking de-
vice and the reciprocating impact part, or is provided
between the frame and the reciprocating impact part;
the buffering device comprises a rotation power buff-
ering device and a structure guiding buffering device;
the rotation power buffering device is provided be-
tween the rotation power source element and the
rotation impact transmission element or is provided
in the rotation impact transmission element; the ro-
tation power buffering device comprises a sliding
stroke spline shaft housing buffering device or a belt
buffering device; the sliding stroke spline shaft hous-
ing buffering device comprises a spline shaft and a
spline housing; a sliding reciprocating stroke section
is provided between the spline shaft and the spline
housing; when impacted, the sliding reciprocating
stroke section slides in a reciprocating manner to
absorb an impact reactive force; the belt buffering
device comprises a driving pulley, a driven pulley
and a belt; the driving pulley is fixed on the fixing
support; the driving pulley is connected with a drive
shaft of the electric machine, the hydraulic motor, or
the pneumatic motor; the driven pulley is provided
on the buffering support; the belt is provided on the
driving pulley and the driven pulley; the driving pulley
moves as the buffering support is impacted; the belt
absorbs an impact reactive force; the belt buffering
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device prevents the electric machine, the hydraulic
motor, or the pneumatic motor from being damaged;
the structure guiding buffering device comprises a
buffering element and a buffering guiding element;
the buffering element is provided between the frame
and the reciprocating impact part, or is provided be-
tween the fixing support and the buffering support,
or is provided between the jacking device and the
reciprocating impact part, or is provided between the
frame and the jacking device; the buffering guiding
element is provided on the frame and the reciprocat-
ing impact part, or is provided on the fixing support
and the buffering support, or is provided on the jack-
ing device and the reciprocating impact part, or is
provided on the frame and the jacking device; the
structure guiding buffering device absorbs an impact
reactive force through the buffering element while
controlling a buffering direction through the buffering
guiding element; the structure guiding buffering de-
vice is matched with the sliding stroke spline shaft
housing buffering device or the belt buffering device
to absorb and buffer an impact reactive force of the
reciprocating impact part and guide a buffering di-
rection, thus preventing the rotation power source
element or the jacking device or the frame from being
damaged by oscillating non-directionally during buff-
ering and ensuring that an impact direction of the
impact head faces an object to be mined.

181.A wear-resistant impact mining machine according
to claim 36, wherein the impact drive device com-
prises a crank impact drive device; the crank impact
drive device comprises the power impact element;
the guiding device and the crank impact drive device
are combined into two or more reciprocating impact
parts; two or more reciprocating impact parts are pro-
vided at a front part of the jacking device or the frame;
the guiding device comprises the guiding rollers, the
guiding roller support and the impact guiding ele-
ment; the guiding roller is provided between the guid-
ing roller support and the impact guiding element;
the reciprocating impact part comprises a supporting
box; the crank impact driving device comprises a
crank component; the crank component drives the
power impact element; the guiding device and the
crank component are combined and provided in the
supporting box; two ends of the impact guiding ele-
ment extending out of the supporting box are provid-
ed with impact heads; or one end of the impact guid-
ing element is provided with an impact head and the
other end is provided with a counterweight element
for preventing the impact head from being damaged
with the guiding device, the impact drive device
and/or the machine body due to gravity unbalance
or one end of the impact guiding element is provided
with an impact head; an end of two or more power
impact elements extending out of the supporting box
is connected or separated with the impact head; the

supporting box supports a crank component, the
guiding device and the impact head; the supporting
box is provided at a front part of the jacking device
or the frame; a guiding roller position-limiting struc-
ture is provided on the guiding roller support or the
impact guiding element; the guiding roller position-
limiting structure limits a rolling space of the guiding
rollers; the guiding rollers, the guiding roller support
and the impact guiding element are matched closely
so that the guiding rollers provided in the guiding
roller position-limiting structure support through roll-
ing friction the impact guiding element to reciprocate
and control an impact direction of the impact guiding
element; one end or two ends of the power impact
element are provided with a damage-prevention
mechanism; the damage-prevention mechanism
comprises a rotating structure or a split structure; the
rotating structure of the damage-prevention mecha-
nism comprises a joint bearing, or a turning joint, a
ball cage universal joint, a cross universal joint, a
ball-end catching groove type, or an arc-shaped
catching groove type; the rotating structure or the
split structure of the damage-prevention mechanism
is matched with the guiding device; the power impact
element drives the impact head to impact; an impact
reactive damage force of the impact head on a coal
wall or a rock wall is applied to the rotating structure
or the split structure; the rotating structure is stressed
to rotate or the split structure isolates the reactive
damage force in a split manner; the guiding device
centralizes an impact direction of the impact head;
the power impact element drives the impact head;
the impact reactive damage force of the impact head
on the coal wall or the rock wall is applied to the
guiding device, thus preventing the impact drive de-
vice from being damaged by the impact reactive
damage force; the reciprocating impact part, or the
jacking device or the frame comprises a rotation
power source element and a rotation impact trans-
mission element; or when the frame comprises the
rotation power source element, the jacking device
comprises the rotation impact transmission element;
or when the jacking device comprises the rotation
power source element, the reciprocating impact part
comprises the rotation impact transmission element;
or when the frame comprises the rotation power
source element, the reciprocating impact part com-
prises the rotation impact transmission element; the
rotation power source element comprises an electric
machine, or a hydraulic motor, or a pneumatic motor;
the jacking device or the reciprocating impact part
or the frame comprises a fixing support and a buff-
ering support; or when the frame comprises the fixing
support, the jacking device comprises the buffering
support; or when the jacking device comprises the
fixing support, the reciprocating impact part compris-
es the buffering support; or when the frame compris-
es the fixing support, the reciprocating impact part
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comprises the buffering support; a buffering device
is provided between the frame and the jacking de-
vice, or is provided between the fixing support and
the buffering support, or is provided between the
jacking device and the reciprocating impact part, or
is provided between the frame and the reciprocating
impact part; the buffering device comprises a rotation
power buffering device and a structure guiding buff-
ering device; the rotation power buffering device is
provided between the rotation power source element
and the rotation impact transmission element or is
provided in the rotation impact transmission ele-
ment; the rotation power buffering device comprises
a sliding stroke spline shaft housing buffering device
or a belt buffering device; the sliding stroke spline
shaft housing buffering device comprises a spline
shaft and a spline housing; a sliding reciprocating
stroke section is provided between the spline shaft
and the spline housing; when impacted, the sliding
reciprocating stroke section slides in a reciprocating
manner to absorb an impact reactive force; the belt
buffering device comprises a driving pulley, a driven
pulley and a belt; the driving pulley is fixed on the
fixing support; the driving pulley is connected with a
drive shaft of the electric machine, the hydraulic mo-
tor, or the pneumatic motor; the driven pulley is pro-
vided on the buffering support; the belt is provided
on the driving pulley and the driven pulley; the driving
pulley moves as the buffering support is impacted;
the belt absorbs an impact reactive force; the belt
buffering device prevents the electric machine, the
hydraulic motor, or the pneumatic motor from being
damaged; the structure guiding buffering device
comprises a buffering element and a buffering guid-
ing element; the buffering element is provided be-
tween the frame and the reciprocating impact part,
or is provided between the fixing support and the
buffering support, or is provided between the jacking
device and the reciprocating impact part, or is pro-
vided between the frame and the jacking device; the
buffering guiding element is provided on the frame
and the reciprocating impact part, or is provided on
the fixing support and the buffering support, or is
provided on the jacking device and the reciprocating
impact part, or is provided on the frame and the jack-
ing device; the structure guiding buffering device ab-
sorbs an impact reactive force through the buffering
element while controlling a buffering direction
through the buffering guiding element; the structure
guiding buffering device is matched with the sliding
stroke spline shaft housing buffering device or the
belt buffering device to absorb and buffer an impact
reactive force of the reciprocating impact part and
guide a buffering direction, thus preventing the rota-
tion power source element or the jacking device or
the frame from being damaged by oscillating non-
directionally during buffering and ensuring that an
impact direction of the impact head faces an object

to be mined.

182.A wear-resistant impact mining machine according
to claim 36, wherein the reciprocating impact part
comprises the guiding device, the impact drive de-
vice, the supporting box, and the impact head; the
supporting box supports the guiding device; the im-
pact drive device comprises the crank impact drive
device, the hydraulic impact drive device or the pneu-
matic impact drive device; the crank impact drive de-
vice, the hydraulic impact drive device or the pneu-
matic impact drive device comprises the power im-
pact element; the power impact element is provided
in the supporting box; the power impact element and
the impact head are connected, separated or inte-
grated; a damage-prevention mechanism is provid-
ed at one end or two ends of the power impact ele-
ment; the damage-prevention mechanism compris-
es a rotating structure and a split structure; the guid-
ing device comprises the guiding roller support, the
guiding rollers, and the impact guiding element; the
guiding roller support comprises a raceway; the im-
pact guiding element comprises a raceway; the guid-
ing rollers comprise rollers; the rollers roll against
the raceway; the impact guiding element is support-
ed by the rollers to roll; the power impact element
drives the impact head to impact; the rotating struc-
ture the damage-prevention mechanism is stressed
to rotate or the split structure isolates a reactive dam-
age force in a split manner; the guiding roller support,
the impact guiding element and the rollers provided
in the raceway are matched closely to centralize an
impact direction of the impact head and prevent the
impact head from rotating; the power impact element
does not guide the impact head and is not damaged
by the damage force.

183.A wear-resistant impact mining machine according
to claim 36, wherein the reciprocating impact part
comprises the guiding device and the impact drive
device; the impact drive device comprises the crank
impact drive device, the hydraulic impact drive de-
vice or the pneumatic impact drive device; the crank
impact drive device, the hydraulic impact drive de-
vice or the pneumatic impact drive device comprises
the power impact element; a damage-prevention
mechanism is provided at one end or two ends of
the power impact element; the damage-prevention
mechanism comprises a rotating structure and a split
structure; the guiding device comprises the guiding
roller support, and the impact guiding element; the
guiding roller support comprises a guiding roller sup-
port upper element, and a guiding roller support low-
er element; the impact guiding element is a U-
shaped impact guiding element; the U-shaped im-
pact guiding element comprises an impact guiding
element upper element and a impact guiding ele-
ment lower element; a raceway is provided in the
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guiding roller support upper element, and the guiding
roller support lower element; or a raceway is provid-
ed in the impact guiding element upper element and
the impact guiding element lower element; or a race-
way is provided in the guiding roller support upper
element, the guiding roller support lower element,
the impact guiding element upper element and the
impact guiding element lower element; the guiding
roller is provided between the guiding roller support
upper element and the impact guiding element upper
element, and is provided between the guiding roller
support lower element and the impact guiding ele-
ment lower element and is provided in the raceway;
the guiding roller provided in the raceway, the U-
shaped impact guiding element and the guiding roller
support are matched closely so that the guiding roller
supports the U-shaped impact guiding element to
reciprocate with rolling friction and control a recipro-
cating direction of the U-shaped impact guiding ele-
ment and centralize an impact direction of the impact
head; the U-shaped impact guiding element and the
impact head are connected, separated or integrated;
the power impact element and the impact head are
connected or separated; the power impact element
drives the impact head to impact; the rotating struc-
ture of the damage-prevention mechanism is
stressed to rotate or the split structure isolates an
impact reactive damage force in a split manner; the
power impact element does not guide the impact
head and is not damaged by the damage force.

184.A wear-resistant impact mining machine according
to claim 36, wherein the reciprocating impact part
comprises the guiding device and the impact drive
device; the impact drive device comprises the crank
impact drive device, the hydraulic impact drive de-
vice or the pneumatic impact drive device; the crank
impact drive device, the hydraulic impact drive de-
vice or the pneumatic impact drive device comprises
the power impact element; a damage-prevention
mechanism is provided at one end or two ends of
the power impact element; the damage-prevention
mechanism comprises a rotating structure and a split
structure; the guiding device comprises an external
sleeve, an internal body and the guiding rollers; the
internal body comprises an internal body upper ele-
ment and an internal body lower element; the exter-
nal sleeve is a frame-shaped external sleeve; the
frame-shaped external sleeve comprises a frame-
shaped external sleeve upper element and a frame-
shaped external sleeve lower element; the guiding
roller is provided between the internal body upper
element and the frame-shaped external sleeve up-
per element and is provided between the internal
body lower element and the frame-shaped external
sleeve lower element; the frame-shaped external
sleeve, the internal body and the guiding rollers are
matched closely so that the guiding roller support

supports the frame-shaped external sleeve to recip-
rocate with rolling friction and control a reciprocating
direction of the frame-shaped external sleeve and
centralizes an impact direction of the impact head;
the frame-shaped external sleeve and the impact
head are connected, separated or integrated; the
power impact element and the impact head are con-
nected or separated; the power impact element
drives the impact head to impact; the rotating struc-
ture of the damage-prevention mechanism is
stressed to rotate or the split structure isolates an
impact reactive damage force in a split manner; the
power impact element does not guide the impact
head and is not damaged by the damage force.

185.A wear-resistant impact mining machine according
to claim 36, wherein the reciprocating impact part
comprises the guiding device and the impact drive
device; the impact drive device comprises the crank
impact drive device, the hydraulic impact drive de-
vice or the pneumatic impact drive device; the crank
impact drive device, the hydraulic impact drive de-
vice or the pneumatic impact drive device comprises
the power impact element; a damage-prevention
mechanism is provided at one end or two ends of
the power impact element; the damage-prevention
mechanism comprises a rotating structure and a split
structure; the guiding device comprises an external
sleeve, an internal body and the guiding rollers; the
external sleeve is a cylindrical external sleeve; the
guiding roller is provided between the internal body
and the cylindrical external sleeve; the guiding roll-
ers, the cylindrical external sleeve and the internal
body are matched closely so that the guiding rollers
support the cylindrical external sleeve to reciprocate
with rolling friction and control a reciprocating direc-
tion of the cylindrical external sleeve; the cylindrical
external sleeve and the impact head are connected,
separated or integrated; the power impact element
and the impact head are connected, separated or
integrated; the power impact element drives the im-
pact head to impact; the rotating structure of the dam-
age-prevention mechanism is stressed to rotate or
the split structure isolates an impact reactive dam-
age force in a split manner; the power impact element
does not guide the impact head and is not damaged
by the damage force.

186.A wear-resistant impact mining machine according
to claim 36, wherein the reciprocating impact part
comprises the guiding device, the impact drive de-
vice, a supporting box, and the impact head; the sup-
porting box supports the guiding device; the impact
drive device comprises the crank impact drive de-
vice, the hydraulic impact drive device or the pneu-
matic impact drive device; the crank impact drive de-
vice, the hydraulic impact drive device or the pneu-
matic impact drive device comprises the power im-
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pact element; the power impact element is provided
in the supporting box; a damage-prevention mech-
anism is provided at one end or two ends of the power
impact element; the damage-prevention mechanism
comprises a rotating structure and a split structure;
the guiding device comprises a wear-resistant
traveling wheel; the wear-resistant traveling wheel
comprises a rolling wheel, the guiding roller support
and the impact guiding element; the rolling wheel is
provided on the guiding roller support; the power im-
pact element and the impact guiding element are
connected, separated or integrated; the power im-
pact element is provided with a bump, a recess, a V
groove or a curve locked with the rolling wheel; the
rolling wheel is provided at one side of the power
impact element or is provided in the power impact
element; the rolling wheel supports the power impact
element to impact in a reciprocating manner with roll-
ing friction while having a rolling guiding function; the
power impact element drives the impact head to im-
pact; the rotating structure of the damage-prevention
mechanism is stressed to rotate or the split structure
isolates an impact reactive damage force in a split
manner; the impact guiding element, the guiding roll-
er support and the rolling wheel are matched closely
to centralize an impact direction of the impact head;
the power impact element does not guide the impact
head and is not damaged by the damage force.

187.A wear-resistant impact mining machine according
to claim 36, wherein the impact drive device com-
prises the crank impact drive device, the hydraulic
impact drive device or the pneumatic impact drive
device; the crank impact drive device, the hydraulic
impact drive device or the pneumatic impact drive
device comprises the power impact element; a dam-
age-prevention mechanism is provided at one end
or two ends of the power impact element; the dam-
age-prevention mechanism comprises a rotating
structure and a split structure; the guiding device
comprises a linear bearing; the impact guiding ele-
ment is provided on the linear bearing; the power
impact element and the impact head are connected
or separated; the power impact element drives the
impact head to impact in a reciprocating manner; the
rotating structure of the damage-prevention mecha-
nism is stressed to rotate or the split structure iso-
lates an impact reactive damage force in a split man-
ner; the power impact element does not guide the
impact head and the guiding device centralizes an
impact direction of the impact head.

188.A wear-resistant impact mining machine according
to claim 36, wherein it comprises a box, the guiding
device, the impact drive device and the impact head;
the box supports the guiding device; the guiding de-
vice comprises the impact guiding element, the rub-
bing body, and the rubbing body support; the rubbing

body comprises the roller and the suspender; the
roller comprises the guiding roller and/or the power
roller; the suspender comprises the guiding sus-
pender and/or the power suspender; the suspender
comprises magnetic suspender, liquid suspender or
gas suspender; the guiding support comprises the
guiding roller support or the guiding suspender sup-
port; the box and the rubbing body support are sep-
arated, connected in a separated manner or integrat-
ed; an end of the impact guiding element extending
out of the box is connected with the impact head;
one end of the impact guiding element is provided
with an impact head or two ends are provided with
impact heads or one end is provided with an impact
head while the other end is provided with a counter-
weight element; the impact guiding element and the
impact head are connected or integrated; the impact
drive device comprises the crank impact drive de-
vice, the hydraulic impact drive device or the pneu-
matic impact drive device or the solid flowing impact
drive device; the crank impact drive device, the hy-
draulic impact drive device or the pneumatic impact
drive device or the solid flowing impact drive device
comprises the power impact element and the power
support; the box and the power support are connect-
ed in a separated manner or integrated; the power
support and the guiding support are separated, con-
nected in a separated manner or integrated; the pow-
er support comprises the power roller support or the
power suspender support; the impact guiding ele-
ment and the power impact element are separated,
connected in a split manner or integrated; the power
impact element is provided in the box; the power
impact element and the impact head are moveably
connected or separated; a damage-prevention
mechanism is provided at one end or two ends of
the power impact element; the damage-prevention
mechanism comprises a rotating structure and a split
structure; the power impact element drives the im-
pact head to impact; an impact damage force is ap-
plied on the damage-prevention mechanism; the ro-
tating structure of the damage-prevention mecha-
nism is stressed to rotate or the split structure iso-
lates the impact reactive damage force in a split man-
ner; the rubbing body is provided between the guid-
ing support and the impact guiding element to form
the guiding device; the rubbing body, the rubbing
body support and the impact guiding element are
matched closely to support impact head to impact
through rolling friction or suspension friction; the
guiding device centralizes an impact direction of the
impact head, thus preventing the impact drive device
from being damaged by a damage force and an im-
pact reactive force.

189.A wear-resistant impact mining machine according
to claim 36, wherein the jacking device comprises a
rocker arm lifting mechanism; a front part of the rock-
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er arm lifting mechanism is provided with a support-
ing box; the crank impact drive device comprises a
transmission gear; two sides of the transmission
gear are provided with crank connecting rods; a
crank connecting rod at one side at least drives one
impact head to impact; the crank connecting rods at
two sides of the transmission gear impact simulta-
neously or impact alternatively; two or more ends of
the supporting box are provided with the guiding sup-
port, the impact guiding element and the rubbing
body; the rubbing body is provided between the guid-
ing support and the impact guiding element to form
a multi-point supporting impact head structure; the
supporting box and the guiding support are connect-
ed in a separated manner or integrated; two or more
impact guiding elements extend out of the box to
connect the impact head; a connecting rod is con-
nected, separated or integrated with the impact
head; a damage-prevention mechanism is provided
at one end or two ends of the connecting rod; the
connecting rod drives the impact head to reciprocate;
two or more impact guiding elements centralize an
impact direction of the impact head.
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